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Abstract
Rebar corrosion is the most commonly observed deterioration mechanism in reinforced 
concrete (RC) structures, severely affecting their performance and potentially resulting in 
premature in-service failures. Corrosion causes internal damage to RC elements, owning to 
the loss o f steel area and the formation o f associated expansive corrosion products. 
Corrosion damage, which may ultimately lead to inadequate performance, includes loss o f 
steel area, loss o f bond between steel and concrete, reduced concrete strength due to 
cracking, loss o f concrete section due to spalling and reduced mechanical properties o f the 
affected rebars, i.e. strength and ductility, mostly due to pitting formation. The severity o f 
this damage, however, depends on the nature (i.e. uniform or/and pitting) and extent of 
corrosion as well as the location o f its occurrence, i.e. tension, compression and/or shear 
reinforcements in RC beams. Accurate performance evaluation o f corroding structures could 
allow extension o f service life, where appropriate, and may contribute to a more consistent 
safety level across a network o f structures. This would improve the efficient use o f scarce 
resources, and minimize the impact o f indirect costs through optimised inspection, 
maintenance and repair works.
In this study, performance o f corroding under-reinforced beams is examined under 
serviceability (i.e. deflections, cracking patterns) and ultimate (i.e. load capacity, ductility) 
conditions through detailed parametric and reliability analysis studies. The performance o f 
corrosion-damaged under-reinforced beams is assessed using non-linear finite element 
analysis (NLFEA). Empirical models from the literature are used to consider the different 
effects o f corrosion damage in the analysis. The NLFE models are used in parametric 
studies, where a number o f corrosion-damage scenarios are examined. For the mid-scale 
beams studied within this thesis, loss o f tensile steel area and concrete damage/section-loss 
due to corrosion in the compressive region o f the beam, are found to be the main causes for 
loss o f load capacity and bending stiffiiess. The numerical models predicted an increase o f 
beam’s ductility for increasing amounts o f corrosion, up to approx. Qcor = 12% loss. This 
behaviour was found to be due to the beneficial effect o f reducing tension rebar area and 
yield strength on beam’s ductility. At higher amount o f corrosion, beam’s ductility started to 
deteriorate due to a transition in beam’s behaviour at ultimate deflection from concrete 
crushing towards premature rupture o f the corroded tension rebars.
Reliability analysis, which is a widely proposed assessment tool o f corroding RC 
structures, is used to examine the influence o f uncertainties associated with different 
variables involved in the deterioration process. A FORM based reliability analysis
11
methodology is developed, which uses NLFEA together with adaptive response surface 
method (RSM) for the approximation of the performance function. The procedure is used 
for the analysis o f two corrosion damage scenarios on (mid-scale) under-reinforced beams.
The response surface o f the yield-load capacity limit state is shown to be a stationary 
surface, since the regression coefficients are insensitive to the amount o f corrosion. The 
reliability index, was found to gradually reduce for increasing corrosion damage, Qcor- 
The sensitivity factors obtained for the load capacity limit state revealed that the relative 
importance o f the random variables remained almost constant as corrosion loss increased.
The approximation o f the ductility limit state was found to be strongly influenced by 
the selection o f variable ranges due to significant curvature in the response surface. The 
accuracy o f the fitted response surface was improved by splitting the variable space into 
smaller ranges and evaluating the response surface for each corrosion interval. An initial 
increase o f the reliability index, p, was observed for the two corrosion damage scenarios 
examined. The sensitivity factors for the ductility limit state revealed that as corrosion 
damage increases, a transition o f the relative importance o f random variables concrete 
compressive strength, yê and ultimate (tension) rebar strain, is likely to occur.
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Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Globally, a majority o f public and private infrastructure assets, ranging from highway 
bridges and multi-storey car parks to hospitals and residential flats, are entirely -  or have 
several structural components -  made using reinforced concrete (RC). The extensive use of 
RC as a structural material is due to its numerous relative advantages over alternative 
materials, including low cost, sustainability, sufficient availability o f its constituent 
ingredients (i.e. gravel, sand, water, cement and rebars) as well as the low skills required in 
concrete construction (Wight and MacGregor 2009). Perhaps, one o f the most important 
reasons for using RC in construction is the potentially good durability properties of well- 
designed, constructed and maintained RC structures. The virtually maintenance-free life­
cycle of RC structures was one of the most significant widespread beliefs in RC 
construction. Particularly in the early years, little attention was given to the durability 
characteristics of RC. These, in turn, lead to unexpected premature deterioration o f RC 
structures.
Today, a number of mechanisms are known to cause performance deterioration of 
RC. Rebar corrosion is the most commonly observed deterioration mechanism in RC 
structures, among others, severely affecting their performance and potentially resulting in 
premature in-service failures (Wallbank 1989, Radomski 2002, Gaal 2004). Rebar 
corrosion is primarily caused by chloride attack due to use of salts in winter de-icing 
operations (Wallbank 1989). Chloride attack often affects RC structures exposed to marine
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environments, while in old, more porous RC structures, corrosion may occur due to 
carbonation of the concrete cover (Wallbank 1989). Corrosion can also be caused due to 
poor specification and execution of the construction works (Kenai and Bahar 2003).
Corrosion of steel in concrete, which begins with the breakdown of the passivation 
film, causes internal damage to RC elements, owing to the loss o f steel area and the 
formation of associated expansive corrosion products. Physical effects o f corrosion, which 
may ultimately lead to inadequate performance, include loss of steel area, loss of bond 
between the steel rebar and concrete, reduced concrete strength due to cracking, loss of 
concrete sections due to spalling and reduced mechanical properties o f the affected rebars 
(Cairns et al. 2005), i.e. strength and ductility, due to pitting formation.
The unexpected premature deterioration of a large number of RC structures, 
commonly bridges (Wallbank 1989), led to the development of management systems 
during the 80’s, which include proactive and reactive tasks such as inspection, maintenance, 
repair and replacement o f deteriorating components/structures. A number of strategies -  
using conventional and novel methods -  are available for the repair/upgrade of structurally 
deficient RC elements, for instance using advanced composite materials or by imposing 
load restrictions (Soudki and Sherwood 2000, Radomski 2002, Al-Hammoud et al. 2011, 
Kreit et al. 2011). The selection of a suitable strategy, within the context of long-term 
planning and limited financial resources, requires precise knowledge o f the structure’s 
current and future structural performance. Additionally, accurate performance evaluation 
of corrosion prone structures could allow extension of service life, where appropriate, and 
may contribute to a more consistent safety level across a network o f structures. This would 
improve the efficient use of scarce resources, and minimize the impact of indirect costs 
through optimised inspection, maintenance and repair works (HA 1995a, b).
Several studies have been devoted to this topic, aiming to clarify the influence of 
different types and effects of corrosion damage on the residual properties of the 
constitutive materials and their interaction (i.e. residual properties of rebars, concrete and 
loss of bond). Useful models have emerged from these studies, which allow the 
quantification of the impact of corrosion damage on the evolution o f residual material and 
bond properties, e.g. (Rodriguez et al. 1994, Du et al. 2005a, b, Lundgren 2007).
A number of experimental, numerical and analytical studies have attempted to 
quantify the effect of corrosion on the residual structural response o f corroding elements, 
such as beams, slabs, columns, etc. A majority of these studies focused their interest in the 
quantification o f the residual performance of different types o f corroding beams, including
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under-reinforced, over-reinforced beams as well as shear critical beams, e.g. (Ting and 
Nowak 1991, Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997, Mangat and Elgarf 1999, Capozucca and Cerri 
2003, Coronelli and Gambarova 2004, Toongoenthong and Maekawa 2005, Maaddawy et 
al. 2005a, b, Du et al. 2007a, Chung et al. 2008a). Among these beam types, under- 
reinforced beams are the commonest type used in practice, due to their ductile behaviour 
when overloaded, giving sufficient warning signals prior to collapse (Wight and 
MacGregor 2009). The available experimental results indicate that corrosion-damage 
affects both the load capacity and ductile behaviour of under-reinforced beams, e.g. 
(Maaddawy et al. 2005a, Du et al. 2007a).
1.2 Problem description
Experimental data is available regarding different performance indices o f corroding under- 
reinforced beams, including residual performance under serviceability and ultimate 
conditions (SLS deflections, load capacity, ductility etc.). In many cases, comparisons 
between the results from different experimental studies do not allow conclusive 
observations to be made due to significant scatter of data. In some cases, significant 
disagreements between the results presented by different studies have been observed; these 
could be due to different experimental procedures adopted in these studies or due to 
uncertainties associated with material (resistance) variables (e.g. variability o f concrete 
properties, uncertainties with corrosion-affected variables). Hence, the large number of 
potential sources of variability makes it difficult to have meaningful conclusions from the 
scatter observed in the experimental data. Furthermore, test results are often based on a 
small number of specimens and corrosion damage scenarios, which in turn do not allow the 
identification of trends in the evolution of residual structural performance of corroding 
beams.
As a result, several parameters influencing the performance o f corroding under- 
reinforced beams are not well understood yet. Furthermore, the complex behaviour of 
corrosion-affected RC members is difficult to be captured accurately using conventional 
sectional analysis adopting simplified assumptions, which leads to over-conservative 
assessments and undue repair works.
Interpretation of the existing experimental results would allow a better 
understanding of the influence of the different variables involved and hence lead to 
improved -  in many cases less conservative -  assessment procedures. To this end, the 
systematic study o f the different variables influenced by corrosion damage and their
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interrelations (e.g. bond loss, loss of rebar ductility, location of corrosion damage, etc.), 
through well-designed experimental, parametric and reliability analysis studies, can lead to 
an improved understanding of the underlying processes, which determine the observed 
behaviour, and allow future performance predictions.
1.3 Scope of the thesis
The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the impact 
of the different effects o f corrosion (e.g. bond loss, impaired rebar ductility, etc), on the 
residual performance of under-reinforced beams in flexure.
In this study, the residual structural performance of corroding (mid-scale) under- 
reinforced beams is examined under serviceability (i.e. deflections, cracking patterns) and 
ultimate (i.e. load capacity, ductility) conditions through detailed parametric and reliability 
analysis studies.
The performance of corrosion-damaged under-reinforced beams is assessed using 
non-linear finite element analysis (NLFEA). Empirical models from the literature are used 
to consider the different effects of corrosion damage in the FE models, including loss of 
steel area, bond deterioration, impaired mechanical properties of the affected rebars, 
impaired mechanical properties of concrete due to cracking and loss of concrete section 
due to spalling. The non-linear numerical models are used in deterministic parametric 
studies, where a number of corrosion-damage scenarios are examined and the influence of 
several input variables associated with corrosion is assessed. The results of these analyses 
are discussed with reference to published (mainly experimental) benchmark studies.
Reliability analysis, which is a widely proposed assessment tool o f corroding RC 
structures, e.g. (Li 1995, Val and Melchers 1997, Val et al. 1998, Stewart 2004, Enright 
and Frangopol 1998, Sarveswaran et al. 2000, Val and Stewart 2009, Val and Chemin 
2009), is used to examine the influence of uncertainties associated with different variables 
involved in the deterioration process.
To study the uncertainties associated with the properties of the resistance variables, 
a reliability analysis methodology is developed, which uses FORM together with adaptive 
response surface method (RSM).
The key objectives and activities of this study are summarised as follows:
1. Review the main mechanisms, and resulting effects, o f corrosion in RC.
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2. Study the available deterioration models, which allow the quantification of residual 
mechanical and bond properties of corrosion-damaged concrete, steel rebars and 
their interaction.
3. Review the available experimental data on residual performance of corroded RC 
beams, including serviceability, strength and ductility.
4. Study the use o f advanced non-linear FE analysis (NLFEA) for the modelling of 
RC elements.
5. Develop and validate non-linear FE models o f corroding under-reinforced beams.
6 . Parametric studies which can improve the understanding of the impact of corrosion 
on the residual performance of deteriorating under-reinforced beams.
7. Quantify the influence of uncertainty associated with different input (resistance) 
variables affected by corrosion on the predicted beam response.
8 . Study the use of response surface method within the context of reliability analysis 
using FORM/SORM.
9. Develop a reliability analysis procedure using FORM and adaptive-response 
surface method (RSM).
10. Application o f the adaptive-RSM methodology for the reliability analysis of 
corroding under-reinforced beams.
The results from this study are expected to improve the understanding o f the impact of the 
different effects of corrosion on the residual performance of under-reinforced beams.
1.4 Outline of the thesis
The present thesis is organised in seven chapters and six appendices. A brief description o f 
each chapter is given below:
Chapter 2 provides an extensive -  comprehensive -  literature review on the 
influence of the effects of corrosion on the structural response o f flexural members (e.g. 
beams, slabs, etc) with emphasis given to corroding under-reinforced beams. The chapter 
begins with a review of the main corrosion mechanisms and the potential effects of 
corrosion in reinforced concrete at a material level (e.g. loss of bond, impaired mechanical 
properties of corroded rebars, etc).
A summary o f experimental and analytical results is provided regarding the 
behaviour of corroded RC beams and slabs in flexure. These results are discussed with 
respect to the influence of each corrosion effect (loss of bond, loss of concrete, impaired 
mechanical properties of steel) on the load-capacity, stiffness and ductility performance of
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the corroded beams. The methods of assessing the structural performance of corrosion- 
affected RC elements are discussed and the need for more advanced analysis methods is 
highlighted. Finally, a critique of the literature is established and key issues arising from 
previous work are identified setting the objectives of this thesis.
Chapter 3 discusses the non-linear finite element (NLFE) modelling of corroding 
under-reinforced beams. Initially, a review is provided of different available theories and 
methodologies for the NLFEA of RC elements. Numerical models of non-corroded and 
corroded RC beams are developed and validated using published experimental data. The 
influence of corrosion damage on the residual mechanical properties of the materials as 
well as their interaction (i.e. bond) is considered in the analysis using empirical models 
from the literature. To ensure the objectivity of the results with respect to a number of 
modelling parameters (e.g. mesh size, load step, support conditions etc) an extensive 
sensitivity and convergence study is performed.
Chapter 4 presents the results of a parametric study performed using the previously 
developed numerical models in order to assess the influence of each o f the corrosion 
effects on structural performance of the beams. Results are presented for a number of 
different corrosion damage scenarios.
Chapter 5 deals with the development o f a reliability analysis methodology which 
utilises NLFEA and FORM. In this methodology, the response surface method (RSM) is 
used to approximate the performance function and an adaptive scheme is used to obtain the 
FORM design point and the corresponding reliability index, p. In this chapter, a number of 
benchmark numerical examples are used to validate the proposed methodology prior to its 
application for the reliability analysis of corroding under-reinforced beams.
In Chapter 6 , the reliability analysis methodology using adaptive-RSM is applied 
for the analysis o f corroding RC beams. Two beam types are examined considering several 
random variables in the analysis. In this study, the load effect is assumed time-independent 
since emphasis is given to the change of reliability due to corrosion impacting the 
resistance variables. Results are presented on the reliability evolution for the load-capacity 
and ductility limit states with time, as well as the evolution of the relative importance of 
the random variables.
Chapter 7 provides an overview of the findings of this study. The main 
achievements of this study are highlighted and recommendations for further research are 
laid on the basis of results obtained herein.
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Literature review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a comprehensive review of the effects of corrosion in reinforced 
concrete (RC), with emphasis given to the structural behaviour and performance 
assessment of corroding under-reinforced beams in flexure. It is generally accepted in 
literature that corrosion affects the properties of the constitutive materials and their 
interaction (i.e. concrete, steel rebars and their bond). The evolution o f geometrical, 
material and bond properties, due to increasing corrosion damage, is responsible for the 
altered structural behaviour o f corroding RC elements, such as under-reinforced beams, e.g. 
(Coronelli and Gambarova 2004). Hence, quantifying the influence o f increasing corrosion 
damage on the residual properties of the constitutive materials and their bond is vital for 
the development o f structural assessment procedures for deteriorating beams.
This chapter begins with a review -  in Section 2.2 -  o f the primary mechanisms 
and effects involved in corrosion-induced deterioration of RC. The effect of corrosion on 
the residual bond performance o f deformed rebars is discussed in Section 2.3, while key 
studies on the effect of corrosion on the residual rebar and concrete material properties are 
reviewed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.
The available experimental results on the structural response o f corroding under- 
reinforced beams are summarised and discussed in Section 2.6, in relation to serviceability 
(i.e. deflections) and ultimate (i.e. load capacity and ductility) limit states. In some cases, 
the knowledge acquired regarding the effect o f corrosion on the material and bond
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properties allows the interpretation o f results from corroding under-reinforced beams in 
flexure. This, however, is not always possible due to: (a) the simultaneous occurrence of 
different types o f corrosion damage at different locations o f a beam, (b) interaction of 
corrosion damage with parameters not associated with corrosion (e.g. loading rate) and (c) 
the variability associated with geometrical, material and bond properties in the beams, as 
well as variability o f parameters related with the deterioration process.
The structural assessment o f deteriorating under-reinforced beams is discussed in 
Section 2.7. The need to develop assessment methodologies for the evaluation o f residual 
structural performance is discussed in relation to existing analytical and numerical studies. 
Potential limitations of the existing methodologies are identified and discussed. The use of 
reliability analysis for the assessment o f corroding structures is discussed in Section 2.7.3.
Finally, on the basis of the preceding discussions presented in this chapter, a 
critique of the literature is provided in Section 2.8, which sets the objectives o f this thesis.
2.2 Corrosion of steel in concrete
It is well-known that concrete protects the embedded steel from corrosion due to its 
alkaline nature, which promotes the formation of a thin insoluble oxide film at the surface 
o f steel preventing further corrosion, referred to as steel passivation (Broomfield 1997, 
Glass and Buenfeld 2000). However, under certain conditions the oxide film may become 
unstable, which in turn will result in corrosion of the embedded steel, i.e. steel 
depassivation. The main causes responsible for rendering the passive oxide film unstable 
are carbonation and chloride attack (Broomfield 1997). In both mechanisms the aggressive 
chemical species penetrate through the pores o f concrete and attack the steel. The main 
interest o f this study is confined to the physical and mechanical effects o f corrosion on RC 
elements and as a result, the mechanisms and processes involved in corrosion initiation as 
well as the chemical effects of corrosion, e.g. reactions between Cl and the cement paste, 
are only discussed briefly. More details regarding these phenomena can be found in 
standard textbooks, e.g. (Broomfield 1997, Rendell et al. 2002, Bertolini et al. 2004).
2.2.1 Depassivation process
2.2.1.1 Carbonation
Carbonation is the reaction between carbon dioxide and the alkaline hydroxides in the 
concrete. Initially CO2 is dissolved in water and forms carbonic acid (H2CO3), which reacts 
with calcium hydroxide to produce calcium carbonate, see Equation 2.1.
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H2C03+Ca(0 H)2 CaC03+2H20 Equation 2.1
Ca(0 H )2 is responsible for maintaining the levels of pH in the pore solution at around 1 2 - 
13. The consumption of the available Ca(0 H)2 causes the pH levels in the pore solution to 
drop to values of less than 10 (Broomfield 1997). At such pH levels the protective oxide 
film is not longer stable and steel is prone to corrosion. The main factors influencing 
carbonation in concrete include the concrete cover thickness, the relative humidity and 
temperature, the permeability and alkalinity o f concrete and the concentration of carbon 
dioxide (Broomfield 1997, Lo et al. 2008). A characteristic o f carbonation-induced 
corrosion is its tendency to affect large areas of the rebar causing a uniform type of 
corrosion. A sign of carbonation is cracking o f the concrete cover, typically parallel to the 
longitudinal axis o f the affected rebar. Thus deterioration can be detected before serious 
damage is induced to the structure (Rendell et al. 2002). The effects o f uniform corrosion 
on RC are discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter.
2.2.1.2 Chloride attack
Unlike carbonation, chlorides attack the thin oxide protective film without affecting the 
global pH levels, i.e. overall pH remains high, causing localised steel section loss. 
Additionally, chlorides are not consumed during the proeess but they aet as a catalyst 
during the depassivation process (Broomfield 1997). The chloride induced breakdown 
mechanism of the passive layer is schematieally depicted in Figure 2.1.
FeCL^Fe^^ + 2CF
cr 1 /
Passive layer Passive layer
Steel
Figure 2.1. Chloride induced depassivation and “reuse” of Cl (Broomfield 1997).
A typical feature of chloride-induced corrosion is the formation o f pits, i.e. small 
concentrated anodic areas. There are two potential sourees of chlorides in concrete, namely 
cast-in chlorides and chlorides from external sources. The first group includes chlorides 
added to the concrete mix in the form of set accelerators such as calcium chloride, the use
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of sea water or contaminated aggregates (Broomfield 1997). Chlorides from external 
sources, e.g. direct sea water wetting or use of salts in de-ieing winter operations, are 
transported to the depth of the steel through a network of interconnected pores in concrete, 
i.e. capillary sorption and diffusion (Martin-Perez et al. 2001a). The passivation layer will 
break down when a critical chloride concentration is reached at the steel depth i.e. chloride 
threshold level (CTL) (Broomfield 1997, Ann and Song 2007). In literature different 
values for the CTL have been proposed in terms of chloride to hydroxyl ratio. In general, 
active corrosion is observed when this ratio is greater than 0.6, which corresponds to a C f 
concentration o f 0.4% by cement weight for east-in C f or 0.2% for C f from external 
sourees (CTRL 2006, Ann and Song 2007).
2.2.2 Corrosion process
Generally, corrosion is considered as a two-phase proeess, namely (a) initiation and (b) 
propagation. Steel depassivation marks the end of the initiation stage, i.e. beginning of the 
corrosion propagation stage. Figure 2.2 depicts the standard corrosion model proposed by 
Tuutti (1982). Figure 2.2 also shows an alternative of this model proposed by Li (2003). 
Tuutti’s model uses only the amount of corrosion loss as a performance criterion while 
more recent proposals, e.g. (Li 2003, 2004, Maaddawy and Soudki 2007, Chen and 
Mahadevan 2008, Otieno et al. 2011), make use of difference criteria such as limit state 
performance (i.e. bending stiffness, load-eapacity, etc).
Level o f 4  
damage Structural failure
Time to concrete spalling
Tuutti’s model
Time to corrosion induced cracking
Modified
model
Penetration o f  CO2 & Cl
Time(a) Initiation period Tp (b) Propagation period Tfaüure
Service life
Figure 2.2. Comparison of service-life models of a corroding RC structure (Otieno 2011): (a) Initiation and 
(b) propagation stages.
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During the initiation period the aggressive species migrate through the concrete cover to 
the surface o f the embedded steel. A number of factors determine the length of the 
initiation period, including thickness of concrete cover, chloride diffusion coefficient (i.e. 
measure o f concrete’s permeability) and the critical chloride concentration required to 
initiate corrosion (Enright and Frangopol 1998, Martin-Perez et al. 2001a). The chloride 
diffusion coefficient itself is determined by the water-cement ratio, cement type, curing 
and compaction as well as exposure conditions (Vu and Stewart 2000). When a threshold 
chloride concentration is reached or when the pFl is reduced to values o f <10, the oxide 
film layer becomes unstable and the structure enters its propagation stage o f corrosion. 
During this stage the steel corrodes actively, i.e. steel area reductions followed by rust 
formation, with the corrosion rate being dependant on the availability o f water and oxygen. 
Corrosion is characterised by anodes and cathodes where the electrochemical reactions 
take place. The anodic area on the rebar is eharaeterised by iron dissolution and electron 
release as shown in Figure 2.3.
Anode  ^ Cathode
4e +2H2O+O2 —^ 40HFe ^  Fe^^+2e
Concrete Steel rebar
Figure 2.3. Corrosion cell in reinforced concrete.
The anodic reaction is given by Equation 2.2. A Ferrous-iron (i.e. Fe^^) is formed releasing 
two free electrons (e“) during the process.
Fe —> Fe^^ + 2e Equation 2.2
To ensure electrical neutrality the electrons released by the anodic reaction are consumed 
at another location of the steel rebar, i.e. cathode. The eathodie reaction also requires water 
and oxygen as shown in Equation 2.3.
2e~ + H2O + I4 O2 20H  Equation 2.3
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The eathodie reaction results in the formation of hydroxyl ions. These in turn increase the 
alkalinity locally and hence the passive oxide layer is further protected. The iron ions from 
the anode and the hydroxide ions lead to the formation of rust. A volumetric expansion is 
observed due to the formation of ferric oxide (FeiOg), with its volume being approximately 
double that of the steel it replaces. When FeiOs is hydrated, it forms FeiOgHiO and a 
further volume increase takes place. Fe2 0 3 H2 0  may occupy up to ten times the volume of 
the replaced steel, which in turn may result in concrete cracking and spalling.
Several proposals have been made in the literature to define the end o f the 
corrosion propagation stage (also the end service-life o f structure). A conservative 
approach is to set the end o f the service life of the structure at the same time as the end of 
corrosion initiation stage (Ann and Song 2007). This means that, for example in the case of 
CT induced corrosion, the exceedance of CTL at the steel depth will denote the end of 
service-life of the structure. This approach could lead to unreasonable large concrete 
covers. Others proposed the end o f service-life as the time to first corrosion cracking, e.g. 
(Li 2004, Li and Melchers 2006, Maaddawy and Soudki 2007, Chen and Mahadevan 2008). 
The main drawback of these approaches is that they predict considerably reduced, when 
compared to the initially assumed, service life for the affected structure. However, if  the 
effects o f corrosion on the structural performance are well-understood, the structure could 
be rendered as structurally inadequate at a later stage o f its service life, without comprising 
safety. Furthermore, this would enable the optimization of inspection intervals and the 
selection o f the most suitable maintenance/retrofitting strategy (Steward and Mullard 2007, 
Mangat and Elgarf 1999).
When chloride-induced corrosion is considered, the anode and the cathode are often 
separated by areas of steel unaffected by corrosion. This phenomenon, which is known as 
macrocell formation, promotes the creation o f localised anodic area, i.e. pitting corrosion. 
Experimental evidence suggests that pitting corrosion is a typical characteristic for Cl 
induced corrosion (Broomfield 1997). Macrocell formation occurs due to the high 
electrical conductivity in the concrete pores given by the presence o f water, which allows 
the transport of ions between the anode and the cathode. If sufficient levels o f Cl are 
present at the depth of the steel, lager areas o f steel are attacked. As the corrosion process 
progresses the pits may expand and eventually join up resulting into general corrosion 
(Broomfield 1997). As a result, the geometry o f pits may be less noticeable (Bertolini et al. 
2004). An increase o f chloride content takes place within the pit, for charge neutrality.
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resulting into an aggressive environment inside the pit, i.e. C l' ions migrate towards the 
anodic areas (Broomfield 1997, Bertolini el al. 2004). A weakly acidic environment will 
exist in the pit area due to presence of resulted from the reaction o f positive metal ions 
with water as shown in Figure 2.4.
Concrete
cr H20,02 OH"
pH > 12.5
Passive
film
Active zone (pit) 
pH < 5Steel rebar
Figure 2.4. Pitting corrosion of steel in concrete (Bertolini et al. 2004).
The eathodie areas are further protected since the current tends to move C l' towards the 
anode and the eathodie reaction ensures high alkalinity (Broomfield 1997). When, both the 
anodic and eathodie areas are stabilised, an autocatalytic mechanism of pitting corrosion 
may occur, which may lead to very high penetration rates o f up to 1 mm/year causing 
significant localised loss of cross-sectional area in a rebar. In contrast, carbonation, which 
occurs in a rather dry environment, does not support the separation o f the anodes from the 
cathodes. Commonly, in carbonation-induced corrosion, anodes and cathodes are located 
close to each other, producing a more uniform attack along the affected length o f the rebar.
2.2.3 Effects of corrosion in reinforced concrete
As corrosion progresses a number of physical changes occur at the affected rebars, the 
surrounding concrete and the steel-concrete interface due to the formation o f rust. The 
irregular loss of steel area is responsible for the impaired mechanical properties of the 
affected rebars. The accumulation o f rust at the steel-concrete interface eventually causes 
physical (i.e. cracking) and mechanical (i.e. loss of strength) damage to the surrounding 
concrete, leading to loss concrete section and bond between steel and concrete. The effects 
o f uniform and localised corrosion in RC are discussed in the following sections.
Figure 2.5 summarises the physical effects o f corrosion-induced deterioration on 
the load carrying capacity of RC. These are associated with the propagation stage o f
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corrosion, includes -  among others -  reduetion o f steel area, formation o f eorrosion 
products, concrete craeking and spalling, formation of pits and loss o f steel-eoncrete bond.
BoneLocal General
Corrosion
Loss o f bar 
section
Strength Composite
interaction
Ductility,
strength
Anchorage
capacity
Volumetric
expansion
Loss o f concrete 
section
Disengagement 
o f ribs
Weak interfacial 
layer
Cover cracking —> loss 
o f cover
Reduction in corrosion 
resistance
Reduction o f load carrying capacity 
and/or robustness
Figure 2.5. The effects of corrosion in RC (FIB 2000).
In uniform corrosion, reductions o f steel area are accompanied by the formation of 
expansive corrosion products, i.e. rust. The accumulation o f rust at the steel-concrete 
interface, following the saturation of voids, induces splitting stresses in concrete and 
eventually leads to cover cracking and spalling. At this stage, deterioration o f bond 
between steel and concrete is also observed, which may adversely influence the bending 
stiffness or the shear capacity o f the affected-element (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, Martin- 
Perez and Pantazopoulou 2001b, Yoon et al. 2000, Chung et al. 2008a, Malumbela et al. 
2009). On the other hand, pitting corrosion causes localised extreme section loss, which 
results in reduced strength and ductility o f the affected rebar, due to localised stress 
concentrations. The physical effects of uniform and pitting corrosion -  which cause 
mechanical damage at a material level (i.e. concrete, steel and their bond) -  may lead to 
impaired structural performance o f RC elements and are discussed in sections 2.2.3.1 and 
2.2.3.2, respectively.
2.2.3.1 Uniform corrosion
The initial direct effects o f uniform corrosion on RC are the loss o f bar cross-sectional area 
accompanied by the formation o f expansive corrosion products (Al-Qadi et al. 1993, 
Broomfield 1997). Typical rates o f steel area reduction -  due to uniform corrosion -  are 
within the range o f 1 l-13pm/yr, with an utmost rate o f 50pm/yr (Gonzalez et al. 1995), see
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also Section 2.2.4. Thus, it is apparent that the area reduction does not posses an immediate 
threat to structural performance. In contrary, the formation of corrosion products, 
following saturation of voids in the steel-concrete interface, induces a radial pressure, i.e. 
splitting stresses, to the surrounding concrete, e.g. (Capozucca 1995, Broomfield 1997, 
Lundgren 2001a, b). When the magnitude o f these stresses exceeds the tensile strength o f 
concrete, it results in cracking and often concrete spalling (Hosny et al. 1993, Al-Qadi 
1993, Rodriguez et al. 1996a). It has been observed that a section loss o f less than 100pm 
can result in concrete cracking and spalling (Broomfield 1997). Others have observed that 
10-50pm of corrosion penetration can lead to cracking of 2-3 cm thick covers (Gonzalez et 
al, 1995). Cracking and spalling, if  left untreated, will result in higher corrosion rates since 
in this case water and oxygen can directly reach the steel surface (Rteil 2007). 
Experimental evidence suggests that concrete cracking and spalling eventually lead to a 
reduced steel-concrete interaction, i.e. bond o f steel in concrete. Bond deterioration, due to 
corrosion, may induce reduction in stiffness, strength and ductility and thus it could 
potentially affect both the serviceability and ultimate limit states of an RC structure. Some 
researchers consider that the loss of bond is potentially the most severe effect o f uniform 
corrosion, e.g. (Almusallam et al. 1996, Fu and Chung 1997, Fang et al. 2004, Bhargava et 
al. 2007a). An up-to-date summary o f the existing research on bond performance o f 
corrosion-affected rebars is given in Section 2.3.2. As corrosion progresses, the 
accumulation o f expansive corrosion products will result in cracking and spalling o f the 
concrete cover. This mechanism causes reduction of strength of the affected concrete in 
compression, especially for the unconfined concrete located outside the stirrups, affecting 
both the strength and stiffness o f the beams (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997). The 
interrelations o f these phenomena are schematically depicted in Figure 2.5. To sum up, 
uniform corrosion affects the steel rebars and concrete as well as their bond. As a result, 
the assessment of damaged RC elements due to uniform corrosion requires models able to 
capture the evolution o f the effective properties o f the materials and o f their interaction 
(bond); these are discussed in Sections 2.3 to 2.5.
2.23.2 Pitting corrosion
Pitting corrosion, which is due to chloride-induced corrosion, may occur simultaneously 
with uniform corrosion. Gonzalez et al. (1995), established experimentally a pitting factor, 
Rpit, which correlates the maximum loss o f rebar radius due to pitting with the average loss
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of rebar radius due to uniform corrosion, i.e. Pitting factor, Rpu = PmaJPav  ^ Typical values 
of Rpit were found to be within the range 4-8 (Gonzalez et al. 1995). Pitting corrosion is 
responsible for a highly irregular reduction of steel area along the affected length of a rebar 
as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. Experimental data indicates that this irregular loss of steel 
area is responsible for the observed reductions in strength and ductility of corroded rebars, 
e.g. (Palsson and Mirza 2002, Du et al. 2005a, b). The effect of pitting corrosion on the 
mechanical properties of affected rebars is discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.
m
mi >
Figure 2.6. Pitting formation in rebars subjected to various corrosion amounts using accelerated 
corrosion methods (Almusallam 2001).
(a)
?
Figure 2.7. Pitting formation in rebars extracted from beams corroded under natural marine 
environment exposure (Poupard et al. 2006): (a) general view of remaining rebar (after the removal of 
corrosion products, (b) rebar portion affected by low-corrosion and (c) highly corroded rebar.
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2.2.4 Rate of corrosion
The rate o f corrosion is associated with the length of the propagation period (Figure 2.2) 
and can be defined as ''the rate at which the corrosion process progresses following the 
depassivation o f  steel” (Smith and Virmani 2000). An alternative definition of corrosion 
rate is "the amount o f  corrosion produced by a unit o f  surface area when referred to a 
specific period o f  time” (Andrade and Alonso 1996). Both aforementioned definitions of 
corrosion rate are referring to the propagation period (see for Tfaiiure in Figure 2.2).
The rate of corrosion in depassivated rebars embedded in concrete is influenced by 
the following parameters and their interactions (Broomfield 1997, Smith and Virmani 2000, 
Koleva et al. 2006, Huet et al. 2007);
• Water and Oxygen availability.
• Steel surface area ratio between anode and cathode.
• Concentration o f C f in pore-water.
• Concrete’s resistivity.
• Relative humidity and temperature.
• Microstructure of concrete.
Detailed discussions on the influence o f each o f these parameters on the rate of corrosion 
can be found in standard textbooks, e.g. (Broomfield 1997, Bertolini et al. 2004).
In corroding RC structures the half-cell potential measurements can indicate sites where 
high corrosion activity is most likely (Rodriguez et al. 1995). This method, however, it 
does not provide information regarding the rate of corrosion. In laboratory investigations, a 
commonly used approach for the measurement of the amount o f corrosion after t time of 
active corrosion is the gravimetric loss measurement (i.e. weight difference before and 
after corrosion). The use of this method, however, is not suited for use in practice due to its 
destructive nature and the need to know the weight o f the rebars prior to corrosion damage. 
A number of non-destructive methods -  based on monitoring of electrical signals -  have 
been devised for the measurement of corrosion rate such as the polarization resistance 
technique, electrochemical impendence spectroscopy (EIS), galvanostatic pulse etc. These 
methods can provide quantitative instantaneous information on the rate of corrosion by 
measuring an electrical current known as current intensity Uor (Andrade and Alonso 1996). 
Faraday’s law, which is given from Equation 2.4, is used to estimate the weight loss at T  
time using the information obtained from these electrochemical techniques (i.e. z’cor).
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Equation 2.4
where, 4or ifiPJcrc?) is the corrosion current intensity, T  is the time in seconds, F = 96500 
Coulombs is the Faraday’s constant, A IFis the weight loss due to corrosion in g, Wm is the 
molecular weight o f steel and Z is the valence.
Using Equation 2.4 and assuming the corrosion is uniform around the affected 
rebar, (see Figure 2.8), the average loss of rebar radius Pav{t) in mm after t time (years) is 
given from Equation 2.5, below.
Pa^{t) = 0.0116z^/ Equation 2.5
In laboratory investigations, where typically the impressed current technique is used to 
accelerate corrosion, the rate o f corrosion is controlled by adjusting the value o f /cor-
Rust
Residual steel 
(uncorroded)
Initial ■
cross-
section
Uniform corrosion penetration: PaJf) 
Free increase of radius: a(/)
Real increase of radius: e{t)
Initial rebar radius: Vq
Figure 2.8. Configuration of corroding rebar and formation of corrosion products.
A wide range o f values o f icor have been used by researchers to accelerate corrosion in lab 
investigations. Attempting to achieve a certain amount o f corrosion loss within a feasible 
time period (usually weeks), the values of icor used in most experimental studies are 
typically much higher (common values for tear are in the range 100-450 /zA/cm^) than 
values observed in field measurements on corroding structures. An interpretation o f typical 
field measurements of tear is provided in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Corrosion rates of steel in concrete (Rodriguez et al. 1995, Andrade and Alonso 1996).
Corrosion current, icor (|iA/cm^) Interpretation
<0.1 to 0.2 Passive condition
0.2 to 0.5 Low to moderate corrosion
0.5 to 1.0 Moderate to high corrosion
<1.0 High corrosion rate
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2.3 Bond performance of deformed rebars
The interaction between reinforcing steel and concrete, i.e. bond mechanism, is 
fundamentally responsible for the transfer o f stresses between concrete and steel (Nielsen 
1984, FIB 2000, MacGregor et al. 2005). Bond allows the combination o f benefits from 
both the materials, i.e. compressive strength of concrete and tensile strength of steel, and 
makes possible the utilization o f stiffness and strength offered by the steel reinforcement to 
concrete (ACI Committee 408 1966, Fang et al. 2004). The response o f RC structures, 
including crack spacing and width, tension stiffening, strength and ductility, can be highly 
affected by bond performance (Gambarova and Karakoc 1982, Lundgren 1999, Beeby et al. 
2004, Coronelli and Gambarova 2004, Lundgren 2005a). Accordingly, possible low 
performance or elimination o f bond may severely affect the performance o f a reinforced 
concrete structure at both the serviceability and ultimate limit states, e.g. (Cabrera 1996, 
Rodriguez et al. 1997, Coronelli and Gambarova 2004, Val and Chemin 2009).
Bond tests -  using mainly pull-out specimens -  indicate that uniform corrosion 
influences the bond performance of an affected rebar (see Section 2.3.2), e.g. (FIB 2000, 
Almusallam et al. 1996, Bhargava et al. 2007a, b, Lundgren 2007). Consequently, the 
stmctural assessment of corroding RC structures requires the incorporation o f models able 
to capture changes in bond performance. This may be particularly important for RC 
structures subjected to relatively high corrosion levels, i.e. presence o f visible cracking is 
an indicator o f greater bond reductions (FIB 2000).
The bond performance o f both uncorroded and corroded rebars is influenced by a 
number o f parameters, such as the type (i.e. plain or ribbed) and diameter of the rebar, 
amount of confinement, concrete properties, etc. These parameters have a predominant 
influence on almost every aspect of bond performance, including -  among others -  bond 
failure mode, residual bond strength and the bond stress-slip relationship. It is important to 
note that apart from the induced amount of corrosion, these parameters may also have an 
important contribution in establishing the residual bond properties o f corroding rebars. As 
a result, a comprehensive discussion of the most important parameters which influence the 
bond behaviour of non-corroded and corroded rebars is presented in the following sections. 
Finally, the available bond models for both corroded and uncorroded rebars are reviewed; 
limitations and future research needs in the field o f bond modelling o f corroding rebars, are 
identified and discussed.
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2.3.1 Fundamentals of bond
2.3.1.1 Bond mechanisms
The bond between steel rebars and concrete may consist o f three possible mechanisms, 
namely chemical adhesion, friction and mechanical interlocking (FIB 2000, Lundgren 
1999, Gambarova and Karakoc 1982). At low stress levels the predominant bond 
mechanism -  for both plain and ribbed rebars -  is solely due to chemical adhesion between 
steel and concrete. At increased stress levels, adhesion is lost and the bond mechanism is 
controlled by friction. For ribbed rebars mechanical interlock will also be present. The 
surface roughness o f a plain rebar may allow for some micromechanical interaction to 
develop in addition to friction (FIB 2000). In smooth rebars subject to tensile stresses, the 
magnitude o f these mechanisms may reduce or vanish due to Poisson effect (MacGregor 
and Wight 2005, Feldman and Bartlett 2005). Consequently, if  sufficient anchorage is not 
provided (e.g. in the form of hooks), a smooth rebar can easily be pulled-out from the 
concrete. Following the loss o f adhesion, the bond mechanism for a deformed rebar is due 
to friction and mechanical interlocking o f the ribs with the surrounding concrete, i.e. 
bearing action of the ribs. Depending on the level o f observation, the rib-concrete 
mechanical interlock could be idealised as uniform friction over the surface o f a rebar. 
However, this is a significant simplification o f the actual behaviour (Lundgren 1999, FIB 
2000). The bearing action of the ribs causes inclined stresses to spread radially in the 
concrete. These stresses can be separated in two components, a longitudinal and a radial as 
shown in Figure 2.9c. The radial component is also known as normal or splitting stresses, 
as they are shown in Figures 2.9c and d.
(a) (b)
, - U *
(c) (d)
Longitudinal \Radial
.
Vi—
Figure 2.9. Rib-concrete mechanical interlock: (a) bar forces, (b) concrete forces, (c) bond components 
and (d) radial forces on concrete and splitting stresses (MacGregor and Wight 2005).
The radial bond stresses (i.e. splitting stresses), are resisted by hoop tensile stresses in the 
concrete around the rebar, as shown in Figure 2.10. When the hoop stresses exceed the
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tensile strength o f concrete, longitudinal radial cracks may form and propagate throughout 
the concrete cover. This causes a reduction in the confining action and hence a reduction of 
the normal bond stresses, which are required to transfer bond stresses (Lundgren 1999).
Splitting crack
Figure 2.10. Hoop tensile stresses in concrete due to bond action (Tepfers 1979, Lundgren 1999).
The ability o f the surrounding concrete to resist the slitting stresses (e.g. confinement due 
to large cover thickness or steel stirrups) is the main factor which determines the type of 
bond failure mode of an embedded rebar. The bond failure modes are discussed next.
2.3.1.2 Bond failure modes
Specimens with short embedded lengths are considered to be more suitable for the study of 
bond failure modes due to the uniform bond conditions along the embedded length. Plain 
rebars typically exhibit a pull-out bond failure, leaving, however, the concrete undamaged 
(Feldman and Bartlett 2005). On the contrary, deformed bars induce splitting stresses to 
the surrounding concrete. Two main -  fundamentally different -  types of bond failure 
modes are commonly observed in specimens with short embedded lengths, namely pull-out 
and splitting failures. In specimens with deformed rebars and long embedded rebar lengths, 
a third failure mode may also be observed, which exhibits characteristics o f both pull-out 
and splitting failures. The three modes of failure are summarised as follows (FIB 2000, 
Harajli 2007):
Pull-out failure (Mode I): Failure is characterised by shearing-off o f the concrete 
between the ribs, i.e. concrete keys, which is also the upper limit of bond strength. This 
type of failure occurs in well-confined specimens, i.e. restricted propagation o f visible 
splitting cracking. On the contrary, plain rebars are pulled out without inducing any 
damage to the surrounding concrete. This is also considered to be the upper limit of bond 
strength and it is greatly affected by the strength o f the surrounding concrete.
Splitting failure (Mode II): In this failure mode bond action causes the formation
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and propagation of splitting cracks throughout the cover along the longitudinal axis of the 
rebar; see Figure 2.12d. This type of failure is characterised by spalling of the cover 
followed by rebar slip on the rib faces and it is observed in specimens with concrete covers 
of less than three times the rebar diameter and no other form of confinement.
Pull-failure (Mode IIP : This failure mode is mainly observed in specimens with 
long anchorages and moderate amounts of confinement. Failure is denoted by partial or 
through splitting, shearing-off the concrete between the ribs followed by rebar slip on the 
rib faces. This failure type is due to varied distributions of bond stress and slip along the 
embedded length. As a result, bond failure is likely to occur first at locations where the 
value of bond stress exceeds bond strength.
In deformed rebars, the transition from a splitting failure (lower limit of 
performance) to a pull-out failure (upper limit) is strongly influenced by the presence and 
levels of confinement as it is shown in Figure 2.13.
2.3.1.3 Assessment of bond performance
Bond strength limits the maximum stress that can be transferred between steel and concrete. 
Bond stress-slip relationship is commonly used to assess bond performance of rebars 
embedded in concrete. Several experimental techniques have been devised for the 
examination o f bond performance, including the previously discussed bond failure modes; 
however no unified bond test currently exists (Caims and Plizzari 2002). These specimens, 
which may include (a) pull-out and (b) beam arrangements, can be grouped as follows, 
(FIB 2000, Kankam 2003): (i) specimens with short embedded lengths, 4, i.e. commonly 
IJdb < 5 and (ii) specimens with long embedded lengths, i.e. IJdb > 10-20, where db is the 
rebar diameter. Figure 2.11 depicts common examples of specimen configurations used in 
bond testing.
(a)
Concrete
Free end, 
slip monitoring
Bonded length
06@1O P/2
De^nded length
Steel rebar
(b)
Splice
— I__ ^ Extensometer
D irection  o f  PVC tube (bond free)
1100 -
Ls=5dh
pull-out
2010
200
Steel, FRP or FRC 
confined zone
150
or
200
Figure 2.11. Bond testing with short anchorages: (a) pull-out test specimen (b) configuration of beam 
specimens used in (Harajli 2007). Dimensions in mm.
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Short embedded rebar lengths produce a relatively uniform distribution of bond stress and 
slip along the steel-concrete interface. The outcome of pull-out bond tests, with short 
embedded lengths, is a local bond stress-slip curve. In this case, the average bond stress 
can be evaluated by dividing the pull-out forced with the perimeter contact area of the 
rebar. In most bond tests, the rebar slip is monitored at the free-end o f the rebar as show in 
Figure 2.1 la  and b. Consequently, a local bond stress-slip relationship can be obtained by 
relating the average bond stress to bond-slip at different load levels.
When bond is due to adhesion, no slip occurs between steel and concrete and small 
noticeable slips (<0.003mm) are due to the deformability o f concrete (Giurani et al. 1991). 
At increasing stress levels, following the breakage of adhesion, relative slip between steel 
and concrete is observed. Plain rebars at this stage are likely to exhibit large slip values, 
without causing damage to the surrounding concrete. In contrary, slip of deformed rebars is 
associated with localised damage in the adjacent concrete (Goto 1971), see Figure 2.12b 
and c. The bearing pressure induced by the rebar’s ribs on concrete, causes transverse 
radial microcracks to form, as shown in Figure 2.12. At increasing pull-out force the ribs 
induce large bearing stresses to the concrete, causing the cement paste to crush locally. 
Thus the strength of the concrete affects both the formation these cracks and the amount of 
slip (Goto 1971). At a later stage of bond response, the inclined geometry o f the ribs 
contributes to bond-slip by pushing concrete outwards, away from the longitudinal axis of 
the rebar; see Figure 2.12d. Note that only the initial bond response is shown in Figure 
2.12a. The role of confinement in controlling splitting stresses and crack formation due to 
bond action (Figure 2.12d) is discussed in Section 2.3.1.4.
deformation 
o f concre te _in terface_slig  ^
local crusfiing
2 radial nicrocracking
I ■ slip
To2
ctienrical ad  ties ion Local crushhg
ideal, trilateral law 
o  experimental results
0.01 0.02 0.030 0.04
Splitting crack
Split concrete
Local slip (mm)
‘ pressure • ' ]
U J IL ia U J i  U .U lii.LU iiL ll
Transverse ba
Figure 2.12. (a) Initial local bond response of a deformed rebar, (b) transverse microcracking, (c) local 
crushing and (d) splitting crack and confining actions around a rebar at later stages of bond response
(Giurani et al. 1991, Lura et al. 2002).
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The effect of several parameters, such as varied rebar diameters and rib patterns, different 
concrete strengths or various confinement and corrosion levels on the local bond response 
can also be examined using specimens with short embedded lengths. Typical local bond 
stress-slip curves can be seen in Figure 2.13. The effect o f the most important parameters 
known to influence bond performance, are discussed next.
2.3.1.4 Parameters influeneing bond performance
Bond performance, including bond failure modes, are influenced by a number of 
parameters with most significant being the geometrical properties of the rebar, the presence 
and amount o f confinement, the properties o f the surrounding concrete and loading type 
and rate (Lundgren 1999, FIB 2000). These parameters should be considered in developing 
adequate bond models. FIB (2000) provides a detailed literature review on experimental 
results related to these parameters.
The effect o f confinement on bond performance can be seen in Figure 2.13, where a 
number of local bond stress-slip curves are depicted for both plain and deformed rebars 
subjected to different passive confinement levels. The bond response for smooth and 
deformed rebars consists of two and four response stages, respectively. In both cases bond 
stress increases until a limit value is reached, i.e. bond strength, also denoting bond failure. 
Thereafter, a decrease in bond stress is observed, accompanied by large rebar slips.
Average 
bond 
stress, u
.^Transverse Cracking 
■> Partial splitting 
->  Through Splitting
DB=Deformed bar
PB-Plain bar |
fc=  uniaxial compressive strength
Pull-out failure
Confinement
Deformed rebars
Splitting failure
Plain rebars
Residual bond 
strength (friction)
>  Rebar slip, s
Figure 2.13. Local bond stress-slip behaviour of plain and deformed rebars subjected to monotonie 
loading (FIB 2000).
Two confinement types are recognised, namely (a) active and (b) passive (FIB 2000). 
Active confinement, i.e. externally applied pressure, where present may cause an increase
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of interfacial friction and thus improve bond performance for both types of rebar (FIB 
2000). Malvar (1992) observed that active confinement improves bond only after the loss 
o f adhesion, i.e. initial bond response was unaffected by the presence of active 
confinement. Passive confinement (i.e. thick concrete eovers of at least three times the 
rebar diameter or steel stirrups), affects the bond performance of deformed rebars only, e.g. 
(Giurani et al. 1991, FIB 2000, Harajli et al. 2004, Harajli and Rteil 2004). If passive 
confinement is insufficient, splitting craeks will form and they may propagate throughout 
the cover and along the embedded rebar length. Once they reach the outer surface of 
concrete, bond strength reduces considerable and splitting failure is observed (Figure 2.13, 
path a l-b l-c l-d2), e.g. (Esfahani and Rangan 1998). When the specimen is well-confined, 
the post-peak response changes from brittle to a more ductile (Soroushian et al. 1991), see 
Figure 2.13. Consequently, passive confinement affects both, the magnitude of bond 
strength as well as the local bond stress-slip relationship in general. On the contrary, tests 
revealed, that passive confinement does not improve the bond performance o f plain rebars 
(Feldman and Bartlett 2005, Caims et al. 2006).
Generally, deformed rebars develop much higher bond strengths compared to plain 
rebars; for example a 70% difference was observed in a study by Mo and Chan (1996). 
However, tests showed that the rib characteristics themselves influence bond performance 
(Clark 1949, Watstein and Mathey 1959). More specifically, as rib face angle and bearing 
area are increasing, bond strength also increases (Esfahani and Rangan 1998, Zuo and 
Darwin 2000). The bond performance of both smooth (plain) and deformed rebars is also 
affected by rebar size, i.e. diameter. It has been experimentally observed that large 
diameter rebars exhibit lower bond strengths compared to rebars with smaller diameter 
(Mo and Chan 1996, Soroushian and Choi 1989, Feldman and Bartlett 2005).
Experimental evidence suggests that concrete strength affects bond performance of 
both plain and deformed rebars. Increases in compressive strength o f concrete, improves 
the bond performance (Soroushian et al. 1991, Feldman and Bartlett 2005, Mo and Chan 
1996). In the case of deformed rebars, bond strength is commonly considered to be 
proportional to the square root offc.
Loading type, such as monotonie and cyclic loading (i.e. high and low cycle 
fatigue) and loading histories strongly affect bond behaviour including o f bond failure 
mode (Eligehausen et al. 1983, FIB 2000). Reverse cyclic loading has a greater impact on 
the bond performance than cyclic unidirectional loading (ACI 1992), see Figure 2.14.
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Cyclic loading has been studied by Eligehausen et al. (1983) for two ranges: (a) low bond 
stress reversals and (b) high bond stress reversals i.e. more than 80% o f the bond strength 
observed in monotonie loading. In the former category, a relaxation o f bond was observed 
which did not, however, affect the magnitude o f bond strength. In contrary cyclic loading 
with high bond stress reversals was found to be responsible for significant bond 
deterioration, for example see Figure 2.14.
Monotonie
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Cycling between 
S ±  2.54mm
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Figure 2.14. Comparison between experimental bond stress-slip curves obtained with reverse cyclic 
loading (cycles of high bond stresses) and monotonie loading (Eligehausen et al. 1983).
Loading rate may affect both bond stif&iess and strength (FIB 2000). As loading rate 
increases, bond stiffiiess and strength also increase; for example a 25% increase in local 
bond strength, compared to static loading was reported by Hansen and Liepins (1962) for 
rebars subjected to a single pulse dynamic loading.
The effect o f corrosion on the residual bond performance o f rebars embedded in 
concrete is discussed in the following Section 2.3.2.
2.3.2 Bond performance of corroded deformed rebars
Experimental evidence suggests that, among the two types o f corrosion (uniform vs. 
pitting), uniform corrosion could adversely affect bond performance o f rebars in concrete. 
As discussed earlier, bond performance o f deformed rebars in concrete is greatly affected 
by the levels o f confinement, i.e. concrete cover and stirrups. Uniform corrosion involves 
the formation o f corrosion products around the surface o f a rebar. As corrosion progresses
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this layer tends to expand causing cracking and potentially spalling of the concrete 
surrounding the rebar. This mechanism causes a reduction in the confinement, i.e. reduced 
resistance against splitting. There were also concerns, that the newly formed layer between 
steel and concrete, i.e. rust, may cause reductions of the interfacial friction between steel 
and concrete. As a result, a large amount of experimental work was conducted to assess the 
potential effects of uniform corrosion on the bond behaviour o f rebars, e.g. (Al-Sulaimani 
et al.l990, Rodriguez et al.l994, Cabrera 1996, Almusallam et al.l996, Fu and Chung 
1997, Amleh and Mirza 1999, Stanish et al.l999, Auyeung et al. 2000, Lee et al. 2002, 
Fang et al. 2004, Fang et al. 2006, Chung et al. 2008b). These studies followed different 
testing layouts and conditioning procedures during corrosion. The experimental results 
exhibit a noticeable scatter, which in many cases makes the available data hard to compare. 
Generally, specimens containing stirrups or large concrete covers exhibited higher residual 
bond strengths and more ductile post-peak responses. Qualitative information, on the 
effects of corrosion on bond, is summarised as follows (see also Figure 2.15):
-  Corrosion initially causes a bond improvement due to the increased diameter of the 
rebar, i.e. enhance of interfacial friction. At increasing corrosion levels, longitudinal 
cracking form and the bond resistance against splitting failure is reduced; when no active 
of passive confinement is provided, significant reductions in bond strength are observed.
-  The formation of corrosion products, i.e. weak and fi*iable material, at the interface 
may affect the frictional component of bond.
-  The main factor influencing the residual bond performance at different corrosion 
levels is the presence and levels o f confinement. At very high amounts of corrosion, Qcor 
(%), possible reduction o f the rib height also affects bond significantly.
-  It is generally accepted that the bond may become impaired only when visible 
cracking has formed at the surface of the member; if  the concrete cover remains 
uncracked bond strength will continue to increase. In the case o f well-confined concrete, 
bond strength o f a corrosion affected rebar, may not reduce below the bond strength prior 
to corrosion damage, even if extensive visible cracks are present (Berra et al. 2003).
-  At high amounts of corrosion loss, the reduced rib height and the expansion o f the 
corrosion products cause a reduced rib-concrete interaction, i.e. expansive rust pusses 
concrete away and causes disengagement of ribs.
-  Stirrup corrosion results in reduced stirrup area and mechanical properties as well 
as concrete cover cracking and spalling. Thus, stirrup corrosion may cause a reduced
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Splitting resistance of an anchored rebar even if  the latter is unaffected by corrosion.
These observations are also supported by the findings o f Lundgren (2001a, b, 
2005b). A comprehensive review o f the effects o f corrosion on bond can be found in 
(Lundgren 2007). Based on these observations and results fi*om different experimental 
studies, a number o f bond models have been proposed; these are reviewed in the following 
Section 2.3.3.
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Figure 2.15. Trends of bond strength for increasing corrosion levels (adopted from Berra et al. 2003): 
(a) as per (FIB 2000); (b) in unconfined concrete and (c) in concrete confined using steel stirrups.
2.3.3 Bond modelling
In this section, the bond modelling uncorroded and corroded rebars embedded in concrete 
is discussed within the context o f finite element analysis (FEA). The scope o f this study is 
limited to the bond modelling o f deformed bars only.
In general bond modelling o f deformed rebars can be considered at three different 
levels, namely rib, rebar and element (Cox and Herrmann 1998, Cox and Yu 2001, 
Lackner and Mang 2003), as shown in Figure 2.16.
(a) Concrete Concrete (c)
Concrete Steel
Figure 2.16. Levels of bond modelling: (a) rib, (b) bar and (c) member scales (Lackner and Mang 2003).
Each o f these levels o f bond modelling, which contain also different amounts o f 
complexity in their formulation, can be selected depending on the objectives o f the analysis. 
For example, by considering bond modelling at a rib scale, both the bond performance (i.e. 
bond stress-slip relationship) as well as localised concrete cracking in the vicinity o f the 
ribs can be obtained as outcome of the analysis. On the contrary, member scale modelling
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can be used for the assessment o f global behaviour o f RC elements, including the effect o f 
bond performance on the response o f RC elements. In this case, however, the bond 
performance must be known prior to the analysis (i.e. bond behaviour is given as input).
Rib scale modelling involves the detailed geometrical definition of the rebar 
including the ribs. For example, a three-dimensional (3D) rib scale model was used by Yao 
and Murray (1995), for the examination o f the fundamental bond mechanisms as well as 
the localised behaviour o f concrete in the vicinity of the ribs. Bar scale models involve the 
3D modelling o f the rebar with the main difference that the. surface characteristics (i.e. 
ribs), are not modelled explicitly. Consequently, the mechanical interlock due to ribs is 
modelled indirectly in this approach as a uniform interfacial shear stress (Lundgren 1999, 
Cox and Yu 2001). This allows the study of different rebar surface characteristics by the 
slight modification of the input parameters, such as coefficients o f friction and normal 
pressure, i.e. no need to redefine rib geometry. Both, rib and bar modelling, levels can be 
used for the study of localised phenomena having the advantage that the bond behaviour, 
does not need to be known in advance but it is the outcome o f the analysis. For example 
Lundgren (1999) developed a generic 3D, bar level, fi*ictional bond model using an elasto- 
plastic formulation for the description between interfacial stresses and deformations. This 
model included the radial splitting stresses caused by the ribs and it was able to reproduce 
experimental results from different pull-out tests, including the type o f bond failure 
(Lundgren 1999, Lundgren 2005a).
Some rib and rebar (3D) level bond models for corroding rebars are available in the 
literature. As previously discussed, rebar corrosion is characterised by the formation of 
corrosion products (i.e. rust layer) at the steel-concrete interface, the morphology o f which 
is highly irregular. Hence modelling o f the rust layer in detail -  at this modelling scale -  is 
not practical at present (if not impossible). For this reason, the majority o f the available 
models at this modelling level idealise the formation and accumulation o f rust as a 
uniformly expansive interfacial layer. This approach has been followed by several 
researchers including Berra et al. (2003), Lundgren (2001a, b, 2005b) and Amleh and 
Ghosh (2006). It should be noted that, although the FE model used by Berra et al. (2003) 
was a rib scale model, the reductions in both rib height and interfacial friction were not 
considered in their analyses.
The numerical results presented in these studies confirmed the importance o f 
confinement as the main influencing parameter on residual bond performance (i.e. bond
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strength and shape of bond-slip relationship) o f corroding deformed rebars.
The main disadvantages of rib and bar level modelling are the increased 
computational cost of the analysis (due to large number o f elements in 3D analysis) and the 
difficulties associated with mesh discretization at the vicinity o f the rebar (Lundgren 1999, 
Cox and Yu 2001). Additionally, some models -  at these modelling levels -  require input 
which is difficult to obtain experimentally. For example, the mechanical properties o f the 
rust and the interfacial friction were required by the models of Lundgren (2005b) and 
Amleh and Ghosh (2006).
When considering the macroscopic 2D finite element modelling o f RC, i.e. member 
scale, concrete and steel are commonly modelled using 2D plane stress and ID axial 
elements, respectively. In this approach the bond between the concrete and steel elements 
is achieved using interface elements (Kwak and Filippou 1990, Bangash 2001, Jendele and 
Cervenka 2006, TNG 2005). The different types of interface elements and their application 
in finite element analysis of corroding RC beams are discussed in more detail within 
Section 3.2.3 o f Chapter 3.
In this modelling level, bond is idealised as a uniform interfacial shear stress, 
assuming full surface interaction between steel and concrete. In this approach, bond 
performance must be known prior to the analysis (i.e. bond performance is treated as input). 
As a result, the effects o f the following influencing parameters on bond performance are 
indirectly considered in the analysis, using a suitable local bond-stress slip relationship:
• Bond failure mode, i.e. pull-out and splitting.
• Geometry of reinforcement, including diameter and type (smooth or deformed).
• The effect of confinement, i.e. active and passive.
• Concrete type, i.e. normal/high strength concrete (N/HSC).
• Loading type, i.e. monotonic/cyclic/pulsating/reverse loads.
As previously discussed in Sections 2.3.1.3 and 2.3.1.4, a local bond stress-slip 
relationship for a deformed rebar consists o f the ascending and port-peak parts o f the curve. 
Consequently, the development of a local bond stress-slip model requires expressions to: 
(a) relate bond stress to slip for different response stages and (b) predict the maximum and 
residual bond stresses (i.e. bond strength), by taking into account the influence o f the 
abovementioned parameters. The development o f a bond model for corroded deformed 
rebars should be able to consider the influence o f corrosion on the parameters listed above. 
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, concrete cracking due to corrosion is responsible for a
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reduction o f concrete contribution towards bond strength. Similarly, corrosion o f the steel 
stirrups is likely to cause a reduction of bond strength due to reduced passive confinement.
A number of empirical and analytical bond models for uncorroded and corroded deformed 
steel rebars -  embedded in concrete -  are available in literature (Rodriguez et al. 1994, 
Coronelli 2002, Wang and Liu 2004, Bhargava 2007a, b); these are discussed in Sections
2.3.3.1 and 2.3.3.2, respectively.
2.3.3.1 Empirical bond models
Several local bond models are available in literature for uncorroded and corroded rebars. 
The majority o f these models are based on experimental results from bond specimens with 
uncorroded/corroded rebars having short embedded lengths.
For uncorroded rebars, models have been proposed for both the calculation o f bond 
strength as well as for the bond stress-slip relationship o f deformed rebars embedded in 
concrete.
In some cases, however, the ability of an empirical model to reproduce 
experimental results other than the ones used for its derivation is very limited. It is not 
uncommon for most researchers to consider only one or the other type o f bond failure and 
their models -  in most cases -  do not take into account important influencing parameters. 
For example, Soroushian and Choi (1989) proposed an empirical local bond law for ribbed 
rebars with varying diameters, in well-confined concrete. Their model did not consider the 
cases o f unconfined or moderately confined concrete or the influence o f concrete cover and 
strength. In contrary, Esfahani and Rangan (1998) proposed expressions for the calculation 
of bond strength for splitting failures for both normal strength concrete (NSC) and high 
strength concrete (HSC). This is true for most of the proposed models for the local bond 
stress -  slip relationship of deformed rebars.
Model Code (MC) 90 (CEB 1993), Harajli et al. (2004) and Harajli (2007) have 
considered both pull-out and splitting failures using a unified approach and including 
several influencing parameters in their proposed models. Consequently, among the existing 
models in literature, the models of MC 90 (CEB 1993) and Harajli et al. (2004) are 
presented herein due to their completeness. Reference is made to other studies where 
necessary. The models presented in this section are for deformed rebars subjected to 
monotonically increasing loading.
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Local bond stress-slip relationship o f  Model Code 90 (CEB 1993):
Among the experimentally derived local bond laws, a commonly cited model for well- 
confined concrete is the trilinear model proposed by Eligehausen et al. (1983) with the 
rising branch o f this model adopted by MC 90 (CEB 1993), see Figure 2.17.
Bond  ^^  
stress, M
 Pull-out failure (upper limit)
—  Splitting failure (lower limit)
Slip, 5 (mm)
Figure 2.17. Local bond stress-slip law for monotonie loading of CEB-FIP MC90 (CEB 1993).
As discussed earlier, bond of deformed rebars in well-confined concrete exhibit a pull-out 
failure, i.e. upper limit o f bond strength. When concrete is unconfined and insufficient 
cover is provided, a splitting failure is observed, i.e. lower limit o f bond strength, see for 
the discontinuous line in Figure 2.17.
The ascending part o f the curve is given by Equation 2.6, while linear relations 
describe the rest of the curve. The data required for the definition o f the curve is 
summarised in Table 2.2.
u = u^ for 0 < ^ < 5 mc\ Equation 2.6
Table 2.2. Parameters of local bond laws as per Model Code 90 (CEB 1993).
Unconfined concrete (Splitting failure) Confined concrete (Pull-out failure)
Good bond conditions All other bond conditions Good bond conditions All other bond conditions
Smc\ 0.6mm 0.6mm 1.0mm 1.0mm
Smci 0.6mm 0.6mm 3.0mm 3.0mm
Smci 1.0mm 2.5mm Clear rib spacing Clear rib spacing
«1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
'^ max 2.0 -y jf^ 2-5 VTT 1 2 5 ^
Uj' 0.15 Ufnax .^XSUfjjQx t) .AtiUffiax tXAOUfjica
MC 90 provides guidance on defining concrete as confined or unconfined, see Table 2.2. 
For the cases in between the two limits, linear interpolation between the values provided in 
Table 2.2 is allowed by MC 90 (CEB 1993).
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Local bond stress-slip relationship o f  Harajli et al. ('2004):
Harajli and co-workers developed a more generic local bond stress-slip law, using the test 
results from a beam bond test arrangement with short embedded lengths, see Figure 2.1 lb. 
Various rebar diameters, concrete strengths and cover thicknesses, different amounts of 
confinement by means o f steel stirrups were considered in the development o f the local 
bond stress -  slip law, details o f which can be found in (Harajli et al. 2002, 2004, Harajli 
and Hamad 2005, Harajli 2007). Their model, which is adopted herein, considers the effect 
o f different influencing parameters, e.g. concrete qualities normal/high strength concrete 
(N/HSC) and fibre reinforced concrete (FRC), amount and type of passive confinement (i.e. 
stirrup or FRP), see Figure 2.18 and Equations 2.7 to 2.17. On the contrary to MC90, 
where the values of Table 2.2 are suggested for the slips Smd, Smd and Smc3 , the model of 
Harajli et al. (2004) allows the calculation of slips Sa, Smax and Sps using Eqs. 2.12 to 2.14.
Bond stress, 4  
u (MPa) Well-confined concrete (pull- 
out failure)
Confined concrete, 
uncorroded rebar 
(splitting failure)
Unconfined concrete 
'(splitting failure)
Figure 2.18. Local bond stress-slip relationship (Harajli et al. 2004).
for , w = Wj ( 5 / )°^
r \s - s ^  \(1 —for < s <s.max ’
\ ^ m a x  J
1 +
V*^l ~ ^ m a x j
Equation 2.7a 
Equation 2.7b
Equation 2.7c
Equation 2.7d
The bond strength in plain/confined concrete w ith/^ < 50M Pa , is given from Equation 2.8.
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« . « = 0 . 7 8 ^ c + JC,"
y ‘^ b /
2 /3
Equation 2.8
The bond strength of a rebar in well-confined concrete (pull-out failure) is given from 
Equation 2.9.
Wj = 2.57y[f Equation 2.9
The post-splitting bond strength (stirrup confined concrete) is given from Equation 2.10:
"ps + csy  max Equation 2.10
The post-splitting bond strength o f a rebar in unconfined concrete is given as:
Equation 2.11
The slip at which peak bond stress is mobilised is established using Equation 2.12.
V ^ m a x  J
Equation 2.12
^  ^  m a x  ~ ^ p s ^
V ^ m a x  J
<s. Equation 2.13
1/0.3
Descending branch o f plain NSC and HSC:
u = a.u3 m ax
\ ^ m a x  J
Equation 2.14
Equation 2.15
For concrete confined using steel stirrups, the confinement parameters Kc and Kcs are given 
from Equations 2.16 and 2.17.
Equation 2.16
^cs = ( 4 r  /  ) Equation 2.17
where, % = 0.7, 0C3 = 0.65 for NSC, Uf = 0.35wi, s\ = O.lScç ,^ S2  = 0.35cq, 53 = co, Jo = 0.4, cq 
is the rib spacing, Kc and Kcs are confinement parameters (both taken as zero for plain 
concrete), Atr and Ss are the stirrup area and spacing, respectively.
On the contrary to bond modelling o f uncorroded deformed rebars embedded in 
concrete, the majority of the studies focused on devising models for the calculation of their 
residual bond strength o f corroding rebars. To the author’s knowledge, no bond stress-slip
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relationship explicitly developed for corroding rebars, is available in literature. A more 
detail discussion on the bond stress-slip relationship of corroding rebars can be found in 
Section 2.3.3.3.
The available empirical bond strength models for corroding deformed rebars are discussed 
next. A number of empirical models based on the amount o f corrosion loss, Qcor (%), were 
proposed by (Lee et al. 2002, Cabrera 1996, Stanish et al. 1999). A comprehensive review 
of several empirical models is given in (Bhargava et al. 2007a, b). A common 
characteristic of these models is their limited ability to reproduce experimental results 
other than the ones used for their derivation and their inability to consider the effect of 
corrosion on other influencing parameters, e.g. loss o f bond strength due to stirrup 
corrosion. A number o f useful more generic empirical models have also been proposed and 
they are briefly discussed below.
Bond strength model o f  Rodrisuez et al. (1994):
Rodriguez et al. (1994) proposed a bond strength model which is able to consider the effect 
of several influencing parameters -  apart from the amount o f corrosion damage -  including 
concrete tensile strength, cover thickness, bar diameter as well as the effect of confinement 
provided by the presence o f stirrups. The proposed model is given from Equation 2.18.
(r) = 0.6 0 .5 + -^  (?)]”’ IH— L-LJL  Equation 2.18
di V /
where, iPmcJf) is the residual bond strength, c is the clear concrete cover, db is the rebar 
diameter, is the concrete tensile strength, Pavif) is the attack penetration depth or decrease 
of rebar radius (Note that in this model, Pavif) is in microns), Atr is the stirrup area,^/ is the 
stirrup yield stress, Ss is the stirrup spacing, with kAsfy/ssdt <1 . 7  MPa and m\, mi, m^ are 
experimental constants. The main drawback of this model is the difficulty in determining 
the experimental constants for situations other than the ones used for their derivation.
Bond strength model o f  Maaddawv et al. (2005b):
An improved model for the calculation o f the residual bond strength o f corroded rebars 
was proposed by (Maaddawy et al. 2005b). This bond model, which was originally 
developed by Kemp and Wilhelm (1979) for non-corroded rebars, considers separately the 
contribution o f concrete and steel stirrups towards bond strength. Maaddawy et al.
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introduced a parameter Ri(t) to account for the adverse effect o f reduced concrete 
confinement due to corrosion cracking towards bond strength. The bond strength model for 
corroded rebars is given from Equation 2.19 and 2.20, below.
f  ^ A f
u °^ { t)  = R ,(t)  0.55 + 0.24—  7 7  + 0 - 1 9 1 - ^  Equation2.19
y ^s‘>b
(?) = C, + (?) Equation 2.20
where, iPmcJJ) is the reduced bond strength, c is the thickness o f concrete cover, db is 
diameter o f the anchored rebar, f  is concrete compressive strength, Atr is area of shear 
rebars, is the stirrup yield strength, Ss is stirrup spacing, R \{t) is a factor to account for 
the reduced contribution o f concrete towards bond strength with factors & C% being a 
function of the rate o f corrosion used in the accelerated corrosion process; see Table 2.3. 
Qcor{t) is the amount of corrosion expressed as the percentage of area loss o f the steel rebar 
(see Equation 3.20). The reduction in confinement, and hence bond strength, due to stirrup 
corrosion is considered by reducing the stirrup area and yield-strength.
Table 2.3. Values of Q  and Q in Equation 2.20 (Maaddawy et al. 2005b).
Current density Cl C2
40 1.003 -0.037
90 1.104 -0.024
50 1.152 -0.021
250 1.163 -0.011
500 0.953 -0.014
1000 0.861 -0.014
2000 0.677 -0.009
4000 0.551 -0.010
Advantages o f this bond strength model, over other empirical models, e.g. (Rodriguez et al. 
1994), include its ability to predict the experimentally observed (Al-Sulaimani et al. 1990) 
increase o f bond strength for low amounts o f corrosion, and its explicit dependence on the 
rate of the corrosion process.
Bond strength model o f Val and Chemin (2009):
More recently, Val and Chemin (2009), proposed an empirical model for the calculation of 
the residual bond strength o f corroded rebars at the pre-cracking and post-cracking stages, 
given by Equation 2.21.
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“ 1(0 _
mox,0
1 +  ( ^ 1 - 1 )  ^ « v ( 0 - ^ c r
Equation 2.21
m ax \k^ -k^{P„  (?)- f .O ;0 .1 5 ]  /*„(?)> f t .
where, ifmca{t) is the residual bond strength o f a corroded rebar, Umax,o is the initial bond 
strength with no corrosion; Pav{t) and pcr represent the corrosion penetrations in the rebar 
and the one corresponding to the initiation of cover cracking due to corrosion, respectively. 
k\ and ki are factors obtained using regression analysis of bond test results -  from several 
studies -  using corroded rebars. In this model Umax,o is obtained according to the 
recommendations o f MC 90 (CEB 1993).
Similarly to the model proposed by Maaddawy et al. (2005b), this model is able to 
capture the initial increase o f bond strength (through parameter k\) caused by small 
amounts of corrosion and it considers the amount o f passive confinement provided by the 
steel stirrups. Parameters k\ and kj, however, were derived from a limited number of 
experimental studies using pull-out specimens and they produce in some cases 
conservative results. Further research could allow the calibration of these parameters.
In most experimental studies involving bond tests with corroded rebars, corrosion is 
triggered using chlorides and the corrosion process is accelerated using the induced current 
technique. Experimental studies show that the corrosion rate, i.e. amount of applied current 
density, has a significant effect on the experimentally observed residual bond strength, for 
details see (FIB 2000). Similarly, the specimen conditioning during the corrosion process 
influences the residual bond strength. For example, complete or partial specimen 
submersion may produce significantly different results due to varied availability o f oxygen. 
This indicates that experimental results from tests on lab specimens may not always reflect 
the corrosion damage likely to occur in practice with similar amounts o f corrosion. 
Consequently, results from accelerated corrosion bond tests should be used with caution.
2.3.3.2 Analytical bond models
Several bond models for deformed rebars have been proposed in literature; however they 
incorporate various levels of complexity, depending upon the required assumptions as well 
as the method of estimating their input parameters. Additionally, some theoretical models 
have been developed at a rib-modelling scale but their application to member scale 
analysis, in which the ribs are not modelled explicitly, is rather complex. One o f the first 
analytical bond models for deformed rebars in concrete was developed by Tepfers (1979).
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The problem was treated by equating expressions for the bursting force due to bond, i.e. 
splitting stresses, and the splitting resistance. Alternatively, the problem could be thought 
as a partly cracked thick-walled cylinder with an internal radial pressure, as shown in 
Figure 2.19a. The internal radius o f the cylinder is determined by the rebar diameter, while 
the external diameter is taken as the minimum concrete cover. The splitting bond stresses 
are balanced by tensile hoop stresses in the surrounding concrete.
Elastic uncracked 
outer ring
Partly cracked 
inner ring
(b) -■ Linear 
—  Exponential 
—^  P e te rs s o n  
>— MC90I
i
0.6
0 1 3 42 5
Relative crack width, W
Figure 2.19. Analytical bond modelling: (a) partly cracked thick-walled cylinder with internal 
pressure, and (b) softening curves used for concrete in tension (Nielsen and Bicanic 2002).
To obtain the bond strength, three stages o f the response were considered, namely (a) 
initial uncracked stage (lower bound), (b) an uncracked plastic stage (upper bound) and (c) 
a partially cracked stage in between (a) and (b). Early studies assumed that no tensile 
stresses were transferred by the cracked concrete. Other researchers included models for 
concrete softening, i.e. concrete has some tensile strength after cracking, see Figure 2.19b, 
(Nielsen and Bicanic 2002, FIB 2000, den Uijl and Bigaj 1996). An assumption required 
within these models is the number of radial cracks due to bond action. Wang and Liu 
(2003) proposed a similar analytical bond model in which concrete softening in the radial 
direction was modelled using a smeared cracking approach. Cairns and Abdullah (1996) 
modelled bond analytically and proposed an expression for bond strength for splitting 
failure. In their study bond strength consisted o f two parts; one related to the splitting 
resistance of the section and a second “non-splitting component”, related to the rib 
characteristics. Previous studies assumed that bond strength is directly related to the 
bursting force generated by the ribs. The disadvantage o f this model is the need for data on 
frictional parameters and the rib characteristics which may be difficult to obtain in practice. 
These analytical models can be used to predict the ultimate bond strength; however no 
information can be obtained regarding the slip at which bond strength is utilised or the 
residual post-peak bond response.
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Analytical bond strength models for corroded rebars in concrete have been 
proposed by several researchers, e.g. (Coronelli 2002, Wang and Liu 2004, Wang and Liu 
2006, Bhargava 2007a). Most of these models emerged from the modification of bond 
models developed for uncorroded rebars, to account for the effects o f corrosion. For 
example, Coronelli (2002), modified an analytical model proposed by Caims and Abdullah 
(1996) for uncorroded rebars, to incorporate the effects o f corrosion including alterations 
o f the angle, area and shape o f the ribs and changing frictional properties of the interface. 
The residual confinement provided by the cracked concrete was not theoretically modelled. 
Bhargava et al. (2007) modified the model of Coronelli (2002), to account for the presence 
o f accumulated corrosion products on the surface of the rebar. The main drawback of these 
models is the required assumptions related to input parameters affected by corrosion. 
Commonly, a uniform steel area reduction and expansion of the corrosion products is 
assumed. Additionally, these models fail to capture the -  experimentally observed -  initial 
increase o f bond strength caused be small amounts of corrosion, Qcor^
2.3.3.3 Discussion on bond-slip relationship for corroded rebars
As previously discussed in Section 2.3.3.1, no bond stress-slip relationship appears to exist 
for corroding deformed rebars in concrete. Experimental data indicates that corrosion does 
not only affect the bond strength of an embedded rebar but also the shape o f its bond 
stress-slip relationship (Almusallam et al. 1990, Al-Sulaimani et al. 1990, Cabrera 1996, 
Lee et al. 2002, Fang et al. 2004, Chung et al. 2008b). The significant scatter observed in 
the -  sometimes contradicting -  experimental results, however, did not allowed so far for a 
general bond stress-slip model to be formulated, for corroding deformed rebars in concrete.
Early experimental studies, e.g. (Almusallam et al. 1990, Al-Sulaimani et al. 1990, 
Cabrera 1996), found that in pull-out specimens without stirrups (i.e. unconfined 
specimens) low amounts o f corrosion, typically prior to the formation o f visible corrosion 
cracking, caused an increase not only of the bond strength but also the pre-peak bond 
stifftiess. Recent studies agree well with this observation (Lee et al. 2002, Fang et al. 2004, 
Lundgren 2007). The experimental results from these studies indicate that bond stiffness of 
corroded unconfined/confined specimens is higher than their corresponding uncorroded 
specimens. This behaviour is observed also in highly corroded (unconfined and confined) 
pull-out specimens, where corrosion cracking is visible (i.e. post-cracking corrosion stage). 
For example, Lee et al. (2002), reported significant increase o f bond stifftiess in 
unconfined and confined pull-out specimens subject to various amounts o f corrosion
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damage, Qcor, as shown in Figure 2.20a and b with Qcor = 16.8% and Qcor = 24% in 
unconfined and confined specimens, respectively). Similar results were presented by Fang 
et al. (2004), where bond stiffness increased in unconfined and confined specimens for 
corrosion levels of up to 9% and 6%, respectively. Figure 2.20 shows experimental results 
from the studies of Lee et al. (2002) and Fang et al. (2004) for both confined and 
uneonfined corroded pull-out specimens.
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Figure 2.20. Bond test results of corroded rebars in unconflned/confined pull-out specimens with short 
embedded lengths: (a) and (b) Lee et al. (2002), (c) and (d) Fang et al. (2004).
In the studies o f Al-Sulaimani et al. (1990), Almusallam et al. (1990) and Cabrera (1996), 
losses o f bond stiffness were reported in corroded specimens with approximately 4%, 8% 
and 2.5% corrosion losses, respectively (In contrast to results presented in the more recent 
studies of Lee et al. 2002, Fang et al. 2004, and Chung et al. 2008b).
Experimental scatter among the available studies is also observed for the slip at 
which bond strength is mobilised. Some studies, (e.g. Almusallam et al. 1990), reported
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that in unconfined specimens, bond strength is mobilised at smaller slip values compared 
to the corresponding control specimens. In contrary, other studies (e.g. Al-Sulaimani et al. 
1990, Cabrera 1996) indicate that bond strength o f corroded rebars -  in unconfined 
specimens -  is mobilised at larger values o f slip compared to the corresponding control 
specimens. The recent studies of Lee et al. (2002) and Fang et al. (2004) found that in 
specimens with no confinement, bond strength is mobilised in smaller slip values 
compared to their corresponding control specimens, as shown in Figure 2.20a and c. The 
limited amount of available test results using confined specimens indicates that the slip at 
which bond strength is mobilised appears to remain relatively unchanged, compared to 
their corresponding control specimens (Lee et al. 2002, Fang et al. 2004).
A number o f factors could be responsible for the observed scatter in the 
experimental results presented in these studies, including -  among others -  the different 
specimen configurations used in each of them, the accelerated corrosion process and rate of 
corrosion and the rebar’s diameter and rib pattern. Despite, however, the highly scattered -  
in some eases contradicting -  results regarding the local bond stress-slip relationships of 
both unconfined/confined corroded rebars, all studies recognise the significant role of 
passive confinement (commonly provided in the form of transverse steel stirrups) in 
establishing the residual bond stress-slip performance. The above discussion indicates that 
stirrup corrosion alone may affect significantly the bond performance o f an embedded 
deformed rebar in tension, which in turn may exhibit impaired bond performance even if  it 
is not affected by corrosion itself.
The majority o f available experimental results from the studies mentioned in this 
section indicate that influence of confinement on the residual bond performance is twofold; 
firstly the higher the amount confinement provided, the higher is the residual bond strength 
o f the affected rebar, secondly, the higher amounts of confinement allow for a more ductile 
post-peak bond response. For example, in Figure 2.20a, a sudden drop o f bond stresses can 
be seen in unconfined corroded specimens. In contrast, corroded specimens with sufficient 
confinement exhibit more ductile post-peak bond responses compared to uneonfined 
corroded specimens. In all experimental studies discussed above, the uneonfined 
specimens exhibited a much more brittle post-peak behaviour compared to confined 
specimens, where bond stress reduced gradually (except the study o f Cabrera (1996) in 
which the descending branch in the test results is not shown).
In the absence o f a local bond stress-slip law specifically developed for corroded
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rebars, several researchers adapted the bond stress-slip model o f Model Code 90 (CEB 
1993), for example see (Coronelli and Gambarova 2004, Maaddawy et al. 2005b, Val and 
Chemin 2009). The above discussion indicates that further research is required to develop 
bond stress-slip relationships for corroded rebars, considering the effect o f different 
influencing parameters, for instance the amount of active/passive confinement, specimen 
geometry, corrosion rate and loading history (FIB 2000, Caims and Plizzari 2002).
2.4 Effect of corrosion on the mechanieal properties of rebars
As corrosion progresses, the mechanical properties of the affected rebars undergo 
significant damage (i.e. loss o f yield/ultimate loads and ductility). This is suggested by 
most o f the available experimental studies, designed to assess the effect o f corrosion on the 
residual properties o f affected rebars (Almusallam 2001, Palsson and Mirza 2002, Du et al. 
2005a, b, Caims et al. 2005, Apostolopoulos et al. 2006, Alexopoulos et al. 2007, 
Apostolopoulos and Michalopoulos 2007a, b, Papadopoulos et al. 2007, Apostolopoulos 
and Papadopoulos 2007, Apostolopoulos and Pasialis 2008, Apostolopoulos and 
Koutsoukos 2008, Apostolopoulos and Papadakis 2008, Apostolopoulos 2009, Lee and 
Cho 2009).
In these experimental investigations the influence of several parameters has been examined, 
including:
• Bare or embedded rebars in concrete.
• Rebars of different diameters and properties.
• Rebars corroded under different exposure conditions (i.e. accelerated and natural 
exposure corrosion).
• Rebars with machined pitting damage.
• Rebars with pre-existing plastic deformations due to bends.
• Rebars with/without ribs.
The experimental result reported in these studies, which are summarised in Table 2.4, are 
discussed in relation to the losses in strength (i.e. at yield/ultimate) and ductility, in 
subsections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively.
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Table 2.4. Overview of experimental studies on the mechanical properties of corroded rebars.
Study Rebar
type
Specimen
type
Exposure Rebar
diameter,
mm
Corrosion
level
Comments
Almusallam (2001) Ribbed Embedded 
in concrete
Impressed
current
6,12 up to 75% Loss of strength, 
loss of ductility when 
corrosion loss > 12.6%
Palsson and Mirza 
(2002)
Ribbed Extracted 
from a 
concrete 
bridge
Natural 16 up to 80% 
(minimum 
area)
Small loss of 
yield/ultimate strength, 
loss of ductility
Du et al. 
(2005a)
Plain,
ribbed
Bare,
embedded in 
concrete
Impressed
current,
machined
8,16, 32 up to 25% Similar force-extension 
curves with non­
corroded rebars for up to 
16% corrosion loss
Du et al. 
(2005b)
Plain,
ribbed
Bare,
embedded in 
concrete
Impressed
current,
machined
8, 16, 32 up to 25% High ductility losses for 
corroded rebars 
embedded in concrete.
Caims et al. (2005) Plain,
ribbed
Bare,
embedded in 
concrete
Impressed
current,
machined
12,16,20, 
24
up to 72% Notable loss of ductility 
(greater than the yield 
stress loss)
Apostolopoulos et al. 
(2006)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
8 up to 32% Moderate losses of 
tensile strength, high 
ductility losses
Alexopoulos et al. 
(2007)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
12 up to 3% (30 
day salt 
spray)
Moderate losses of 
tensile strength, high 
ductility losses
Apostolopoulos 
and Michalopoulos 
(2007a)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
8 up to 26% Mechanical properties 
deteriorated more in 
rebars with pre-existing 
plastic deformations.
Apostolopoulos 
and Michalopoulos 
(2007b)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
12 up to 10.4% Adverse effect of low 
cycle fatigue loading on 
residual ductility
Papadopoulos et al. 
(2007)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
12 up to 9% The residual properties 
of corroded rebars are 
compared for 2 different 
steel types
Apostolopoulos 
and Papadopoulos 
(2007)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
10 up to 9% Adverse effect of low 
cycle fatigue loading on 
residual ductility
Apostolopoulos 
and Pasialis (2008)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
12 up to 9% Performance comparison 
of 2 different steel types
Apostolopoulos and 
Koutsoukos (2008)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
8 up to 32% Loss of mechanical 
properties (strength, 
ductility)
Apostolopoulos and 
Papadakis (2008)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
10 up to 11% Moderate losses of 
tensile strength, high 
ductility losses
Apostolopoulos
(2009)
Ribbed Bare Accelerated 
using salt 
spray (fog)
8,10,12, 
16,18
up to 14% Larger reduction of 
mechanical properties in 
small diameter rebars
Lee and Cho 
(2009)
Ribbed Embedded in Impressed 
concrete current, salt 
cycles
10, 13 up to 35% Nominal yield strength 
and elastic modulus 
decrease, significant loss 
of ductility
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Empirical models derived from the available experimental data -  for the caleulation of 
residual mechanieal properties of eorroded rebars -  are also reviewed. In some studies, the 
residual mechanical properties of corroded rebars were assessed using rebar specimens, 
extraeted from experimentally tested corroded beams. For example, Uomoto and Misra 
(1988) observed a 5 to 10% reduetion of yield strength in rebars extraeted from corroded 
beams. Although these studies provide some experimental data regarding the residual 
performanee o f eorroded rebars, their seope was primarily to examine the performance 
evaluation o f the corroded beams. For this reason, only the studies explicitly designed to 
assess the residual meehanieal properties o f eorroded rebars are reviewed in this seetion. 
However, reference is made to the test results from studies on eorroded RC elements where 
appropriate. Finally, it should be noted that the remaining steel (beneath the aeeumulated 
corrosion products) does not undergo ehanges o f eaeh chemieal and physieal properties 
itself. As a result, the losses of yield strength and ductility are considered to be 
maeroseopic effeets due to the highly irregular loss of steel area along the rebar’s length.
In all studies o f Table 2.4, the eorrosion-damaged rebars were individually tested 
using the conventional tensile test configuration. In some o f the tests, bare rebars where 
subjeet to eorrosion damage (artifieial or natural) and compared with rebars eorroded to 
similar amounts whilst embedded in eonerete. Examination o f Table 2.4 indieates that in 
these studies a total of four types o f rebar exposure were used during speeimen 
conditioning (i.e. eorrosion process); these are impressed eurrent, salt application, natural 
and machined. Finally, a wide range o f rebar diameters have been examined in the 
aforementioned studies, ranging from 6mm up to 32mm diameters.
Despite the several approaehes used in eaeh of these studies, all the results agree 
that eorrosion has an adverse effect on rebar ductility. The reductions o f ductility are 
higher than the eorresponding eross-seetional area and strength losses. The results, 
however, of these studies do not always agree with eaeh other, on the rate at which the 
deterioration o f mechanieal properties oeeurs.
The effect of corrosion on the rebar strength and duetility are diseussed in more 
detail in the following Seetions 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively.
2.4.1 Residual capacity of corrosion damaged rebars
A number of experimental studies (see Table 2.4) reported a gradual reduction o f 
engineering yield and ultimate strengths as the eorrosion progresses (Du et al. 2005a,
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Apostolopoulos and Pasialis 2008, Lee and Cho 2009). In eontrast, other studies, e.g. 
(Almusallam 2001, Palsson and Mirza 2002), observed little eorrelation between the 
residual strength o f eorroded rebars and amount of corrosion loss, gcor-
Contradictory results were reported on the influence of eorrosion on the strength 
ratio and elastie modulus of the affected rebars. Du et al. (2005b) found that these 
parameters remained unchanged regardless o f the level of corrosion damage. In contrast, 
other researehers, (Lee et al. 1996, Lee and Cho 2009), reported a high correlation between 
the rebar’s strength ratio and elastic modulus and the amount o f eorrosion loss, Qcor, in the 
affeeted rebars.
Du et al. (2005a), proposed an empirical model -  based on their experimental 
results -  for the ealeulation of the residual yield strength, given by Equation 2.22.
/;w= 1.0-«^1 4 X9
\  ^ s t n o m  J
100 Equation 2.22
where, (t) and fyo are the residual and initial yield strengths respectively, Astnom is the 
area o f the non-eorroded rebar, ayi = 0.005 (Du et al. 2005a) and Apu{t) is the area o f the pit 
(Stewart 2009), whieh is caleulated based on an assumed pit eonfiguration based on pit 
depth (Pmax), pit width and initial rebar diameter, db. This model (Equation 2.22) is 
discussed in more detail within Chapter 3. The ultimate strength of the eorroded rebars is 
assumed to be fully correlated to yield strength. This assumption is justified by 
experimental evidenee e.g. (Du et al. 2005a), where it is observed that eorrosion affects 
both fy^{t) and by similar magnitudes.
Similar empirical models have been proposed in other studies, e.g. (Lee and Cho 
2009). Equation 2.22, however, is deemed as more suitable sinee it has been derived from 
the systematie study o f a large number o f speeimens, ineluding different rebar diameters 
and exposure eonditions.
2.4.2 Effect of corrosion on the ductile behaviour of rebars
All the experimental studies of Table 2.4 reported significant reductions of ductility in 
corroded rebars. Among these studies, however, there are some contradicting observations. 
For example, Du et al. (2005b) found that the rebar diameter has a relatively small effeet 
on the residual rebar duetility for similar amounts o f corrosion damage. In contrast, 
Apostolopoulos (2009) reported that the smaller rebar’s diameter, the larger the adverse
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effect o f eorrosion on its residual ductility.
The amount of corrosion at which the transition in rebar’s behaviour occurs from 
ductile to brittle was found to differ among the studies. For example, Almusallam (2001), 
observed that at a corrosion loss 2cor= 12.6%, the behaviour of rebars ehanges from ductile 
to brittle. At this amount of eorrosion damage the residual elongation o f the affected rebars 
fall below the minimum elongation prescribe by the ASTM A 615. Caims et al. (2005) 
reported a 20% duetility loss at 8% eorrosion loss. They reported brittle rebar’s behaviour 
for eorrosion losses approaching 20%. In contrary, Palsson and Mirza (2002), which used 
rebar specimens extraeted from an abandoned bridge, observed a 33% ductility reduction 
for a corrosion loss o f 15%, while a complete loss o f ductility was found for corrosion loss, 
Qcor = 50%. Apostolopoulos and Michalopoulos (2007a) found that ductility is more 
adversely affeeted in eorroded rebars with pre-existing plastic deformations (e.g. due to 
bends) compare to rebars without plastic deformations. In a different study, the same 
authors found, that even small amounts of corrosion has an adverse effeet on the low cycle 
fatigue behaviour (i.e. seismic loading conditions) of the affeeted rebar (Apostolopoulos 
and Michalopoulos 2007b). These observations were confirmed in the study of 
Apostolopoulos and Papadopoulos (2007), where 2% and 3% corrosion losses caused 
reductions of 22% and 47%, respectively, in the number of load cycles up to failure. All 
the results presented by Apostolopoulos and co-workers, are based on experiments 
performed using bare rebars. Du et al. (2005a) tested both bare rebars and rebars embedded 
in concrete. Their results indicate that the loss of duetility is noticeable higher in rebars 
eorroded while embedded in concrete. This observation can be explained by considering 
the variability o f concrete microstmcture in the vicinity o f steel-concrete interface, whieh 
may results in highly uneven distribution o f eorrosion damage on the rebar surface.
Based on the results from these studies, models have been proposed for the 
estimation of the reduced mechanical properties o f affected rebars (Caims et al. 2005, 
Coronelli and Gambarova 2004, Du et al. 2005a, b, 2007b). It should be noted that most 
rebars where tested in uniaxial tension and their behaviour may differ with rebars 
embedded in RC elements, e.g. beams. The coefficients in the proposed models are 
experimentally derived. Some attempts were made to analytically model loss o f reduced 
mechanical properties o f reinforcements affected by pitting eorrosion, e.g. (Caims et al. 
2005, Du et al. 2007b). These models, however, present a significant simplification 
compared to the experimentally observed behaviour.
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Du et al. (2005b) proposed an empirieal relation, for the ealeulation o f the residual 
duetility o f corroding rebars, given from Equation 2.23, below.
X  = [ l  -  ]  «0 Equation 2.23
where, is the residual ultimate strain of the corroded rebar, Qcor is the percentage 
amount of corrosion loss, sq is the initial mean ultimate strain of the non-eorroded rebar 
and ay2  is an experimental coefficient. Du et al. (2005b), proposed a conservative value for 
ay2 = 0.05. Alternatively, based on their experimental results for plain and ribbed rebars 
embedded in eonerete, the values o f 0.052 and 0.037, respectively may be used for Oy2- 
This model, which is used in this study, is diseussed in more detail within Chapter 3.
2.5 Mechanical properties of corrosion damaged concrete
As discussed in previous seetions of this chapter, corrosion is characterised by rebar area 
loss accompanied by the formation of expansive eorrosion products (i.e. rust). As eorrosion 
progresses the accumulation of rust at the steel-eoncrete interface causes microeraeking to 
the surrounding concrete. At high amounts of eorrosion loss, visible cracks form on the 
concrete surface o f the element (typically parallel to the longitudinal axis of the rebar). 
Experimental evidence, suggests that eorrosion damaged concrete is likely to exhibit 
impaired meehanieal properties, compared to intact concrete (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, b 
1997). Rodriguez et al. (1996a, 1997) reported premature concrete cover crushing in beams 
affected by eorrosion in their compression zone (i.e. eorroded top rebars). A very small 
number o f studies have investigated the effect of corrosion on the residual properties o f 
eorrosion damaged concrete. For instance, Coronelli and Gambarova (2004) proposed a 
methodology for the estimation o f the residual strength based on the amount o f eorrosion 
loss in the top rebars of beams. This model, which is adopted in this study, is diseussed in 
more detail in Seetion 3.3.2.3 (Chapter 3). Corrosion damaged concrete is likely to exhibit 
reduced stiffness; no studies, however, were found in literature examining this aspect.
2.6 Experimental research of corroded beams in flexure
As diseussed in previous seetions (i.e. §2.3.2, §2.4 and §2.5) increasing corrosion damage 
may have a significant effect on the evolution o f the residual material and bond properties. 
This seetion reviews the available experimental studies, which examined the influence o f 
corrosion damage on the residual performance o f RC beams, with emphasis given to
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under-reinforced beams. The majority o f the existing studies, designed to investigate the 
influence of eorrosion on beam performance, focus on the loss of load-capaeity. Recently, 
a limited number of studies provided some results regarding the behaviour o f flexural 
members under serviceability conditions as well as the residual ductility of corroding 
beams. Initially, the flexural performance o f uncorroded under-reinforced beams is 
reviewed. Thereafter, a comprehensive review is provided of the available experimental 
results, regarding the influence o f eorrosion on the ultimate (i.e. load-capaeity, ductility) 
and serviceability beam performance.
2.6.1 Flexural behaviour of intact under-reinforced beams
The behaviour of under-reinforeed beams in flexure is well-documented in standard 
textbooks e.g. (Wight and MacGregor 2009). In this seetion, key parameters (i.e. concrete 
strength, yield strength and area of tension steel, stirrup confinement, etc), affecting the 
flexural performance of under-reinforeed beams are briefly reviewed. These parameters 
have a significant effect on the limit state performance indices, including load capacity and 
ductility at the ultimate limit state as well as bending stiffness at the serviceability limit 
state. They also affect the durability characteristics of RC elements (e.g. w/c ratio is 
closely related to concrete strength and concrete permeability); a detailed consideration of 
these aspects, however, falls beyond the scope o f this study and therefore are not further 
diseussed. More details regarding the durability aspects o f RC can be found elsewhere, e.g. 
(Neville and Brooks 1987).
The evolution o f the flexural behaviour o f under-reinforeed beams, which is
commonly assessed using a load-defleetion curve, is eharaeterised by the following 
sequence o f events (Iyengar et al. 1971, Ziara et al. 1995, Wight and MacGregor 2009):
• Initially, prior to the development o f flexural cracking, the element behaves linear 
elastie.
• At certain load levels, flexural cracking forms, causing a reduction in the bending
stiffiiess of the beam. The formation of flexural cracks (i.e. timing o f first eraek,
crack widths and crack spacing) is influenced by a number o f factors, including the 
meehanieal properties of concrete, local bond eonditions for the tensile rebars, the 
actual steel ratio in the section, etc. Some eorrelation also exists among these 
factors, for instance the bond quality o f a tensile rebar is related to some extent to
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concrete compressive strength (FIB 2000).
• As loading continues to increase the flexural cracks become wider. At a certain 
stress level the tension rebars reach their elastic limit. At this point, the strains in 
the eonerete in compression are below the strain values whieh correspond to 
concrete strength (i.e. usually s < 0.002). Beyond this point, the beam stiffness 
drops significantly, in some cases near to zero, but the beam continues to resist the 
applied load. Once, hardening strain is reached in the yielded rebars, the stiffness of 
the element begins to increase in the order o f 1% of the initial element’s stiffness.
• As the element continues to resist the applied load and the strain hardening has 
spread to longer rebar lengths, the beam eventually reaches its collapse point (i.e. 
beam can not longer resist the applied load). Two are the main mechanisms 
responsible for the beam collapse in flexure, namely: (a) rupture o f the tension steel 
rebars or (b) concrete crushing in the compressive zone of the beam. It should be 
noted that it is not uncommon in beams confined with steel stirrups, the uneonfined 
eonerete cover in compression to fail much earlier that the confined eonerete core 
(Ziara et al. 1995). In cases that the tension rebars have sufficient elongation 
capacity, the point o f collapse (i.e. deflection at ultimate. Su) will be determined by 
concrete’s compressive strength. In this ease, the effect o f confinement can be 
significant, since it is widely recognised that confined concrete exhibits higher 
compressive strength and duetility compared to uneonfined concrete of the same 
specifications (Mander et al. 1988, Ziara et al. 1995, CEB 1998, Lee and Pan 2003).
In general, it has been observed that the use o f stirrup confinement do not only mitigate the 
possibility of a shear failure but it can also be used to enhance flexural duetility, due to 
increased concrete strength and the delayed buckling on the compressive rebars (Ziara et al. 
1995, Lee and Pan 2003). In contrast, experimental evidence indieates that increasing the 
amount o f confinement has a little effeet on the load-eapaeity o f under-reinforced beams, 
sinee the latter is controlled by the amount o f tension steel.
In the following sections, the effect o f corrosion on the flexural performance is 
discussed with reference to the available experimental and numerical studies. Through this 
discussion, gaps in literature regarding the behaviour of corroding beams in flexure are 
identified and form the basis of this study.
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2.6.2 Effect of corrosion on the flexural behaviour of corroded beams
Evidence from several experimental and numerical studies suggests that corrosion may 
cause significant alterations to the flexural behaviour of beams. Table 2.5 summarises the 
key published experimental studies on the performance o f eorrosion affected beams in 
flexure.
The first -  somewhat expected -  effect o f corrosion in under-reinforced beams is 
the gradual loss of load capacity which is primarily associated with the reduced steel area 
in the tension rebars. As previously discussed, however, the loss of steel area is 
accompanied by the formation of corrosion products along the affeeted rebar’s length. At 
the same time, the highly uneven loss o f steel area alters the mechanical properties of the 
rebars. In the ease that the compressive rebars are affeeted by corrosion, the surrounding 
concrete in compression is also adversely affeeted, exhibiting an impaired performance due 
to the formation o f microeraeking and visible longitudinal cracking.
The simultaneous occurrence o f these corrosion effects has a significant influence 
on the performance stages o f under-reinforeed beams discussed in the previous seetion; 
this, however, depends largely on the amount and location o f corrosion damage. As will be 
diseussed in the following sections, although the majority of the studies agree that 
eorrosion causes a reduetion of load-eapaeity (see Figure 2.21) a scatter is observed in the 
results. The available -  in many eases contradictory -  experimental results regarding the 
residual stiffiiess and ductility o f corroded beams do not allow for solid conclusions to be 
drawn.
This could be explained fi*om the fact that most studies focused on the residual 
capacity o f corroded beams, giving little attention to other aspects of structural 
performance. Only recently, some experimental studies were designed to assess the 
serviceability (Vidal et al. 2007) and duetility (Du et al. 2007a) performance o f eorroded 
beams.
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Table 2.5. Overview of experimental studies on corroded beams.
Study Steel Span Tension Exposure Corroded Corrosion Loading Comments
ratio (mm) rebar area loss (%) type
(%) diam.
(mm)
Okada et 0.79 1000, 10 Impressed Tension and Not stated. Cyclic Load
al. (1988) 1200 current in compression 24 weeks loading. capacity
and 3.13%NaCl rebars conditioning 4 point results only
1400 solution bending
Uomoto 0.57 700 and 10,16 Impressed Tension up to 2.4% Monotonie Loss of
and Misra to 2100 current in rebars 4 point strength and
(1988)*' 5.67 3.3 %NaCl 
solution
bending,
preload
stiffiiess, 
brittle failure
Caims and 0.74 2700 12,16, No corrosion. Tension - Monotonie Small loss of
Zhao to and 20,25 Artificial bond rebars bond 4 point load capacity
(1993) 2.00 3000 damage damage banding in under-
reinforced
beams
Lee et al. 1.85 600 10 Impressed Tension up to 10.5% Monotonie Influence of
(1996)*' current in 3% 
NaCl solution
rebars 4 point 
banding
hooks on
residual
capacity
Rodriguez 0.50 2000 10,12 Impressed Tension, up to 26% Monotonie Loss of
et al. and current, 3% compression (tension bars) 4 point strength and
(1996a, 1.51 CaCh in mix and stirrups 40% stirmps banding ductility
1997)
Huang and 1.18 500 13 Artificial sea Tension up to 3.1% Monotonie Loss of
Yang water (curing). 3 point strength and
(1997)*' Impressed
current
bending stiffiiess
Lee et al. 0.49 2000 10,13 Impressed Tension up to 25.3% Monotonie Bond and
(1999) to
0.87
current in 3% 
NaCl solution
rebars 4 point 
bending
flexural 
failure modes
Mangat 0.67
and Elgarf to
(1999) 1.05
Yoon et 1.89
al. (2000)''
Casteletal. 0.54 
(2000a,b)
860 8, 10
(some
specimens
without
stirrups)
1050 19
3000 12
Impressed 
current in 
3.5%NaCl 
solution
Impressed 
current in 
3%NaCl 
solution
13 years in 
salt spray
Tension up to 10% 
rebars
Tension up to 6% 
rebars
Tension, up to 20% 
compression (average) 
and stirrups
Monotonie Bond failures
4 point
bending
Razak and Information not provided. Reference was made to a previous 
Choi study which could not be obtained.
(2001)
up to 8%
Monotonie 
sustained, 
4 point 
bending
Sustained 
load, 3 
point 
bending
3 point 
bending
Shear/Bond
failures
Loss of 
stiffiiess, 
strength and 
ductility 
Bond-flexure 
and bond- 
shear failures
Molina et 
al. (2002)
Capozucca 
and Cerri 
(2000, 
2003)
0.9 2600 12
(some
specimens
without
stirrups)
No corrosion. Tension 
Artificial rebars bond 
bond damage damage
Monotonie Reductions 
4 point of stiffness
bending
1.01 2450 Impressed 
current in 
10%NaCl 
solution
compression 4 cycles of 9 Cyclic 
rebars days long
and strength 
for >30% 
bond loss
Loss of 
ductility due 
to damaged 
concrete in 
compression
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Table 2.5. (Continue).
Ballim and
Reid
(2003)
1.34 1050 16 Accelerated
carbonation
Tension
rebars
up to 8.47% Sustained Loss of 
load, 4 stiffness due 
point to sustained 
bending load
Maurel et 
al. (2005)
0.54 1900 12 No corrosion. 
Artificial 
bond damage
Tension 
rebars bond 
damage
Monotonie 
3 point 
bending
Maaddawy 0.92 
et al.
(2005a)
3000 15 Impressed
current,
NaCl
application
Central 
portion of 
tension bars
up to 31.61% Sustained Increase of 
load, 4 stiffiiess and 
point ductility 
bending
Pemo et al. 0.83 
(2005) to 
1.24
2960 16 Impressed 
current, NaCl 
application
Tension
rebars
up to 12.% Monotonie Loss of 
4 point strength and 
bending stiffiiess
Li and 
Zheng 
(2005)
0.94 3000 12 Wet/dry cycles Tension 
using rebars 
3.5% NaCl 
solution
Wet/dry 
cycles up to 
7 months
Sustained Stiffness 
load, 4 deteriorated 
point faster than 
bending strength
Vidal et al. 
(2007)
0.54 
and 0.96
3000 12,16 17 years in 
cycles of 
salt fog spray
Tension, 
compression 
and stirmps
up to 32% Sustained Loss of 
load, 3 stiffness 
point 
bending
Torres- 
Acosta et 
al. (2007)*'
0.52 1500 10 Impressed 
current, 3% 
NaCl in mix
Tension
rebars
up to approx. 
10%
Monotonie Loss of 
3 point strength and 
bending ductility
Yuan et al. 
(2007)
1.41 1200 12 Artificial 
environment 
and impressed 
current in 5% 
NaCl solution
Tension
rebars
up to 4.4% Monotonie Loss of 
4 point ductility 
bending
Du et al. 
(2007a)
0.87 
to 6.2
1800 12,16, 
32
Impressed 
current in 
5% NaCl 
solution
Tension or
compression
rebars
up to 13.6% Monotonie Ductility loss 
4 point in under­
bending reinforced 
beams
Azad et al. 
(2007)
0.69
to
1.01
900 10, 12 Impressed 
current in 
5% NaCl 
solution
Tension
rebars
up to 35% Monotonie Loss of 
4 point strength and 
bending stiffness
Caims et 
al. (2008)*^
0.6
and 0.76
1000,
1425,
1875,
2000.
10,16 Impressed 
current in 
3% NaCl 
solution
Tension
rebars
up to 11.5% 3 point Increase of 
bending in load capacity 
various 
locations
Chung et 
al.
(2008a)*^
1100 10 Impressed 
current in 
3% NaCl 
solution
Tension
rebars
up to 4.6% Monotonie Ductility 
4 point increase, loss 
bending of stiffness
Zhang et 
al. (2009)
0.54 3000 12 14-23 years in 
cycles of 
salt fog spray
Tension, 
compression 
and stirmps
20%-35% Sustained Loss of 
load, 3 strength and 
point stiffness 
bending
Notes: no stirrups, Rebars without ribs, slabs
In the following sections, the performance of corroded under-reinforced beams in flexure 
is discussed using the available experimental data in relation to the residual load capacity
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(Section 2.6.2.1), bending stiffiiess (Section 2,6.2.2) and ductility criteria (Section 2.6.2.3). 
Other important aspects o f experimentally testing corroded beams, including the influence 
of loading and rate o f corrosion, are also discussed.
2.6.2.1 Effect of corrosion on the load capacity of beams
All experimental studies (see Table 2.5) agree that as corrosion progresses, the load- 
capacity o f the affected beams reduces. Figure 2.21, below, summarises the results on the 
residual yield-load capacity from 11 studies. The majority o f the results presented in Figure 
2.21 have been obtained from flexural members (i.e. beams and slabs) with corroded 
tension rebars, with the exception o f the study o f (Rodriguez et al. 1997) where the beams 
tested had all their rebars affected by corrosion.
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Figure 2.21. Experimental results of the residual load capacity of corroded RC beams.
It can be seen in Figure 2.21 that a trend emerges from the results, despite the scatter of 
data; that is as corrosion progresses the yield load capacity o f the beams decreases. It can 
be seen that some studies reported an increase in the yield-load capacity for small amounts 
o f corrosion (Al-Sulaimani 1990, Yuan et al. 2007, Chung et al. 2008a). The initial 
increase o f load capacity can e explained by considering the improved bond performance 
of the corroded rebar and concrete -  probably prior to the development o f visible cracking 
due to corrosion. Such increase o f load-capacity is also evident in beams with plain rebars 
(Caims et al. 2008).
At increasing amounts o f corrosion damage the residual load capacity begins to 
deteriorate, primarily due to the loss o f steel area. As it is evident from Figure 2.21,
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however, the amount o f deterioration exhibits a significant scatter. A number of factors 
could be responsible for the differences among the results from the different studies. For 
example the results of Chung et al. (2008a) and Mangat and Elgarf (1999) indicate that 
following the initial increase of load capacity, small amounts of further corrosion are 
responsible for large reductions in load-capacity, which can not be attributed the loss of 
steel area alone. In these studies, the examined beam specimens were not confined using 
steel stirrups. As a result, the formation o f visible corrosion cracking (along the 
longitudinal axis o f the tension rebars), would have caused a significant reduction of bond 
strength and therefore a loss o f anchorage capacity (no hooks were provided in these 
specimens). This reasoning agrees well with the mode of failure reported in these studies, 
which in both cases was flexure-bond failure.
It can be seen in the same figure that specimens with sufficient confinement, 
maintained higher residual yield load capacities, even for relatively high amounts of 
corrosion. This agrees well with the observations o f Caims and Zhao (1993) where they 
observed that beams with extensive loss o f bond experience little reductions in their load 
capacities as long as the ends o f their tension rebars are well anchored.
Steel yielding o f the tension rebars was the mode o f failure for the majority o f the 
beam specimens -  with sufficient confinement -  in Figure 2.21. The results o f these 
specimens, which are located on the right side of the discontinuous line in Figure 2.21, 
continue to exhibit a noticeable scatter. The loss of load capacity in these beams is 
primarily due to the loss of steel area associated with corrosion. Their scatter has a number 
o f potential sources, which are summarised as follows:
• Differences in the material properties (concrete strength, rebar strength 
etc), the geometry o f the specimens (rebar diameter, cover thickness) as 
well as the location and types o f corrosion within each beam specimen 
tested.
• Different methods o f accelerated corrosion adopted from different 
researchers. This could result in different distribution o f corrosion 
damage, such as the composition corrosion products, pit depths and 
concrete cracking, along the length of the affected rebars. For example.
Yuan and Ji (2009) observed that corrosion induced using artificial 
environmental conditions causes the accumulation o f corrosion damage 
only on the face of the rebar close to the external surface o f the concrete.
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In contrary, the use of the impressed current technique to accelerate 
corrosion, results in a relatively uniform corrosion loss around the rebar.
• In addition, in the case o f the impressed current method, the rate of 
corrosion, (i.e. icor), is known to significantly affect the resulting 
corrosion damage on the rebars (i.e. depths and distribution o f pits).
As previously mentioned, the results presented in Figure 2.21 have been obtained from 
beams with their tensile rebars mainly affected by corrosion. No study was found in 
literature to systematically study the performance o f under-reinforced beams affected by 
corrosion in their compressive rebars alone. In contrast, a number o f studies investigated 
the effect of bond deterioration on the load capacity of beams. The main findings from 
these studies are discussed next.
Comments on the effect o f  bond deterioration on load-cavacitv:
Several studies have been designed to understand the effects o f corrosion, on the structural 
performance of RC beams, with emphasis given to the loss o f bond (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 
b, 1997, Mangat and Elgarf 1999, Yoon et al. 2000, Castel et al. 2000, Molina et al. 2002, 
Ballim and Reid 2003, Maurel et al. 2005, Torres-Acosta et al. 2007, Chung et al. 2008a, 
Caims et al. 2008). FIB (2000) also provides a summary on tests o f RC beams with bond 
deterioration due to corrosion. Is it generally difficult to separate bond loss from the other 
effects o f corrosion, e.g. concrete cracking and spalling, steel area reductions etc; As a 
result, the exact impact o f bond loss on stmctural performance is not clearly understood. 
However, results from several experimental and numerical studies suggest that bond loss 
due to corrosion may affect stmctural performance in the following ways:
• Bond loss may limit the stress that can be developed in the steel rebars, which 
could in turn promote a shear failure (i.e. loss o f load capacity and ductility).
• At high levels o f corrosion, where extensive cracking is present, significant 
reductions in composite interaction may occur. Under such circumstances the 
common assumption of plane section behaviour may not be valid. This will directly 
affect the strain and cracking pattem o f the element. As it was observed in the study 
of Caims and Zhao (1993), the behaviour o f RC beams with complete loss o f bond 
along their span changes from a flexural to a tied arch action, see Figure 2.22.
• Most experimental studies on under-reinforced beams with partial or extensive
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bond loss along their spans demonstrated that if  the rebar is well-anchored at its 
ends, no strength reductions are observed. In contrary, loss o f bond in beams with 
high tensile reinforcement ratio caused significant strength reductions. These 
observations are also confirmed by the numerical study o f Caims and Zhao (1993), 
in which several beams were examined with their tensile reinforcement being 
completely debonded, while bond was maintained only the ends.
• Significant reductions o f stmctural capacity were reported in specimens with 
uneonfined concrete and with the end anchorage zone affected by corrosion, for 
example see (Stanish et al. 1999, Almusallam et al. 1996).
• Results from the numerical study o f Coronelli and Gambarova (2004), showed that 
extensive bond loss o f the tensile rebars over the entire span o f an under-reinforced 
beam did not affect its load-capacity provided that the rebar-ends are well-anchored.
In general the main factors which may have an impact on the behaviour o f corrosion- 
affected RC beams with bond loss are summarised as follows (FIB 2000, Yoon et al. 2000, 
Coronelli and Gambarova 2004, Caims et al. 2008):
• Length and position o f debonded rebar,
• Percentage o f longitudinal steel in the beam,
• Concrete compressive strength,
• Loading type,
• Cross-sectional shape o f element and presence o f compression reinforcement.
More research is needed to address the effects o f these parameters on the load-capacity of 
RC beams damaged by corrosion and/or bond loss. End anchorage seems to govem the 
stmctural capacity o f RC beams. Additionally, no information was found in literature 
regarding the performance o f corrosion-affected end hooks and bends.
  Compressive
stresses
 Neutral axis
Figure 2.22. Effect of complete loss of bond on the behaviour of RC beams (Caims and Zhao 1993).
The effect o f corrosion on the serviceability performance o f beams is discussed in the 
following section (§2.6.2.2).
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2.62,2 Effect of corrosion on serviceability performance
As previously discussed, eorrosion can significantly affect the bond performanee of 
corroding rebars in tension (see Seetion 2.3.2). Based on the experimental results from 
bond tests o f corroded rebars, one may expect that as eorrosion will have a significant 
effect on the serviceability performance of corroding RC beams. Most experimental studies 
agree that under-reinforeed beams with corroded tension rebar exhibit altered cracking 
behaviour (due to flexural loading) compared to uneorroded beams; that is both the crack 
spacing and their widths are increasing as bond deterioration (due to eorrosion) increases.
Figure 2.23 provides a comparison of normalised results, from several experimental 
studies, o f the residual load capacity at the serviceability limit deflection, whieh is taken as 
L/500 (BSI 2004). As it is evident from this figure, the available experimental results of 
the residual bending stiffness of corroded beams, do not allow for conclusions to be drawn.
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Figure 2.23. Experimental results of the residual bending stiffness of corroded RC beams.
It should be noted that most available experimental studies focused their interest on the 
effeets of corrosion on the residual load capacity of the beams. Only, a small number of 
studies provide sufficient data regarding the serviceability performance o f eorroded beams.
As it is evident from Figure 2.23, the results do not show an obvious trend. This 
could be due to a number of reasons, such as the different experimental procedures adopted 
by different researchers including the method used to accelerate corrosion and potential 
differences in the material properties between these studies. In addition, the location of 
corrosion occurrence on the beam is likely to have an important effect on its serviceability
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performance. For example, the beams tested by Rodriguez et al. (1996a, 1997) have all 
their rebars affected by corrosion along their entire lengths. In contrary, the beams tested 
by Du et al. (2007a) have only a central portion o f their tension rebars affected by 
corrosion. In these beams the loss o f stiffness is insignificant. The beams (CN-series) 
tested by Maaddawy et al. (2005a) show a gain in bending stiffiiess despite the relatively 
high amounts of eorrosion losses (Qcor > 20%) indueed to the tension rebars of the beams. 
Only when corrosion loss reached Qcor = 31.6%, an insignificant reduction of bending 
stiffness was observed. In another experimental study, the complete removal o f bond 
(using plastie pipes) was found to have a notieeable effect only when applied to the entire 
rebar length (Maurel et al. 2005).
The above observations indicates that despite the generally aecepted experimental 
evidence that corroding rebars may exhibit impaired bond performanee, e.g. (Almusallam 
et al. 1996, Lee et al. 2002, Fang et al. 2004), the effeets of bond deterioration on the 
performanee o f beams under serviceability eonditions are not well established in literature.
2.6.2.3 Effect of corrosion on the ductility of beams
As discussed in Seetion 2.4.2, corrosion has a significant effect on the ductility o f the 
affected rebars. In this section the effect o f corrosion on the ductility o f under-reinforced 
beams is discussed with referenee to key experimental studies o f corroding beams. Figure 
2.24 provides a comparison of experimental results from several studies on the residual 
flexural ductility o f beams, whieh is quantified using the displacement duetility factor, / /g .  
The displacement ductility factor is defined as the ratio between the beam deflections at 
ultimate and at yielding. Similarly to the serviceability performance of corroded beams 
(diseussed in §2.62.2) the available experimental results, which are in many cases 
contradicting with each others, do not seem to establish a trend in the ductile behaviour o f 
corroding under-reinforced beams.
The observed scatter in the results of Figure 2.24 could be explained to some extent 
by considering the differences among the studies compared. The beams tested by different 
researchers have varying amounts of tension rebar area and eonfrnement. Additionally, 
differenees are observed among the studies regarding the location and amounts o f 
corrosion damage. For example, Rodriguez et al. (1996a, 1997), in contrary to the other 
studies, have all their rebars affeeted by corrosion.
The loss of bond between the tension rebars and conerete could also be responsible
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for loss o f ductility, especially when the affected rebars are not well-anchored at their ends 
(e.g. using bends). In this case the bond failure is likely precede steel yielding.
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Figure 2.24: Comparison of experimental results from several studies of the residual displacement 
ductility factor, fis, of corroded under-reinforced beams.
Other significant factors affecting the observed residual ductility are the residual 
mechanical properties o f the rebars and the concrete’s compressive strength (assuming the 
tension rebars to be well-anchored at their ends).
The uniform loss o f steel area in the tension rebars of beams is expected to have a 
beneficial effect on ductility (Ting and Nowak 1991, Maaddawy et al. 2005a), since the 
affected beams become more under-reinforced. In this way the final crushing point of 
concrete is delayed compared to the corresponding control beam. The simultaneous 
gradual loss of rebar ductility due to pitting corrosion, however, is expected to cause at a 
certain level of corrosion loss the premature rupture o f the tension rebars, prior to the 
compressive concrete crushing. Therefore, a transition is observed in the beams behaviour 
at ultimate, from concrete crushing towards rebar rupture.
The amount of confinement (in the form of transverse steel stirrups) provided in 
under-reinforced beams has a significant effect on the residual ductility o f both uncorroded 
and corroded beams. As the amount of lateral confinement increases, both the compressive 
strength and deformation capacity o f concrete also increase. Highly confined under-
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reinforced beams (or T-section beams) are considered to have high ductility (CEB 1998, 
Kappos et al. 1999). The amount of confinement could also be responsible for the scatter 
observed among the results o f different studies. For example, the beams tested by 
Maaddawy et al. (2005a), were lightly confined. As a result, the final concrete crushing in 
the control beams occurred at a relatively earlier stage compared to the well-confined 
control beams of Du et al. (2007a). As corrosion progressed the loss o f steel area enhanced 
the ductility of the beams tested by Maaddawy et al. (2005a), since the deterioration o f the 
rebar’s ductility was not sufficiently high to cause premature rupture. In contrary, in the 
highly confined beams tested by Du et al. (2007a), the crashing and rebar rupture points in 
the control beams are close to each others. Consequently, as corrosion progressed, the 
rebars’ rupture precedes the concrete crushing. This in turn, resulted in decrease of 
ductility. Although this hypothesis could explain to some extent the experimental scatter in 
Figure 2.24, further research is required for its validation.
Loss o f ductility in under-reinforced beams may occur not only due to corrosion of 
the tension rebars but also due to corrosion of the stirrups. This in turn, would lead to 
reduced concrete confinement. No experimental results were found in literature related to 
this corrosion damage scenario. The only available study on beams with corroded stirrups 
is the one of (Higgins and Farrow III 2006), where the tested specimens are designed to 
study their shear behaviour (in this study mainly shear failures are reported). Clearly, more 
experimental research is required to examine the influence o f reduced confinement due to 
stirrup corrosion (at locations o f high-moment, e.g. mid-span) on the residual flexural 
ductility o f beams.
2.7 Assessment of corroding RC beams in flexure
The selection of a suitable strategy for the maintenance/repair o f a corroding element -  
within the context o f long-term planning and limited financial resources -  requires precise 
knowledge of its current and future structural performance.
As discussed in previous sections, corroding under-reinforced beams may exhibit 
remarkably different structural behaviour, compared to uncorroded beams. A suitable 
assessment procedure should be able to capture the evolution of structural behaviour of 
corroding beams, by considering the effects of corrosion in the analysis. The observed 
experimental scatter o f the available test results of corroding beams (Section 2.6) give rise 
to significant uncertainties when assessing their performance. Furthermore, it is not always 
obvious whether the data scatter o f corroding beams is associated with the deterioration
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process itself or if  it is caused by parameters unaffected by the corrosion process. This is 
especially true for cases where the underlying mechanisms, which determine the 
experimentally observed (global) response o f the beams, are not well understood. These 
limitations are likely to affect the accuracy of an assessment procedure.
Several methodologies -  o f varying complexity and accuracy -  have been proposed 
in literature for the assessment o f corroding beams in flexure, including simple sectional 
analysis as well as analytical and numerical procedures; these are reviewed in Sections
2.7.1 and 2.7.2, respectively. Reliability analysis can be used to quantify the influence o f 
uncertainties associated with variables the deterioration process. The use o f reliability 
analysis for the assessment o f deteriorating RC beams is discussed in Section 2.7.3.
2.7.1 Simplified assessment procedures
These assessment procedures are based on simplified sectional analysis using equations 
from codes and standards, for the estimation o f the residual capacity of the affected beam, 
for example see BA 51/95 and BA 44/95 (HA 1995a, b, 1996). A common assumption of 
these procedures is to ignore the potential effect o f bond deterioration, assuming that plane 
sections remain plane (i.e. perfect bond is assumed between the rebars and concrete). A 
check is carried out to assess the residual anchorage bond capacity o f rebars, which are 
characterised by significant longitudinal concrete cracking due to corrosion. In simple 
corrosion damage scenarios, e.g. corrosion affecting only the tension rebars, these 
procedures can provide a rough estimate o f the elements residual capacity. However, the 
effect of corrosion on other limit states (e.g. serviceability, ductility) can not be easily 
established. This is true also for cases where several types o f corrosion damage affect 
simultaneously different parts o f the beam. For example, for the case o f extended concrete 
cover delamination, BA51/95 suggests ignoring the contribution o f concrete cover; no 
provisions are provided for partially cracked covers (i.e. cracked concrete in compression 
is likely to exhibit impaired mechanical properties). Using these procedures, only a range 
of residual capacities for the affected beams can be obtained (i.e. lower and upper bounds), 
since some corrosion effects can not be explicitly considered in the analysis (e.g. 
performance o f corrosion damaged concrete in compression).
For example, Rodriguez et al. (1997) calculated lower and upper values o f residual 
bending moment capacities o f under- and over- reinforced beams with all their rebars 
affected by corrosion, as shown in Figure 2.25a and 2.25b, respectively. Their results 
indicate, that simplified analysis predicted with reasonable accuracy, the capacity o f the
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uncorroded beams (for both under and over reinforced beams). In contrast, the 
experimental values o f the corroded beams are placed between the two extreme values 
calculated using different sets o f assumptions (e.g. complete loss o f concrete cover in 
compression, maximum loss o f rebar area occurs at mid-span o f the beam, etc). In some 
cases, the predicted residual capacities o f the corroded beams significantly underestimate 
the experimental load capacities, resulting in conservative assessments o f residual 
performance. Furthermore, no information is obtained regarding the residual serviceability 
and ductility performance as well as the failure modes o f the corroded beams.
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Figure 2.25. Assessment of corroded beams using conventional analysis methods (Rodriguez at al. 
1997): (a) 11-type beams (under-reinforced) and (b) 31-type beams (over-reinforced).
2.7.2 Analytical and numerical studies
To improve the accuracy o f the performance assessment, a number o f analytical and 
numerical studies on corroded beams have been presented by several researchers.
In the early study o f Ting and Nowak (1991) an algorithm was presented for the 
moment-rotation analysis o f T-section beams with corroding tension rebars. Reductions o f 
load-capacity and stiffiiess were reported in their study for increasing amounts o f corrosion. 
The loss o f rebar ductility, at increasing amounts o f corrosion, was not incorporated in 
their analysis (i.e. the same stress-strain curve was used for non-corroded and corroded 
rebars). As a result, their methodology could not correctly predict the changes in the 
beam’s failure mode, due to corrosion. Furthermore, a continuous increase o f ductility was 
predicted -  due to the loss o f tensile rebar area -  even at relatively high amounts o f 
corrosion damage.
Eyre and Nokhasteh (1992) presented a sectional analysis methodology based on
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simplified material properties for the strength assessment o f corroded beams and slabs. The 
proposed method can consider the loss of strain compatibility due to the complete loss o f 
bond. This can be considered as an oversimplification since bond deteriorates gradually as 
corrosion increases. Furthermore, no results were presented regarding the effect o f 
corrosion on the serviceability and ductility performance of the deteriorating element.
Dekoster et al. (2003) presented results, from a numerical study, on the flexural 
behaviour o f corroded beams. Two concrete constitutive models where used in their 
numerical models one based on plasticity and one based on continuum damage mechanics 
(CDM). Furthermore, bond was considered in the analysis by modelling the corrosion 
products at the steel-concrete interface using elements o f varying dimensions and assuming 
linear-elastic behaviour. This modelling approach for bond was found to be inadequate in 
modelling the actual bond behaviour. This in turn led -  in some cases -  to significant 
differences between the numerical predictions and experimental results o f beams sensitive 
to bond performance. Their models were able to reproduce experimental results on the 
evolution of beams’ load-capacity for increasing corrosion damage. However, their 
numerical models were unable to predict with sufficient accuracy the ultimate deflection of 
the beam examined.
Coronelli and Gambarova (2004) proposed a methodology for the assessment o f 
corroded beams based on non-linear finite element analysis (NLFEA). Their methodology 
is able to explicitly consider the various effects of corrosion damage -  such as impaired 
bond performance, reduced strength of concrete in compression and impaired steel 
mechanical properties -  induced at different locations o f the beams. Although, some results 
on the effect of very high bond deterioration for the tension rebars are presented, the effect 
o f corrosion on the compressive zone of beams is not explicitly examined. Their study 
demonstrated the advantages o f NLFE analysis over other alternative analysis methods, 
since both the serviceability and ultimate performance o f the corroding beams can be 
assessed. A similar methodology is adopted in this study, with some differences on the 
selected empirical corrosion damage models used to consider the effects o f corrosion in the 
analysis of corroded under-reinforced beams (for more details see Chapter 3).
Maaddawy et al. (2005b) proposed an analytical procedure for the calculation of 
the non-linear behaviour of beams with corrosion affecting only a portion of their tension 
rebars length. In their study, the plain sections principle is adopted, despite the evidence 
that this may be invalidated due to the loss of steel-concrete bond (Cairns and Zhao 1993).
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Furthermore, their model is not able to consider changes in the mode of failure, for 
instance the potential transition from flexural to shear failure. Despite the fact that their 
methodology successfully reproduced experimental results, no additional results (e.g. from 
a parametric investigation) were presented in their study. Finally, the effects o f pitting 
corrosion on the mechanical properties o f the corroded rebar lengths were not considered 
in the analysis.
Francois et al. (2006) developed numerical models of corroded beams to study their 
serviceability behaviour. The discretization of the beams was achieved using macro­
elements with their length being equal to the distance between two adjacent flexural cracks. 
The main drawback o f this modelling approach is the need to know prior to the analysis the 
location o f the flexural cracks. The authors proposed that this information can be obtained 
through a diagnostic survey o f the affected beam. In their approach, the effect o f corrosion 
on the bond performance is considered in the analysis by assuming rebar de-bonding over a 
transfer length. Finally, in their study, the serviceability performance of corroded beams 
was examined using specimens corroded only in their tension zone.
Wang and Liu (2010) recently proposed a simplified methodology for the 
assessment of corroded RC beams. The proposed model, which can consider varying 
lengths o f corrosion and the residual (damaged) properties of materials due to corrosion, is 
able only to predict the residual load-capacity o f the affected beams. The serviceability and 
ductility limit states, for corrosion affected beams, were not considered in their study.
The discussion of the aforementioned studies indicates that the use o f non-linear finite 
element analysis (NLFEA) can be considered as the most suitable approach for assessing 
the evolution of structural performance o f corroding under-reinforced beams. In this study, 
NLFE models are developed and validated in Chapter 3. Thereafter, the numerical models 
are used in parametric (Chapter 4) and reliability analysis (Chapter 6) studies.
2.7.3 Reliability analysis
Reliability analysis is widely proposed tool for the calculation of the probability o f failure 
for different limit states o f a structure (Melchers 1999), for instance the load capacity o f an 
RC beam. Recently, a number o f reliability models for corroding RC beams were proposed 
to assess the deteriorating structures, underpinning uncertainties in quantifying the 
deterioration processes, e.g. (Val and Melchers 1997, Enright and Frangopol 1998, Thoft-
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Christensen 1998, Sarveswaran et al. 2000, Stewart and Rosowsky 1998, Vu and Stewart 
2000, Stewart 2004, Duprat 2007, Val 2007, Melchers et al. 2006, 2008, Suo and Stewart 
2009, Stewart 2009, Val and Stewart 2009, Val and Chemin 2009, Bhargava et al. 2011a, 
b). Reliability analysis explicitly considers the influence o f uncertainties associated with 
the several variables, which dictate the stmctural response (e.g. geometrical and material 
properties as well as loading parameters). This promotes the rational evaluation o f current 
and future structural performance, assisting the decision making process involved in the 
management of deteriorating stmctures (HA 2006), for instance corroding RC beams.
A majority of the aforementioned studies focused their interest on the reliability 
analysis for the load capacity of deteriorating beams using simple code based equations for 
flexure and shear limit states.
Some of these studies, examined the influence of corrosion on the evolution 
reliability of performance indices associated with the serviceability limit state (i.e. 
deflections, crack widths). For example, Val et al. (1998), examined the evolution of 
reliability index of corroding RC slab bridges, using FORM analysis in which the 
stmctural response was computed from a FE model. Their results indicated that bond 
deterioration due to corrosion has a small effect on the reliability estimates for the load 
capacity in flexure. In contrary, complete loss of bond was found to affect the reliability o f 
the serviceability (deflection) limit state. More recently, Val and Chemin (2009), studied 
the influence of corrosion on the serviceability performance o f corroding RC beams. In 
their study, a bond model was developed and incorporated in a FE model of corroding 
beams. The serviceability limit state was examined in terms of deflections and crack 
widths.
Some studies, presented results on the probability of ductile or brittle failure of 
corroding beams based on the assumption that at a certain amount o f corrosion loss, Qcor, 
rebar behaviour becomes brittle, e.g. (Stewart 2009, Stewart and Suo 2009). This is likely 
to be a conservative assumption since experimental evidence suggests that there is a 
gradual loss of rebar ductility as corrosion damage, Qcor, increases, e.g. (Du et al. 2005b), 
for more details see Section 2.4.
The above literature review indicates that the effect of corrosion on the reliability 
evolution in relation to ductility limit state of under-reinforced beams (e.g. using the 
displacement ductility factor, //j in flexure) has not been thoroughly examined. Kappos et 
al. (1999), examined the influence of uncertainties associated with the mechanical
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properties of rebars (e.g. ultimate strain) on the distribution (using histograms) o f predicted 
values for beam ductility. Their study, however, which focused on the calibration of safety 
factors, considered only uncorroded beams.
Furthermore, no study was found, which examined the simultaneously occurring 
effects of corrosion, such as the loss o f rebar yield strength and the impaired bond 
performance o f the affected rebars, on the reliability evolution of the ductility limit states 
o f corroding under-reinforced beams.
2.7.3.1 Implicit performance functions
Reliability analysis requires the performance function o f different limit states of the 
structure to be available in some form (e.g. mathematical expression). The commonly used 
reliability analysis methods, such as the first and second order reliability methods 
(FORM/SORM) and the Monte Carlo simulation (MGS) are computationally efficient 
methods for the probabilistic performance assessment o f a structure, especially when the 
performance function is expressed in explicit form (i.e. closed form expression). The 
performance function is only implicitly available when using non-linear FE analysis 
(NLFEA). Although, MGS can be used in such situations, the computational cost o f the 
analysis may be prohibitively high due to the large number o f (expensive) FE runs required.
The response surface method (RSM) is an attractive method for dealing with 
implicit functions. It uses a low-order polynomial to approximate the actual (unknown) 
performance function, using a set of sampling points in the variable space, i.e. 
experimental design (ED), at which the implicit function is evaluated. Once a suitable 
closed form approximation of the performance function is available, FORM/SORM or 
MGS, can be used to obtain the probability o f failure. A formal discussion of the available 
methods for reliability analysis (e.g. FORM/SORM) and MGS, as well as the use of RSM 
within the context of reliability analysis, is given in Ghapter 5.
2.8 Critique on the literature
Within this chapter an extensive literature review has been presented on the mechanisms, 
types and effects o f corrosion in RG, with emphasis given to the performance o f corroding 
under-reinforced beams. A review of the potential effects o f corrosion on the properties o f 
the constitutive materials and their bond is provided. The available experimental, 
numerical and analytical studies on the performance o f corroding under-reinforced beams
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are summarised and the following key unresolved issues are identified:
• Although all studies agree, that as corrosion damage increases, the beam’s load- 
capacity decreases, the results show a noticeable scatter. It is therefore o f interest to 
investigate the factors responsible for this scatter.
• The effect of bond deterioration on the performance of beams under serviceability 
conditions is not well established.
• The effect of corrosion in the compressive region o f under-reinforced beams has 
not been consistently addressed in literature so far.
• Both the results on the residual serviceability and ductility performance o f corroded 
beams shows significant scatter. It is therefore o f interest to investigate the main 
parameters and establish their influence on the beam performance. This will assist 
the interpretation existing data and facilitate the comparison o f experimental studies 
which used dissimilar specimen and testing procedures.
The following key issues related to the reliability analysis o f corroding RC beams emerged 
from this literature review:
• The review and discussion provided in Section 2.7 revealed that the use of 
simplified assessment procedures can lead to conservative (in some cases unsafe) 
assessments. The use o f such structural models in reliability analysis is expected to 
produce conservative results. NLFEA can improve the accuracy o f the predictions, 
since the different effects of corrosion can be explicitly considered in the analysis.
• The evolution o f beam’s ductility with increasing amounts o f corrosion damage, 
Qcor, requires fiirther investigation.
2.9 Concluding rem arks
The main causes, types and physical effects o f rebar corrosion in reinforced concrete 
structures are summarised and discussed. The influence o f corrosion damage on the 
evolution o f material and bond properties is discussed. A comprehensive literature review 
on the influence o f corrosion on the evolution of bond as well as the mechanical properties 
of corroding deformed rebars is presented, based on published experimental and numerical 
studies. Emphasis has been given to the influence o f corrosion on the residual performance 
of deteriorating under-reinforced beams.
The available methods o f assessing the performance of corrosion-affected beams
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are reviewed and their main limitations are highlighted. The benefits o f using reliability 
analysis for the assessment of deteriorating under-reinforced beams are discussed.
Finally, key unresolved issues arising from previous works, regarding the 
performance of corroding under-reinforced beams, are identified (section 2.8) and form the 
basis for the objectives o f this study.
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3
Finite element modelling: Development and validation
3.1 Introduction
The finite element method (FEM) is a powerful tool for the analysis o f structures with 
highly non-linear behaviour (Becker 2001). RC structures are known to behave non- 
linearly even at serviceability load levels (Navy 1972, Gerstle 1972, Wight and MacGregor 
2009). Modelling the behaviour o f RC structures needs special consideration due to the 
anisotropic quasi-brittle nature of concrete, the elasto-plastic behaviour o f steel rebars and 
in some cases the non-linear steel-concrete interaction (i.e. bond). The simulation o f the 
behaviour o f RC members requires models for the behaviour characteristics of its 
constitutive materials and their interaction, i.e. concrete cracking and crushing, steel 
yielding, bond-slip effects etc, which make the analysis a complex and demanding task.
The application of finite element method for the analysis of reinforced concrete 
structures, which is becoming an increasingly common commercial and research structural 
analysis tool due to advancement of the computer technology, is currently an active 
research area (Vecchio 2001, CEB 2008, Richard et al. 2010). A large number o f 
publications and commercial finite element software for the analysis o f concrete structures 
such as, ABAQUS, ATENA and DIANA, are now available (Bazant and Planas 1998, 
Wiliam and Tanabe 2001, Shing and Tanabe 2001, TNG 2005, CEB 2008). Furthermore, 
graduate level courses regarding the modelling o f RC structures using non-linear FE 
analysis are also available, which promote the transfer o f knowledge to new researchers
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and practicing engineers with little experience on the subject (e.g. Jirasek 2008). However, 
the FE method should be used with caution owing to a number of risks -  which may have a 
significant effect on the analysis results -  as outlined below (Vecchio 2001, Papanikolaou
2007):
1. Theoretical frameworks:
A large number of different theoretical approaches have been proposed in literature for 
the constitutive modelling o f RC, including models based on non-linear elasticity, 
plasticity, fracture mechanics etc. Furthermore, a number of different approaches exist 
for the simulation o f concrete cracking including the discrete and smeared crack 
approaches. The latter can be modelled using a fixed or rotating crack representation. 
The available constitutive models can be based on classical mechanics theory or 
alternatively their formulation can be phenomenological or empirical. The selection o f a 
suitable theoretical framework is not always a straight forward process. This implies that 
the selection of the most suitable modelling approach should be based on the 
requirements of a particular analysis.
2. Constitutive modelling o f reinforced concrete:
The macroscopic behaviour o f reinforced concrete, including strength, deformation 
capacity, failure mode, are influenced by internal -  in some cases local -  mechanisms 
such as cracking, rebar buckling, bond-slip effects, temperature, creep and shrinkage, 
among others. A number of models are available for modelling these effects. As a result 
it should be decided prior to the analysis which macroscopic mechanisms are likely to be 
relevant to the structure under consideration; then, it is decided on how to model them.
3. Analvst’s experience and data processing:
The application of FE method for the modelling o f RC structures can be troublesome due 
to the non-linear behaviour o f the latter. Consequently, special attention is needed when 
selecting the element types for the representation o f concrete, steel and their interaction. 
Additionally, issues which should be addressed at early stages of the study, such as the 
selection of suitable mesh size (which needs to be assessed through a convergence study), 
the selection o f appropriate boundary constraints especially in the case o f truncated 
symmetrical models and the type o f applied loading (i.e. force vs. displacement control), 
among other influencing factors. Another important issue on non-linear FE analysis is the 
selection of the analysis output and the corresponding post-processing stage. The large
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amounts of output data in most cases will require specialist software for its filtering and 
processing (i.e. tabulation, plotting of data etc). Finally, following this stage, the critical 
interpretation o f the results is an important task in ensuring their accuracy and validity. 
To this end, the recent CEB (2008) guidance on the validation procedures for NLFE 
models indicates the need to examine the analysis results against benchmark 
experimental tests. As it is apparent from this discussion, the application o f NLFEA on 
RC should be always done with caution.
This chapter presents the FE modelling o f corroded under-reinforced beams. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, non-linear FE analysis is suitable for modelling the complex 
behaviour o f corroding RC beams. In this chapter, a brief review is initially provided 
regarding the background theory and main aspects involved in the application o f the FE 
method for the analysis of RC elements and structures (Section 3.2). Emphasis is given to 
constitutive models which use energy concepts for the modelling of concrete damage (e.g. 
concrete cracking). Numerical models of corroded under-reinforced beams are then 
developed using the FE code DIANA v.9.1 (TNO 2005). The influence o f corrosion 
damage, such as loss o f mechanical properties o f the corroded rebars, bond deterioration 
and damage o f compressive concrete due to corrosion are considered in the analysis using 
empirical models from the literature (Section 3.3.2). Finally, results from a comprehensive 
convergence and sensitivity study are presented in which the numerical models are 
validated using experimental data, prior to their application in parametric (Chapter 4) and 
reliability analysis (Chapter 6) studies.
3.2 Constitutive models and solution procedures
FE modelling idealises the RC elements and structures under consideration as a continuum 
divided in smaller elements (i.e. finite elements). Different types o f mesh elements are 
available for the representation o f concrete and steel. These elements can be directly 
connected with each others (i.e. perfect steel-concrete bond). Alternatively, interface 
elements can be used to define realistic bond behaviour between the rebars and concrete, 
which in some cases, may have a predominant effect on the structural behaviour.
NLFEA of reinforced concrete structures can be considered in two distinct levels, 
through a two-dimensional or three dimensional idealization of the actual structure. The 
modelling level is selected according the analysis requirements. In some cases, the realistic 
modelling o f complex mechanisms involved in the structural behaviour will require a more 
detailed 3D representation o f the structure, e.g. study o f the effectiveness o f stirrup
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confinement on the performance o f axially loaded columns (Papanikolaou and Kappos 
2009). Furthermore, structures which do not have symmetrical loading or layout along 
their third axis or have complex geometries (e.g. circular hollow-section columns) will 
benefit from 3D modelling (Song et al. 2002). In contrast, the more economical 2D models 
can simulate the performance o f symmetrical structural elements without compromising 
the accuracy of the results. In this study, numerical models o f corroded under-reinforced 
beams are developed using a 2D approach. Figure 3.1 summarises the different aspects 
involved in the development o f numerical models of RC elements for non-linear analysis.
Suitable constitutive models are required to describe the mechanical behaviour of 
the different types o f elements used for the representation of concrete, steel rebars and their 
bond. The available constitutive models for concrete and steel are reviewed in Sections
3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The modelling of steel-concrete bond -  within the context o f NLFE 
analysis -  is discussed in Section 3.2.3. Finally, other important aspects involved in 
NLFEA, including loading type and solution procedures, are discussed in Section 3.2.4.
Steel BondConcrete
Solution procedure
Constitutive 
material models
e.g. Excel 
spreadsheets
Level of 
modelling
Geometry, Mesh 
definition
Boundary 
constrains, Load
Regular/modified 
Newton-Raphson (N-R)
Development 
of numerical 
model
Analysis
Post-processing of 
results and data 
interpretation
Figure 3.1. Development of a numerical model for non-linear analysis.
3.2.1 Overview of constitutive models for concrete
A number of theoretical approaches are available in literature for the modelling o f concrete 
itself. Unlike steel, concrete’s non-linear anisotropic quasi-brittle nature -  in tension and 
compression -  makes its modelling a complex task. A number of constitutive models used 
to describe the stress-strain behaviour o f concrete, available in the literature are 
summarised as follows (Chen 2007, Papanikolaou 2007, CEB 2008):
1. Empirical models:
Several empirical models have been proposed in literature, mainly for the description of 
concrete in compression. These models have been derived from experimental data (i.e.
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curve fitting using regression analysis), expressed as close form relations (i.e. a =J[c])- 
Widely used empirical models are those o f Hognestad et al. (1955) and Saenz (1964), for 
details see Chen (2007). The drawback of these models is their limited applicability 
outside the range of parameters/test conditions used in experiments. Hence, the use o f 
these models should be done with caution.
2. Plasticitv models:
Constitutive models for concrete based on plasticity are formulated using the general 
theory o f plasticity. These models assume the decomposition o f elastic and inelastic 
strains into elastic and plastic components (Rees 2006, Chen 2007). The behaviour of the 
elastic component is described using linear elastic principles, while the plastic 
component is described using a flow-rule. The flow-rule itself requires the integration of 
several relations including the failure surfaces, plastic potential, etc. Several plasticity 
models are available in literature for concrete (e.g. Drucker-Prager) and incorporated into 
commercial FE packages such as DIANA, ABAQUS and ATENA (CEB 2008).
3. Models based on continuum damage mechanics:
In this class of constitutive models, concrete damage due to microcracking and cracking 
as loading increases is considered by introducing a damage parameter to the stiffness 
matrix o f the structure. The disadvantage of these models is their inability to capture 
correctly the anisotropic nature o f cracking and they can not describe plastic 
deformations in concrete. To overcome these problems, continuum damage mechanics 
models have been combined with plasticity models (e.g. Grassl and Jirasek 2006).
4. Models based on non-linear fracture mechanics:
These are a special class o f models that can describe the anisotropic behaviour o f 
concrete using energy concepts from non-linear fracture mechanics (NLFM). In this 
category there are two main approaches for modelling the softening behaviour o f 
concrete in tension, namely discrete and smeared crack approaches. Both modelling 
approaches can ensure the objectivity of the results in relation to mesh discretization by 
means of constant energy release. The main drawback o f using the discrete approach is 
the need to have a prior knowledge of the exact locations where cracking will form. For 
this reason, the smeared crack approach is used in this study, for the analysis o f 
corroding under-reinforced beams. A detailed discussion of the smeared crack approach
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is presented in Section 3.2.1.1; reference is made to the discrete crack approach where 
needed.
5. Other modelling approaches:
A number o f other approaches are available in literature for the modelling o f concrete 
including endochronic theory o f inelasticity and microplane models (Bazant and Bhat 
1976, Bazant and Prat 1988). The application o f these approaches in practice (and 
recently in research) has been limited due to the very large number o f input parameters 
involved in their formulation.
3.2.1.1 Smeared crack models
In this section, the discussion focuses on the use o f the smeared crack approach, based on 
total strain, for the modelling o f the tensile behaviour o f concrete. The term total strain 
implies that stresses are described as a function o f strains. Where necessary, reference is 
made to its counterpart approach, namely discrete crack approach.
In the smeared crack approach, the structure is treated as a continuum in which 
cracks are represented by softened (cracked) concrete elements. The stiffiiess matrix of 
cracked concrete elements reduces to zero in the direction perpendicular to the crack plane 
(i.e. material becomes orthotropic). Where the loading-unloading o f the a - s  curve follows 
exactly the same path is known as hypo-elasticity. To overcome this unrealistic behaviour 
secant unloading is used, as described in DIANA software (TNO 2005). Two types of 
smeared crack models are available, namely fixed and rotating smeared crack approaches. 
An alternative fundamentally different approach is available for modelling concrete 
cracking, namely discrete crack approach. The discrete and smeared approaches, for the 
modelling of concrete cracking, are shown in Figures 3.2a and b, respectively.
(a)
Crack path aty* node
Q  ---------  /  O O -
(b)
Figure 3.2. Modelling of concrete cracking [adopted from (Papanikolaou 2007)]: (a) Discrete cracking 
and (b) smeared cracking.
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Discrete cracking involves the modelling of a discontinuity, which is introduced to the 
model by the separation of the nodes o f adjacent concrete elements when a failure criterion 
is violated, i.e. concrete tensile strength. The obvious disadvantage o f using discrete 
cracking is the need to know prior to the analysis, the exact location of the crack. In this 
approach, cracks can propagate only along the edges of elements as shown in Figure 3.2a. 
As a result, crack propagation is significantly affected by the geometry and size of the 
mesh elements. Furthermore, this approach is computationally expensive due to the large 
number of additional elements and nodes required in the analysis, i.e. the concrete nodes of 
two adjacent plane stress elements are connected using interface elements (TNO 2005). 
Alternatively, when the crack location is not known in advance, adaptive remeshing and 
refinement techniques may be considered, resulting, however, in high computational costs 
and the need for specialised software (Jendele et al. 2001).
In early studies, both the smeared and discrete approaches assumed perfect brittle 
behaviour for concrete in tension (Ngo and Scordelis 1967, Rashid 1968), i.e. sudden drop 
of stress following the attainment of the tensile strength. Experimental data in later studies 
revealed that concrete is a quasi-brittle material, which exhibits a post-peak gradual loss of 
tensile capacity, i.e. tension softening in its stress-strain curve (Bazant and Planas 1998, 
Bazant 2002, de Borst 2002). The quasi-brittle behaviour of concrete is attributed to o f a 
region adjacent to the crack tip known as the Fracture Process Zone (FPZ) as shown in 
Figure 3.3a.
(a)
True crack Fracture process Intact
(b)
(c)
zone(FPZ ) material
T
Figure 3.3. Cracking mechanism in concrete (Galvez at al. 2002): (a) crack zones, (b) tensile stresses 
and (c) tangential (shear) stresses.
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The non-linear proeesses, which are occurring within the FPZ include microcracks, crack 
deflection and branching, coalescence and aggregate de-bonding causing the, 
experimentally observed, gradual reduction o f tensile stresses to zero as crack propagates 
(de Borst 2002, Shi 2009), see Figure 3.3b. Furthermore, the relatively large size o f the 
FPZ in concrete does not allow the use of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), which 
assumes a perfectly brittle material (Figure 3.4 a to c).
F: fracture process zone 
N: non-linear hardening zone 
L: linear zone
Figure 3.4. Fracture process: (a) Linear fracture, (b) Metals and (c) Concrete (Bazant & Oh 1983).
As a result, attempts were made to accurately model crack propagation using the complete 
stress-strain curve for concrete in tension, in both the discrete and smeared crack 
approaches. It was observed that results obtained by directly adopting the complete tensile 
stress-strain curve were strongly depending on the size of the FE mesh discretization. To 
overcome the mesh dependency issue, the fictitious crack model (also known as cohesive 
crack model) was initially proposed by (Hillerborg et al. 1976) for discrete cracking and 
later the crack band model for smeared cracking by (Bazant and Oh 1983). In both cases, 
mesh-objectivity is ensured by the constant release of energy upon crack propagation. 
Hillerborg et al. (1976) proposed that the tension softening o f concrete -  due to the large 
size of FPZ -  can be described by a stress-separation law together with fracture energy, Gp. 
Fracture energy, which is defined as the energy required to create a unit area o f  fully  
developed crack (de Borst 2002), is the area under the experimental stress-separation curve 
and it is considered as a material parameter, see Equation 3.1.
= jcrdw Equation 3.1
Values o f Gp are determined experimentally using three-point bending on notched beams, 
e.g. (RILEM 1985, Rossello et al. 2006, Roesler et al. 2007). Other specimen 
configurations for obtaining Gp are also available, e.g. see (Karihaloo 1995).
Bazant and Oh (1983) applied this idea to the smeared crack approach; in this case, 
Gp is assumed to smear along a width o f area (i.e. crack band), where crack localises (de 
Borst 2002), see Equation 3.2.
Gp = ^ Jcrde (x)dx = hgj- Equation 3.2
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where, h is the crack band width (known also as characteristic length) and gf is the 
dissipated work per unit area o f fully softened elements and it is given from Equation 3.3.
gj. = Jo-ds Equation 3.3
The value of ultimate strain, at which the cracked element fully softens, can be
calculated using Equation 3.4, assuming that the strains are evenly spread across the crack 
band width h.
Equation 3.4
The value of £Z,uit depends on the softening curve used (see Figures 3.5c to Q and it is 
given as a ftinction of the fracture energy Gp, the crack band width h and concrete tensile 
strength ft.
ft
/ (a)
ft
ft
GL/&
(f)
ft
e > 1.5E-04
Figure 3.5. Stress-strain relations for concrete in tension (TNO 2005): (a) constant, (b) brittle, (c) with 
linear softening, (d) with exponential softening, (e) with non-linear softening according to Hordijk et 
al. and (f) bi linear softening according to Model Code 90 (CEB 1993).
As an example, the nonlinear softening curve o f Hordijk et al. (Figure 3.5e) is given by 
Equation 3.5, while the ultimate strain in this model is given by Equation 3.6.
f,
■exp
'nn ,u lt y 'nn ,u lt
■ (1+cf ) exp(-c2 ) Equation 3.5
=5.136
h f
Equation 3.6
where, (7% and are the stresses and strains associated with the softening part o f the
curve (Figure 3 .5 é ) ,f  is the tensile strength of concrete, ci = 3 and C2  = 6.93. Figure 3.6 
schematically depicts the concept of crack band model applied to a uniaxial tension
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Specimen. It can be seen that upon crack formation and localization, the crack band h - m  
which crack localises -  begins to soften (see Figure 3.6b, d and f). At the same time, the 
bulk concrete -  outside the softening band -  unloads as shown in Figure 3.6b and c.
(a)
±
J
Bulk
i / y
isL + h e Z é :
cr
nh
AL
Softening
band
Areag/ Gp^ h
t,ult t,uU
Figure 3.6. Crack band concept in uniaxial tensile specimen (Elfgren 1989): (a) discrete crack (b) 
equivalent smeared crack within a crack band, (c) stress-strain relation outside softening band, (d) 
stress-strain path in crack band, (e) stress-extension curve and (f) softening curve.
An important variable in smeared craek formulations combined with craek band model is 
the eharacteristic length, h. Although some recommendations have been made on how to 
select h (Bazant and Oh 1983, Bazant and Planas 1998), no formal guidance exists in 
literature for the rational selection of a suitable value for this parameter (de Borst 2002). A 
common approach is to assume that the h is related to the area o f the concrete (mesh) 
element (TNO 2005). It can be seen that the value of (Equations 3.4 and 3.6) varies
with element size. In this way, the mesh dependency is reduced, sinee the fracture energy 
Gf -  associated with the softening part of the eurve -  remains constant. The effect o f the h 
value on the predicted response o f under-reinforeed beams is diseussed in Section 3.4.7.
As previously mentioned, there are two types o f total strain based smeared crack 
models, namely rotating and fixed crack approaches. In the former approach, which is also 
known as the eoaxial orthogonal stress-strain concept, the principal directions o f the strain 
veetor are used to evaluate the stress-strain relationship, i.e. the local coordinate system 
matehes with the coordinate system of the stress tensor’s prineipal values (TNO 2005). As 
a result, cracking follows a path which is always perpendicular to the direction o f the 
principal tensile stresses. In the rotating erack approach, effects observed experimentally, 
such the aggregate interlock (e.g. Hassan et al. 2010), can not be considered, since the 
shear stresses, within the (rotating) crack, are zero.
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In the fixed crack approach, the direction o f the crack path is fixed upon crack formation. 
This means that the local coordinate system and the coordinate system of the stress tensor 
are different. The shear retention factor Ps, which is required as input in this approach (with 
0 <Ps ^1 ), allows modelling more realistically the aggregate interlock effect. The use o f 
shear retention factor Ps was primarily introduced to deal with convergence problems, 
details o f which can be found in (de Borst 2002). The value o f Ps may have a significant 
effect on the predicted response. In some cases, even a small value for Ps can lead to 
unrealistically stiff response (Rots and Blaauwendraad 1989). In contrary, a small value o f 
Ps can lead to convergence problems at early response stages (see Section 3.4.11).
3.2.1.2 Modelling of concrete in compression
The compressive strength o f concrete is several time higher than its tensile strength (i.e. 
tensile strength is within the range 8% to 15% of its corresponding compressive strength). 
The compressive stress-strain behaviour o f concrete is commonly assessed by means o f 
uniaxial compressive tests on cubes or cylinders (CEB 1993). Concrete’s compressive 
behaviour is known to be sensitive to the lateral pressure (e.g. pressure due to confinement). 
More specifically, it is highly dependant on the state o f stress, which could be unixial, 
biaxial or triaxial (Chen 2007). Figure 3.7 shows the normalised strength envelops o f 
concrete in compression under biaxial and uniaxial stress conditions.
0’2
- 1 .2 -1 .0 -0 .8 -0 .6 -0 .4 -0 .2 ;
—0A\
— 0 . 1
O’!
—  Unixial envelop 
 Biaxial envelop
Figure 3.7. Normalised biaxial strength envelop of concrete according to Kupfer and Gerstle (1973) and 
unixial strength envelop of total strain based models (TNO 2005).
As it evident from Figure 3.7, a strength increase is observed -  compared to the unixial 
values -  by 25% and 16% for biaxial stress ratios o f 02/ oi = 0.5 and 02/01  = 1, respectively. 
Lateral pressure also enhances concrete’s ductility. Typical examples o f RC structures
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subjected to biaxial stresses are ineluding shear walls and prestressed containment 
structures, e.g. (Kwak and Kim 2001, 2006).
Test results using uniaxial specimens indieate that the behaviour of concrete in 
compression is linear elastic for stress level up to 30% of its compressive strength, At 
this stress-level its behaviour becomes non-linear due to the development of internal 
microcracking (Chen 2007). At about 75% to 90% of the compressive strength, fc, its 
stress-strain curve becomes highly non-linear. Following the attainment o f eompressive 
strength, at a strain value eco (Model Code 90 suggests Eco ^  0.0022) concrete begins to 
soften. The test results of van Mier (1986) in Figure 3.8 suggest that the softening part o f 
concrete’s stress-strain curve is sensitive to the height of the specimen. This indicates that 
the softening behaviour of concrete in compression is not entirely controlled by the 
material properties but also by the specimen geometry.
Similarly to concrete’s tensile failure (i.e. loealisation of craeking within a band), 
the experimental results of van Mier (1986) suggested that compressive failure also 
localises within a certain area, while the undamaged material -  outside this band -  unloads. 
Furthermore, test results by Vonk (1992) showed that the compressive fracture energy Gc 
can be considered as a material property rather than a structural response. More recently, 
the experimental data of Nakamura and Higai (2001) revealed that the compressive 
fracture energy within the fracture zone is eonstant and independent o f the specimen’s 
geometry. Additionally, their results showed that parameters that affect Gc include fc and 
the aggregate size and distribution (similarly to G f ) .
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Figure 3.8. Experimental results of van Mier (1984) for specimens of different height subjected to 
uniaxial compression: (a) stress-strain curves and (b) post-peak response.
Several stress-strain models have been proposed in literature for the description of 
concrete in compression (CEB 1993, Chen 2007). The direct implementation o f these
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constitutive relations without the use of energy eoneepts may result in a strong mesh 
dependeney. Alternatively, the use o f a constitutive model in which the post-peak response 
(i.e. softening part) of the eurve is defined in terms of a softening funetion combined with 
energy eoneepts (i.e. eompressive fracture energy, Gc), can provide mesh independent 
results. Figure 3.9 shows a parabolie stress-strain eurve with softening for the deseription 
of conerete in eompression, which is available in FE software DIANA (TNO 2005). In this 
model the softening part o f the curve is deseribed using eompressive fraeture energy, Gc. 
Similarly to tensile softening (see Seetion 3.2.1.1), the compressive fraeture energy is 
associated with a characteristic length, h (Figure 3.9).
■CO
Figure 3.9. Parabolic compression curve with softening according to Feenstra (TNO 2005).
The various parts of the stress-strain eurve for eonerete in compression o f Figure 3.9 are 
deseribed using Equation 3.7 (TNO 2005).
/
-/T
3 £co/3
1 + 4
- f c
0
V
1 -
for < 0
for g ^ < g ^ < g ^ /3
fb rg ,
for
Equation 3.7
In this model, the strain corresponding to 0 .%  where the stress-strain eurve beeomes non­
linear, is given from Equation 3.8.
1 L  ■
'co/3 Equation 3.8
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The strain eorresponding to the compressive strength,X, is given from Equation 3.9.
= - \ - y ~  "  Equation 3.9
CO
Finally, the strain at which a concrete element is fully erushed in given from Equation 3.10.
3 G
= 6 : -------   Equation 3.10« CO
Similarly to the tensile failure (Section 3.2.1.1), the ultimate strain o f Equation 3.10 
depends on the element size, sinee h is assoeiated with the area of the plane stress elements 
used for conerete. In this way, the softening part of the stress-strain eurve is sealed 
ensuring a eonstant release of fraeture energy, Gc-
At present, no unified method exists for the determination o f the size o f the 
eompressive fi*aeture zone as well as Gc (Lertsrisakulrat et al. 2001). Furthermore, 
different definitions have been proposed for the eompressive fraeture energy, Gc- For 
example (Nakamura and Higai 2001) proposed the total Gc as the area under the softening 
part of the load-deformation curve truneated at the point where the deseending part drops 
to 20% of the maximum load, however, Lertsrisakulrat et al. (2001) suggested this be 
truncated at 10% of the maximum load.
Several proposals have been made for the praetieal estimation of Gc- Based on 
experimental data, Feenstra (1993) proposed values o f Gc in the region 10 to 25Nmm/mm^, 
whieh eorresponds to 50 to 100 times the value of fracture energy in tension, G f - 
Nakamura and Higai (2001) proposed an empirieal relation between Gc and fc- 
Altematively, they suggested that Gc should be taken as 250 time the value o f Gp- Clearly 
more researeh is needed to devise suitable experimental proeedures for the eonsistent 
estimation o f the fracture parameters o f eonerete in eompression, ineluding Gc-
In this constitutive model (parabolie eurve) the ascending part o f the curve -  up to 
fc -  IS deseribed by a uniaxial stress-strain curve whieh corresponds to a eompressive 
strength obtained from uniaxial cylinder tests. In the case that conerete is subjeeted to a 
biaxial stress state at stress level, whieh eorrespond to loeal material eompressive failure, 
the model will give conservative predietions, i.e. eonerete strength will be underestimated, 
see red diseontinuous line in Figure 3.7. In under-reinforced beams, this behaviour eould 
potentially oceur in the vieinity of the area on the beam where the eoneentrated load (point 
load) is applied (i.e. biaxial stresses due to applied load and flexure). This effeet is thought 
to have a minimal effeet on the analysis results, sinee other failure meehanics usually oeeur.
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e.g. steel yielding, much earlier than compressive failure at these locations. On the other 
hand, the advantage o f using this constitutive model is the mesh independent results when 
determining the ultimate deflection of beams, needed for the evaluation o f available 
displacement ductility factor.
3.2.2 R ebar modelling
Several approaches are available for the numerical modelling of steel rebars in 2D-FE 
analysis. The most commonly used approaches are summarised as follows (Figure 3.10):
• Embedded reinforcements, see §3.2.2.1.
• Smeared (grid) reinforcements, see §3.2.2.2.
• Discrete reinforcements (with or without bond-slip effects), see §3.2.2.3.
(a)
Plane stress 
elements — 
(concrete)
•  Concrete node
Interface elements •  Rebar node
O Shared node(c)
Figure 3.10. Modelling of steel rebars for two-dimensional FE analysis: (a) embedded rebar, (b) grid 
reinforcements in single plain stress element, (c) axial truss element and (d) axial truss element with 
bond slip effects.
The linear and non-linear behaviour of steel is described using a constitutive material law, 
which is assigned to the elements representing the reinforcements. Steel rebars embedded 
in concrete are commonly modelled using a bi-linear or tri-linear elasto-plastic law, 
assuming symmetrical tensile and compressive mechanical behaviour. Figure 3.11 
schematically depicts commonly used idealizations o f the actual stress-strain behaviour for 
the steel rebars. The definition of the assumed stress-strain behaviour o f steel requires the 
specification o f two points, namely, the yielding and the ultimate points, which are 
consisting o f the yield and ultimate strain and stresses, respectively (see Figure 3.11).
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A Nonlinear Strain-hardening
Elastic-perfectly plastic
Figure 3.11. Unixial stress -  strain relations for steel rebars.
The data required for the definition o f these points is commonly obtained experimentally, 
using standard tension tests. In the case that only the yield stress is provided in an 
experimental study, the corresponding yield strain is obtained by assuming a suitable value 
for E, typically in the region 195-210 GPa. Similarly, in the case that ultimate strength,/,, 
is not provided, it is obtained from the yield streng th ,/, by considering a constant strength 
r a t io / / / .
The available modelling approaches for the representation o f steel rebars placed in 
concrete are discussed in Sections 3.2.2.1 to 3.2.2.3, below.
3.2.2.1 Embedded rebars
In this approach, the rebars are placed through the plane stress elements representing 
concrete (concrete elements are referred as mother elements), adding stiffness to the 
numerical model, see Figure 3.10a). The advantage of embedded reinforcements is that 
their location is independent from the mesh discretization used for concrete, although it is 
generally recommended not to place them to close to the edges o f the plane stress elements 
representing concrete. Embedded reinforcements do not have degrees o f freedom of their 
own and their strains are computed directly from the displacement field of the mother 
elements (TNO 2005). This implies that a perfect bond is assumed between the embedded 
rebars and concrete. Alternatively, the option o f completely unbonded embedded 
reinforcements is also available. Consequently, this modelling approach is not suitable for 
the modelling o f bond-slip effects in the analysis, through the use a local bond stress slip
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law (in this case the use of truss elements connected to concrete using interface elements is 
more suitable, see Sections 3 .2 2 3  and 3.2.3).
3.2.2.Z Smeared (grid) rebars
In this approach, the rebars are embedded in plane stress elements representing concrete in 
the form of plane grids (i.e. smeared), as shown in Figure 3.10b. The total area of the grid 
is divided into portions and each portion contributes to the stiffness o f the parent element. 
The parent element (plane stress element) is completely covered by the portion o f the grid 
reinforcement, as shown in Figure 3.10b. Grid reinforcements can be embedded to other 
element types, including curved shell or solid elements. This modelling technique is 
suitable for the representation of evenly distributed rebars in structures with repeated 
patterns o f dense reinforcements, such as shear walls and bridge deck slabs. Similarly to 
the embedded reinforcements, grid reinforcements are assumed to be perfectly bonded to 
concrete (i.e. bond-slip effects can not be considered in the analysis).
3.2.2.3 Discrete rebars
In this approach, the rebars are modelled using one dimensional axial truss elements. The 
truss elements, may have two or three nodes. When perfectly connected with concrete, the 
truss elements share the same nodes with the plane stress elements as shown in Figure 
3.10c. Alternatively, bond slip effects can be considered in the analysis, by connecting the 
truss nodes (rebars) with the corresponding plane stress nodes (concrete) using interface 
elements as shown in Figure 3.10d. In both cases, the location o f the rebar imposes 
restrictions to the discretization of concrete, since the truss elements must be always placed 
along the edges of the plane stress elements. The use o f discrete reinforcements, results in 
a higher computational cost, compared to the aforementioned approaches, due to the higher 
number o f elements and degrees o f freedom involved in the analysis.
3.2.3 Steel-concrete bond modelling
The impaired bond performance o f the corroded rebars in tension can be considered in the 
non-linear FE analyses of corroded RC beams using interface elements. In two- 
dimensional FE analysis, two types o f interface elements are available, namely bond-link 
and bond-slip elements (TNO 2005), shovm in Figure 3.12 a and b, respectively. In both 
types o f interface elements, bond between the two materials is achieved by connecting the
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nodes o f the plane stress elements used for concrete with the corresponding nodes o f the 
axial truss elements used for the representation o f the steel rebars.
(a) Concrete 
node
a
(b)
Bond: 
Bond-slip 
element \
Steel
node
u------ ------------------------- u
Q8MEM
\
L8IF /  II
b Concrete:
' 2D plane 
stress element
Steel rebars:
'' ID axial truss 
element
4
2
Figure 3.12. Types of interface elements for FEA: (a) bond link & (b) bond-slip elements (TNO 2005).
The use o f interface elements allows the transmission o f both tangential and normal 
stresses and relative displacements between the two materials (TNO 2005).
The bond link element (Figure 3.12a) consists o f two orthogonal linear or 
nonlinear springs and the element itself does not have physical dimensions. Each element 
connects one concrete node with one steel node. The notional nature o f this element 
implies that, the steel and concrete nodes to be connected, should occupy the same spatial 
position. In contrary, a bond-slip element can have finite dimensions, although in most 
cases its thickness is set to be zero. The bond-slip element connects two concrete nodes 
with two steel nodes as shown in Figure 3.12b. The nodes o f the steel and the concrete may 
occupy the same spatial location; this, however, is not a requirement.
The behaviour o f these elements is described by a local bond stress-slip law (see 
Sections 2.3.1.3 and 3.3.2.2), which is assigned as input in a similar way that constitutive 
laws are assigned to the plane stress and truss elements representing concrete and steel 
rebars, respectively.
The results o f comparative study, which examined the differences between bond 
link and bond-slip elements, indicate that no noticeable differences exist among their 
predictions (Lee et al. 2002). In the present study, the two-dimensional bond-slip elements 
are adopted for the modelling o f bond between the tensile rebars and concrete, since their 
use is less troublesome during the preparation o f the FE model in the pre-processing stage.
3.2.4 Loading and solution procedures
Non-linear FE analysis requires the use of a suitable solution strategy to obtain equilibrium 
between the externally applied loading and the internal stresses. Within the context of 
NLFEA, the most widely accepted approach is to divide the non-linear problem into a
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series of, sequential, weakly non-linear steps (Becker 2001). This approach involves a 
combination o f incremental load (i.e. force or displacement control) and iterative solution 
procedures. Among the available iterative procedures, the most commonly used in the 
majority o f the commercial FE packages is the Newton-Raphson (N-R) iterative method. 
The N-R method has two alternatives, namely regular N-R and modified N-R (Figure 3.13).
Elastic solutionElastic solution t+Atit+At,
ext
int,!--
Elastic
solution
Elastic
solution
ext­ ext
AuAui
u
Figure 3.13. Iterative solution procedures for non-linear analysis (TNO 2005): (a) regular Newton- 
Raphson method and (b) modified Newton-Raphson method.
In both the methods, a number o f iterations are performed in each load step until the 
difference between external and internal forces is small enough (i.e. convergence norm). 
Convergence is reached once a predefined norm is satisfied. In this study, the default 
values are used for the energy and displacement convergence norms (TNO 2005).
The regular N-R method involves the updating of the tangent stiffiiess matrix in 
every iteration of each load increment (see Figure 3.13a). This implies that a new stiffiiess 
matrix is formed following each iteration. In contrast, in the modified N-R method the 
tangent stiffiiess matrix remains constant throughout the load-step up to converge, i.e. 
stiffness matrix is updated only at the beginning o f each load increment. The regular N-R 
method needs a smaller number of iterations for the solution to converge than the modified 
N-R; the continuous updating o f the slope following each iteration can result in a relatively 
high computational cost. In contrast, the modified N-R method needs a higher number of 
(computationally cheaper) iterations than the regular N-R to converge (Figure 3.13b).
The regular and modified N-R methods can be used in the context o f incremental 
force (load control) or displacement control. The use of force control can not be used for 
the analysis of structures where loading progressively reduces (e.g. post-peak response). In 
this study, the complete load-deflection response of beams is required. In such cases the 
use o f force control leads to convergence problems and hence is deemed unsuitable (CEB
2008).
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3.3 FE model for corroded RC beams
This section presents the development o f numerical models for corroded under-reinforced 
beams. A series of uncorroded and corroded -  experimentally tested -  under-reinforced 
beams from literature are used, in this section, for the development of numerical models. 
Figure 3.14 shows the geometrical characteristics o f the 11-type beams tested by 
Rodriguez et al. (1996a, 1997).
800 400
Dimensions in mm
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Figure 3.14. Geometrical and rebar details of the tested 11-type beams (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997).
The control beam 111 and corroded beams 114 and 116 are used in the development o f the 
numerical models. In beams 114 and 116, all the rebars are corroded along their entire 
lengths by means of accelerated corrosion using a constant current intensity o f 0.1 mA/cm^. 
The residual material and bond properties for beams 114 and 116 in Table 3.1 are 
calculated based on the amount o f corrosion loss, Qcor, using previously discussed 
empirical models from the literature (subsection 3.3.2). The amount o f corrosion damage 
of the beams examined in this section are also summarised in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Material & bond properties and corrosion damage for 11-type beams.
Beam Concrete Residual Residual Residual yield (%) cross-section corrosion loss and
strength concrete bond strength and ultimate maximum pit depths {Pmax, mm) in
(MPa) strength in strength, strain of rebars rebars
top cover z/'mo* (MPa)____________
(MPa) (MPa) Tension Links Tension Compression Links
111 50 50 10.1 575/0.09^ 626 No corrosion
114 34 11.01 5.81 568/0.0327 496 17.20(1.1) 24.31 24.31(3.1)
116 34 11.63 4.03 551/0.0033 430 26.04(2.1) 22.56 39.16(5.0)
 ^assumed value
3.3.1 Description of FE model
Figure 3.15 depicts the typieal mesh discretization of half beam together with a summary 
of the constitutive models used in this study. Different models are used to describe the 
material and bond behaviour, considering in each case the effeets of corrosion.
Only half the beam is modelled due to symmetry (see Section 3.4.4), by 
considering suitable boundary constrains, as shown in Figure 3.15a. The effect o f boundary
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constrains on the accuracy o f the analysis is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.5. 
Concrete is modelled using 4-node plane stress elements with thickness equal to the 
beam’s width (Coronelli and Gambarova 2004). All the steel rebars are modelled using 2- 
node axial truss elements (discrete reinforcements, element name L2TRU). The 
compressive and shear rebars are assumed to be perfectly bonded to concrete, while in all 
analyses, 2D interface elements are used to model the bond-slip effects in the tension 
rebars. Bond behaviour is considered only along the longitudinal axis o f the tension rebars; 
hence a zero thickness is applied to the interface elements as shown in Figure 3.15f.
— “ ModificationBond
\  Uncorroded 
\
Corroded 
rebar '
\
Slip (mm)
Figure 3.15. Development of numerical models for corroded beams: (a) typical mesh discretization of 
half beam with element size = 10mm and constitutive models for (b) concrete in compression and (c) 
tension, (d) rebars, (e) bond stress-slip law and (f) assignment of zero thickness to interface elements.
The tensile behaviour o f concrete is represented through a total strain based, rotating 
smeared crack model, combined with the crack band model (i.e. localization limiter). This 
ensures the objectivity o f the results with respect to mesh size, since the fracture energy Gf, 
- associated with the softening part o f the curve - is kept constant. In this study, the 
compressive behaviour o f concrete is modelled using a parabolic curve with softening 
proposed by Feenstra as described and implemented in (TNO 2005), see Figure 3.9.
The behaviour o f the steel rebars is described using a bilinear stress-strain law, 
considering a reduced value o f yield strength, and ultimate strain due to corrosion. 
The results from the mesh sensitivity study presented in Section 3.4 indicate that the 
consistent prediction o f beam’s ductility (i.e. displacement ductility factor, fis) requires the 
use o f strain hardening for the description o f the inelastic rebar behaviour. In this case 
strain hardening is modelled using a bilinear stress-strain relation as shown in Figure 3.15d.
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Note that for the prediction of serviceability and yield loads, the use of an elastic-perfectly 
plastic model for the tension rebars (i.e. without strain hardening) is sufficient. The models 
used for the estimation of the residual mechanical properties o f the corroded rebars are 
discussed in Section 3.3.2.1.
In this study, bond-slip elements are used for the modelling of bond (see Section 
3.2.3). The bond performance of the corroded tension rebars is considered in the analysis 
by assigning a suitable local bond model to the bond-slip interface elements which connect 
the tension rebars with concrete. The bond model (i.e. bond strength expression combined 
with a bond stress-slip law) used in this study, is discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.2.2. 
Zero thickness is assigned to the interface elements (Figure 3.151), since bond behaviour is 
considered only along the longitudinal axes of the tension rebars.
Finally, the regular Newton-Raphson (N-R) solution method is used in which 
loading is applied using by means o f displacement control, assuming loading rate 
independence (see Section 3.4.8).
The numerical models are validated in Section 3.4, through a detailed mesh 
convergence study, which examines among other parameters, the effect mesh element size 
and characteristic length, h (Section 3.4.7).
3.3.2 Corrosion damage models
The effects of corrosion damage are considered in the analysis using the empirical models 
proposed in the literature. The significance o f each corrosion effect -  on structural 
response -  strongly depends on both the extent o f corrosion loss and the location o f its 
occurrence within the structural element. The corrosion damage models are presented next.
3.3.2.1 Properties of corroded rebars
The most obvious effect of corrosion is the loss of steel area in the affected rebars. The loss 
of steel area due to average uniform corrosion Pavif) after t time o f active corrosion (for 
Pav{t) see Equation 2.5 in Section 2.2.4), is considered by simply reducing the steel area 
assigned to the truss elements, which represent the corroded rebars, using Equation 3.11.
W  = Equation 3.11
where, A^st{t) is the residual steel area and ro is the initial rebar radius.
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Uniform corrosion has an insignificant effect on the stress-strain properties o f the 
affected rebars. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, the presence of pitting corrosion, may cause 
significant degradation of the mechanical properties due to localised stress concentrations 
(Cairns et al. 2005, Du et al. 2005a). In the present study, a reduction in yield strength of 
the corroded rebars at increasing levels of pitting corrosion is considered, using Equation 
3.12 (Stewart 2009):
/ ; w l - a >1
V '^stnom  J
100 /vyO Equation 3.12
where, (r) and ^  are the reduced and initial yield strengths respectively, Astnom is the
area of the uncorroded rebar, ayi = 0.005 (Du et al. 2005a) and Apifi) is the area of the pit, 
which is a function o f maximum pit depth Pmax{t), pit width and initial diameter db (Stewart
2009). In the absence of pit depths data, these are obtained from uniform corrosion data 
and a pitting factor Rpu = Pmaxit)IPav{t). Typical values o f Rpu are within the range 4 to 8; its 
mean value is assumed to be 6 herein (Gonzalez et al. 1995). Apu{t) is defined using the 
assumed pit configuration o f Figure 3.16 and Equations 3.13 to 3.18.
Pmax(f)
Figure 3.16. Assumed pit configuration (Val and Melchers 1997, Stewart 2009).
(^) + A2 ( t) m^ax ( 0  -
Atnom -  A  (0 + "^ 2 W  d j A Ï <  P^^ (t) <
Atnom ^max ~ A
where.
A^(t^ = 0.5
Equation 3.13
Equation 3.14
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b{t) = 2 P ^A t) 1 -
Equation 3.15
Equation 3.16
0i(r) = 2arcsin 'M O '
V 4  y
Equation 3.17
arcsin
b { t )
2 C x ( 4
Equation 3.18
Similar to the residual yield strength o f corroded rebars (Equation 3.12), a linear reduction 
of the ultimate tensile strain £^«(0 is considered in the analysis for the affected rebars, 
using Equation 3.19 (Du et al. 2005b).
with, ô „ , ( 0  = 1 0 0
Equation 3.19 
Equation 3.20
where, Qcor{t) is the percentage corrosion loss in the affected rebar, £0 is the (initial) 
ultimate strain of the non-corroded rebar and Oyi is an experimental constant. In literature, 
several values have been proposed for 0 2^, ranging from 0.0137 up to 0.0603 (Du et al. 
2005b). In this study 0^2 is taken as 0.037, which corresponds to the experimental value 
reported by Du et al. (2005b) for ribbed rebars embedded in concrete.
3.3.2.2 Residual bond properties
The effect of corrosion on the bond performance of affected rebars in tension is considered 
in the analysis using an empirical bond model. The adopted model consists o f an 
expression for the calculation o f the residual bond strength and a bond stress-slip relation, 
which are discussed below.
Small amounts of corrosion, prior to the development of visible cracking, tend to 
cause an increase of bond strength between the rebars and concrete (Al-Sulaimani et al.
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1990). Bond strength begins to deteriorate with the formation o f corrosion cracking, 
typically along the rebar’s length. Despite the widely scattered bond test results of 
corrosion affected rebars (FIB 2000), the presence and extent, o f confinement is identified 
as a critical factor which determines the residual bond strength (and overall bond 
performance) o f corroded rebars (Lundgren 2007, Rodriguez et al. 1994, Lee et al. 2002, 
Fang et al. 2004). A comprehensive discussion on the bond performance o f corroded rebars 
can be found in Section 2.3.2.
In the present study, bond strength is calculated using Equations 2.19 and 2.20 
(Maaddawy et al. 2005b), which are repeated here for completeness (Equations 3.21 and 
3.22). The selected bond strength model considers separately the contribution o f concrete 
and steel stirrup confinement towards the residual bond strength.
“1  (0  = ^. (0  [0-55 + 0.24 (c M  )] VX 
0 .1 9 1 (4 ,/,,M )
R, (?) = C, + (?)
+
Equation 3.21
Equation 3.22
The bond strength model o f Equation 3.21 is combined with the local bond stress-slip 
relationship proposed in (Harajli et al. 2004), see Figure 3.17.
A detailed description o f the adopted local bond stress-slip relation, which is 
defined from Equations 2.7 to 2.17, can be found in Section 2.3.3.1 in Chapter 2.
Bond stress 
u (MPa)
U ]
^max(f)
m ax(/)
M,
maxif)
Well-confined concrete 
(pull-out failure)
Confined concrete, non-corroded 
rebar (splitting failure)
Unconfined concrete 
(splitting failure)
Sa{t) Smaxif) -^1 "^2 -^3
Figure 3.17. Adopted local bond stress -  slip law (Harajli et al. 2004).
► Slip, s (mm)
3.3.2.3 Compressive strength of corrosion-damaged concrete
Cracked concrete, due to corrosion, subjected to compressive stresses exhibits reduced 
performance compared to undamaged concrete (Capozucca and Cerri 2003). A reduced
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value of compressive strength is calculated for the beams, with their compression rebars 
affected by corrosion, as suggested by Coronelli and Gambarova, using Equation 3.23.
where, fc^{t) is the residual compressive strength o f the damaged concrete, fc  is the 
compressive strength of the undamaged concrete, ks = 0.1 (Coronelli and Gambarova 
2004), Sco is the concrete strain at peak load and gi(r) is the smeared transverse strain due to 
corrosion cracking given from Equation 3.24.
= Equation 3.24
h  K
where, b /f)  and bo is the width of the beam in the corroded and uncorroded state, 
respectively, ribars is the number of longitudinal compressive rebars in a section and Wcr{t) 
is crack width due to uniform corrosion, given from Equation 3.25.
M'cr ( 0  = Z " . ,» -  ( 0  = 2?? [v„ - \]P „  (?) Equation 3.25
i
where, Pav{t) is the average loss o f rebar radius due to uniform corrosion, is the 
volumetric expansion ratio between the loss of rebar radius and the corresponding rust 
products produced.
The reduced value o f compressive strength is assigned to the concrete elements of 
the top cover assuming that no cover spalling has occurred. Brittle-post peak behaviour is 
assumed for the corrosion damaged concrete o f the top cover, as suggested by (Coronelli 
and Gambarova 2004). This assumption is in rational agreement with the experimental 
study of (Yuan and Ji 2009), where it was shown that corrosion is likely to affect the side 
of the embedded rebars facing the outer concrete surface o f the top cover (i.e. direction of 
C r  penetration).
3.3.3 Input parameters and modelling assumptions
3.3.3.1 Concrete properties
The numerical models and the corresponding corrosion damage models require several 
input values regarding the physical and mechanical properties of the constitutive materials 
(i.e. concrete and steel).
The majority o f experimental studies on RC beams limit the provided information 
regarding the properties o f the concrete used in the beams to the mean concrete strength,^.
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It is common not to provide detailed information such as concrete’s tensile strength and its 
elastic modulus. In this study, in the absence of detailed experimental data, the mechanical 
properties o f concrete are calculated using Model Code 90 (CEB 1993), based on cylinder 
compressive strength,yê, and the maximum aggregate size, dmax- Poison ratio, v, o f concrete 
is taken equal to 0.2. The mean tensile strength o f concrete, ft, is calculated based on the 
compressive strength, using Equation 3.26.
f ,  = /«to.» '  Equation 3.26
The modulus o f elasticity o f concrete is calculated based on the mean compressive 
strength, using Equation 3.27.
Equation 3.27
V fcm o J
The tensile fracture energy, Gp, is calculated based on the mean compressive strength and 
the maximum aggregate size, using Equation 3.28.
/„
Equation 3.28
V J  cmo J
where, fc  is the mean cylinder compressive strength o f concrete, Gpo is the base value of 
fracture energy, which depends on the maximum aggregate size and fmo  = lOMPa. For, 
dmax= 16mm Gpo = 0.030 'HxnmJxnrc?, ftko.m = 1.40 MPa,^ito = 1 0  MPa and f k  is the 
characteristic compressive strength o f concrete.
The compressive fracture energy, Gc, is calculated from Gp, assuming that the two 
parameters are fully correlated, using Equation 3.29.
G(. =1 OOGj, Equation 3.29
Nakamura and Higai (2001) investigated experimentally this parameter. Based on their 
results they proposed that Gc should be taken as 250 times the value o f Gp. Other studies 
indicate a value o f Gc is the range o f 50 to 100 times the value of Gp is usually a suitable 
assumption (TNO 2005).
The beneficial effect of stirrup confinement on the values of Gc is ignored in this 
study, since no experimental data is available at present. The influence o f this parameter in 
under-reinforced beams is expected to affect the ductility o f the beams (i.e. deflection at 
ultimate limit state determined by concrete crushing in the compressive zone). Clearly,
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further experimental studies will enable to develop consistent guidelines in rationally 
selecting this important parameter.
3.3.3.2 Rebar properties
The mechanical properties o f the steel rebars are reported using mean values for yield and 
ultimate strengths for each rebar diameter used in the beams (i.e. different rebars diameters 
may have been used for tension, compression and shear rebars). The amount of 
information provided in each study varies. For example, Du et al. (2007a) provide detailed 
information regarding the mechanical properties o f the rebars. In contrast, the information 
related to the mechanical properties o f the steel rebars reported by Rodriguez et al. (1997) 
is limited to the yield and ultimate strengths. Other important information, such as elastic 
modulus and strain values at yielding and ultimate were omitted. In almost every 
experimental study on corroded RC beams, no data is provided on the mechanical 
performance o f the corroded rebars.
In contrast, the average corrosion losses (i.e. average radius loss) are usually 
provided, as an average value of corrosion penetration or percentage loss o f mass for each 
rebar group. This information is vital in estimating the residual geometrical and 
mechanical properties of the affected rebars. This, however, is achieved indirectly, using 
empirical models proposed in literature.
3.3.3.3 Bond properties
The residual bond properties are calculated based on the concrete and rebar properties (see 
Section 3.3.2.2). For the definition of the bond stress-slip relation, rib spacing cq is 
assumed to be 8mm. The loss o f bond between the tensile rebars and concrete in corroded 
beams is considered using the 2D interface elements (i.e. bond-slip elements) discussed in 
Section 3.2.3, see also Figure 3.15f.
To ensure the correct application o f these elements in full-scale 2D models of 
under-reinforced beams, their use is validated using a number o f simpler (smaller) models. 
A series of experimentally tested non-corroded and corroded pull-out specimens are used 
as benchmarks examples. The advantage o f using these pull-out specimens is the 
availability of experimental results, which enables quantitative comparisons to be made.
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3.4 Mesh convergence and model sensitivity studies
Non-linear finite element analysis (NLFEA) can be considered as a valuable tool for the 
assessment o f deteriorating RC elements. As discussed in different sections of this chapter, 
the application of FE methods for the analysis of concrete structures should be done with 
caution. To ensure the appropriate application of NLFEA for the assessment of corroding 
beams, an extensive convergence and sensitivity study is presented in this section. In this 
way, the several parameters which may have a significant impact on the FE predictions are 
identified and carefully selected.
3.4.1 Validation of bond modelling
Prior to the application o f the interface elements to the analysis o f corroded beams, the use 
of non-linear interface elements is validated by means of back-analysis (described later in 
this section) on a series o f non-corroded and corroded pull-out specimens. Three pull-out 
specimens -  experimentally tested by Lee et al. (2002) -  are used in this study. One of the 
specimens is used as the control specimen (i.e. non-corroded), while the remaining two 
specimens are corroded with 3.2% and 16.8% steel mass losses.
The pull-out specimens consist o f an eccentrically embedded rebar with initial 
diameter db equal to 13 mm, as shown in Figure 3.18.
(a)
13mm
8(4= 104mm
Free end Bonded length
6 di
Bond free
Direction of pull
Figure 3.18. Geometry and rebar details of pull-out specimens tested by Lee et al. (2002): (a) specimen 
plan and (b) side elevation.
Two-dimensional (2D) finite element models are developed for the pull-out specimens. 
Concrete is modelled using four node plane stress elements with element size o f 
approximately 5mm in both directions as shown in Figure 3.19a. The embedded rebar is 
modelled using one-dimensional 2-node axial truss elements, while bond between the rebar 
and concrete is modelled using 2D interface elements, as shown in Figure 3.19b.
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Bonded length
Concrete
Rebar
Bond free
Interface
elements
(c)
Figure 3.19. Development of FE model of pull-out specimen: (a) general mesh configuration showing 
bonded and unbonded lengths, (b) Interface elements and (c) assignment of zero thickness to interface 
elements.
Similarly to the study of Lee et al. (2002), concrete is assumed to behave elastically while 
an elastic-perfectly plastic law is used to describe the behaviour o f the eccentrically placed 
rebar. The mechanical properties reported in the study of Lee et al. (2002) are used to 
describe the behaviour of concrete and steel. In the corroded pull-out specimens, a reduced 
value of residual steel area is considered based on the average loss o f rebar loss reported 
experimentally.
The behaviour o f the interface elements is described using the experimental bond 
stress-slip curve o f each specimen. Specialised software is used to obtain this data from 
Figure 7 in Lee et al. (2002), since the experimental data is not available in a tabulated 
format (e.g. spreadsheet). Details of the method used for the extraction of experimental 
data from published figures can be found in Appendix A. The digitised bond stress-slip 
curves of the non-corroded and corroded specimens are used to describe the behaviour of 
the interface elements of the corresponding FE models.
Loading is applied -  at the end of the rebar near to its debonded length -  by means 
of a displacement control algorithm. Based on a small convergence study (not shown), a 
load-step of 0.01 mm is selected. The numerical models of the pull-out specimens are 
sensitive to the load-step size. Large values of displacement lead to inaccurate results, 
while very small values cause a significant increase in the computational time.
Figure 3.21 shows the predicted force -  end slip curves for the three pull-out 
specimens analysed.
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—  Qcor = 3.2% 
- -  Qcor = 16.8%20 -
% 15
—  Qcor = 0%
—  Qcor = 3.2% 
- -  Qcor = 16.8%
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.30.9 1.2 1.50 0.3 0.6
End-slip (mm) End-slip (mm)
Figure 3.21. FE load -  end slip curves of pull-out specimens with varying corrosion losses: (a) complete 
curve and (b) initial part of the curves.
As previously discussed, (Section 2.3.1.3) bond performance is commonly assessed by 
means of a local bond stress-slip relationship, which is the outcome of specimens with 
short anchorages. Short anchorages produce a relatively uniform distribution of bond stress 
and slip along the embedded length of a rebar. The average bond stress can be evaluated 
using Equation 3.30, e.g. (Harajli et al. 2004, Harajli 2006).
rcdj.
Equation 3.30
where, ui is the average bond stress; Ast is the area of steel; Is is the embedded length o f the 
rebar; db is the residual rebar diameter, fs the steel stress and Fpuii is the externally applied 
pull-out force. The slip of the rebar is obtained by monitoring the free-end o f the rebar.
In Figure 3.22 a good correlation is observed between the numerical and 
experimental bond stress-slip curves for all the specimens analysed. Figure 3.22a, c and e 
show the complete bond stress-slip curve, whilst Figure 3.22b, d and f  show a close-up of 
their initial part. Figure 3.23 shows the behaviour of the interface -  for each specimen -  at 
different response stages. Each of the stages -  denoted with small Latin characters a, b...p -  
correspond to a different point along the bond stress-slip curves of Figure 3.22. As it can 
be observed in Figure 3.23, the numerical models correctly predicted a higher bond stress 
value in the proximity of the loaded end of the rebar. At increasing externally applied 
loading and once the maximum applied load is reached, the bond stress did not increase 
further (i.e. bond strength can not be exceeded). Beyond this point, a gradual decrease in 
bond stress is observed. The numerical models correctly predicted that the behaviour of
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both steel and concrete remained elastic throughout the analyses. In all cases, the 
compressive stresses in concrete are well-below the value of concrete strength, whilst the 
rebar remained elastic since bond failure occurred prior to steel yielding.
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Figure 3.22. Comparison of experimental and FE bond stress-end slip curves obtained from Figure 
3.21 and Equation 3.30 (see also Figure 3.23).
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Figure 3.23. Vectors showing evolution of bond stresses (MPa) across the interface for pull-out 
specimens: (a) uncorroded, (b) Qcor = 3.6% and (c) Qcor = 16.8% (see also Figure 3.22).
3.4.2 Development of beam models
A typical mesh discretization o f eorroded RC beams used in this study was briefly 
presented in Seetion 3.3.1 (see Figure 3.15). In the following subsections (§3.4.3 -  3.4.13), 
the results of a comprehensive model sensitivity study are presented, which enabled the 
model development and validation.
3.4.3 Analysis cases and parameter variation
In this section, the analysis cases and parameter variation -  used for the development and 
validation of the FE beam models -  are summarised.
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Mesh convergence and parameter sensitivity studies are performed for uncorroded and 
corroded beams tested experimentally by (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997). Initially, the use 
of symmetry and the effeet o f boundary constraints (i.e. support conditions) on the 
predicted response are examined using an uncorroded beam. The analysis eases, which 
examined the influence o f mesh size and eharacteristie length h, load-step size, support 
constraints etc, are summarised in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Convergence and sensitivity analysis cases (uncorroded beams).
Model Model Support Concrete in tension/ 
designation layout conditions  ^ compression
Mesh size 
(mm)
Total no. 
of
elements
Char, 
length^ h 
(mm)
Shear 
retention 
factor, P,h
Load
step
(mm)
111
ll lH l
111132
Full P/S Hordijk/Parabolic 10 5270 Default 
Half 2639 
No strain-hardening for the tension rebars, otherwise same as 11 IHl
0.02
lllS H l
111SH2
Half P/P Hordijk/Parabolic 
P/P (plates)
10
10
2639
2639
Default 0.02
lllM H l Half P/S Hordijk/Parabolic 5 10100 Default - 0.02
111MH2 = 25 548
111MH3 = 40x25 361
lllC L l Half P/S Hordijk/Parabolic 10 2639 30 - 0.02
111CL2 50
111CL3 5 10100 30
111CL4 50
111CL5 = 25 548 30
111CL6 50
111CL7 = 40x25 361 30
111CL8 50
lllL H l Half P/S Hordijk/Parabolic 10 2639 Default - 1
111LH2 0.5
111LH3 0.1
111LH4 0.05
111LH5 0.03
lllF H l Half P/S Hordijk/Parabolic 10 2639 Default 0.01 0.02
111FH2 0.1
111FH3 0.5
lllH T l Half P/S Linear/Parabolic 10 2639 Default - 0.02
111HT2 Exponential/Parabolic
lllC U l Half P/S Hordijk/Tohrenfeldt 5 10100 Default - 0.02
111CU2 10 2639
111CU3 = 25 548
111CU4 = 40x25 361
*P and S refer to “pinned” and “simply supported” boundaiy constrains, respectively.
^DIANA default, h =: yj2 A , where A is the area of the concrete element.
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Once, the influence of each parameter has been assessed, numerical models are developed 
for the corroded beams 114 and 116 (Section 3.4.12). The availability o f sufficient data for 
the selected beams allows comparisons to be made, not only among the numerical models, 
but also with experimental results. This provides a rational approach for the validation on 
the numerical models (Becker 2001, CEB 2008). The results o f the cases in Table 3.2 are 
discussed in the following Sections 3.4.4 to 3.4.11.
3.4.4 Use of symmetry
If an axis o f symmetry is identified in the model, it can be used to reduce the size o f the 
numerical model. This in many cases wiW result in significant savings in terms of 
computational cost due to the smaller number o f elements in the truncated model compared 
to the corresponding complete model. For example, the complete (full) numerical model 
for beam 111 consists o f 5270 elements, whilst the corresponding half model l l l H l  
consists o f 2639 elements. The use o f symmetry, in order to model only a portion of the 
structural element, requires the selection of suitable boundary constrains. The effect of 
boundary constrains is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.5.
Figure 3.24 shows both the complete and the half due to symmetry numerical 
models o f beam 111. In both the complete and half models the same element size is used, 
for details see Table 3.2. The truss elements, which represent the steel rebars, can be seen 
in Figure 3.24a, while Figure 3.24b shows the externally applied loading (i.e. incremental 
displacement) and the support constrains. In Figure 3.24c the suitable boundary constrains 
in the half model due to symmetry are shown.
As shown in Figure 3.24c, a simply supported constrain is used for the left support 
(i.e. beam is free to move in X-direction). At the mid-span location, the beam is restrained 
from moving in the X-direction (i.e. beam is free to move in Y-direction). It should be 
noted that at mid-span location, the tension rebars, which are connected to concrete using 
interface elements, should also be restrained from moving in the X-direction. In case that 
no such restrain is provided, the solution o f the numerical model typically fails to converge 
after a small number of successful load-steps (usually this occurs after 2 to 5 load steps).
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(a)
Center line
(b)
IHEEB
Y-direction: free to move 
X-direction: restricted
Y-direction: restricted 
X-direction: free to move
Figure 3.24. Typical two-dimensional mesh discretization of RC beams: (a) rebar layout in complete 
model 111 and (b) support constraints and loads and (c) half model due to symmetry ( l l lH l) .
Figure 3.25 shows a comparison between the load-deflection curves o f the complete model 
111 and the half model l l l H l ,  while Figure 3.26 shows a comparison of their cracking 
patterns (obtained by strain visualization of the fully softened concrete elements in tension) 
at the serviceability limit deflection taken as L/500 (B SI2004).
(a)S e rv ic e b iii ty  lim it d e f le c t io n
S e rv ic e a b i i i ty  lim it d e f le c t io n
40 -
a  30 - ^  30 -
B 20
 111
 111H1
 Experim ent
 111H1
—  E xperim ent
10 20 30 400 120 3 6 9
M id-span deflection (mm) M id-span deflection  (mm)
Figure 3.25. Load-deflection curves for models 111 and l l lH l  and comparison with experimental 
results: (a) complete load-deflection curves and (b) initial part of curves.
The results in Figure 3.25 indicate that the same yield-load capacities were predicted by 
numerical models 111 and l l l H l ;  these predictions are in good agreement with the 
experimental yield-load capacity since their difference is < 1%. Further examination of the 
results in Figure 3.25a revealed that the numerical models predicted similar displacement 
ductility factors, since yielding and final crushing occur at similar deflections in both
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models. In both cases, however, the models predicted a lower value of ductility compared 
to the corresponding experiment. A reason for this difference is thought to be the beneficial 
effect of stirrup confinement on concrete strength, e.g. (Mander et al. 1988, Ziara et al. 
1995, Lee and Pan 2003), which is not considered in this study (i.e. concrete is treated as 
unconfined).
Finally, as it can be seen in Figure 3.26 the predicted cracking patterns at the 
corresponding serviceability limit deflections o f models 111 and 11 IH l are similar; that is 
the location and sequence of crack formation.
Center line
Crack no.:
Figure 3.26. Flexural cracking patterns at serviceability limit deflection, obtained by strain 
visualization of the softened (cracked) concrete elements: (a) model 111 at deflection 4mm and (b) 
model 11 IH l at deflection 4mm, see also Figure 3.25.
Based on the above observations, numerical model 11 IH l can be considered as an accurate 
equivalent of the complete model. Thus, the half numerical model o f the beam was used 
for the remaining o f this study.
3.4.5 Effect of boundary constraints
As discussed in the previous section, boundary constrains should be carefully selected, 
especially in reduced models due to symmetry. In the literature, it is widely accepted that 
the erroneous modelling o f boundary constrains is a leading cause o f inaccurate model 
predictions (Becker 2001).
In this section, the effect o f different boundary constrains on the predicted response 
is discussed in relation to the experimentally observed behaviour. Two analysis cases are 
considered for this purpose, using models 111 SHI and 111SH2 in Table 3.2. These models 
are both identical to model 11 IH l with the only difference being the constraint condition 
used for the left support. In both models 11 ISHl  and 111SH2 the left support is assumed 
to be pinned (i.e. beam is restrained from moving in both X and Y directions). Their
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difference is that in numerical model 111SH2, a steel plate with dimensions 40 x 20mm -  
which assumed to be perfectly connected with the concrete -  is used to support the beam.
Figure 3.27 shows a comparison between the experimental load-deflection curve 
and the curves o f models l l l H l ,  111 SHI and 111SH2. The numerical results indicate that 
the boundary constrain have a significant influence on the observed response.
60 1
Experiment
111SH2 111SH2
111H1
7  40 -
§ 30 111SH1
111H1 Experiment111SH1
1/ S e rv ic e a b i l i ty  lim it d e f le c t io n S e rv ic e a b i i i ty  lim it d e f le c t io n
10 30 400 20 6 150 3 9 12
Mid-span deflection (mm) Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 3.27. Effect of boundary constraint on the predicted load-deflection response: (a) complete 
load-deflection curves and (b) initial part of curves.
The effect o f boundary constraints is more profound in the initial part o f the load- 
deflection curves o f models 11 ISHl and 111SH2, where a significant increase o f bending 
stiffiiess is observed. This behaviour can be explained by considering the membrane action 
caused by the restriction of beam’s movement in the X-direction. As the applied load in 
model 11 ISHl reached a certain level (approx. 32 kN) a large drop in beam’s load- 
resistance is observed. This behaviour is due to the left support “release” in the X-direction. 
The cracking patterns o f Figure 3.28b indicate that the release o f the support is caused by 
the accumulation and propagation of significant concrete damage at the left support 
location. In beam 111SH2, a similar behaviour is observed at much higher load levels 
(approx. 52 kN) than model 11 ISHl ,  following the yielding of the tension rebars (see 
Figure 3.28c). The observed behaviour of model 111SH2, which also attained much higher 
loads compared to the experiment and models 11 IH l and 11 ISHl ,  is due to the fact that as 
the external loading increased, the steel plate allowed the built-up stresses to spread in a 
larger number of concrete elements in the vicinity of the left support. This in turn caused a 
more gradual damage accumulation at the concrete of the support region. It is interesting to 
note that soon after the left support of model 11 ISHl  is released (due to concrete damage), 
its load deflection curve gradually begin to converge with the load-deflection curves o f 
model 11 IH l and the corresponding experimental curve. Eventually, the tension rebars o f
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model 11 ISHl  reach yielding; this however occurs at an approximately 10% lower load 
than the corresponding loads of model 11 IH l and the experiment.
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9 2 3 E - 4
8 9 E -4
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Crack no.: 6 9 2 E - 4
6 5 9 E - 4
6 2 6E —4
5 9 3 E - 4
5 6 E -4
5 2 7 E - 4
4 9 5 E - 4
4 6 2 E - 4
4 2 9 E - 4
3 9 6 E - 4
3 6 3 E - 4Crack no.: 1 3 3 E -4
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2 3 1 E - 4
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1 6 5 E -4
1 3 2 E - 4
9 8 9 E - 5
6 5 9 E -5
3 3 E -S
Crack no!
Figure 3.28. Effect of boundary constraint on cracking patterns and crack formation sequence 
at deflection (L/500): (a) model l l lH l ,  (b) model l l lS H I  and (c) model 111SH2.
Examination of the predicted cracking patterns in Figure 3.28 reveals that the selected 
boundary constrain for the left support has a significant effect on both the cracking patterns 
and the sequence o f crack formation.
As expected the behaviour o f 11 IH l is characterised by the formation o f flexural 
cracks at mid-span locations under the influence o f low load levels (approx. 40% of yield 
load). As more bending cracks form on the beam, the bending stiffness o f the beam 
reduces and at a certain load, and the tensile rebars reach their yielding point. No damage 
is observed at the support locations. A similar structural behaviour has been reported by 
Rodriguez et al. (1996a), based on their experimental observations. In both numerical 
models 11 ISHl and 111SH2 the first cracks form at their left support location as shown in 
Figure 3.29b and c.
The importance o f representing the actual support conditions as close as possible to 
actual support conditions that exist in a structure has been highlighted by other researchers. 
For example, Song et al. (2002), observed that deterioration o f the support region o f simply 
supported girders caused a significant increase of load capacity. To capture this effect, in 
their numerical study, they proposed the use o f non-linear springs to restrain the beam’s 
movement along the X-direction. In this way the differences in the predictions, o f the FE 
analysis (load-deflection curves) and the corresponding full-scale experiment o f the bridge
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girders, became small. This indicates the potential danger of using NLFEA, since 
experimental results are not always available, especially for full scale structures.
In this study, the effect o f support deterioration due to corrosion, which it would 
cause a movement restriction o f the beam is not examined.
3.4.6 Effect of strain hardening (tension rebars)
As previously discussed, in subsection 3.2.2, the behaviour of the steel rebars can be 
idealised in the FE analysis using constitutive models based on elastie-perfeetly plastic or 
elastic-strain hardening (see Figure 3.11). A bilinear curve is the simplest form of these 
two commonly used idealisations of material behaviour. Strain hardening is likely to 
influence only the post-peak response predictions, since it is associated with the inelastic 
behaviour o f the rebars (i.e. predictions of beam behaviour following rebar yielding).
In this section, the effect of strain hardening on the predicted response is examined 
using FE models l l l H l  and 111H2 in Table 3.2. In model 111H2, a bilinear stress-strain 
relation without hardening is used (i.e. elastie-perfeetly plastic model) to described the 
behaviour o f the tension rebars.
Figure 3.29 shows a comparison between the load-deflection curves for models 
l l l H l  and 111H2, with and without strain hardening respectively.
Serviceability limit deflection
^  20 -
 Experiment
 111H1 (HARDENING)
 111H2 (NO HARDENING)10 -
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 3.29. Load-deflection curves for models with/without strain hardening and comparison with 
experimental curve of Rodriguez et al. (1996a).
As expected, the results in Figure 3.29 revealed that the initial part of the load-deflection 
curves -  up to rebar yielding -  for models l l l H l  and 111H2 are identical, since strain 
hardening is associated only the post-yield response.
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Figure 3.30 shows the strain distributions along the tension rebars at different response 
stages of models l l l H l  and 111FI2, with and without strain hardening, respectively. The 
results in this figure indicate that in both models yielding is initiated at the same deflection. 
However, further examination of the results in Figures 3.30a and b indicates that yielding 
is localised to a very small length of the tension rebars. Figures 3.30a, b and 3.31a 
indicates that in the model without strain hardening only a single mesh truss element 
reached yielding. Very high (unrealistic) strain values (up to 29%, as shown in Figure 
3.30a) were predicted for model 111H2 (no strain hardening), in this single truss element 
o f its tension rebars. Examination of the strain distributions obtained using the model with 
strain hardening revealed that the use o f strain hardening in the analysis allowed the spread 
o f yielding to several truss elements representing the tension rebars as shown in Figures 
3.30e, d and 3.31b.
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Figure 3.30. Evolution of strains along the tension rebars of beam: (a) & (b) numerical model 111112 
(no strain hardening) and (c) & (d) l l l H l  (strain hardening).
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The maximum predicted value of rebar strain -  corresponding to ultimate deflection -  in 
numerical model l l l H l  (with strain hardening) is around 0.05, which seems to be more 
realistic than the value predicted using model 111H2 (see Figures 3.29 and 3.3 la, b).
0.35 1 0.35 -1
111H20.3 - 0.3 -
0.25 - 0.25 -
« / «
a 0.2 - / a 0.2 -
c / c
S 0.15- / '2 0.15 -œ / (/)
0.1 - 0.1 -
0.05 - 
0 - 1—1—1—1—1—1—I—
0.05 - 
0 -
0 10 15 20 25
Mid-span deflection (mm)
30
l l lHl
10 15 20 25
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 3.31: Evolution of strain in mesh (truss) elements representing the tension rebars: (a) & (b) 
111H2 (no strain hardening) and (c) & (d) model l l l H l  (strain hardening). Note that each curve 
represents one truss (steel) element.
Based on these observations, it can be concluded that the realistic prediction of post-yield 
response of under-reinforced beams, requires eonsideration of strain-hardening in the 
analysis. Consequently, strain-hardening is considered for all the analyses presented in the 
remaining o f this ehapter.
3.4.7 Effect of element size and characteristic length
The element size of the numerieal model is usually considered as one o f the most 
important parameter when developing a numerieal model. The quality o f the mesh is 
eommonly assessed by performing a mesh convergenee study. The aim o f such study is to 
find the right balance between element size -  and thus the number o f elements in the model 
-  and aceuracy of the model’s predictions (NAFEMS 1986).
A mesh eonvergence study is performed by varying the element size, starting with 
coarse elements and gradually reducing the element size (i.e. fine mesh). Alternatively, 
more detailed (finer) mesh could be speeified for loeations in the model where high stress 
gradients are expeeted to develop during the analysis (NAFEMS 1986). As discussed in 
Seetion 3.2.1.1 the use of a total strain rotating smeared erack model combined with the 
erack band model reduees to some extent the sensitivity o f the results with respect to mesh 
size. An important parameter, however, in this approaeh is the craek band width (also
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known as characteristic length), A. As a result, the mesh sensitivity study presented in the 
section is examined in terms of both the element size and the value of h.
In this study, the four mesh sizes of Figure 3.32 are examined using three different 
values for the eraek band width, h. The coarser mesh configurations examined have an 
element size of approximately 25x40mm and 25x25mm while the finer meshes have 
element sizes o f 10mm and 5mm.
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(d)
Figure 3.32. Mesh configurations examined using different values of crack band width (characteristic 
length) h: (a) 10mm, (b) 5mm, (c) 25mm and (d) »25x40mm, see Table 3.2.
The mesh element sizes shown in Figure 3.32 were selected by eonsidering the restrietions 
imposed by the loeation of the truss elements representing the rebars, i.e. truss elements 
should be always placed along the edges of the plane stress element representing eonerete 
(TNO 2005). As a result o f this restriction, the element size in the coarser mesh 
eonfigurations was not eonstant, sinee the lengths between the different shear links eould 
not be divided equally. As it ean be seen in Figure 3.32d, this limitation was more obvious 
in the model with the coarse mesh 25x40mm.
For eaeh mesh eonfiguration three different values o f h are examined; these are 
30mm, 50mm and the default value assigned by the software. The default value for h is
taken as the square root o f twice the element area, i.e. h = V tT  , (TNO 2005).
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Details o f the numerical models, which examined the influence o f mesh size and 
value of h are summarised in Table 3.2, (see for models 111MH1-111MH3 and l l l C L l -  
111CL8). Initially, the influence of mesh size and value of h is discussed in relation to the 
models’ predictions o f load-capacities at yielding and at the serviceability limit deflection. 
Following this discussion, the numerical results for these beams are discussed in relation to 
the predicted ductility, which is expressed through the displacement ductility factor,
Figure 3.33 shows a comparison for models with different mesh sizes and DIANA 
default value for h (models l l l H l ,  11 IMHl,  111MH2 and 111MH3 in Table 3.2). Despite 
the large differences in element size, the numerical models predicted similar yield-load 
capacities. A good correlation is also observed between model predictions and 
experimental load-deflection curve of beam 111. Examination of the load-deflection curves 
at load levels corresponding to the serviceability limit reveal that models 11 IHl ,  11 IMHl 
and 111MH2 have similar magnitudes o f bending stiffness. In contrary, the stiffness of 
model 111MH3, which has the largest elements among the models, is lower than the 
stiffness of the other models. A possible explanation for this behaviour is the observation 
that upon the formation of a crack, the cracked concrete element fully softens; since in 
model 111MH3 the elements are much larger than the elements o f the other models, a 
larger portion of concrete beam softens (see Figure 3.34d), causing a slightly higher 
reduction o f stiffness.
50
111MH1 S e r v ic e a b i l i ty  lim it d e f le c t io nServiceability limit deflection
40 111H1
111MH3
111MH1
Experiment30 -111MH2
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111MH2Experiment
20
10
crack band width, h = defaultcrack band width, h = default 111MH3
0
0 3 12 156 910 20 30 400
Mid-span deflection (mm) Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 3.33. Effect of mesh size on predicted load-deflection responses for h = default and comparison 
with experiment of Rodriguez et al. (1996a): (a) complete load-deflection curves and (b) initial parts.
It can be concluded that as the element size decreases, the load capacity at the 
serviceability limit deflection converges to the same value, with its difference being < 5% 
compared to the experimentally reported load value corresponding to this deflection.
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Figure 3.34. Cracking patterns at serviceability limit deflection for models with h = default: (a) l l l H l  
with element size=10mm, (b) 11 IM Hl (5mm), (c) 111MH2 (»25mm) and (d) 111MH3 (*25x40mm).
Figure 3.35 shows a comparison of the load-deflection curves o f the models with 
varying element dimensions and characteristic length, h = 30mm (models l l l C L l ,  
111CL3, 111CL5 and 111CL7 in Table 3.2). It can be seen from this figure that numerical 
models l l l C L l ,  111CL3, l l l C L  5 and 111CL7 predicted almost the same load at the 
serviceability limit deflection.
As the results in Figure 3.35a indicate, model 111CL3 exhibited convergence 
problems soon after the yielding of the tension rebars (i.e. the analysis was stopped due to 
convergence failure). Despite this problem, model 111CL3 predicted correctly the load 
capacities at the serviceability limit and at yielding. Examination o f the results revealed 
that the assigned crack band width (i.e. h = 30mm) in this model was not suitable, since a 
diffuse cracking pattern was observed in the tension zone of model 111CL3. This implies 
that fiexural cracking did not localised in distinct bands o f concrete elements (e.g. see 
Figure 3.34); in model 111CL3, however, cracking affected large number of concrete 
elements in the tension zone. This behaviour can explain the difficulty o f the model in 
reaching convergence at earlier than expected response stages.
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Figure 3.35. Effect of element size with A=30mm on predicted stiffness and load-capacity: (a) entire 
load-deflection curves and (b) initial part of curves and experimental curve of Rodriguez et al. (1996a).
A comparison o f the predicted load-deflection curves for the models with characteristic 
length, h = 50mm can be seen in Figure 3.36 (models 111CL2, 111CL4, 111CL6 and 
111CL8 in Table 3.2). The results indicate that -  similarly to numerical model 111CL3 {h 
= 30mm) -  the selected value of h has affected numerical model 111CL4, in which a very 
small element size used. The results in Figure 3.36 and 3.38b indicate that as the element 
size decreased, the predicted yield-load capacities in these models also decreased; this 
decrease, however, is insignificant in models 111CL2, 111CL6 and 111CL8. Furthermore, 
the iterative solution procedure o f model 111CL4 (5mm element size) failed to reach 
convergence at an early response stage, prior to the yielding of its tension rebars.
Experiment S e r v ic e a b i l i ty  lim it d e f le c t io nS e r v i c e a b i l i t y  lim it d e f l e c t i o n 111CL2
40 -
111CL6
111GL8
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111CL2 111CL6
111CL4 111GL4111GL8S  20
crack band width, h = 50mm crack band width, h = 50mm
10 20 30 400 0 3 126 9
Mid-span deflection (mm) Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 3.36. Effect of mesh size on predicted load-deflection responses for h = 50mm: (a) entire load- 
deflection curves and (b) initial part of curves.
Figure 3.37 provides a comparison between the numerical models o f same element size 
with different values o f crack band width, h. These results indicate that overall, the value 
of h has an insignificant effect on the predicted serviceability and yield load capacities.
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except the case of using a relatively small element size (i.e. 5mm) in which convergence 
problems were observed. As previously discussed, in models with very small mesh sizes 
the value of h appears to affect the localization of flexural cracking. As a large number of 
elements soften, the numerical models exhibit reduetions in their bending stiffness. The 
formation of diffuse eracking eventually leads to instability of the iterative procedure and 
eventually divergence of the solution. The results o f Figures 3.33 to 3.37, which are also 
summarised in Figure 3.38a and b, indicate that the use of the default value for the craek 
band width, h, can ensure consistency of both the serviceability and yield load capacity 
predictions, regardless of the element size.
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Figure 3.37. Effect of h on load-deflection curves of models with varying element size: (a) 25x40 mm 
(approx.), (b) 25mm (approx.), (c) 10mm and (d) 5mm.
The ductility of the models is examined next using the displacement ductility factor, /zj, 
which is defined as the ratio of the deflections at ultimate. Su and at yielding, Sy. The 
predicted load-deflection curves for the beam groups with different value of h (Figures 
3.33a, 3.35a and 3.36a) indicate that the use o f the default value for h provides relatively 
consistent predictions of beams’ ductility, regardless of the element size, see Figure 3.38c. 
The results in Figure 3.38c, for the models with h = default, show a small increase o f
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ductility as the size of the mesh reduces. This behaviour is due to the smaller deflection at 
yielding caused by the stiffer response of models with smaller mesh sizes, accompanied by 
larger deflections at ultimate (i.e. deflections corresponding to concrete crushing). The 
numerical models with user supplied values for h (i.e. 30mm and 50mm) predicted that the 
displacement ductility factors, decreased as mesh size (also) deereased. More 
specifieally, models with h = 30mm, predicted a range of values for //j range from 3 to 6, 
while models with h = 50mm produced values for range from 4 to 1, as shown in Figure 
3.38c. All numerical models (expect the one which experienced convergence problems), 
correctly predicted the failure mode of the beams, which is initiated by steel yielding 
followed by concrete crushing at ultimate deflection.
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Figure 3.38. Effect of mesh element size and value of A, on load predictions at: (a) serviceability limit 
deflection taken as L/500, (b) rebar yielding and (c) displacement ductility factor, fig.
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The results presented in this section indicate that in some eases the selected (user-supplied 
value) for h can have a significant effect on the numerical predictions. On the other hand, 
the results obtained using the default value for the erack band width, h, appear to be 
consistent ensuring that the influence of element size on the predictions is minimal. Sinee 
no specific guidance exists in literature on how to choose this important parameter (i.e. h), 
the default value o f the software is used for the remaining of this study.
3.4.8 Effect of load-step size (displacement control)
In this study, to obtain the entire load-deflection response (i.e. response beyond the 
yielding point) of corroding beams, load is applied by means of a displacement control.
The size o f the prescribed load-step (i.e. value o f displacement) has a significant 
effect on the computational cost of the analysis. A very small load step could increase the 
computational time to the extent that the analysis becomes impractical. On the other hand, 
if  a large value is selected for the load-step, it may affect the accuracy -  and in some cases 
the stability -  o f the analysis.
In this seetion, the effect of the prescribed displacement size for each step during 
the analysis is examined using models l l l L H l  to 111LH5 and model l l l H l ,  see Table
3.2 for details. Relatively large displacements are assigned to models 11 ILHl  and 111LH2 
(1 and 0.5mm, respectively), which are gradually reduced to much smaller displacement 
increments for models 111LH3, 111LH4 and 111LH5 (0.1, 0.05 and 0.03mm, 
respectively). Figure 3.39 shows the initial part of load-defleetion curves o f all numerieal 
models with varying load-step size (i.e. models 111LH1-111LH5). Figures 3.40a and b 
show the initial part of the load-defleetion curves of models with relatively large and 
relatively small load-steps, respectively.
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Figure 3.39. Effect of load step size (displacement control) on predicted load-deflection response 
and comparison with the experimental curve of Rodriguez et al. (1996a).
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The results in Figure 3.39 indicate that the ascending part -  up to the yielding point of the 
tension rebars -  o f the load-deflection curves for all numerical models, including the ones 
with large load steps, appear to be similar. At the point which corresponds to rebar yielding, 
the iterative solution of models l l l L H I  and 111LH2 (models with large displacement 
increments) failed to converge and the analysis was stop due to divergence. The remaining 
of the numerical models -  with smaller load steps -  continued in the post-peak region of 
their load-deflection curves, as shown in Figure 3.41.
Examination o f the cracking patterns (not shown), obtained for these models, 
indicates that similar patterns are observed among the models; their main difference in 
cracking behaviour is that in the models with large load steps (i.e. I I ILHI  and 111LH2 
with 1mm and 0.5mm, respectively) all the flexural cracks form all at the same time. In 
contrary, in models with a smaller load step, flexural cracking forms gradually and the 
sequence o f crack formation and propagation can be obtained.
(a) S e r v i c e a b i l i ty  lim it d e f l e c t i o nS e r v i c e a b i l i ty  lim it d e f le c t i o n
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Figure 3.40. Effect of load step size (displacement) on predicted load-deflection curves of: (a) models 
with displacements 1mm, 0.5mm and 0.1mm and (b) models with displacements 0.1mm, 0.05mm, 
0.03mm and 0.02mm.
Figure 3.40a shows the load deflection curves for models with 1mm, 0.5mm, 0.1mm and 
0.02mm load-step displacements. Nearly the same values of load are predicted at the 
serviceability limit deflection for all models. Differences, however, are observed between 
these curves in relation to the timing of crack formation between the various models. This 
behaviour is more evident in Figures 3.40b and 3.41, where it is observed that as the load- 
step size is decrease the shape of the curves tends to be identical to each others (i.e. 
location of crack formations on the curves tends to converge to the same points).
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Figure 3.41. Effect of load step size (displ. control) on predicted load-deflection curves: (a) models with 
relatively small load steps and (b) detail of convergence of predicted ultimate deflection for decreasing 
load-step size.
Based on these observations, a practical yet accurate value of 0.02 mm is selected as the 
displacement load-step, see Tables 3.2 and 3.3. This provides sufficiently accurate results 
at a reasonable computational cost.
3.4.9 Effect of concrete softening law in tension
Several softening functions are available in literature for modelling the post-peak response 
of concrete in tension (TNO 2005, CEE 2008), see Figure 3.5. In this section the effect of 
different softening curves on the predicted load-deflection curves is examined, using 
models l l l H T l  (linear softening), 111HT2 (exponential softening) and l l l H l  (softening 
according to Hordijk et al.). In these tension softening models, the ultimate strain depends 
on the value of Gf, the crack band width, h, and the tensile strength o f concrete, f t  (see 
Equation 3.4). Other available softening curves, such as the bilinear curve proposed in 
Model Code 90, can be used as a user-supplied curve. The drawback o f employing a user- 
supplied softening curve is its local representation due to the absence o f energy concepts.
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Figure 3.42. Effect of tension softening model for concrete on predicted load-deflection responses.
Thus, the results obtained using user supplied curves are likely to suffer from mesh 
dependency. Figure 3.42 shows a comparison of the load-deflection curves for the three 
numerical models analysed. Figure 3.42 indicates that the results obtained using different 
softening curves are similar since small differences are observed. In under-reinforced 
beams, the major contribution to the element’s stiffness comes from the embedded rebars. 
This could explain the relatively small differences among the softening curves examined in 
Figure 3.42. In this study, the non-linear softening curve of Hordijk et al. is used since its 
shape is in good agreement with the experimental results.
3.4.10 Effect of compressive concrete model
The constitutive model for concrete in compression is likely to affect the predicted post­
peak response in under-reinforced beams. The FE software used in this study offers a 
number o f different models (i.e. stress-strain curves) for concrete in compression; these are 
-  among others -  ideal plasticity, parabolic, Tohrenfeldt and user defined (TNO 2005). The 
main drawback of these models -  with the exception of the parabolic curve -  is the mesh 
dependency, since these models are local representations of material behaviour. 
Furthermore, the ideal plasticity curve does not have a descending branch. As a result, the 
use o f these constitutive models for the description o f concrete in compression is likely to 
have a significant effect on the predicted displacement ductility factors in models with
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different mesh element sizes. To examine the influence of the selected constitutive model 
for concrete in compression, the curve of Tohrenfeldt is examined for three different mesh 
sizes; these are models l l l C U l  to 111CU4 with mesh sizes varying from 5mm to 
40x25mm (see Table 3.2). In this model for concrete in compression, the only input 
required is the compressive strength fc {Gc is not used by this model).
Figure 3.43 shows a comparison of the load-deflection curves among the models 
with varying element size.
Serviceability limit deflection
B 20 o 111CU1 (5mm)
111CU2 (10mm) 
111CU3 (25mm) 
111CU4 (40x25mm)
 Experiment
1—I—I—I—I—r
0 5 10 15 20 25
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 3.43. Load-deflection curves for models with varying element size and the Tohrenfeldt curve for 
concrete in compression.
As expected, the initial parts of their curves are almost identical to those o f models 11 IHl ,  
111MH2 and 111MH3 in Figure 3.33, since in all these models the same constitutive 
model for concrete in tension is used. The results in Figure 3.43 clearly demonstrate the 
mesh dependency o f the models’ ductility predictions. As the element size is varied, the 
prediction of the point o f final crushing also changes. These observations justify the use o f 
the parabolic stress-strain curve with softening, since its use can ensure to some extent the 
objectivity of the results with respect to element size.
3.4.11 Rotating vs. fixed smeared crack models
In this section a comparison is established between the rotating and fixed crack approaches, 
used for the analysis o f under-reinforeed beams. Three additional analysis cases are 
considered for this purpose using models l l l F H l ,  111FH2 and 111FH3. The main 
difference among these numerical models is the different value o f shear retention factor
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used in each o f them (see Table 3.2 for model l l l F H l  -  111FH3). The results o f these 
analyses are compared with the results obtained using the rotating crack model.
In Figure 3.44 a comparison is presented of the load-deflection curves obtained 
using the two different crack models. As can be seen in this figure, the use o f a small value 
for shear retention factor in model 11 IFHl led to early convergence problems causing the 
premature termination of the analysis. The results in this figure indicate that the use of 
larger value for Ps in models 111FH2 {fis = 0.1) and 111FH3 {fis = 0.5) solved the 
numerical difficulties incurred in model 11 I F H l .
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Figure 3.44: Load-deflection curves for numerical models with fixed erack approach and varying 
shear retention factor fig and corresponding cracking patterns at the serviceability limit deflection.
Furthermore, the results for models 111FH2 and 111FH3 reveal only small differences 
between their predictions, but also compared to the prediction o f numerical model 11 IH l 
(rotating crack model). Although it is known that the fixed erack approach generally 
produces stiffer responses due to stress lock in (Rots 2002, de Borst 2002), the results o f 
the models analysed here reveal only small differences in stiffness. A slightly stiffer 
response is predicted for model 111FH3 at the serviceability limit deflection compared to 
model 11 IH l (rotating crack model) and the model with a smaller value o f A ; their 
difference, however, is deemed insignificant. Furthermore, the results indicate that the 
value of ps has a small effect on the predicted cracking patterns for the models analysed, 
see Figure 3.44.
Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 3.44 that cracks did not localise properly in 
the models with the fixed crack approach (e.g. diffuse cracking affecting several concrete 
elements may lead to convergence problems, see 111FH3 cracking patterns in Figure 3.44).
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Overall, the results do not indicate an advantage of using the fixed crack approach 
over the rotating crack approach, for the simulation of the flexural behaviour of under- 
reinforced beams. In contrary, the use o f fixed crack approach introduces the need for an 
additional input parameter (i.e. which in turn it can adversely affect the accuracy o f the 
predictions. The use of the fixed approach is considered as more suitable for the analysis of 
concrete structures where shear effects are predominant (Rots and Blaauwendraad 1989).
In this study, only the flexural performance o f the beams is considered (i.e. in most 
cases shear stresses are not predominant), hence the rotating smeared crack model is 
deemed as more suitable for cracking simulation.
3.4.12 Mesh sensitivity on corroded RC beams
In Sections 3.4.4 to 3.4.11, factors that may have a potential effect o f the analysis results 
were examined and addressed (e.g. mesh size and value o f h, load-step size, softening 
curve in tension etc). It was shown that the use o f the rotating smeared crack model 
reduces the mesh sensitivity of the results, when concrete is modelled using softening in 
tension and compression, with the default value for the char, length, h (see Section 3.4.7).
In this section, numerical models of -  experimentally tested by Rodriguez et al. 
(1996a) -  eorroded under-reinforced beams are developed using the same procedure as for 
the uncorroded beams. Corrosion damage is considered in the analysis by modification of 
the mechanical and geometrical properties o f the affected materials, see Tables 3.1 and 3.3. 
Two experimentally tested corroded beams (i.e. 114 and 116) are used to examine the 
influence o f mesh size discretization on the predicted response. The material and bond 
properties of corroded beams 114 and 116 are tabulated in Table 3.1, while the analysis 
cases considered in this sensitivity study are summarised in Table 3.3. Three different 
mesh configurations using the default value for h were examined for both 114 and 116 
beam groups.
Table 3.3. Convergence and sensitivity analysis cases (corroded beams).
Model
designation
Model
layout
Support Concrete tension 
conditions softening
Mesh size 
(mm)
Total no. 
of
elements
Char, 
length, It
Load-step
(mm)
114a
114MH1
114MH2
Half P/S Hordijk/Parabolic 10
«25
«40x25
2639
548
361
Default 0.02
116a
116MH1
116MH2
Half P/S Hordijk/Parabolic 10
«25
«40x25
2639
548
361
Default 0.02
Figure 3.45 shows a comparison between the load-deflection curves of models 114a,
114MH1 and 114MH2 with the experimental curve. The results indieate that all numerical
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models predicted with sufficient accuracy the experimental loads at the serviceability limit 
and at yielding (Figure 3.45b). All the numerical models predicted nearly identical loads at 
these points, except model 114MH1 in which a slightly lower load is predicted at the 
serviceability limit deflection compared to 114a and 114MH2 models.
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Figure 3.45. Comparison of numerical and experimental (Rodriguez et al. 1996a) load-deflection curves 
for corroded beam 114: (a) entire response and (b) close-up of the initial part of the curve.
Figure 3.46 shows a comparison between the load-deflection curves of models 116a, 
116MH1 and 116MH2 with the corresponding experimental curve. The results indicate 
that all 116 numerical models predicted with sufficient accuracy the experimental loads at 
the serviceability limit deflection (Figure 3.46b).
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Figure 3.46. Comparison of numerical and experimental (Rodriguez et al. 1996a) load-deflection curves 
for corroded beam 116: (a) entire response and (b) close-up of the initial part of the curve. Ultimate 
deflection in 116a, 116MH1 and 116MH2 corresponds to end of continuous (thick) load-deflection 
curves).
All the numerical models predicted nearly identical loads at this point. Examination of the 
results indicates that similar values o f yield loads were predicted among numerical models 
116a and 116MH1. A slightly lower value of load corresponding to yielding was predicted
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using numerical model 116MH2. In all cases, however, the predicted yield loads are higher 
than the corresponding experimental by approx. 10%.
The ductile behaviour o f the corroded beams 114 and 116 is examined next. In the 
experimental study o f Rodriguez et al. (1996a), corroded beams 114 and 116 exhibited a 
loss of ductility compared to the corresponding control beam 111. All numerical models 
from both beam groups (114 and 116) predicted that failure at ultimate occurs due to 
tension rebar yielding followed by premature rebar rupture. These predictions are in good 
agreement with the experimentally observed failure mode, where the failure o f both beams 
(114 and 116) was dictated by rebar rupture prior to compressive failure (i.e. concrete 
crushing) at ultimate deflection,
The ultimate deflection predicted by numerical model 114MH1 at the strain value 
calculated using Equation 3.19, is in relatively good agreement with the experimentally 
reported ultimate deflection of beam 114. More specifically, the experimental value of 
u^,exp = 17.7mm, while the predicted value o f numerical model 114MH1 is = 18.7mm. 
The experimental value o f Su was under- and over-predicted by models 114a and 114MH2, 
respectively. A possible cause of these differences may be the local material law used for 
the description of the steel rebars behaviour.
The results o f numerical models 116 indicate that the ultimate deflection, which 
corresponds to tensile rebar rupture strain (calculated using Eq. 3.19), is reached almost 
immediately after rebar yielding, see for the continuous (thick) part o f the load-deflection 
curves in Figure 3.46. The predicted values o f Su are much lower compared to the 
experiment (for example for model 116a, Su = 8.67mm, while the experimental Su is 
23.7mm). The most likely cause for this difference is the validity o f Equation 3.19, used 
for the calculation o f the residual ultimate strain in the tension rebars. More specifically, 
the value o f ultimate strains evaluated using Equation 3.19 with ay2  = 0.037 and = 
0.044 -  for 116 beam -  are = 0.0033 and = -  0.0131, respectively. Clearly, the 
value o f s^u = -  0.0131 (obtained using ay2  = 0.044) is not physically possible. The tension 
rebars of beam 116 are affected by approximately 26% corrosion loss. This corrosion 
amount is well beyond the range of corrosion loss, Qcor, used experimentally by Du et al. 
(2005b) for the derivation of Equation 3.19. The experimental results and the fitted model 
(Equation 3.19) using various values for % 2 can be seen in Figure 3.47. In this case 
Equation 3.19 resulted in a very conservative estimate o f residual ductility; this, however, 
highlights the potential danger o f blindly using empirical models for the assessment o f 
deteriorating structures. Therefore the use o f Equation 3.19 in assessing o f the ultimate
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Strain in the tension rebars should be done with caution. Clearly, more experimental 
research is required to obtain accurate values of ay2 , for the assessment of residual s^u in 
rebars affected by higher amounts of corrosion. In the present study it is assumed that 
Equation 3.19 gives reasonable predictions for up to corrosion loss, Qcor = 20%.
I •  Exp. data (Du et al. 2005b)
 Equation 3.19 (ay2 = 0.037)
-a—  Equation 3.19 (ay2 = 0.044) 
-A— Equation 3.19 (ay2 = 0.050) 
 Uncorroded rebar
B
0.6
§■D(/)
.>
B0)01
10 150 20 25 305
Corrosion loss, Qcor (%)
Figure 3.47: Experimental results of specimen series TC16 (rebars corroded while embedded in 
concrete) for the derivation of Equation 3.19 (Du et al. 2005b).
3.4.13 Validation of FE models using experimental data
The numerical results presented in the preceding parts o f this chapter indicate that the 
developed numerical models are in good agreement with the available experimental data. 
More specifically, the predicted load capacities at the serviceability limit and at yielding as 
well as the predicted available ductility using the numerical models where compared and 
discussed with reference to the corresponding experimental results. In the following 
chapter, a formal discussion of the numerical results is presented and further comparisons 
are made between experimentally tested beams from two studies and numerical predictions.
3.5 Concluding remarks
A review of the available modelling approaches for concrete, steel rebars and their bond is 
provided in this chapter, within the context of finite element analysis. Emphasis is given to 
the use of total strain rotating crack models for the 2D modelling of under-reinforced 
beams in which steel rebars are represented using ID truss elements. Bond between the 
rebars and concrete is taken into account using interface elements. The use o f interface 
elements to consider bond-slip effects in the analysis is validated through a parametric
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study using pull-out specimens. Thereafter, a series of numerical models for uncorroded 
and corroded beams were developed. The influence of corrosion is considered in the 
analyses using empirical models from the literature. These models relate the amount of 
corrosion damage to the residual mechanical properties o f the affected rebars, cracked 
concrete (due to corrosion) and their bond. To ensure the accuracy and validity of the 
proposed numerical models, results from a large convergence and sensitivity study are 
presented. The results indicate that the use o f a rotating smeared crack model with tension 
and compression concrete softening, combined with the crack band model, can ensure the 
objectivity o f the results independent o f the mesh discretization. To this end, other 
important modelling parameters were examined, including boundary constraints, load step 
size, etc. The results indicate that special attention should be given to the careful selection 
of these parameters (e.g. support constrains, load-step size, consideration of strain 
hardening etc) since even small variations of these parameters -  in some cases -  can lead 
to erroneous predictions. Finally, the results revealed that the consistent prediction of 
displacement ductility factor, ns, o f the uncorroded/corroded under-reinforced beams 
requires consideration of steel strain-hardening in the analysis.
In following chapter, the results o f a parametric study are presented, which 
examined the influence o f corrosion damage on the load capacity and ductility 
performance o f under-reinforced beams.
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4
Parametric study of corroding RC beams
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the previously developed FE models o f corroding under-reinforced beams 
are used in extensive parametric studies, which access the impact of the different corrosion 
types (i.e. rebar area loss, impaired bond performance, reduced concrete strength due to 
cracking, loss o f concrete section due to spalling and impaired mechanical properties o f the 
affected rebars) on the predicted response.
As previously discussed in Section 2.6, several studies were designed to assess the 
impact o f each o f these corrosion effects on structural performance o f deteriorating under- 
reinforced beams.
A number of studies have been devoted on corrosion-induced bond deterioration, 
and its effect on the strength of RC beams and slabs, e.g. (Chung et al. 2008a, Coronelli 
and Gambarova 2004, Berto et al. 2008). Under-reinforced beams with extensive loss o f 
bond at the tensile rebars, are likely to exhibit small reductions of their ultimate load- 
capacity compared to elements without impaired bond, provided that the bars are well 
anchored at their ends (Cairns and Zhao 1993). Other studies, (Berra et al. 2003, Lundgren 
2007, Rodriguez et al. 1994, Molina et al. 2002, FIB 2000), highlighted the importance of 
confinement (usually provided as transverse steel stirrups) on the residual bond 
performance of corroded rebars. The effect o f bond deterioration on the performance of 
beams under serviceability conditions, however, is not well-established.
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A limited number of studies have investigated the effect o f corrosion damage in the 
compressive region o f RC beams (Du et al. 2007a, Capozucca et al. 2003). Du et al. 
(2007a), investigated experimentally the effect o f corrosion in the compression region of 
beams, though results are presented only for over-/ balanced-reinforced sections. On the 
other hand, corrosion damage on all rebar types (tension, compression and shear links) in 
beams is examined in the experimental study o f (Rodriguez et al. 1996a). Consequently, 
the impact o f corrosion in the compressive region cannot be easily isolated. A 
methodology to include corrosion related concrete damage in compression was proposed in 
(Coronelli and Gambarova 2004); several types of corrosion were assumed in beams which 
were then analysed in order to quantify performance degradation, though degradation in 
the compression region alone was not explicitly investigated.
The majority o f the available experimental and analytical studies focused their 
interest in assessing the load-capacity and serviceability performance o f corroded beams. It 
has been observed in several studies that corrosion is responsible for brittle behaviour o f -  
originally ductile -  RC beams. Recently a limited number o f studies provided some results 
regarding the residual ductility performance of the corroded beams. Only a small number 
of specimens were examined within these studies. As a result, the quantification o f residual 
ductility of corroded beams based on the available -  in many cases contradictory -  
experimental results is not possible (see Section 2.6.2.3).
In this chapter, the performance o f the corroded beams is assessed using criteria 
related to the serviceability (i.e. crack patterns, deflections) and ultimate limit states (i.e. 
yield-load capacity, ductility). Initially the numerical models are validated using 
experimental data from two published studies. Thereafter, several resistance variables and 
corrosion damage scenarios are examined and the results are discussed in relation to 
published experimental data.
4.2 Description of corroded RC beams
The behaviour o f corroded under-reinforced beams, from two experimental studies, is 
simulated herein (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997, Du et al. 2007a). In each o f these studies, 
beams with different steel ratios were tested. For example two types are examined in 
(Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997); under-reinforced and over-reinforced beams (i.e. 11-type 
and 31-type with 0.5% and 1.5% tension steel, respectively). Since the use o f under- 
reinforced beams is more common in practice -  due to their ductile behaviour -  only this 
type o f beams is considered in this study. In both studies, beams o f similar geometrical
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characteristics, as shown in Figure 4.1, were subjected to different levels of accelerated 
corrosion using constant current intensities, i.e. i = O.lmA/cm^ (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 
1997) and i = 0.35mA/cm^ (Du et al. 2007a). Relevant dimensions, rebar detailing and 
corrosion damage (uniform and pitting corrosion) are tabulated in Table 4.1, whereas their 
material properties for all numerical models are summarised in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 (models 
11 la-116a, T280 and T282a). Deformed rebars were used experimentally for all rebar 
groups (i.e. tension, compression and shear link rebars) in both 11- and T- type beams.
Corroded area of 
^  beam T-type beams
//ArwA////'
150V K- 600
- L -H
208
Î i  i 6@170
200 2010
•  1
4------ ►
150
208
Dimensions 
in mm
200
150
11-type beams T-type beams
Figure 4.1. Geometrical and rebar details of the tested 11-type (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997) and T- 
type (Du et al. 2007a) beams, (see also Table 4.1).
The 11-type beams tested by Rodriguez et al. (1996a, 1997) bave all o f their rebars (i.e. 
tension, compression and shear rebars) affected by various degrees of corrosion distributed 
along the entire rebar length, see Table 4.1. In beam T282 tested by Du et al. (2007a), only 
a central 600mm length in the region of its tensile rebars and transverse links are corroded 
as shown in Figure 4.1.
The 2D non-linear FE models developed in Chapter 3 are used in this chapter to 
investigate the influence of corrosion on the predicted response of deteriorating beams. 
Concrete is modelled using four-node plane stress elements with their thickness being 
equal to the width of the beam (i.e. 150mm). All steel rebars are modelled using one­
dimensional (axial) truss elements. The numerical models in Sections 4.4 to 4.7 examine 
the influence of different types o f corrosion damage on the serviceability and yield-load 
capacity of under reinforced beams. Hence, in these numerical models the tension rebars 
are assumed to exhibit elastie-perfeetly plastic behaviour. Strain-hardening is considered in 
the numerical models which quantify the effect o f corrosion on residual beam ductility in 
Section 4.8. In all cases, bond between the tensile rebars and concrete is modelled using
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2D interface elements. It should be noted that for the analyses presented in Section 4.8, the 
numerical models with coarser mesh (25mm) are used, in an attempt to reduce the 
computational cost. As it was shown in the Chapter 3, the use o f energy concepts in 
describing the non-linear behaviour o f concrete -  in tension and compression -  ensures the 
objectivity o f the results with respect to fineness o f mesh discretization. More details 
regarding the non-linear numerical models used in this study can be found in Chapter 3.
Table 4.1. Geometrical details and corrosion damage of the examined beams (Maximum pit depths, 
jPmax, in brackets).
Corrosion loss, Qcor (%), and maximum pit depths
Beam designation steel ratio ^ . L o^s spacing (Tmax, nun) in rebars___________________ _____
(mm) X 1/X2 (mm) Tension Compression Stirrups
Rodriguez 111 
et al.
(1997)
114
115
0.5
116
control specimen
2000 800/400
13.90(1.0) 12.58
17.20(1.1) 24.31
26.04(2.1) 22.56
23.15(3.0)
24.31(3.1)
39.16(5.0)
Du et al. 
(2007a)
T280
T282
0.87 1800 750/300
control specimen
11.10(2.06) 0.0 33.0^0.735)
local maximum
4.3 Analysis cases and parameter variation
The FE models are verified using experimental data (Rodriguez et al. 1997, Du et al. 
2007a), i.e. models l l la - I1 6 a  and T280-T282a. Subsequently, they are used in a 
parametric study to examine the influence o f various parameters on the predicted response, 
such as concrete’s compressive strength,X? bond performance and corrosion damage in the 
compressive region of the beams. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarise the residual material and 
bond properties used for all the analyses of 11- and T- type models. Since the tensile rebars 
o f beam T282 are only partially corroded, two values for bond strength are given in Table 
4.3, with the values in brackets used for the non-corroded lengths o f the tension rebars. A 
reduced compressive strength, considered along the entire top cover for models 
T282T5 -  T282T25 (Table 4.3) is calculated based on the amount o f corrosion in the top 
rebars. Finally, both the experimentally tested specimens (Rodriguez et al. 1997, Du et al. 
2007a) and the numerical models assume that all rebars within the same rebar group (e.g. 
all tension rebars) in a beam, are affected by the same amounts of corrosion loss.
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Table 4.2. Material and bond properties for 11-type beams.
Concrete 
strength, 
7c (MPa)
Residual yield strength 
of reb ars,(M P a) Bond
Damaged concrete of top 
cover
FE model 
designation
Tension Links
Bond 
Ri{t) strength, 
(Eq. 3.22)
(MPa)
Residual 
Si compressive 
(Eq. 3.24) strength,70^  
(MPa)
I l ia  (control) 50 575 626 - 10.1 No damage
114a 568 496 0.691 5.81 0.0436 11.01
115a 34 569 503 0.775 6.38 0.0218 16.75
116a 551 430 0.479 4.03 0.0402 11.63
111FC34 34 575 626 - 8.68 No damage
115FC25
115FC50
25
50
569 503 0.775
5.65
7.48 : :
116FC25
116FC50
25
50
551 430 0.479 3.59
4.73 m .
115NB 569 503 0.775 7.92 0.0218 16.75
116NB 551 430 0.479 7.53 0.0402 11.63
114LC 568 496 0.691 5.81
115LC 34 569 503 0.775 6.38
Loss o f cover
116LC 551 430 0.479 4.03
114ND 568 496 0.691 5.81
115ND 569 503 0.775 6.38 No damage
116ND 551 430 0.479 4.03
Table 4.3. Material and bond properties for T-type beams.
Concrete 
strength, 
7c (MPa)
Residual yield strength 
of rebars, 7^ (MPa) Bond
Damaged concrete of top 
cover
FE model 
designation Tension
bars Links /^i(0
Bond strength,
^ mœc
(MPa) (Eq. 3.24)
Residual 
compressive 
strength, 7c^  
(MPa)
T280 (control) 35.8 489 526 - 8.49
T282a 44.5 7.81(9.15)
T282FC25 25 6.32(7.56)
T282FC35 35 479(489) 520 0.94 7.13(8.43) No damage
T282NB 44.5 9.15
T282LB Bond loss(9.15)
T282T5 0.0092 31.38
T282T10 0.0172 24.99
T282T15
T282T20
44.5 479(489) 520 0.94 7.81(9.15) 0.0261
0.0354
20.30
16.87
T282T25 0.0449 14.63
T282LC30 Loss o f cover
4.4 Structural performance of corrosion damaged beams
The predicted (numerical) and experimental load-deflection curves for T-type beams can 
be seen in Figure 4.2 (for load-deflection curves o f 11-type beams see §3.4 in Chapter 3). 
A good agreement is observed in Figure 4.3 between the experimental (Rodriguez et al.
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1996a, 1997, Du et al. 2007a) and the numerical results, on the basis that the serviceability 
limit, as well as yield and ultimate loads (Ps, Py and Pu, respectively) were predicted with 
reasonable accuracy (see also Table 4.4). The yield and ultimate loads correspond to the 
load at yielding of the tension rebars and the highest predicted load value, respectively. 
The yield and ultimate loads are similar (i.e. difference between predicted yield and 
ultimate loads < 2%, in Table 4.4) due to the elastic-perfectly plastic model used for the 
rebars. For the same reason, the results indicate that models 111a and 115a underestimated 
slightly the ultimate capacities o f the beams. This difference is observed to be smaller for 
the relatively high corroded beams 114a and 116a. This behaviour can be explained by 
considering the performance of highly pitted tension rebars of beams 114 and 116, which 
in turn, resulted in localised stress concentrations and, eventually, local yielding and 
rupture in the corroded rebars (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997). Pitting is also responsible for 
the experimentally observed loss of beam ductility, defined as the ratio o f maximum 
deflection over the deflection at yielding. The evolution of beam’s ductility due to 
corrosion is examined is Section 4.8. The difference in initial stiffness (for example see 
Figs. 3.33 and 3.45) of the experimental and numerical load-deflection curves o f the 
examined beams at low load levels can be attributed to the thermal and shrinkage cracking 
in the experimental beams and the experimental set-up where some loads are applied 
initially to test the instrumentation. These may result in some cracking leading to a reduced 
stiffness not apparent in the FE models (i.e. numerical models are uneraeked at the 
beginning of the analysis).
6 0
S e r v i c e a b i l i t y  limit d e f l e c t i o n .T 2 8 0
5 0  -
4 0  -
T 2 8 2 az
1
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E x p e rim e n t
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M id-span  deflec tio n  (m m ) 
Figure 4.2. Load-deflection curves for T-type beams.
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The results for 11-type corroded beams in Figure 4.3 indicate that their structural 
performance significantly deteriorates at increasing amounts o f corrosion loss, Qcor (beams 
115, 114 and 116 respectively) in comparison to the control beam 111. Notable reduction 
of load corresponding to the serviceability limit, taken as L/500 (BSI 2004), yield and 
ultimate load-capaeities is apparent in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.4. For example, the load- 
capaeity at both SLS (i.e. loss o f bending stiffness) and ULS of model 116 (with 26.4% 
steel loss of the rebars in tension) reduced by approximately 40%. The performance of 11- 
type corroded beams, however, is a function o f complex interaction between different 
corrosion damage types at various locations within the beam.
The numerical results for T-type beams indicate that 11% corrosion-induced steel 
loss (model T282a), within a central portion o f the tensile rebars, caused an approximately 
12% reduction o f its ULS load-eapacity. However, no noticeable bending stiffness 
deterioration is observed in this ease (i.e. almost the same load is calculated at deflections 
which correspond to the serviceability limit deflection for both control beam T280 and 
T282a). The predicted response is in agreement with the experimental data o f Du et al. 
(2007a), where a similar behaviour is observed. The effect of bond deterioration on the 
response of corroded beams is discussed later in this chapter.
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□  Exp. yield load capacity 
■  FE ultimate load capacity
□  Exp. ultimate load capacity
□  FE load at SLS deflection
□  Exp. load at SLS deflection
111 115 114 116
Beam designation
T280 T282
Figure 4.3. Summary of numerical (predicted) and experimental (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, Du et al. 
2007a) loads for 11-type and T-type beams.
The numerical models predicted flexural failures, for all 11-type and T-type beams 
analysed in this study, (i.e. no shear/anchorage failure is predicted). The control beams
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111a and T280, as well as the corroded beam T282a (corrosion in tension rebars only), 
failed by yielding o f their tensile rebars.
Table 4.4. Comparison of experimental and numerical results.
Model P/(%A9 Yield load, Py (kN) Ultimate load, Pu (kN)
FE Exp. FE Exp. FE Exp.
111 24.34 23.28 4.55 37.08 37.28 -0.54 38.46 40.88 -5.92
115 20.62 20.03 2.95 2&86 28.29 2.01 28.92 31.59 -8.45
114 17.65 17.21 2.56 26.92 25.63 5.03 27.48 28.91 -4.95
116 14.02 14.75 4.95 23.32 21.54 8.26 23.76 23.93 -0.71
T280 3280 30.98 5.87 49.46 49.26 0.41 50.10 51.30 -2.34
T282 33.50 30.52 9.76 43.68 44.14 -1.04 44.16 46.28 -4.58
* load at the serviceability limit deflection taken as L/500 (BSI 2004) 
 ^difference (%) = [(predicted-exp.)/exp]*100
The numerical models for severely corroded beams 114a and 116a (with 24.3% and 22.5% 
loss of top rebars, respectively) predicted that the flexural failure is initiated by crushing of 
the weakened top concrete cover. The conventional wisdom dictates that such behaviour 
leads to a brittle failure and the tensile rebars are unable to reach their yield strength. 
However, the models predicted a ductile failure mode, i.e. the beam continued to resist the 
applied loads well beyond the yielding of tensile rebars until the crushing o f undamaged 
core concrete (or rebar rupture), in which a higher value of fc is used. This is due to the fact 
that the compressive stresses re-distributed to, and resisted by, the core concrete below the 
level o f the top rebars, as demonstrated in Figure 4.14.
Concrete crushing of the top cover o f the less severely corroded beam 115 (with 
12.6% loss o f top bars), is initiated almost at the same time as yielding of its tensile rebars, 
with most crushing, however, occurring at later stages.
The predicted behaviour for all beams analysed in this study is in agreement with 
previous experimental and numerical studies (Rodriguez et al. 1996a, 1997, Coronelli and 
Gambarova 2004, Du et al. 2007a).
4.5 Effect offc on the flexural performance of corroded beams
Compressive strength, f ,  is a basic variable in the models used to calculate the residual 
concrete and bond properties. Hence, its influence on the predicted response is analysed for 
both beam groups (i.e. 11- and T-type models). Rodriguez et al. (1996a, 1997), used a 
higher compressive strength for concrete for the control beam 111a (/c=50 MPa) than the
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corroded beams 114-116 (/c=34 MPa). The control model 111a is re-analysed using^= 34  
MPa (model 111FC34); hence revising all other input parameters, i.e. ft, Gf and bond 
strength, accordingly. Similarly, the performance of models 115a-116a and model T282a 
(partially corroded), is studied for different compressive strengths (models 11-typeFC and 
T282FC in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively). The load-deflection curves for these models 
are presented in Figures 4.4 to 4.8.
The yield and ultimate load capacities for the control models (111a and 111FC34) 
are relatively unaffected by the adopted range o f f  values (see Figure 4.4). The reduction 
of bending stiffness in model 111FC34 is relatively small. A slight decrease in the load 
capacity (difference < 5%) at the SLS can be seen for 111FC34 model. It is for this reason 
that the same flexural cracks form at a relatively lower load in model 111FC34 compared 
to model 111a, (see Figure 4.4), causing an earlier shift o f the neutral axis away from the 
tensile face of the beam. Hence, the yielding load in model 111FC34 is reached at a 
slightly higher deflection, compared to model 111a.
Similar behaviour can be observed for the members corroded only in the middle 
part o f their tensile region, i.e. T282-type models in Figure 4.5.
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S e r v i c e a b i l i t y  limit d e f l e c t i o n
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f  3 0  -
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Figure 4.4. Load-deflection curves for models I l ia  (/^=50MPa) and 111FC34 (/'c=34MPa).
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Figure 4.5. Load-deflection curves for models T282a (/^=44.5), T282FC35 {fc =35MPa) and T282FC25 
(/;=25MPa).
No concrete crushing is observed prior to the yielding of tensile steel in any o f these 
models. The change in overall bending stiffness of the models is small, following a similar 
trend with 11-type control model. Although the compressive strength o f concrete affects 
the residual bond properties of the corroded rebars, the overall performance o f the beams 
with moderate corrosion in a central part of their tensile region is relatively insensitive to 
the value offc adopted in the analysis.
The load-deflection responses for the 11-type corroded beams (with all rebars 
corroded along the full member length) are sensitive to f ,  as shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. 
A few key observations from these figures are;
• The bending stiffness of the member reduces considerably with a reduction in 
compressive strength of concrete, resulting in reduced load capacities at SLS, e.g. 
115FC25 predicted 17% and 22% lower loads than the corresponding loads for 115a 
and 115FC50, respectively.
• The bending stiffness changes abruptly at approx. 17 kN and 22 kN for model 
115FC25 and 115a respectively (Figure 4.6). Similarly the stiffness changes rapidly at 
9 kN, 13 kN and 19 kN for models 116FC25, 116a and 116FC50 respectively (Figure 
4.7). These align with the initiation of crushing at the corrosion-damaged top cover in 
the models.
• Yield load is higher for model 115FC50. Concrete crushing in this model initiates after
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yielding of the tension steel, at about 14mm deflection, at which point a reduction of 
the load capacity can be seen in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.7 shows that for relatively high corroded rebars, i.e. 116-type models with 
approx. 23% section loss in the top bars, the crushing of concrete in the top cover 
initiates prior to yielding. This in effect means a reduction of the beam’s effective 
depth for an equivalent sectional analysis. Hence, the yield and ULS load-capaeities 
are same for the three 116 models.
The ULS load capacity remains unaffected in all models, for a given corrosion related 
damage.
Prior to crushing initiation in corrosion-damaged top cover, the slope o f load- 
deflection curve for model 115a follows the bending stiffness profile of its 
corresponding 115FC50 numerical model (see Figure 4.6). In contrary, the highly 
corroded model 116a, where crushing in the top cover initiates prior to the 
serviceability limit deflection, follows the trend of its respective FC25-type models 
(i.e. 116FC25 in Figure 4.7) up to the service limit deflection.
40
S e r v i c e a b i l i t y  iimit d e f l e c t i o n
30 -
Zjs;
1
ro
-115FC 50  
-1 1 5 a  
—115FC25
10 -
100 15 205
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 4.6. Load-deflection curves for 115a (/’f=34MPa), 115FC50 (/^=50MPa) and 115FC25 (/^=25MPa).
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Figure 4.7. Load-deflection curves for 116a (/i.=34MPa), 116FC25 (/i.=25MPa) and 116FC50 
(/i.=50MPa).
Two possible factors contributing to the described behaviour are; the reduced bond 
performance and the reduced residual compressive strength o f the corrosion-damaged top 
cover o f these models. These factors are individually examined in following sections. The 
above results indicate that the influence of concrete compressive strength, fc, is more 
predominant on the performance of beams affected by corrosion in their compressive zone, 
causing increased deflections at the serviceability and reductions o f yield/ultimate capacity 
as shown in Figures 4.6 to 4.8.
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crushing after yielding of tensile rebars 
crushing before yielding of tensile rebars20 -
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Figure 4.8. Effect of fc on the performance of 11-type corroded beams: (a) at serviceability deflection 
(L/500) and (b) at yielding.
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The value o f fc together with the amounts of corrosion in the top bars determine the time of 
concrete crushing in the top cover and defines failure mode o f the beams, i.e. ductile 
(yielding o f the tensile rebars) or brittle failure (concrete crushing o f the corrosion 
damaged top cover). In contrast, the load-deflection response is relatively unaffected by 
concrete compressive strength for beams where corrosion damage is concentrated only in 
their tension side (small changes of bending stiffness are observed due to reduction of bond 
between the tension rebars and concrete).
4.6 Effect of bond deterioration
In this section, the effect of bond deterioration is examined for two different corrosion 
scenarios, namely; (a) partial bond deterioration, over a central part of the tensile rebars 
(i.e. models T282a, T282NB and T282LB in Table 4.3) and (b) impaired bond along the 
entire length of the tensile rebars (i.e. models 115a, 115NB, 116a and 116NB in Table 4.2). 
The notation NB indicates no bond deterioration in these models (i.e. bond is assumed to 
be undamaged, while all other effects o f corrosion are considered). An additional analysis 
case o f corroded beam T282 (i.e. model T282LB) has been considered, to investigate the 
effect o f complete loss o f bond -  in the central portion o f beam -  on structural performance.
Corrosion activity (i.e. anodic areas in a macrocell) is likely to be at its highest near 
flexural cracks (due to loading), where the access o f chlorides, water and oxygen to the 
rebars, is easier (Otsuki et al. 2000).
Hence, the aforementioned corrosion damage scenarios of corroded T-type beams 
can be considered as a close representation o f simply supported beams exposed to 
aggressive environment, since flexural cracking is expected to occur at mid-span locations.
The results for models T282a, T282NB and T282LB are shown in Figure 4.9, while 
Figure 4.10 shows the numerical results for 115 and 116 models.
Bond deterioration did not affect the yield/ultimate load capacity in any o f the 
examined beams, (Figures 4.9 and 4.10). Consequently, the reduction o f yield and ultimate 
loads in Figure 4.3 (about 12% in both cases) for beam T282a in relation to the control 
beam T280, are attributed entirely to the loss o f steel area. In 11-type corroded beams, the 
reduction o f yield/ultimate loads is due to the loss of steel area and the corrosion damaged 
concrete in compression, which is discussed in detail in the next section. This observation, 
which is in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Caims and Zhao 1993, Maurel et al. 
2005), allow to safely concluding that bond deterioration may be omitted when performing 
ultimate load-capacity calculations, provided that the ends o f the rebars are well anchored.
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Figures 4.9 (T282a and T282NB) and 4.10 (115a, 115NB, 116a and 116NB), 
indicate that the bending stiffness, o f T-type and 11-type beams, respectively, is relatively 
unaffected by the impaired bond performance due to corrosion. In contrary, model T282LB, 
(loss of bond in a central region), exhibits an 11% reduced load at serviceability limit 
deflection as shown in Figure 4.9.
Serviceability limit deflection
Z
1
g
T282N B
10 -
T282LB
3 6 90 12
M id -sp an  d e flec tio n  (m m )
Figure 4.9. Load-deflection curves for T282a (impaired bond), T282NB (no bond loss) and T282LB 
(complete loss of bond in corroded region).
4 0
Serviceability limit deflection
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Figure 4.10. Effect of bond deterioration 115 and 116 beams.
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In previous experimental and numerical studies, where a notable deterioration of bending 
stiffness is reported, very low residual bond strength (or complete loss o f bond) have been 
considered over substantial lengths of the tension rebars (Coronelli and Gambarova 2004, 
Maurel et al. 2005). This implies that the length of tension rebars associated with the bond 
deterioration is equally important, together with the residual bond strength, to establish the 
performance o f corroded members under serviceability conditions.
Significant alterations are observed, in the predicted cracking patterns o f the 
corroded beams at the serviceability limit deflection. As expected, fewer but wider flexural 
cracks formed in the corroded beams, in comparison to their respective uncorroded 
(control) beams.
Figures 4.11a to 4.1 Id show a progressive reduction of cracks (accompanied by 
increase in their widths) for T-type models, for increasing levels of bond damage.
Crack no. 5 4
(b)
Crack no. 7 4
(c)
ÈMi■
Crack no.:
Hodel: T>eiLD UTl InW 1
Crack no.:
Non-corroded
region
2 7 1 6
3 ir^ '
2 6 1 5
Corroded
region
Figure 4.11. Cracking details at deflections corresponding to serviceability limit for: (a) control T280, 
(b) T282NB (no bond damage), (c) T282a (impaired bond) and (d) T282LB (complete loss of bond in 
the corroded region).
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For example, only one wide crack formed within the corroded region of model T282LB 
(i.e. crack no.l in Figure 4.1 Id  is more than twice as wide as the widest crack predicted for 
T282a). Furthermore, at increasing loss o f bond, the predicted cracking sequence is altered, 
as shown in Figures 4.1 Id, where new cracks form outside the central region of the 
T282LB (in comparison to models T280 and T282a). Based on these results it can be 
concluded that although the load-deflection curves are relatively insensitive to the impaired 
bond, the crack widths and spacing are significantly altered; thus bond deterioration may 
result in reduced serviceability loads in relation to both deflection and crack width 
limitations.
4.7 Effect of compressive rebar corrosion on the flexural performance
The compressive strength of concrete, fc, is a key factor in defining the timing of 
compressive concrete crushing for beams damaged by corrosion in their compressive zone. 
As shown in Section 4.5 (see Figures 4.6 to 4.8), this affects the flexural performance of 
the beams; hence this aspect is investigated in more detail here.
For the tension rebars corroded in the central part of the beams, T282a, a varying 
degree o f corrosion damage in the compressive rebars is considered (i.e. is calculated 
assuming a range o f Qcor = 5% to 30% steel area loss in compressive rebars; see Table 4.3, 
models T282T5-T282LC30). In these models, a gradual loss o f compressive fracture 
energy, Gc is assumed to simulate the ductility loss of the damaged concrete in the top 
cover; for values o f Qcor > 15% a brittle post-peak behaviour is assumed. A gradual loss of 
yield / ultimate capacity and bending stiffiiess is observed for increasing corrosion loss, as 
shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. There is a clear trend of a shift in the failure mode, i.e. 
from ductile to brittle failure, with the increasing in corrosion related damage.
It has been established earlier that the compressive concrete crushing prior to the 
yielding o f tensile steel causes a reduction in the yield capacity. This jump in the ULS 
capacity is apparent at 10-15% corrosion loss in compressive rebars in Figure 4.13. Further 
damage in the compressive concrete cover does not significantly alter the ULS capacity of 
the member.
Figure 4.13 also highlights that the SLS capacity of the member remains unaffected 
until the crushing o f concrete occurs prior to this limit, which is at about 10-15% corrosion 
in the compressive rebars. A parabolic reduction in the SLS capacity beyond this corrosion 
damage is apparent from Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.12. Load-deflection curves of numerical models T282a-T282LC30 (varying corrosion in 
compressive rebars).
The results o f an extreme case, T282LC30 assuming a complete cover delamination due to 
30% corrosion in the compressive rebars and stirrups (see Table 4.3) is also presented in 
Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
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— load at serviceability limit 
■ B— yield/ultimate load 
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Percentage (%) corrosion loss in top bars
Figure 4.13. Effect of varying corrosion damage in the compressive zone of T282a at the serviceability 
limit deflection and yield-load capacity.
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The significant difference in the bending stiffness between this and the other models leads 
to the conclusion that there is a sufficient capacity in the section after the initiation of 
compressive concrete crushing. This is due to the fact that the concrete crushing in the top 
cover is localised in small zones, which is an acceptable behaviour from a physical point of 
view (Nakamura and Higai 2001), and the compressive loads are redistributed to the 
surrounding (undamaged) concrete. This behaviour can be seen in Figure 4.14 (Qcor = 
24.3% sectional loss o f top rebars), where the crushing at a section leads to higher stresses 
in the adjacent sections, leading to an increase in the crushing zones, when the applied 
loads are progressively increased.
Two extreme cases are analysed for the 11-type beams. For the first case the 
concrete cover is completely removed, representing cover delamination (see Table 4.2 for 
114LC to 116LC). In the second case, the concrete top cover is assumed to be undamaged. 
In both cases, all other corrosion effects are considered in the analysis similarly to the 11- 
type-a models, see Table 4.2. Note that the width of the section in 116a and 116LC models 
is reduced assuming complete loss of the vertical covers due to high stirrup corrosion. Note 
that stirrups in beam 116 are damaged by approximately 40% uniform corrosion loss 
(Rodriguez et al. 1997). Figures 4.15 and 4.16 clearly demonstrate that the performance of 
experimental beams, (and their corresponding 11 -type-a models), are placed between the 
two extreme cases.
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Figure 4.14. Evolution of crushing of corrosion damaged top cover for beam 114a at mid-span 
deflections: (a) 2.64mm, (b) 2.71mm, and (c) at yielding 7.82mm, (stress range 0 to -8 N/mm^).
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The higher yield / ultimate loads in all 11-type-ND models are due to the delayed crushing 
in the compressive concrete cover. Similarly to the T-type models, the timing of the 
initiation of crushing governs the model behaviour; the bending stiffiiess of 11-type-a 
models is very similar to the 11-type-ND models up-to the crushing point. Beyond this 
point, the bending stiffiiess of the 11-type-a models is reduced but stays higher than the 11- 
type LC models, for the similar reasons previously stated for T-type models.
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Figure 4.15. Effect of corrosion damage in the compressive zone of 11-type beams: (a) 115 (low 
corrosion) and (b) 114 (medium corrosion).
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Figure 4.16. Effect of corrosion damage in the compressive zone of 11-type beams.
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It can be concluded that the assumption of undamaged concrete in compression, leads to 
escalating over-estimation of bending stiffness and capacity at yield and ULS. In contrary, 
the assumption of complete compressive (top) cover loss from the beams leads to a 
significant under-estimation of the capacity at SLS, especially in the less corroded beam 
115 (see Figures 4.15a and 4.16).
The numerical results also indicated that assuming no damage for the concrete 
cover in compression leads to higher bond stresses along the tension rebars at the SLS (due 
to higher load at the SLS). For example, failure o f bond locally was observed in model 
116ND in comparison with model 116a (no local bond failure); this, however, had a small 
effect on the predicted load-deflection response. Finally, although no shear failure is 
predicted in these analyses, the loss o f concrete strength and/or concrete section is likely to 
affect the shear behaviour of members, especially in the presence of high stirrup corrosion. 
This further highlights the limitations o f sectional analysis methods for the assessment of 
existing structures, which may be suitable for the traditional ULS assessment but should be 
used with extreme caution for the performance assessment of in-service structures.
4.8 Ductility of corroding under-reinforced beams
In this section, the numerical models are used to examine the effect o f corrosion on the 
ductile behaviour o f under-reinforced beams.
A significant scatter is observed on the residual ductility o f corroding beams in the 
experimental results from published literature (Section 2.6.2.3). The results presented in 
this section aim to systematically study the evolution o f ductility -  using the displacement 
ductility factor, /zj -  for varying amounts of corrosion damage, Qcor- This, in turn, will 
assist in the interpretation of the available experimental data and provide the basis for 
further physical experimentation by numerically establishing parameter sensitivity.
4.8.1 Analysis cases and parameter variation
The 11-type under-reinforced beam 111 (Figure 4.1) is used to study the effect o f degree of 
corrosion (i.e. Qcor) on the residual ductility. Corrosion is assumed to affect the entire 
length o f the tension rebars (i.e. stirrups and compressive rebars remained uncorroded). Six 
levels o f corrosion damage (Qcor = 0, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15 and 18%) are considered. The effects 
of corrosion considered in the analyses include loss of steel area (Equation 3.11), reduction 
of yield strength (Equation 3.12), impaired bond performance u^max (Equation 3.21) and 
loss o f rebar’s ductility by means o f a reduced value for (Equation 3.19).
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Du et al. (2005b) proposed to use Oy2 = 0.05 in Equation 3.19 for the assessment of 
the residual ultimate strain in a corroded rebar. This value is deemed as highly 
conservative since their experimental results indicate that for ribbed rebars embedded in 
concrete ayi = 0.037. The value o f 0^2 = 0.05 is closer to the experimental value obtained 
for plain rebars embedded in concrete (oCy2 = 0.052). The average value o f ayi for both rebar 
types embedded in concrete is ayi = 0.044. In this study, the values o f 0^2 corresponding to 
ribbed rebars in concrete and the average value o f all rebar types in concrete are considered 
in the analysis. It should be noted that the coefficients 0^2 in Equation 3.19, for rebars 
embedded in concrete, were derived using experimental results of corroded specimens 
within the range Qcor = 0 -  10.3%. As a result, extrapolations beyond this range when 
calculating using Equation 3.19 should be done with caution.
Concrete compressive strength, is assumed to have a mean cylinder strength o f 
34MPa. All other mechanical properties o f concrete are obtained as described in Section 
3.3.3.1 in Chapter 3. fc is assumed to be unaffected by the progress of corrosion since 
corrosion damage is concentrated only on the tension side o f the beams. Two values of 
initial ultimate strain sq (uncorroded rebars) are examined; these are £0 = 7% and 9%, with 
both values corresponding to high ductility steel (CEB 1993). Finally, the effect o f bond 
deterioration on the residual displacement ductility factor //j is examined by comparing the 
predicted responses o f models with impaired bond (due to corrosion) with models 
assuming no bond damage.
Tables 4.5 to 4.8 summarise the material and bond properties for the analysis cases 
examined using beam groups 11 IDA, 11IDB, 11IDC and 11IDD.
Similar amounts of corrosion damage are examined among the different beam 
groups of Tables 4.5 to 4.8. Models 11 IDA in Table 4.5 consider all the aforementioned 
effects o f corrosion in the analysis using a^2 = 0.037 (experimental value for ribbed rebar 
in concrete) and initial (uncorroded) ultimate strain in tension rebars £0 = 0.09. Models 
11 IDB in Table 4.6, which are similar to models 11 IDA, consider a value for coefficient 
Oy2 -  0.044 (average experimental value of ribbed and plain rebars embedded in concrete).
The influence o f the initial (uncorroded) value of ultimate steel strain £0 is 
examined by models 11 IDC in Table 4.7. In these models a smaller value for the initial 
ultimate rebar strain (i.e. £0 = 0.07) is used compared to models 11 IDA in Table 4.5. 
Finally, models 11 IDD are used to examine the effect of bond deterioration on the residual 
ductility o f the corroded beams. In the 11 IDD group of models, bond is assumed to remain 
undamaged. As a result the bond properties o f the control model 11 IDD, which are similar
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to the bond properties o f the control models o f the other groups, are used in all the analyses 
within 11 IDD beam group.
Table 4.5. Material and bond properties of l l lD A  beams for varying Qcor (%)•
Beam fc
(MPa)
Qcor
(0/
O-yl £o
(Eq.3.19)
A
(MPa)
max
(MPa)
0.7u^ m.
(MPa)
lllDAO 0 - 0.0900 575.0 8.69 6.08
111DA5 5 0.0734 571.8 8.58 6.01
11 IDA? 7 0.0667 568.7 8.26 5.78
111DA9
111DA12
34 9
12
0.037 0.0600 564.7 
0.0500 556.7
7.93
7.45
5.55
5.22
111DA15 15 0.0401 546.6 6.97 4.88
111DA18 18 0.0301 534.4 6.49 4.54
Table 4.6. Material and bond properties of 11 IDB beams for varying Qcor (%).
Beam f c
(MPa)
Qcor
(%)
f
(Eq.3.19) (MPa)
max
(MPa)
0.7w^«^
(MPa)
lllDBO 0 - 0.0900 575.0 8.69 6.08
111DB5 5 0.0702 571.8 8.58 6.01
111DB7 7 0.0623 568.7 8.26 5.78
111DB9
111DB12
34 9
12
0.044 0.0544 564.7 
0.0425 556.7
7.93
7.45
5.55
5.22
111DB15 15 0.0306 546.6 6.97 4.88
111DB18 18 0.0187 534.4 6.49 4.54
Table 4.7. Material and bond properties of l l lD C  beams for varying Qcor (%).
Beam f c
(MPa)
Qcor
(%)
0.y2 £0 f
(Eq.3.19) (MPa)
max
(MPa)
0.7w^max
(MPa)
lllDCO 0 - 0.0700 575.0 8.69 6.08
111DC5 5 0.0571 571.8 8.58 6.01
111DC7 7 0.0519 568.7 8.26 5.78
111DC9
111DC12
34 9
12
0.037 0.0467 564.7 
0.0389 556.7
7.93
7.45
5.55
5.22
111DC15 15 0.0312 546.6 6.97 4.88
111DC18 18 0.0234 534.4 6.49 4.54
Table 4.8. Material and bond properties of l l lD D  beams for varying Qcor (%)•
Beam
(MPa)
Qcor
(%)
dyl £o ^u f y max
(Eq. 3.19) (MPa) (MPa)
0 .7 « ^ „ a r
(MPa)
lllDDO 0 - 0.0900 575.0
111DD5 5 0.0734 571.8
111DD7 7 0.0667 568.7
111DD9
111DD12
34 9
12
0.037 0.0600 564.7 
0.0500 556.7
8.69 6.08
111DD15 15 0.0401 546.6
111DD18 18 0.0301 534.4
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4.8.2 Effect of corrosion on beam ductility
Figure 4.17 depicts the load-deflection curves o f numerical models 11 IDA (Table 4.5) 
with varying amounts of corrosion damage, Qcor- As expected the uncorroded (control) 
model 11IDAO reached the highest yield load among these beams. At increasing amounts 
o f corrosion loss, Qcor, (see for models 111DA5-111DA18 in Table 4.5) the residual yield 
load capacity of the beams gradually deteriorates. The ductile behaviour of this model 
(11 IDAO) is characterised by steel yielding at deflection Ôy = 8.61mm followed by 
concrete crushing at = 26.99mm (wj = 3.13). In this case, concrete crushing occurs prior 
to rebar rupture. The results in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 and Table 4.9 indicate an 
approximately 8% increase of the displacement ductility factor jj.s for up to Qcor ^  12% 
corrosion loss (see models 111DA5, 111DA7, 111DA9 and 111DA12).
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Figure 4.17. Load-deflection curves of numerical models lllD A .
This behaviour can be explained by considering the beneficial effect o f reduced steel area 
and yield strength in the corroded tension rebars (i.e. beams become more under- 
reinforced). In turn, this mechanism is responsible for increasing the distance between the 
points o f concrete crushing and rebars yielding on the load-deflection curve. The ultimate 
deflection, ôu, in numerical models 111DA0-111DA12 is determined by compressive 
concrete crushing, which in all cases occurs prior to rebar rupture. The residual ductility 
factor, predicted for model 11 IDA 15 is approximately 15% lower than the value o f a <5 
obtained for the control beam 11 IDAO (see Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18. Evolution of service/yield loads and ductility for increasing amounts of corrosion loss.
The results in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 indicate that further corrosion (model 111DA18) 
causes a significant loss o f ductility. It can be seen in the same figure that the amount of 
corrosion at which fis falls below the value o f jus o f the control beam is within the 12-15% 
corrosion interval. The loss o f ductility (expressed as jus) in beams with Qcor > 12% is 
explained by a transition in beam’s behaviour at ultimate deflection, from concrete 
crushing towards premature rupture of the corroded tension rebars. This transition from 
concrete crushing towards rebar rupture can be seen in Figure 4.19, which shows the 
evolution o f strains in the mesh truss elements o f the tension rebars in the FE model (note 
that each curve shows the evolution o f strain with increasing loading in one truss element). 
As it can be seen in Figure 4.19a, in model 111DA12 {Qcor = 12%) the beam’s ultimate 
deflection is determined by concrete crushing, which occurs prior to the attainment o f the 
rebars’ ultimate strain Further corrosion in model 111DA15 caused a further decrease 
of the value of s^u at which premature rebar rupture occurs.
Table 4.9. Results for 11 IDA beams.
Beam Service Yield load. Displacement Ultimate Deflection at Qcor Behaviour at
load Py ductility deflection. yielding, (%) ultimate
Ps (kN) factor. 4 4 deflection,
(kN) Ms (mm) (mm)
11 IDAO 21.73 36.92 3.13 26.99 8.61 0 Concrete crushing
111DA5 20.92 34.96 3.22 26.91 8.37 5 Concrete crushing
11 IDA? 20.56 34.00 3.29 26.76 8.14 7 Concrete crushing
111DA9 20.24 33.16 3.28 26.59 8.10 9 Concrete crushing
111DA12 19.63 31.66 3.38 26.35 7.79 12 Concrete crushing
111DA15 19.08 29.96 2.70 19.90 7.36 15 Rebar rupture
111DA18 18.40 28.36 2.22 16.01 7.22 18 Rebar rupture
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Figure 4.19. Strain evolution in the tension rebars of corroded beams with go = 0.09: (a) 111DA12 (Qc„r 
= 12%), (b) 111DA15 (Qcor = 15%) and (c) 111DA18 (Qcor = 18%). « ^ 2  in Equation 3.19 is taken as 
0.037. Note that each curve corresponds to one mesh truss element representing the tension rebars.
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In this model (111DA15), the residual ductility, //j, is approximately 15% below the 
duetility o f the uncorroded beam. More specifically, Ôu is determined by rebar rupture 
which occurs prior to concrete crushing (Figure 4.19b). Figures 4.18 and 4.19 indicate that 
3% further corrosion cause the beam’s ductility to deteriorate rapidly to approximately 
30% below the ductility factor, fis, o f the control beam.
These results are in broad agreement with the experimental results reported by 
Maaddawy et al. (2005a). In their study, beams with corroded tension rebars exhibited an 
increase of in their displacement ductility factor, fis, for corrosion amounts up to Qcor -  
22%. Higher amounts o f corrosion {Qcor > 22%) caused deterioration o f beam’s ductility.
The results agree to some extent with the results presented in the analytical study of 
(Ting and Nowak 1991). In their study, however, the adverse effect o f corrosion (due to pit 
formation) on the duetility of the affected rebars was ignored, leading to a continuous 
increase o f beam’s ductility even at high amount o f corrosion damage, which in turn 
resulted in significant overestimations of beams’ available duetility. In the recent 
experiments o f Du et al. (2007a), it was observed that approximately 11% corrosion in the 
tension rebars of under-reinforeed beams caused a noticeable reduction of duetility o f the 
RC beams. This difference can be explained by considering the high amount of 
confinement in to these beams (the numerical models examined here are considered as 
low/moderately confined). The beneficial effect o f confinement on concrete strength and 
ductility (Mander et al. 1988, Ziara et al. 1995, CEB 1998, Kappos et al. 1999, Lee and 
Pan 2003) is responsible for a delay in the timing of compressive concrete crushing at ôu in 
the under-reinforced beams o f (Du et al. 2007a). In these beams, the timing of concrete 
crushing and rebar rupture are much closer than in beams with low confinement (in 
uneorroded beams with low confinement crushing occurs much earlier than rebar rupture). 
As a result o f this mechanism, which it has been observed experimentally (Du et al. 2007a), 
a small amount o f corrosion loss, Qcor, is sufficient to cause the transition from concrete 
crushing (ductile behaviour) to rebar rupture (brittle behaviour) at ôu.
The values of eq = 0.09 and ay2  = 0.037 (ribbed rebars embedded in concrete -  
Equation 3.19) are assumed in the analyses o f numerical models 11 IDA, see Table 4.5. 
Since the available ductility of these beams is affected by eq and ay2 , these parameters are 
examined in the next sections. In models 11 IDA the influence of bond deterioration was 
considered in their analyses using Equation 3.21. Finally, the influence o f bond 
deterioration is examined using numerical models 11 IDD in Section 4.8.2.4.
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4.8.3 Effect of «^2 on residual ductility of corroding beams
In this section, the effect of different values for the coefficient ay2 on the available residual 
ductility of corroded beams, is examined using numerical models 11 IDB (see Table 4.6). 
In models 11 IDB a higher value of ay  ^ is adopted (oc^ 2 = 0.044) compared to models 
11 IDA (% 2  = 0.037) for the assessment of beam’s residual ductility. The value o f ay  ^ = 
0.044 corresponds to the average experimental value of % 2 (Equation 3.19) obtained using 
specimens with plain and ribbed rebars in concrete (Du et al. 2005b). In their study, the 
generally conservative value of % 2 = 0.05 is suggested when assessing the residual 
ultimate strain of corroded rebars. This value is approximately 35% higher (i.e. 
conservative) than the value obtained using corroded ribbed rebars embedded in concrete 
and thus it is not considered in the analysis.
Figure 4.20 shows the load-deflection curves o f 11 IDB beams where, similarly to 
11 IDA models, a gradual loss of yield-load capacity is observed as corrosion increases. An 
increase of the residual displacement ductility factor, //j, is observed in these beams, 
similarly to the previously discussed 11 IDA models (see Figures 4.20 and 4.21).
111DB5111DB7111DB0
111DB12
-g 25 111DB15 111DB9111DB18
= 20
111DBServiceability limit deflection
150 10 205 25 30
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 4.20. Load-deflection curves of numerical models 11 IDB.
Figure 4.20 and 4.21 show that for corrosion amounts up to 12% the 11 IDB models (i.e. 
models 11IDBO -  11 IDB 12) predicted similar displacement ductility factors with the ones 
predicted by the corresponding 11 IDA models (i.e. models 11 IDAO -  111DA9). In these 
models, the ultimate deflection is dictated by crushing o f the concrete in the beam’s 
compressive zone (similar behaviour is observed for 11 lDAO-111DA9 models). At Qcor =
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12% the model 11 IDB 12 predicted almost the same value o f i^ s with model 111DA12 
despite the swift o f its behaviour at Ôu from concrete crushing to rebar rupture (i.e. rebar 
rupture and concrete crushing occur almost simultaneously in model 111DB12). The 
higher value of ay2 adopted in models 11 IDB (Eq.3.19) caused the transition fi'om concrete 
crushing to rebar rupture to occur (earlier) at lower amounts of corrosion loss, Qcon 
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Figure 4.21. Effect of coefficient a^ i (Equation 3.19) on displacement ductility factor,//^, see also Tables 
4.6 and 4.10.
Figure 4.12 shows that the residual ductility o f model 111DB15 is much lower than the 
ductility o f model 111DA15. Furthermore, the results in Figure 4.21 indicate that once the 
transition from concrete crushing to rebar rupture at deflection Ôu has occurred, the 
reduction o f becomes directly proportional to Qcor- Figures 4.19a and 4.22a show that 
the behaviour o f models 11 IDA 12 and 11 IDB 12 at Ôu is determined by concrete crushing 
and rebar rupture, respectively. Only 3% additional corrosion damage caused a 25% 
(relative) decrease of fis in 11 IDB 15 model compared to 111DA15 model (Figure 4.21). 
Table 4.10. Results for l l lD B  beams.
Beam Service
load
Ps
(kN)
Yield load,
Py
(kN)
Displacement
ductility
factor,
Ms
Ultimate
deflection
(mm)
Deflection gcor 
at yielding, (%)
(mm)
Behaviour at 
ultimate 
deflection, Su
11 IDBO 21.73 36.92 3.13 26.99 8.61 0 Concrete crushing
111DB5 20.92 34.96 3.22 26.91 8.37 5 Concrete crushing
111DB7 20.56 34.00 3.29 26.76 8.14 7 Concrete crushing
111DB9 20.24 33.16 3.28 26.59 8.10 9 Concrete crushing
111DB12 19.63 31.68 3.38 26.33 7.79 12 Rebar rupture
111DB15 19.08 29.96 2.22 16.31 7.36 15 Rebar rupture
111DB18 18.40 28.36 1.68 12.15 7.22 18 Rebar rupture
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Figure 4.22. Strain evolution in the tension rebars of corroded beams with gg = 0.09: (a) 111DB12 {Q^ or 
= 12%), (b) 111DB15 {Qcor = 15%) and (c) 111DB18 {Qcor = 18%). Uyi in Equation 3.19 is taken as 0.044. 
Note that each curve corresponds to one mesh truss element representing the tension rebars.
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The only difference between 111 DA and 11 IDB models is the different value of % 2 used 
in each case. Based on these observations it can be concluded that the % 2  is very sensitive 
in the predicted failure mode of the beams. Figure 4.21 indicates that further corrosion 
caused a much faster loss o f ductility in modes 11 IDB 15 and 11 IDB 18 compared to their 
corresponding 11 IDA models.
The results indicate that the use of a conservative value o f % 2 is likely to produce 
conservative estimates o f the residual beam’s ductility. Clearly more research is needed to 
obtain accurate estimates o f ay2 in Equation 3.19, considering different influencing 
parameters such as larger corrosion range (corrosion range used to derive % 2 in (Du et al. 
2005b) for ribbed rebar in concrete is limited to Qcor = 0 -  10.3%), varying rebar diameter 
and (initial) mechanical properties of the rebars while uncorroded and corrosion current 
used to induce accelerated corrosion.
4.8.4 Effect of £o on residual ductility of corroding beams
In this section the influence o f the initial ultimate strain go is examined using numerical 
models 11 IDC. In these models, a value sq = 0.07 is adopted for their analyses, see Tables
4.7 and 4.5 (sq = 0.09, for group 11 IDA). Figure 4.23 shows the load-deflection curves for 
models 11 IDC models.
111DC5111DC7111DC0
35
111DC9Z 111DC12
25 : 111DC18 111DC15"Droo
ot-
Serviceability limit deflection 111DC
100 15 20 25 305
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 4.23. Load-deflection curves of numerical models 11 IDC.
As expected, similarly to analysis cases 11 IDA and 11 IDB, a gradual loss o f yield-load 
capacity is observed for increasing amounts of corrosion damage, accompanied by an
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initial increase of the values of ultimate deflection, for corrosion losses up to 12%. At 
higher amounts o f corrosion damage (models 111DC15 and 111DC18), the ultimate 
deflections o f the beams reduce significantly, see Table 4.11.
Table 4.11. Results for lllD C  beams.
Beam Service Yield load. Displacement Ultimate Deflection at Qcor Behaviour at
load Py ductility deflection yielding. (%) ultimate
Ps (kN) factor. S. 4 deflection, <5„
(kN) Ms (mm) (mm)
lllD C O 21.73 37.02 3^7 26.46 &61 0 Concrete crushing
111DC5 20.92 34.96 3.16 2649 837 5 Concrete crushing
111DC7 2&56 34.00 3.25 26.45 8.14 7 Concrete crushing
111DC9 2ft24 33.16 3.26 2637 830 9 Concrete crushing
111DC12 19.63 3L68 3J8 2633 7.79 12 Concrete crushing
111DC15 19.08 29.96 230 16.90 7.36 15 Rebar rupture
111DC18 18.40 28J6 1.94 13.99 732 18 Rebar rupture
Figure 4.24 shows a comparison between the residual ductility (expressed using jus) o f the 
l l l D C  and 11 IDA for varying corrosion damage. The results indicate that a lower value 
o f So resulted in slightly higher ductility increase for amounts of corrosion damage up to 
Qcor = 12%, compared to the relative increase of ductility observed in the corresponding 
111 DA models where go = 0.09.
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Figure 4.24. Effect of initial ultimate strain (Equation 3.19) in tension rebars on displacement 
ductility factor,//^, for varying corrosion loss Qc„n see Tables 4.7 and 4.11.
Despite the initial higher relative ductility factors o f l l l D C  models compared to 11 IDA 
models for Qcor up to 12% (Figure 4.24), the transition from concrete crushing towards 
premature rebar rupture occurs earlier in models l l lD C ;  thereafter fis in l l l D C  models 
deteriorates much faster compared to 11 IDA models, see Figures 4.25b,c and 4.19b, c.
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Figure 4.25. Strain evolution in the tension rebars of corroded beams with a 2^ ^ 0.037 and gg -  0.07: 
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As a result, at higher amounts of corrosion Qcor, in 111DC15 and 111DC18 models, the 
ultimate deflection, Ôu, which is associated with the rupture of the tensile rebars, is shifting 
closer to the deflection corresponding to the to initial rebar yielding as shown in Figure 
4.25a to c.
The above discussion indicates that the assessment of existing corroded structures 
requires information on the mechanical properties o f the rebars, while uncorroded. This 
data in some cases can be retrieved from the structure’s original documentation, i.e. design 
calculations and drawings. Alternatively, when such information is not available, tension 
tests may be performed on rebar specimens extracted from carefully selected locations of 
the actual structure.
4.8.5 Effect of bond deterioration on beam ductility
Numerical models l l l D D  are used to quantify the effect of bond deterioration on the 
residual ductility o f corroded beams. In these models, which are otherwise similar to 
11 IDA, it is assumed that bond o f the tension rebars with concrete is undamaged (i.e. the 
bond properties o f control beam 11IDDO are used in all 11IDD models, see Table 4.8). In 
all cases, no end anchorage failure is assumed. All other effects of corrosion are considered 
in the analysis and the values ayi = 0.037 and so = 0.09 are used in these analyses.
Figure 4.26 shows the load-deflection curves for models 11 IDD. As expected, a 
loss of yield-load capacity is observed for increasing amounts of corrosion damage. Initial 
(small) increases o f the values of for Qcor up to 12% are predicted by the numerical 
models 111DD5-111DD12.
111DD5111DD7111DD0
40
35
111DD12
111DD9 111DD15111DD18
20 :
10 :
111DDServiceability limit deflection
150 5 10 20 25 30
Mid-span deflection (mm) 
Figure 4.26. Load-deflection curves of numerical models lllD D .
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In Figure 4.27, the initial increase of available ductility is followed by a decrease o f jUs for 
higher amounts of corrosion losses (i.e. Qcor > 12%). For up to Qcor = 12% the predicted 
displacement ductility factors of 11 IDD beams are higher than the values predicted for 
11 IDA models; their relative difference, however, is small.
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Figure 4.27. Effect of bond deterioration on residual ductility factor for varying amounts of corrosion 
damage, see Tables 4.8 and 4.12.
Based on this observation, it can be concluded that bond deterioration has a relatively 
small influence on the beam’s ductility for small values o f Qcor- It should be noted that as 
corrosion damage progresses also bond deterioration evolves (increases). Consequently, 
the effect of bond deterioration on the beam’s performance is more likely to be significant 
at higher degrees o f corrosion damage. The results of Figure 4.27 indicate that although the 
numerical model 111DD15 predicted a decreased value o f fis compared to 11 IDD 12, the 
available ductility in this model (11 IDD 15) remained above the value of jus predicted for 
the control model 11 IDDO (i.e. approximately 4% higher). As corrosion progresses the 
residual fis o f model 11 IDD 18 {Qcor = 18%) reduces to approximately 15% below the 
ductility factor o f its corresponding control beam 11 IDDO, see Figure 4.27. Similarly to 
model 111DD15, which predicted a higher ductility factor than model 111DA15, model 
11 IDD 18 also predicted a noticeably higher ductility factor fis compared to model 
111DA18 (with bond deterioration), see Tables 4.9 and 4.12.
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Table 4.12. Results for l l lD D  beams.
Beam Service Yield load. Displacement Ultimate Deflection at Qcor Behaviour at
load
P s
Py
(kN)
ductility
factor.
deflection,
ÔU
yielding. (%) ultimate 
deflection, <5„
(kN) Hô (mm) (mm)
11 IDDO 21.73 36j% 3.13 26.99 8.61 0 Concrete crushing
111DD5 21.00 34.92 3.29 27.23 8.29 5 Concrete crushing
111DD7 20.69 33.98 3.33 27.31 8.20 7 Concrete crushing
111DD9 20.44 33.12 3.40 27.32 8.05 9 Concrete crushing
111DD12 20.01 31.66 3.50 27.63 7.89 12 Concrete crushing
111DD15 19.57 30.08 3.26 24.85 7.63 15 Rebar rupture
111DD18 19.16 28.50 2.67 19.72 7.38 18 Rebar rupture
The results in Figure 4.27 indicate that bond deterioration mainly affects the values of fi§ in 
the highly corroded beams, where the transition from concrete crushing to premature rebar 
rupture at ôu has taken place (i.e. models 111DD15 and 111DD18 and the corresponding 
111DA15 and 111DA18). This behaviour could be explained by the re-distributed strains 
due to the bond deterioration along the rebars’ length, see Figures 4.19 and 4.28.
Further discussion on the effect o f  bond loss on the ductility o f  beams 
In the present analyses, the confining shear links are assumed to remain uncorroded in all 
models examined. Thus the residual bond, in the corroded numerical models, is relatively 
high compared to the control beam, see Table 4.5. In the case that both the longitudinal 
rebars and shear links corrode simultaneously -  which is commonly observed in practice -  
bond deterioration is expected to be much higher. So far, most experimental studies 
focused their interest on the effect of bond deterioration on the serviceability performance 
of corroded beams (i.e. loss of bending stiffness and cracking patterns due to impaired 
bond). The results presented in this section indicate that bond deterioration could 
potentially have a significant effect on the residual ductility o f corroded beams. In the 
numerical study of Coronelli and Gambarova (2004) results were presented for an 
uncorroded beam with very high bond deterioration along the entire lengths o f its tension 
rebars. Although this scenario is deemed unrealistic, the results indicated that high bond 
deterioration over substantial lengths o f the rebars have an adverse effect on beams 
ductility. The results presented in here, in conjunction with results from previous studies 
indicate the need to design further experimental investigations to systematically study the 
influence of bond deterioration on the ductile performance of corroded beams. The 
numerical models used in this section to study the effect o f corrosion on the residual 
ductility o f under-reinforced beams assumed a constant value of concrete compressive 
strength,^ = 34MPa.
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Figure 4.28. Strain evolution in the tension rebars of corroded beams with Cq = 0.09: (a) 111DD12 (g^ or 
= 12%), (b) 11DD15 {Qcor = 15%) and (c) 111DD18 {Qc„r = 18%). For models 11 IDD, « ^ 2  in Equation 
3.19 is taken as 0.037. Note that each curve corresponds to one mesh truss element representing the 
tension rebars.
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This factor requires further examination sinee it is likely to affeet not only the available 
ductility of uneorroded under-reinforced beams but also the timing o f transition from 
concrete crushing at Ôu towards premature rebar rupture due to corrosion.
4.9 Concluding rem arks
Rebar corrosion is the most common deterioration mechanism affecting the performance of 
RC structures (e.g. loss of capacity, ductility, etc.). The 2D nonlinear FE models developed 
in Chapter 3 were used to assess the structural performance of a series o f RC beams 
damaged by varying amounts o f corrosion at different locations. Key parameters affecting 
the performance of corroded members were identified and their influence on the behaviour 
of under-reinforced beams was quantified. These included the influence o f compressive 
strength o f concrete, impaired bond performance (due to corrosion in the tension rebars) 
and corrosion damage in the compressive regions o f under-reinforeed beams. The 
following conclusions are drawn from this study:
1) Loss of steel area and associated concrete damage/seetion-loss (due to the 
accumulation o f expansive corrosion products) are found to be the main causes for loss of 
load capacity and bending stiffness.
2) Concrete compressive strength appears to have little (relative) influence on the 
predicted load-deflection response of uneorroded beams, or beams damaged by corrosion 
only in their tension region. By contrast, the load-deflection response of beams damaged 
by corrosion in their compressive region is particularly sensitive to the compressive 
strength; this o f course depends on the corrosion intensity in the affected top rebars. At 
about, Qcor = 10-15% corrosion loss in the top rebars, concrete crushing of the top cover 
occurs prior to tension rebar yielding.
3) The effect of bond deterioration was examined for two eorrosion-damage 
scenarios; one with partial bond damage (model T282a) and one with bond deterioration 
occurring along the entire length (11-type models), o f the tensile rebars. The load- 
defleetion response in both cases was found to be relatively unaffected by the impaired 
bond. This indicates that bond damage may be omitted for ULS strength predictions of 
corroded beams, provided that the tension bars are well-anchored at their ends.
4) The bond deterioration is responsible for changes in cracking patterns and widths, 
i.e. increasing bond deterioration results in increasing crack spacing and widths. 
Consequently, modelling bond deterioration is highly significant for performance 
assessment at the serviceability limit state.
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5) Performance is sensitive to cover concrete damage in the compressive zone; 
ignoring this leads to over-estimation o f structural performance at the both the 
serviceability and ultimate limit states. Excluding the effect o f the damaged cover from the 
analysis, a simplification necessary in sectional analysis, results in under-estimation o f the 
serviceability performance. In both cases, the magnitude of the error depends on the degree 
of corrosion damage in the compressive rebars and the concrete strength,^, o f the beams. 
Hence, the detailed system based models developed in Chapter 3, is a suitable means of 
assessing both strength and serviceability performance of corroded members as well as in 
capturing changes in the failure modes.
6) The numerical models predicted an increase o f beam’s ductility for increasing 
amounts of corrosion, up to approx. Qcor ~ 12% loss. This behaviour was found to be due 
to the beneficial effect o f reducing tension steel area and yield strength on beam’s ductility.
7) At higher amount of corrosion {Qcor > 12% loss), beam’s ductility started to 
deteriorate due to a transition in beam’s behaviour at ultimate deflection, from concrete 
crushing towards premature rupture of the corroded tension rebars.
8) The loss o f ductility and change in beam behaviour at du (i.e. transition from 
concrete crushing to premature rebar rupture) in the examined beams o f Section 4.8 is 
associated with the premature rupture o f the highly corroded tensile rebars {Qcor > 12%).
9) The value o f Qcor at which premature rebar rupture occurs is strongly influenced 
by the value o f coefficient 0^2 as well as the initial ultimate strain sq o f the rebar while 
uneorroded. Hence, more research is required to accurately establish parameter «^2-
10) Bond deterioration was found to have an adverse effect on residual ductility of 
the beams. This, however, is observed only at higher amounts o f corrosion, Qcor, where 
premature rebar rupture occurs prior to concrete crushing at
The use of such numerical models can not only serve as a tool for the assessment of 
existing structures, but also as a complementary tool for planning and optimisation of 
future experimental studies by establishing an a priori parameter sensitivity (even though 
some are difficult to control in physical experimentation).
The performance o f in-serviee RC beams, affected by spatially varying corrosion 
intensities, is a function o f complex interactions o f the various damages in the system and 
their interdependencies. This underlines the limitations o f conventional sectional analysis 
methods in advanced assessment and performance prediction studies, and hence the need 
to develop system based models such as the one presented in this study.
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5
Reliability analysis using adaptive-response surface method
5.1 Introduction
Reliability analysis is a widely accepted method to assess the deteriorating structures 
underpinning uncertainties in quantifying the deterioration processes. FORM/SORM are 
computationally efficient methods for the probabilistic performance assessment of the 
structure, especially when the performance function is expressed in explicit form. The 
performance function is only implicitly available when using non-linear FE analysis 
(NLFEA). Monte Carlo simulation can be used for such situations; this, however, may 
result in prohibitively high computational cost.
The response surface method (RSM) is an attractive method for dealing with 
implicit functions. It uses a low-order polynomial to approximate the actual (unknown) 
performance function, using a set o f sampling points in the variable space (i.e. 
experimental design) at which the implicit function is evaluated. The available methods for 
reliability analysis, such as FORM/SORM or MCS, can then be used to obtain the 
probability of failure.
In this chapter, an adaptive method for reliability analysis is developed which 
utilizes NLFEA and RSM to approximate the performance functions of corroding RC 
members. FORM is then used through an iterative procedure to determine the reliability 
index p. Initially, the fundamentals concepts o f FORM/SORM are reviewed and the 
different important aspects of using RSM within the context of reliability analysis are 
discussed.
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The proposed procedure is validated using three numerical examples from the 
literature, in Sections 5.6.1 to 5.6.3. In Chapter 6 the methodology is used for the reliability 
analysis o f corroding RC beams, considering different performance limit states.
5.2 Reliability analysis framework
Reliability analysis allows the estimation of failure probability o f a structure for different 
limit states, for instance load-capacity o f a beam. The main concept o f reliability analysis 
is schematically depicted in Figure 5.1.
V
V
o Sensitrvit/M easures
Figure 5.1. Schematic description of reliability analysis concept (Shetty and Chubb 1999).
A key requirement for performing reliability analysis is the availability of the performance 
function for the limit state o f the structure under consideration. The performance function, 
which allows the quantitative performance evaluation, may be provided in explicit (i.e. 
closed form expression) or implicit form (e.g. numerical algorithm such as TEA). The 
performance function of a structural element is given as:
M  = R - S  Equation 5.1
where, M  is the safety margin, R is the resistance and S  is the load effects. M  < 0 denotes
the attainment o f the limit state. The probability o f failure is expressed using Equation 5.2.
P f= P \M  < O] = P (7? -  iS < O) Equation 5.2
with the reliability of the structure given from Equation 5.3. 
R eliab ility  = 1 -  pj. Equation 5.3
With reference to Figure 5.2 and assuming statistical independence between R and S, the 
probability of failure,/y, can be computed using Equation 5.4.
P f = \P R { x ) fs {x )d x Equation 5.4
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Figure 5.2. Computation of failure probability.
In most cases, the performance function involves more than two variables. For instance, in 
this study R, which is a function o f parameters representing material properties, bond, 
corrosion damage, etc, is given from Equation 5.5.
7? = G [Xj, X 2 ,..., Xj^ ] Equation 5.5
In this case the probability o f failure now reads as per Equation 5.6.
= />[;?- s  < 0 ] = p [ M  < 0 ]=
P {G [X ,,X „ ...,X „ ]-S < 0 }
Equation 5.6
Equation 5.6 can be expressed using the convolution integral given by Equation 5.7.
P f = P [M (x .) < 0 ]  = J... J /x  (x )dx Equation 5.7
M<0
where,7x(.) is the joint probability density function of the A: random variables.
The reliability o f a structural element is generally expressed using the reliability 
index, P (Equation 5.8).
p  Equation 5.8
where, 0 [.] is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal variable. The 
available methods for reliability analysis are discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.
5.2.1 Time-dependent reliability analysis
The preceded discussion is relevant to time-independent problems. In time-dependent 
problems, both the resistance and load effects may evolve as time progresses. In this study, 
S  is assumed time-independent since the emphasis is on the change in reliability due to 
corrosion impacting the resistance variables. Other cases may involve problems where both
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the resistance and load effects are time-dependent or only the load is time-dependent 
(Rafiq 2005).
The time-dependent performance function is now expressed using Equation 5.9. 
M [t)  = Equation 5.9a
with, R{t) = G ^X ^(t) ,X ^(t),...,X j^{ t)^  Equation 5.9b
where, X\{t)..Xijit) are the resistance variables, which are time-dependent due to 
progressing deterioration. The instantaneous probability o f failure and the reliability index 
are given from Equations 5.10 and 5.11, respectively.
p^(0 = P [if(f)-‘5'^0] =
P { g [X ,(? ) ,X ,( / ) , . . . ,X „ (? ) ] -5 < 0 } = J . . .  I  / x ( x ) A  Equation5.10
M {t ) < 0
p  (/) = [ pj- (r)] Equation 5.11
The direct integration o f Equation 5.7 (also Equation 5.10) in most cases is impractical. 
The evaluation o f the integral of Equation 5.7 can be achieved using other reliability 
methods such as simulation (i.e. Monte Carlo methods) or approximate analytical methods 
(i.e. FORM/SORM); these are discussed next.
5.3 Methods for reliability analysis
The available methods for the reliability analysis o f structural elements are summarised as 
follows (Melchers 1999).
• Direct integration,
• Numerical integration using Monte Carlo methods,
• Transformation methods such as the First- and Second- order reliability methods 
(FORM/SORM).
The use o f direct integration for the evaluation of Equation 5.7 is suitable for a small 
number o f simplified cases (Melchers 1999). In practical problems the complexity o f 
Equation 5.7 would not allow the use of direct integration. Alternatively, Monte Carlo 
simulation (MCS) and transformation methods such as FORM/SORM can be used, which 
are more suitable for complex performance functions; these are discussed in Sections 5.3.1 
and 5.3.2, respectively.
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5.3.1 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)
Monte Carlo simulation is considered as the most accurate method available for reliability 
analysis. This method can be used to evaluate the integral o f Equation 5.7 using randomly 
generated input -  from known distributions -  for the variables of performance function, 
M(x/). More specifically, in each evaluation (i.e. each run) o f the performance function, 
M(x/), a randomly generated value is obtained for each random variable. Failure of the 
structure occurs, when the randomly generated variable combination, results in M(x,) < 0, 
which indicates the attainment o f a limit state. The number of failed runs (i.e. M(x,) < 0) 
are counted and the probability o f failure is estimated using Equation 5.12.
«rM(x,.)<oi
P f ~ — —------  Equation 5.12
where, n is the number o f runs resulted in [M(x/) < 0] and N  is the total number o f runs. 
Several methods have been proposed in literature on the selection the total number N  o f 
runs required for a specific confidence level. For example. Eroding et al. (1964) proposed 
Equation 5.13 for the estimation of N  (Melchers 1999, p.70).
- l n ( l - C )
N  >----- ------- - Equation 5.13
P f
where, C is the confidence level. Equation 5.13 implies that for small probabilities of 
failure pf, which are common in structural engineering, the number of runs required is large. 
In the case that each run in MCS is performed using FE analysis, the computational cost 
involved becomes very high.
To reduce the computational cost involved in the simulation, a number o f variance 
reduction methods are available, including Importance Sampling, Latin Hypercube 
Sampling, Adaptive Sampling, Directional Sampling and Stratified Sampling among others. 
More details regarding different aspects involved in Monte Carlo simulation methods for 
reliability analysis can be found in standard textbooks, for example see (Sundararajan 1995, 
Melchers 1999).
5.3.2 First- and Second- order reliability methods (FORM/SORM)
In this section the First and Second order reliability methods are discussed, with reference 
to key stages in the development of these methods.
An analytical solution o f Equation 5.7 is possible when both variables R and S  are 
normally distributed. Assuming that R and S  have mean and variance values (//r, o^r) and
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(Ms , s), respectively, the mean f i z  and variance o z  o f the safety margin Z  = i? -  S' is given 
from Equations 5.14 and 5.15, respectively.
/^z~ f^R ~  Equation 5.14
<j I = cj^r-\- <jg Equation 5.15
Using Equations 5.14 and 5.15, Equation 5.7 can be rewritten using Equation 5.16, below.
/ 7 ^ = P ( 7 ? - S < 0 )  = P ( Z < 0 )  = (D
\  J
= 0 ( - j8 )  Equation 5.16
where, 0(.) is the standard normal distribution function and p  is the reliability index 
defined using Equation 5.17, see also Figure 5.3.
/5=  — Equation 5.17
In general the reliability index is used to describe the reliability o f a structure. Hence 
Equation 5.11 is rewritten using Equation 5.18.
P = ) Equation 5.18
Oz Poz
Pf
V
(b)
0 m
Pz
Figure 5.3. (a) Basic reliability problem with two variables and (b) distribution of safety margin Z.
The method presented so far, which is known as the First-Order Second-Moment method 
(FCSM), assumes that the problem involves only two variables which are both normally 
distributed and the method can only use information o f the first two moments o f each 
random variable (Sundararajan 1995, Schneider 1997). In actual engineering problems, it is 
likely that the problem under consideration will involve more than two variables, some o f 
which may not be normally distributed (Haidar and Mahadevan 2000). It was observed that, 
using the approach presented so far, the results are dependant on the formulation o f the
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limit state function; this problem is known as the invariance problem (Schneider 1997, 
Melchers 1999). The invariance problem was solved by Hasofer and Lind (1974) by means 
o f transforming the limit state function into the standard space (known also as reduced 
space), using Equation 5.19.
X- — ji
 -------------------------------   Equation 5.19
where, 7/ is the each random variable with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1. Each 
random variable o f the limit state function is transformed using Equation 5.19. The 
Hasofer-Lind reliability index, p, is now defined as the minimum distance of the M(X) = 0 
from the origin o f the standard space as shown in Figure 5.4. The closest point of the limit 
state function to the origin is known as the design point. The method can be used to 
compute the exact probability of failure in problems where all variables involved are 
normally distributed and the limit state function is linear. To consider non-normally 
distributed random variables, their distributions need to be transformed into equivalent 
normal distributions (Sundararajan 1995). Two methods have emerged from the above 
formulation and extensions depending on the approximation of the limit state function at 
the design point. These are the first- and second- order reliability methods (FORM/SORM). 
If the limit state function is linear, the exact solution can be obtained using FORM. When 
the limit state function is non-linear, FORM will provide only an approximate solution 
since it uses a linear approximation (i.e. hyperplane) to model the area o f the design point 
as shown in Figure 5.4 (i.e. first order terms of Taylor series). Alternatively, SORM can 
include second-order terms in the Taylor approximation at the design point (see Figure 5.4). 
In this case a hyper-surface is used to approximate the limit state function at the design 
point (Schneider 1997, Melchers 1999).
SORM
Limit state 
function, M = 0
FORM
approximationFailure
region
Safe
region
Design point
^  Ys
Figure 5.4. FORM and SORM approximations of the limit state function in standard normal space.
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At the design point, the sensitivity factors (i.e. direction cosines) are also obtained, which 
represent the sensitivity o f the transformed limit state function M(x,) to changes in x, 
(Melchers 1999). In the case that the sensitivity factor of a random variable is shown to be 
small, (e.g. near zero), the variable can be treated as deterministic.
5.3.3 Im plicit perform ance functions
The use o f the available reliability analysis methods discussed in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 
require the availability o f some form of the limit state function. The limit state function, M, 
may be available in explicit or implicit forms. Explicit form implies that M is available as a 
closed form expression. In this case, reliability analysis can be performed using one o f the 
previously discussed reliability analysis methods (see Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). In contrary, 
when the performance of the structure is computed through a numerical method, for 
instance non-linear FE analysis, the limit state function is available only implicitly. The 
Monte Carlo simulation methods, (Section 5.3.1), can be used in conjunction with either 
form o f the limit state. The use o f MCS together with NLFEA may result in prohibitively 
high computation cost due to the large number o f FE evaluations required for the 
computation o fp/, see Equation 5.13. Even though FORM/SORM can be used in problems 
with implicit functions, by evaluation of the implicit performance function and its gradient 
(Sudret and Kiureghian 2000, Duprat and Sellier 2006), these methods are computationally 
efficient when the performance function is explicitly available (Haidar and Mahadevan 
2000).
The response surface method (RSM) has been proposed as an attractive method for 
dealing with implicit functions. In this method, the implicit performance function (e.g. 
numerical model) is replaced by simple polynomial functions (also known as meta-models). 
More specifically, the method, uses a low-order polynomial to approximate the actual 
(unknown) performance function, using a set o f sampling points in the variable space (i.e. 
experimental design) at which the implicit function is evaluated. Since the shape o f the 
actual performance function is not known, caution should be paid when selecting the 
approximating function (e.g. or 2"^ order model, with or without factor interactions). 
This implies that the careless use o f RSM can introduce significant error in describing the 
actual (unknown) performance function.
The different aspects involved in the application of RSM within the context of 
reliability analysis of structures with implicit functions are discussed in Section 5.4.
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5.4 Response surface method (RSM)
The response surface method (RSM) was originally developed to study empirically the 
relationships o f influencing variables on the response (i.e. yield) o f chemical processes 
(Montgomery 2000). Recently, RSM has been an active research area in the field of 
structural engineering. The use o f non-linear FE analysis, which is an important tool for the 
assessment o f deteriorating structures, requires input regarding the material properties and 
geometry o f the structure. It is well known that uncertainties are involved in both the 
material and geometrical properties o f structural elements. Although, several methods are 
available for the quantification o f uncertainties in structural response (see Section 5.3), in 
many cases their application is deemed impractical due to the large number o f FE runs 
required in probabilistic analysis. RSM has been proposed as an alternative method for the 
approximation o f the performance function using a limited number o f deterministic FE 
analyses. Once a suitable approximation of the performance function is available, 
reliability analysis can proceed. The fundamental concepts involved in the application of 
NLFEA and RSM within the context of reliability analysis are discussed in Section 5.4.1 
below.
5.4.1 Fundamentals of reliability analysis using RSM
As discussed in previous sections of this chapter, FORM/SORM methods are 
computationally efficient when the performance function o f the structure is available in 
explicit form. The main concept of using RSM together with FE analysis -  within the 
context o f reliability analysis using FORM/SORM -  is to replace the implicit performance 
function (in our case the FE algorithm) with a low-order polynomial, using a set of 
carefully selected (experimental) points in the variable space, i.e. experimental design (ED). 
At these points the implicit function is evaluated and the collected response data is used to 
fit low-order polynomials by means of multiple regression analysis (i.e. least square 
method). The different available useful experimental designs, which can be used in 
reliability analysis using RSM, are discussed in the following Section 5.4.2. Once the 
performance function is available explicitly, FORM is used to search for the design point. 
Since the coordinates o f the design point are not initially known, commonly RSM is used 
to approximate the performance function around the mean values of the random variables. 
This implies that the location o f the design point is likely to be far from the center o f the 
experimental design (in some cases outside the variable space covered by the initial 
experimental design). Hence, the RSM approximation may not be sufficiently accurate at
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the design point location. In general, some sort o f iterative algorithm is usually required to 
ensure that the actual performance function is accurately modelled at the region o f the 
design point, e.g. (Bucher and Bourgund 1990, Kim and Na 1997, Chryssanthopoulos 1998, 
Wong et al. 2005). A generic flowchart o f reliability analysis using RSM is schematically 
depicted in Figure 5.5. In previous studies, different iterative RSM schemes have been 
proposed aiming to determine the coordinates o f the design point using minimum possible 
number o f iterations (and hence numerical experiments). The majority of the existing 
studies fall within Stage 3 of Figure 5.5. Important factors which influence the accuracy of 
the RSM approximations are the selection o f a suitable response function and the variable 
range covered by the experimental design; these are discussed in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.3, 
respectively.
Stage 1:
-One variable at a time (OVAT) 
-Fractional factorials 
-Previous knowledge and 
engineering judgement
Selection of random 
variables
Stage 2:
-Range selection for random variables 
-Selection of response function 
-Initial approximation of performance 
function, usually around mean values
Response surface 
analysis (Numerical 
experiments)
Stage 3;
-Search for design point 
-Convergence criterion of 
reliability index ^
-Strategies for establishing new 
design center and sampling points 
-Iterative procedure for 
convergence of p
■NO
New
design
point
Reliability
analysis
Convergence?
Stage 4:
-Reliability index p  or pf 
-Evolution of p  with time t Output
results
Figure 5.5. Flowchart showing the generic procedure of reliability analysis using adaptive-response 
surface method.
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5.4.2 Experim ental design (ED)
The experimental design (ED) is a set o f carefully selected points in the variable space, 
where the implicit performance function (i.e. FE code) is evaluated. Hence, it follows that 
each ED point corresponds to one FE run. Regression analysis is used on the response data, 
collected from the ED, to fit a low-order polynomial. A number o f EDs are available in 
literature (Box and Drapper 1987, Myers et al. 2009); the selection o f a suitable ED 
depends on the selected response function to be used in the approximation o f the actual 
(unknown) performance function. Commonly used response functions in RSM are 
including the and 2^ ^^ - order polynomials given by Equations 5.20 and 5.21.
r  = Equation 5.20
1=1 i<j
Y  = Po + t , P , X , + f ^ p „ X f + 'E I . k A ^ j  Equation 5.21
/=1 /=1 7< J
where, are the regression coefficients to be determined. The model o f Equation 5.20 is 
suitable for linear (or nearly linear) performance functions. In contrary, if  significant 
surface curvature is present in the D^-order model may prove inadequate. In this case the 
2"^-order model is adopted (Equation 5.21). In Equations 5.20 and 5.21 the two-factor 
interactions (cross-terms) are included. In the case that the number o f factors k  (i.e. k  
random variables) is k  > 2, interactions among 3 or more factors may exist. It is not 
uncommon interactions among three or more factors to be ignored assuming that they are 
negligible (in some studies also two-factor interactions are ignored).
The location o f each ED point o f the factorial is coded using Equations 5.22 to 5.24, 
which facilitates the estimation of the regression coefficient J3’s (Cornell 1990, Myers et al. 
2009).
^ui = ( “  ^ /  ) / Equat i on 5.22
= (^,.W + ^ , .w ) /2  Equation 5.23
S, = )A  Equation 5.24
where, is the coded variable (-1, 0 or 1, see Figure 5.6 and Appendix Bl),  is the 
variable in normal units and Xfjow and Xj^ Mgh are the low and high levels o f the random
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variable respectively. Commonly used EDs, among others, are the factorial and central 
composite (CCD) designs -  for the fitting o f and 2"^ order models -  and they are 
discussed in Sections 5.4.2.1 and 5.4.2.2, respectively.
5.4.2.1 Factorial designs
Two-level factorial designs are popular experimental designs for the fitting o f the E^-order 
model (see Equation 5.20). In these designs every variable has two levels, which in coded 
format produce -1 and 1 levels, see Equations 5.22 to 5.24. A complete two-level factorial, 
in which the total number o f experimental points are 2^ (e.g. for 3 variables, 2  ^ = 8 
experimental points, see factorial points in Figure 5.6), allows the estimation o f the 
regression coefficients, p ’s, o f all main effects and interactions among the main variables. 
In many cases, researchers in previous studies omitted all potential interactions, e.g. (Kim 
and Na 1997, Wong et al. 2005), while others proposed to include the two-factor 
interactions, e.g. (Soares et al. 2002). As the number of variables k  increases, the ED points 
and hence the number o f FE runs, increase non-linearly. In the case that some interactions 
among the main random variables are known to be zero, it is not necessary to perform the 
complete factorial ED to estimate the required coefficients, in Equations 5.20 and 5.21 
Instead, fractional factorial designs -  which are more economical than full factorials -  can 
be used to estimate the main effects and some o f the interactions. The total number o f runs 
in fractional factorial is 2^''”, where m determines the fraction of the full factorial to be used, 
see Appendix B2 for details. The selection of a fractional design is influenced by the main 
and interaction effects that need to be determined. In this study, the main effects and the 
two-factor interaction effects are considered in the approximations (Equations 5.20 and
5.21). Hence, the selected factorial design should allow the estimation of the main and 
two-factor interaction effects. The suitability of a fractional factorial design is determined 
from its resolution, which determines the confounding patterns between the main and 
interaction effects. The main aspects o f each design resolution may be summarised as 
follows (Box and Drapper 1987, Myers et al. 2009):
• Resolution H I  fractional factorial designs: In this design resolution, the main
effects are not confounded (or aliased) with any other main effects. Main effects,
however, are confounded with two-factor interactions.
• Resolution I V  fractional factorial designs: In this design resolution, the main
effects are not confounded with any other main effects or two-factor interactions.
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Two-factor interactions, however, are confounded with other two-factor 
interactions.
• Resolution V  fractional factorial designs: In this design resolution, the main 
effects and the two-factor interaction effects are not confounded with any other 
main effects or two-factor interactions. Two-factor interactions, however, are 
confounded with three-factor interaction effects.
Based on the limitations of each resolution class, the estimation of the main and two-factor 
interaction effects requires a fractional factorial design o f minimum resolution V. This 
implies that fractional designs can be only used for the fitting of Equation 5.20 when the 
main variables k>  5, in order to ensure that main and two-factor interaction effects are not 
confounded with any main or two-factor interactions (Myers et al. 2009). Examples o f full 
and fractional factorial designs can be found in Appendices B l and B2.
In the case that the E^-order approximation using Equation 5.20 proves inadequate, 
the model is augmented by the addition o f the 2"^-order terms (Equation 5.21). In the 
following section EDs for the fitting of 2"^-order models are discussed.
5.4.2.2 Central composite designs (CCD)
In the presence o f curvature in the actual performance function, the D^-order model of 
Equation 5.20 will not be adequate. A commonly used experimental design for the fitting 
o f 2"^- order models is the Central Composite Design (CCD). Typically, a CCD consists of 
the following experimental points:
• 2* (or 2^''” for fractions) factorial points,
• 2k  axial points,
• 1 center run.
Three main types of CCD are available, depending on the location o f the axial points; these 
are the regular CCD (circumscribed), the Faced Centered Cube (FCC) and the inscribed 
(Montgomery 2000, MATLAB 2008). In the regular CCD, the axial points are placed 
outside the variable space covered by factorial design, see Figure 5.6. The distance a, o f 
the variable level from the design center for each axial point depends on the number of 
factorial points (and hence number of variables) involved in the problem. In general, in a
regular CCD the location of the axial points is a  = V ?  for full factorials or a  = for 
fractions (Cornell 1990). As the number of variables and hence factorial points are
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increasing, the value of a is also increases. This in turn, in some cases, may lead to 
unrealistic ED points, which are located outside the physically possible variable space. To 
overcome this limitation, an useful alternative ED for the fitting o f 2"^-order models is the 
FCC, which is a special case o f CCD, with a = \ .  Examples o f CCD and FCC designs for k  
= 3, can be seen in Figure 5.6a and 5.6b, respectively.
(a)
(b)
1 h 1)
4-
Factorial points
0,0, a)
Axial points 
T(0,0,1)
4" • —  •
4- • =  
(0, 0, 0)
Center run
4- • =
CCD T
m............  f"
■i rH
 !....  ........
FCC
I •  i-— i::: h'
Figure 5.6. Experimental design for the fitting of 2"‘*-order model for k = 3: (a) CCD and (b) Faced 
Center Cube (FCC).
Different useful experimental designs have been used by other researchers for the 
reliability analysis using RSM. A popular alternative is the 2n + 1 design, consisting o f 
axial and center points only (Bucher and Bourgund 1990). The main drawback o f this ED 
is its inability to estimate the potential two-factor interactions; in general the performance 
function is not known in advance, hence strong interactions among two factors could be 
missed.
5.4.3 Multiple linear regression analysis
Linear regression analysis is commonly used to fit the and 2"^ order polynomial models 
o f Equations 5.20 and 5.21, respectively. The term “linear regression” implies that the P ’s 
coefficients in these equations are linear, regardless o f the surface shape produced by the 
fitted model (Myers et al. 2009). In linear regression the least square method (LSM) is the 
most commonly used technique -  among others (e.g. Birkes and Dodge 1993) -  for the 
determination of the regression coefficients. In this study, LSM is used for the fitting o f 
Equations 5.20 and 5.21. In this section, LSM is briefly presented using matrix notation.
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More details regarding this well know method and its implementation in RSM can be 
found in standard texts, e.g. (Box and Drapper 1987, Cornell 1990, Meyers et al. 2009).
Using the response data o f Table 5.1, the model can be written as per Equation 5.25 
(Myers et al. 2009, Carley et al. 2004).
y = X p  + £ Equation 5.25
where, y is an (n x 1) vector of the response data, X  is an (n x p) matrix o f the random 
variables levels, p is a (p x 1) vector o f the regression coefficients and £ is an (n x 1) vector 
of random errors. The vector of least squares estimators, b , which minimizes Equation 5.26, 
needs to be found.
L = ^ £ ^  = £ £ = (y -  X p )  (y -  X p )  Equation 5.26
7=1
Following some matrix manipulations using Equation 5.26, we arrive at Equation 5.27, 
which is an unbiased estimator o f p (Myers et al. 2009).
b =  (X 'X )‘‘ x ' y  Equation 5.27
Finally, the residual between the observations y and the corresponding values predicted 
using the fitted model, is given from Equation 5.28.
e = y -  ÿ Equation 5.28
Table 5.1. Collected data for linear regression analysis.
y X l X2 ... Xk
y i X u Xl2 ... Xlk
yz X21 X22 ... X2k
yn Xnl Xn2 ... Xnk
5.5 Reliability analysis using adaptive-RSM
In this section the development of an adaptive-response surface method for reliability 
analysis is presented. The flowchart o f Figure 5.7 summarises the proposed method, while 
the different components of the procedure are discussed in Sections 5.5.1 to 5.5.4.
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Figure 5.7. Flowchart for reliability analysis using adaptive RSM.
5.5.1 Selection of response function
The selection of the terms to be included in the response function depends on the nature o f 
the actual limit state (i.e. linear, non-linear) and the existence o f interactions among the
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main random variables involved. The selection o f the terms to be included in the 
approximation determines the number o f ED points needed for the collection of response 
data. In most cases, the shape of the performance function (i.e. linear, non-linear) is not 
known in advance. If the performance function is strongly non-linear, the use of a fixed 
order function (Equation 5.20) may lead to an erroneous approximation of the performance 
function. In contrast, adopting the complete quadratic (or higher order) model (Equation
5.21) for linear performance functions may lead to unnecessarily high number of ED points, 
causing an increase o f the computational cost in each iteration. An alternative approach is 
the use o f stepwise regression methods, which includes forward selection, backward 
elimination and stepwise regression (Carley et al. 2004). Using these techniques, the 
approximation is obtained by adding or subtracting regressor parameters using statistical 
methods (i.e. F- or t- statistics). For example, Yu et al. (2002) proposed a modified 
stepwise procedure for the determination of the response surface. Their algorithm initially 
uses a linear approximation o f the response surface and further terms are added to the 
model at later iterations. The main drawback o f using stepwise regression methods is that 
the different techniques can result in different fitted models for the same problem. To 
ensure that all important terms are included in the final approximation it has been proposed 
to use all or a combination o f the stepwise techniques in the same problem (Carley et al. 
2004), e.g. stepwise regression followed by backward elimination.
In literature, several proposals have been made on what response functions should 
be used for the approximation of the performance function (linear and quadratic main 
effects, two- interactions etc). In most reliability analysis studies using RSM, the selected 
response function is not flexible, since it has a constant form (i.e. 2"^ order polynomial,
with or without cross terms) throughout the iterative process, irrespectively o f the 
performance function shape of the particular problem examined, e.g. (Bucher and 
Bourgund 1990, Maymon 1993, Kim and Na 1997, Tandjiria et al. 2000, Soares et al. 2002, 
Gupta and Manohar 2004a, b, Sudret et al. 2005, Jo et al. 2005, Wong et al. 2005, Duprat 
and Sellier 2006). For example, Bucher and Bourgund (1990) used a quadratic 
approximation without the cross-terms, while Kim and Na (1997) adopted a linear 
approximation for the performance function. Lee and Kwak (2006) used a quadratic model 
to approximate the performance function without cross-terms. Their method allowed for 
cross-terms to be added to the approximation when needed.
In other studies, a linear (U^-order) approximation was used for the iteration 
followed by quadratic approximations for the subsequent approximations (Zheng and Das
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2000, Das and Zheng 2000, Kaymaz and McMahon 2005, Nguyen et al. 2009, Kang et al. 
2010,). For example, Nguyen et al. (2009) proposed to use the D^-order model without 
cross-terms for the iteration (initial approximation) and fitting a higher order polynomial 
(commonly a 2"^-order model) at the subsequent iterations. In the case the performance 
function is highly non-linear, this may lead to a first estimate o f the design point far firom 
the actual (unknown) design point. This in turn, is likely to result in a higher number of 
iterations for P to converge (see numerical examples in Sections 5.6.1 to 5.6.3).
Finally, other studies, e.g. (Gavin and Yau 2008), proposed the use o f higher-order 
fimctions for highly non-linear performance fimctions. The use of high-order polynomials 
should be done with caution since they may result in ill-conditioned approximations, which 
can be highly inaccurate, especially outside with variable range used for their derivation.
In the present study, initially the D^-order model with cross-terms is used for the 
approximation o f the performance function, see Equation 5.20. In the case that the main 
variables are Â: < 4, a full factorial design is used to fit Equation 5.20, with the number o f 
experimental runs being 2 ^ + 1  center run. For higher number of variables {k > 5), a 
resolution V  fractional factorial is used. In this case the total number o f runs is 2^“'” plus 1 
center run, see Section 5.4.2.1. The response data collected from the factorial (full or 
fi-actional) is used to approximate the performance function (Equation 5.20). The center 
run, which is not required for obtaining the D^-order approximation, is used to check the 
model for curvature. In principle, several replicate runs (at least > 2) should be performed 
at the center point of the ED to test the fitted model for lack of fit and obtain an estimate o f 
pure error (Box and Drapper 1987, Cornell 1990, Dean and Voss 1999, Anderson and 
Whitcomb 2005). When using numerical analysis -  in contrary to physical experimentation 
-  the replicate runs of the center point (or any other ED point) will always produce the 
same result. Consequently, no information is provided regarding the pure error and the lack 
o f fit tests can not be performed on the fitted model (Anderson and Whitcomb 2005). In 
the present study, the D^-order approximation (Equation 5.20) is examined for curvature, 
by comparing the prediction o f the fitted model with the prediction of the implicit model 
(in our case FE model) at the center point o f the ED. If large differences are detected 
between the predictions of the fitted model and implicit model at the center point location. 
Equation 5.20 is augmented by the addition o f axial points for the fit o f Equation 5.21. The 
limit difference between the predictions of the CV2"  ^order fitted models with the implicit 
functions is set to 15%. This empirical value, which is selected based on the experience
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gained while performing RSM approximations, has been found to be an adequate 
assumption for most practical problems.
5.5.2 Adaptive experimental design (A-ED)
As discussed in the previous section, the proposed methodology initially uses the D^-order 
model with cross-terms. Depending on the number o f variables a full or fractional factorial 
design is used to fit Equation 5.20. An independent center run is used to check the model 
for curvature. In the case that curvature is detected, the 2"^-order terms are included in the 
approximation (Equation 5.21) by adding axial points to the existing ED. The model is 
rechecked; in the case that the FE predictions and the predictions of the approximation 
continue to be > 15%, the variable range and/or the design center are redefined. This 
iterative process is repeated in each iteration until convergence of P is achieved, ensuring 
the correct description o f the performance function at the region of the design point. In 
some cases, the reuse o f ED points from the previous iteration is possible, causing a 
reduction of computational cost (due to the reduced number of runs required); this is 
further discussed in Section 5.6.4.1. The effect of variable range and the factors 
influencing its selection are discussed in the following Section 5.5.3.
5.5.3 Variable range and influence of distance hr from design center
In the previous sections, the different experimental designs available for the fitting of 
and 2"^-order model were discussed. An important factor, which may affect the accuracy o f 
the approximation, is the variable range covered by the selected ED. It has been recognised 
in literature that insufficient guidance based on theoretical grounds exists for the selection 
o f the variable levels in RSM within the context of reliability analysis (Guan and Melchers 
2001). In most previous studies, the variable levels in the first iteration (beginning o f RSM 
process) are selected using Equation 5.29.
X .j = ± Equation 5.29
where, Xjj is the low or high level (i.e. subscript / = low/high) o f the = 1, 2...Â: random
variable, and %  are the mean and standard deviation of the random variable,
respectively and hr is an arbitrary factor, which determines the distance of the variable 
low/levels from the mean. Commonly, nxt is used as the coordinates o f the ED center in the 
first iteration. In subsequent iterations, a new design center is selected based on the design
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point estimated from the previous iteration. More specifically, at the beginning o f each 
iteration, the variable ranges are determined by replacing fixi in Equation 5.29, with the 
coordinates close to the design point estimated in the previous iteration (for more details 
see Section 5.5.4). Additionally, a reduced value o f hr may be selected in subsequent 
iterations (following the first iteration) to enhance the accuracy o f the approximation 
(Guan and Melchers 2001, Kang et al. 2010).
Alternatively, in an attempt to reduce the number o f iterations for P to converge, the 
first ED center could be located close to the design point by choosing ED points at the tails 
of the random variables (Maymon 1993). For example, in the first iteration the ED center 
coordinate o f a resistance variable could be given ftom (nxi -  3% ). The low and high 
levels are established by replacing i^xi in Equation 5.29 with -  3% ). The subsequent 
iterations are then performed in a similar way as previously discussed. It has been noted, 
that this strategy does not necessarily improve the accuracy of the approximation (Guan 
and Melchers 2001).
The selection o f parameter hr, which determines the variable range covered by the 
ED, can have significant effect on the accuracy o f the approximation, as well as the 
convergence rate of reliabilility index, p. Previous studies, which examined the influence 
of this parameter on the accuracy and efficiency o f RSM, in the context of reliability 
analysis, found that in most cases, reasonable hr values are within the range 1 - 3  (Bucher 
and Bourgund 1990, Kim and Na 1997, Guan and Melchers 2001). The examples analysed 
in the parametric study o f Guan and Melchers (2001) converged only when hr was in the 
range 2 - 3 .  The rate and stability o f convergence o f p, however, was found to be strongly 
influenced by the shape o f the performance function.
Wong et al. (2005) proposed empirical values for parameter hr based on the random 
variable’s coefficient o f variation (CoV); for CoV > 0.5 ^  = 1, 0.2 < CoV < 0.5 hr =
2, 0.05 < CoV <0.2 ^  hr = 3. Furthermore, they proposed an adaptive ED for the case that 
the value o f a random variable is placed outside the realistic (i.e. physically possible) 
variable space.
The studies discussed so far examined time-independent reliability problems, i.e. 
mean and standard deviation values of random variables do not change with time. This 
study deals with the reliability assessment o f corroding RC beams (Chapter 6). This is a 
time dependent problem, since the values of mean and standard deviation of the random 
variables affected by corrosion, change with time (as corrosion progresses). For example, 
the mean value of residual steel area A^st{t) (see Equation 3.11) for a corroding rebar is
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reducing as corrosion progresses, while its standard deviation, o, is likely to evolve with 
time (see Chapter 6). In an attempt to reduce the computational cost, the initial 
experimental design is selected based on an assumed corrosion range Qcor (%) (for 
example Qcor = 0 -  20%). In this case, the high value of the residual steel area range will be 
the uncorroded steel area A^stiO) + while the low value o f residual steel area will be 
A^st{t) -  /Zz-OAstj where A^st(t) is the residual steel area after t years of corrosion calculated 
using Equation 3.11 (assuming a constant corrosion current icor, see also §2.2.4). The same 
approach is used for all the time-dependent variables (i.e. variables related to corrosion 
damage). In the iteration, parameter hr is taken as 3. Following the (initial) first iteration, 
in all subsequent iterations a smaller value o f hr is used (i.e. in most cases hr = 1.5) to 
improve the accuracy o f the approximation. In the case that the approximation, which 
considers a large variable range (based on corrosion damage) proves inadequate the 
variable range is divided in smaller multiple overlapping regions (i.e. corrosion intervals) 
and new EDs are set up around the mean values of the random variables in each interval. In 
this case the hr is taken as 3 for the first iteration, followed hy hr -  1.5 for the subsequent 
iterations.
5.5.4 Solution strategies and convergence criterion
The solution strategy for reliability analysis using adaptive-RSM refers to the adopted 
iterative procedure for the search o f the actual (unknown) design point and determination 
o f reliability index, p. Since the initial approximation in the first iteration is placed around 
the mean values o f the variables, it is likely that the approximation is less accurate at the 
location of the design point. The initial approximation is used to obtain a first estimate for 
the design point. The coordinates o f the estimated design point are then used to establish a 
new ED center using Equation 5.30 (Wong et al. 2005).
<(W) Equation 5.30
where, V^^^j^is the location of the design center o f the variable, ^ i s a  factor which 
determines the distance o f the new design centre from the design point obtained in the
previous iteration. Generally, Ç is taken equal to 1, assuming no interpolation (i.e. the 
design point of the previous iteration is used as new design center). A smaller value o f Ç 
is adopted in cases where the design point estimated in the previous iteration lies close to 
the boundary o f the (physically possible) variable space. A new factorial ED is set up
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around the new ED center using a reduced variable space (usually around hr = 1.5) as 
discussed in Section 5.5.3. The D^-order approximation (with cross-terms) is checked for 
curvature and when needed it is augmented to a 2"^-order model. This iterative process 
continues until convergence o fP is achieved using Equation 5.31.
^Q Q2 Equation 5.31
P„
with Pn and Pn-i the reliability indices o f the current and previous iterations, respectively.
5.6 Validation of reliability analysis method
In this section, the method is validated prior to its application for the reliability analysis of 
corroding RC beams in Chapter 6. Three numerical examples taken from the literature 
(Kim and Na 1997, Nguyen et al. 2009, Kang et al. 2010) are analysed and the results are 
discussed with reference to previous studies. Although the limit state functions o f the three 
examples analysed in this section are available explicitly, they are treated as implicit. In the 
following analyses, all three examples have two random variables x  and y. Hence, in 
general the and 2"^ order approximations of the actual performance functions are given 
from Equations 5.32 and 5.33 respectively.
G(x,y ) = p^+ p^x + P^y + Pi2 ^  Equation 5.32
G (x, y )  = p^+ p^x + p 2y  + Pi2 ^y  + PnX^ + Equation 5.33
where, x and y  are the random variables and P"s are the coefficients to be determined using 
a suitable ED and regression analysis. Note that the response data used for the fitting of 
Equations 5.32 and 5.33 for each iteration o f the following examples is summarised in 
tabulated format in Appendix C.
5.6.1 Non-linear limit state function 1
A hypothetical non-linear function is assumed, which is given by Equation 5.34. 
g  (x, y ) = exp [0.2x + 6.2] -  exp [0.47y + 5.0] Equation 5.34
where, x and y  are normally distributed random variables. Both x and y  have a zero mean
and unit standard deviation (i.e. ju = 0, a = 1). Figure 5.8 shows a plot o f the contour lines
of Equation 5.34 in the x - y  variable space. The performance function corresponds to the
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thick contour line 0 in Figure 5.8a. Examination of Figure 5.8 reveals that although the 
limit state appears to be nearly linear, the surfaee, defined by Equation 5.34, is highly non­
linear. The FORM reliability index obtained using Equation 5.34 is ^  = 2.349 (pf = 
0.009404) while the coordinates of the design point are x*= -0.9199 andy*= 2.162. These 
values are considered as the exaet (or aetual) solution.
(a)
— -6000
-3000-2000
— -600 
_  -400 
_ -200
Performance
functionPerformance
function-4 -
2000400 600 1000200
-10
-10
Figure 5.8. Contour lines of hypothetical limit state function 1 (Equation 5.34) in jc - y  space: (a) 2- 
dimensional plot and (b) 3-dimensional plot.
Initially, Equation 5.34 is approximated using the E^-order model with eross-terms given 
by Equation 5.32. A full 2-level factorial design is used, with design eenter as the mean of 
the variables x and y, which are both equal to 0. The low and high values o f each variable 
is initially selected using hr = 3 (i.e. ± 3a) with a = \. Alternatively, the 1®^ iteration eould 
be initiated using an initial ED centre located eloser to the design point (Maymon 1993). 
This ean be aehieved by using a lower (negative) value for x and a positive value o f y  (in 
this example variables x and y  eorrespond to the resistance and load effeets, respectively).
iteration (initial approximation)
Initially, an ED is seleeted to fit Equation 5.32. The design matrix is tabulated in Table 5.2, 
below. Examples of experimental designs can be found in Appendix B l.
Table 5.2 Initial full factorial experimental design for k = 2._____________________________________
Parameters
Run X
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
5 (center)
The faetorial and eenter ED points used for the D^-order approximation -  in x-y variable
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Space -  can be seen in Figure 5.9. The same figure shows that the selection o f the initial 
variable ranges using ± 3cr results in a large area of the variable space is covered by the ED.
 Perform ance function
o  Factorial ED points 
•  C enter point 
X  axial (star) points
4  -800
- — -600  
3 -400
2 ----200
200 400 600 800 1000
■2 ■1 0 1 2 3■5 - 4 ■3 4 5
Figure 5.9. Factorial, center and axial points of ED of 1** iteration.
Initially the D^-order model is fitted using the factorial points. The fitted D^-order model is 
given from Equations 5.32. The regression coefficients, j] ’s, are tabulated in Table 5.3 in 
coded format. Figure 5.10 shows a comparison between the predictions o f the D^-order 
approximation and the actual function of Equation 5.34 at the factorial, center and axial ED 
points.
1000
700 --
400 -- -
CO3
< 100 --
♦  Factorial pts 
A Center pt 
o Axial pts
-200 --
-500 4
- 5 0 0 -200 100 4 0 0 7 0 0 1000
RSM
Figure 5.10. Comparison between predictions of actual (Equation 5.34) and the l*‘-order 
approximation (1*‘ iteration).
A satisfactory correlation is observed between the D^-order approx. and Equation 5.34 at 
the factorial points (factorial points were used for the approximation o f Equation 5.32). In 
contrast, considerable differences are observed between the approximated and actual
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surfaces at the center and axial point predictions. These differences indicate the presence of 
curvature. The difference between the predictions of the fitted model and the actual 
function given by Equation 5.34 is approximately 24% at the eenter o f ED, with their 
differenees being much higher at the axial ED points (Figure 5.10).
FORM analysis is used to search for the design point and determine p  using the 
order approximation. The estimated design points of the actual and the E*-order 
approximation are shown in Figure 5.11, where significant differences are observed in the 
predicted eoordinates o f the design points for the two functions. The reliability index of the 
D^-order approximation is ^  = 1.853, while the design point eoordinates are x*j = -1.369 
andy*/ = 1.248. Large differenees are observed between the two surfaces.
Actual surface (Equation 5.34) ED center
• DP - T*-order model
DP -  Actual
T^-order surface (Equation 
5.32 and Table 5.3)
Figure 5.11. Comparison of actual and 1^  -order fitted response surfaces and corresponding design 
points (1*‘ iteration).
To improve the aceuracy of the fitted model, the axial ED points are used to determine the 
quadratic terms in Equation 5.33. The ED used for the fitting of Equation 5.33 is a faced 
eenter cube (FCC), which is similar to CCD with « = 1, see Seetion 5.4.2.2. The eoded 
regression coeffieients o f the 2"^-order approximation iteration) are tabulated in Table 
5.3. Figure 5.12 shows a eomparison between the predietions o f the C^-order 
approximation and the actual function of Equation 5.34 at the factorial, center and axial ED 
points. A very good eorrelation is observed between the 2"^-order approx. and Equation 
5.34 at all ED points.
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♦ Factorial pts 
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o Axial pts
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-5 0 0 -200 100 4 0 0 7 0 0 1000
RSM
Figure 5.12. Comparison between predictions of actual (Equation 5.34) and the 2"‘*-order 
approximation (1*‘ iteration).
The FORM reliability index obtained using the 2”^ -order approximation is p  = 2.143 
(difference in p  between actual and 2"^-order approx. is -8.769%) while the design point 
eoordinates are x*i = -0.9623 and y*/ = 1.914. As expected, Figure 5.13 indicates that in 
this case the approximation of the actual surface using a 2'^^-order model is more accurate 
around the mean values o f the variables and less accurate far from the ED center.
ED center
DP -  2" -order model
DP -  Actual
Actual surface (Equation 5.34)
2"‘*-order surface 
(Equation 5.33 and Table 5.3)
Figure 5.13. Comparison of actual and 2"‘^ -order fitted response surfaces and corresponding design 
points.
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The design point, estimated using the 2"^-order approximation, is now used as the new ED 
center for the next iteration. The 2"^ and subsequent iterations are discussed next.
2"^ and subsequent iterations
The 2"  ^ and all following iterations are carried out in a similar way until convergence of P 
is reached using Equation 5.31. In the 2"  ^ (and all subsequent) iterations, the estimated 
design point o f the previous iteration is used as a new ED center. As previously discussed, 
to improve the accuracy of the approximation, in the 2"^ and all subsequent iterations, the 
variable space covered by the factorial ED is reduced (Guan and Melchers 2001, Kang et al. 
2010), by adopting a smaller value o ï hr = 1.5, compared to the iteration, where = 3 
was used.
Figure 5.14 shows the evolution of experimental designs in the x - y  variable space 
for the 2"^, 3^  ^and 4* iterations.
 Performance function
•  Initial center point 
o  Factorial points
♦  Center point 
X Axial points
Initial variable range 
(1st iteration)
- 6 0 0
-4 0 0
-200 200
400
600
X
 Perform ance function
•+■ Previous iteration 
o Factorial points 
♦  Center point 
X Axial poitns
(b)
-6 0 0
- 4 0 0
200-200
400
•5 -4 ■3 ■2 1 0 1 2
 Performance function +  Previous iteration
o Factorial points 
X Axial points
(c) ♦ Center point
. - - 6 0 0
 4 0 0
-200
200 4 0 0
3 ■2 1 0 1
Figure 5.14. Experimental designs in % - y space for different iterations: (a) 2"**, (b) 3*^** and (c) 4*'' 
iterations.
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The results in Figure 5.14b and e indieate that the location o f the ED stabilises on the 
iteration. It should be noted that in actual problems, both the reliability index, p  and the 
eoordinates o f the design point (DP), are unknown. Consequently, in most cases a 
minimum of at least two to three iterations are required for a solution to converge.
Figure 5.15 shows a eomparison between the predietions o f Equation 5.34 and the 
corresponding Dk/2"^- order approximations for the 2"^, and 4*^  iteration. In each 
iteration the E^-order approximation is obtained first. The results in Figure 5.15a, e and e 
indicate that the D^-order approximation is inadequate for the description o f the actual 
surface. Therefore, in every iteration, the 2”^ -order terms are introduced to the 
approximation. Figures 5.15b, d and f  indieate that there are small differences between the 
predictions of Equation 5.34 and the corresponding 2"^-order approximations (see Equation 
5.33 and Table 5.3).
500500
300 - -300
100 --100
< -100 --■100
♦  Factorial pts 
A Center pt 
o  Axial pts
♦  Factorial pts 
A Center pt 
o Axial pts
-300 -300 -
-500 -500
-500 -300 ■100 100 300 500 -500 -300 -100 100 300 500
RSM
6 0 0 -T600
400 -400 ------
200 -200 --
I 0 --0--
-200 ■--200 --
♦  Factorial pts 
A Center pt 
o Axial pts
♦  Factorial pts 
A Center pt 
o  Axial pts
-4 0 0 ------■400 - -
-600 -600
-600 0^0 -200 0 200 400 600 -600 -too -200 0 200 400 600
RSM
600 600
400
200
0
-200
♦  Factorial pts 
A Center pt 
o  Axial pts
♦  Factorial pts 
A Center pt 
o  Axial pts
-too
-600
-too-600 -200 0 200 400 600600-600 -400 -200 0 200 400
RSM
Figure 5.15 Comparison between predictions of actual and fitted response surfaces: (a) l*Eorder 
model, 2"** iteration, (b) 2"‘*-order model, 2“*^ iteration, (c) l*Eorder model, 3*^'* iteration, (d) 2"**-order 
model, 3*^** iteration, (e) l*‘-order model, iteration and (f) 2"**-order model, iteration.
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Actual 
surface a
2"“-order
model
• D P-RSM
DP -  Equation 5.34
Actual
surface
9^ 2
2“ -order
model
Actual
surface
Figure 5.16. Comparison of actual and 2“‘*-order fitted response surfaces and corresponding design 
points for: (a) 2"** iteration, (b) iteration and (c) 4“* iteration. Circle indicates the region of the 
design point, shown in detail in the right. DP = design point.
Figure 5.16 shows a comparison between the surfaces of the 2"^-order approximations for 
the 2"^, 3^  ^ and 4^*^ iterations and the surfaee of Equation 5.34. In Figure 5.13 iteration) 
it was observed that the approximation is more accurate around the mean values o f the 
variables. As it can be seen in Figure 5.16, the use o f experimental (sampling) points in the
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vicinity o f the design point in each iteration, improved the accuracy o f the approximation 
in this region. As expected, the 2"^-order approximations in the 3"^  and 4^  ^ iterations are 
less accurate around the mean values o f the variables. This, however, do not affect the 
estimation of the reliability index, since the region around the mean values is not 
contributing to the probability of failure.
Figure 5.17 shows the evolution design points for the 4 iterations in the x - y  space. 
In the same figure, the actual design point is shown. The results indicate that the design 
points obtained using the 2^^-order approximations (Equation 5.33) and the actual 
performance function (Equation 5.34) converged to almost the same coordinates. In Figure 
5.17, the design point obtained using the E^-order approximation is also shown. The 
erroneous description o f the performance function leads to an estimate o f the design point 
far from the actual design point. The wrong description o f the performance function 
eventually resulted in the convergence of ^  to a wrong value. This behaviour can be seen in 
Figure 5.18, where clearly, the use o f a E^-order approximation, which ignores the 
presence o f curvature, resulted in a wrong value o f p. In contrary, the results in Figure 5.18 
and Table 5.4 indicate that an accurate initial approximation, in this example using a 2"^- 
order approximation, of the actual (unknown) performance functions allows the fast 
convergence of P (to the correct value), since only a small number of iterations is required 
to determine the correct coordinates of the design point.
2.5
200
A 1st iter. DP 
□ 2nd iter. DP 
o 3rd iter. DP 
X 4th iter. DP 
■ 1st order DP (1st iter.) 
X Actual DP
0.5
-2.5 2 -1.5 1 -0.5 0
X
Figure 5.17. FORM design points (DP) using 2" -order approximations for each iteration and exact 
design point in a: -  j  space. Also DP of l*‘-order approx. of iteration is shown.
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2.6
-$—  1 st o rder approxim ation 
-G—  2nd order approxim ation 
 Actual function2 .4
1 2 3 4
Iterations
Figure 5.18. Convergence of reliability index, yff, after 4 iterations using 1*‘- and order 
approximations. Note for the 1** iteration hr = 3, for 2"**, 3’^'* and 4“* iterations hr = 1.5.
Table 5.3. Regression coefficients of 1**- and 2"**- order approximations in coded format.
A A A P n P n P n
1®* iteration r*-order 262.073 313.710 -285.830 0 - -
2"‘*-order 344.336 313.710 -285.830 0 91.388 -173.651
2"'^  iteration l®*-order -34.470 123.782 -279.089 0 - -
2"^-order 41.598 123.782 -279.089 0 18.429 -94.497
3'^ '* iteration l® -^order -83.941 125.914 -313.591 0 - -
2"^-order 3.492 125.914 -313.591 0 18.747 -106.179
4* iteration 1^ -^order -88.175 126.101 -316.553 0 - -
2"^-order 0.232 126.101 -316.553 0 18.775 -107.182
Table 5.4. Summary of results after 4 iterations (using 2"‘*-order approximations).
Design point
y B Pf Error' plpf, (%)
FORM solution (Equation 5.34) -0.9199 2.162 2.35 0.00940 0/0
r* iteration -0.9623 1.914 2.143 0.01607 -8.81/70.76
^  2"^  iteration -0.8769 2.162 2.333 0.009825 -0.723/4.4
3’^^  iteration< -0.8695 2.182 2.348 0.009425 -0.085/0.149
4*’’ iteration -0.869 2.183 2.35 0.0094 0/0
[(^FORM  ^actual)/^actual]* f [(py; f o r m  P /, actual)'^P/, actual]* 1 ^ 0
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5.6.2 Non-linear limit state function 2
In this example, the hypothetical function given from Equation 5.35 is analysed. As it can 
be seen in Figure 5.19a, the limit state function is concave towards the safety region.
g (x ,y )  = exp[0.4(%4- 2) 4- 6.2] -  exp[0.3y + 5] -2 0 0  Equation 5.35
where, % and y  are normally distributed random variables. Both % and y  have a zero mean 
and unit standard deviation (i.e. /i = 0 , a=  1 ).
— -800 
 600
Performance 
function
Performance " 
function
-10 -8 -6
Figure 5.19. Contour lines of hypothetical limit state function 2 (Equation 5.35) in ac - j  space: (a) 2- 
dimensional plot and (b) 3-dimensional plot.
The reliability analysis proceeds in a similar way to previously discussed example. Initially, 
a two-level factorial is used to fit Equation 5.32 around the mean values o f the random 
variables (Figure 5.20a). The approximation is checked for curvature using the center run, 
see Figure 5.21a. Since Equation 5.35 is highly non-linear the E^-order approximation 
proves inadequate. The 2"^-order terms are added to the approximation (see Equation 5.33 
and Table 5.5), and its predictions are compared with the predictions of Equation 5.35 
(which assumed to be implicit) at the different variable combinations of the ED. Once a 
suitable approximation is available, FORM is used to search for the design point and a new 
ED is established (around the estimated design) using a reduced variable space (i.e. k,- = 
1.5). The iterations continue up to the convergence of Figure 5.20 shows the 
experimental designs o f the four iterations performed. As it can be seen in Figures 5.20c 
and d, following the 3^^^  iteration, the location of the experimental design stabilises. Figure 
5.21 shows comparisons of the predictions using Equation 5.35 (actual) with the 
corresponding 1®V2"^  approximations, for all 4 iterations. The results in this figure indicate
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that in all iteration examined, the 1^^-order approximation (Equation 5.32) is inadequate, 
since large differenees are observed at the center as well as at some of the axial ED points.
(c)
 Performance function
o Factorial points 
•  Center point 
X Axial points
5
4
3
2
1
0
■1
■2
■3
-4
■5
40 1 2 3 5■4 ■3 ■2 1•5
 Performance function + Previous iteration
o Factorial points •  Center point
X Axial points
(b)
 Performance function
o Factorial points 
X Axial points
•  Initial center point
♦ Center point
Initial \ariable range 
(1st iteration) x .
-200
200 4 0 0  6 0 0 1000
JC
 Performance function -t- Previous iteration
o Factorial points 
X Axial points
•  Center point
Figure 5.20. Experimental designs in x  - j  space for different iterations: (a) (initial) iteration, (b) 2“^ , 
(c) 3'^ '* and (d) 4*^  iterations.
Figure 5.22 show a comparison between the 2"^-order approximations (for 4 iterations) 
with the actual surfaee defined using Equation 5.35. As expected, in the first iteration 
(Figure 5.22a) the aceuracy of the 2"^-order model is higher around the mean values o f the 
variables. In the subsequent iterations, the sampling points are iteratively moved to the 
vicinity o f the design point (see Figures 5.7 and 5.20). Small differenees are observed 
between the 2"^-order approximations and the actual surface in the region o f the design 
point for the 2"^, 3"^  and 4^  ^iterations (see Figures 5.22b, c and d). Especially in the 3"^  and 
4*^  iterations, the differenees between the 2"^-order approximations and the actual surface 
in the vicinity o f the design point are negligible (Figure 5.22c and d).
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Figure 5.21. Comparison between predictions of actual and fitted response surfaces: (a) 1 -^order 
model, 1** iteration, (b) 2"‘*-order model, 1** iteration, (c) 1^  -order model, 2"*^  iteration, (d) 2"‘*-order 
model, 2"'* iteration, (e) l*‘-order model, 3"^  ^ iteration, (f) 2"‘*-order model, 3*^** iteration, (g) l**-order 
model, 4*’’ iteration and (h) 2"^-order model, 4^ '' iteration.
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Actual surface
(Equation 5.35)
2°“-order model 
(Equation 5.33 
and Table 5.5)
• D P-RSM
(b)
DP -  Actual
-23 090
(c)
Figure 5.22. Comparison of actual and 2"‘'-order fitted response surfaces and corresponding design 
points for: (a) iteration, (b) 2"** iteration, (c) 3*^** iteration and (d) 4**' iteration. Circle indicates the 
region of the design point, shown in detail in the right. DP = FORM design point.
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Figure 5.23 shows the evolution design points for the 4 iterations in the x - y  space. In the 
same figure the actual design point is shown. The results indicate the design points 
obtained using the 2"^-order approximations (Equation 5.33) and the actual performance 
function (Equation 5.35), correctly converged to almost the same coordinates. In Figure 
5.23, the design point obtained in the iteration using the E^-order approximation 
(Equation 5.32 and Table 5.5) is also shown. It is interesting to note that the design point of 
the E^order approximation (E^ iteration) in Figure 5.23 is located close to limit state 
function. The erroneous description of the performance function leads to an estimate o f the 
design point, which is far from the correct location of the design point obtained using 
Equation 5.35. The wrong description of the performance function eventually may result in 
the convergence o f to a wrong value (in this example the error in the value o f p  obtained 
using the E^-order approximations is relatively small). This behaviour can be seen in 
Figure 5.24, where clearly, the use of a E^-order approximation, which ignores the 
presence o f curvature, resulted in convergence o f to a wrong value. In contrary, the 
results in Figure 5.24 and Table 5.6 indicate that an accurate initial approximation, in this 
example using a 2^^^-order approximation, o f the actual (unknown) performance function, 
allows the fast convergence o f p  (to the correct value) since only a small number of 
iterations is required to determine the correct coordinates o f the design point.
1.5
1.25
1
0 .75  ^  
0 .5
A 1 st iter. D P 
X 2 n d  iter. D P 
O 3rd iter. D P 
•  4th iter. D P 
■ I s to r d .  (1 st iter.) 
□ Actual D P
200 400 600
-3
— I---------- r
■1.5
X
0 .25
0
-1 -0.5
Figure 5.23. FORM design points (DP) using 2"‘‘-order approx. for each iteration and exact design 
point in JC -  j  space. Also DP of l*‘-order approx. of iteration is shown.
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Figure 5.24. Convergence of reliability index, y?» after 4 iterations using 1*‘- and 2"**- order 
approximations. Note for the 1** iteration = 3, for 2"‘‘, and 4^** iterations hr = 1.5.
Table 5.5. Regression coefficients of and 2"'*- order approximations in coded format.
A Pi P i P n P n P n
r* iteration F ‘-order 1572.936 1655.325 -152.349 0 - -
2"^-order 748.220 1655.325 -152.349 0 888.992 -64.276
iteration F^-order 182.892 316.104 -86.785 0 - -
2"^-order 110.010 316.104 -86.785 0 92.085 -19.204
iteration F*-order 59.866 255.104 -90.769 0 - -
2"^-order 5.636 255.104 -90.769 0 74.315 -20.085
4* iteration F ‘-order 53.676 252.061 -90.990 0 - -
2"^-order 0.382 252.061 -90.990 0 73.428 -20.134
Table 5.6. Summary of results after 4 iterations (using 2“**-order approximations).
Design point
X y P Pf % error* filpf
FORM solution (Equation 5.35) -2.54 0.9451 2.71 0.003365 0/0
F ‘ iteration -1.981 0.7614 2.122 0.01691 -21.7/402.53
^  2"^  iteration -2.517 0.911 2.677 0.003719 -1.22/10.52
^  3"^  ^iteration < -2.547 0.9191 2.708 0.003383 -0.074/0.53
4* iteration -2.549 0.9207 2.71 0.003365 0/0
[(^ FORM ActualVActual]*lflf^  ^ad [(py; form 7  ^actual)/ 7^/1acw]*100
5.6.3 Non-linear limit state function 3
In this example the hypothetieal funetion given from Equation 5.36 is analysed. Figure 
5.25a shows that the limit state funetion is eoncave towards the failure region.
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g(% ,y) = exp[0.2% + 1 .4 ]-)/ Equation 5.36
where, % and y  are normally distributed random variables. Both x and y  have a zero mean 
and unit standard deviation (i.e. = 0, cr = 1).
(a)
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Figure 5.25. Contour lines of hypothetical limit state function 3 (Equation 5.36) in x-y space: (a) 2- 
dimensional plot and (b) 3-dimensional plot.
The reliability analysis proceeds in a similar way to the previously discussed examples. 
Initially, a two-level factorial is used to fit Equation 5.32 around the mean values of the 
random variables (Figure 5.26a). The approximation is checked for curvature using the 
center run, see Figure 5.27a. Since Equation 5.36 is highly non-linear, the 1^^-order 
approximation proves inadequate in the iteration, see Figure 5.27a. The 2"^-order terms 
are added to the approximation, see Equation 5.33 and Table 5.7, and its predietions are 
compared with the predietions o f Equation 5.36 at the different ED points (Figure 5.27b). 
Once a suitable approximation is available, FORM is used to search for the design point 
and a new ED is established (around the estimated design) using a reduced variable space 
(i.e. hr = 1.5) for the 2"^ and 3"^  iterations (Figure 5.26b and e). The 2"^ and 3^  ^ iterations 
predicted exactly the same FORM design points using the 2"^-order approximations. 
Consequently, the 4^  ^ iteration is also identical to the 2"  ^ and 3"^  iterations. Figure 5.26 
shows the experimental designs of the four iterations performed. As it can be seen in 
Figures 5.26b and c, following the 3"^  iteration the location of the experimental design 
stabilises. For this reason, in the last iteration, a different value of hr (i.e. hr= \)  compared
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to the previous iterations is used. Hence, the effect of hr on the predietions of the 1^ 72"*^  
order approximations is also established.
(a)
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Figure 5.26. Experimental designs in x  - j  space for different iterations: (a) (initial) iteration, (b) 2"**,
(c) 3*^** and (d) 4'" iterations.
Figure 5.28a-d shows a comparison between the 2"^-order approximations (for all 4 
iterations) with the actual surfaee defined using Equation 5.36. The results indieate that the 
2"^-order model (Equation 5.33 and Table 5.7) provides a very accurate representation of 
the actual response surface (Equation 5.36) even for the first iteration. In the subsequent 
iterations, the sampling points are iteratively moved to the vicinity o f the design point (see 
Figure 5.26 and 5.28). Small differences are observed between the 2"^-order 
approximations and the aetual surface in the region of the design point for the 2"^, 3"^  and 
4^  ^ iterations (see Figures 5.28b, c and d). Especially in the 4^  ^ iteration, the differences 
between the 2"^-order approximation and the actual surfaee are negligible (Figure 5.28d).
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Figure 5.27. Comparison between predictions of actual and fitted response surfaces: (a) 1 -^order 
model, iteration, (b) 2"‘*-order model, iteration, (c) l**-order model, 2“** iteration, (d) 2"‘*-order 
model, 2"** iteration, (e) l**-order model, 3'^ ‘‘ iteration, (f) 2"‘*-order model, iteration, (g) l*‘-order 
model, iteration and (h) 2"**-order model, iteration.
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Actual surface 
(Equation 5.36)
DP -  RSM 
DP -  Equation 5.36
2S0
2"^-order model 
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and Table 5.7)
Figure 5.28. Comparison of actual and 2"‘‘-order fitted response surfaces and corresponding design 
points for: (a) 1** iteration, (b) 2"** iteration, (c) 3’^*' iteration and (d) 4“* iteration. Circle indicates the 
region of the design point, shown in detail in the right. DP = FORM design point.
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Figure 5.29 shows the evolution design points after 4 iterations in the x - y  space. In the 
same figure the actual design point is shown. The results indicate the design points 
obtained using the 2"^-order approximations (Equation 5.33) and the actual performance 
function (Equation 5.36) correctly converged to almost the same eoordinates. In Figure 
5.29, the design point obtained in the iteration using the E^-order approximation 
(Equation 5.32 and Table 5.7) is also shown. The erroneous description of the performance 
function in the E^-order model resulted to an estimate of the design point, which is far from 
the correct location o f the design point obtained using Equation 5.33 (Figure 5.29). The 
wrong description o f the performance function eventually may result in the convergence of 
^  to a wrong value (in this example the error in the value of P obtained using the 1^^-order 
approximations is relatively small). This behaviour ean be seen in Figure 5.30, where 
clearly, the use of a E^-order approximation, which ignores the presence o f curvature, 
resulted in convergence of to a wrong value. In contrary, the results in Figure 5.30 and 
Table 5.8 indieate that an accurate initial approximation, in this example using a 2"^-order 
approximation, of the aetual (unknown) performance functions allows the fast convergence 
of p  (to the correct value) since only a small number of iterations is required to determine 
the correct eoordinates o f the design point.
A 1st iter. DP 
X2nd iter. DP 
X 3rd iter. DP 
o 4th iter. DP 
■ 1st order DP (1st iter.) 
□ Actual DP
-2.5
3.25
2.75
Figure 5.29. FORM design points (DP) using 2"‘‘-order approx. for each iteration and exact design 
point in X -  J space. Also DP of l**-order approx. of 1** iteration is shown.
Different values of hr are used for the iteration and all subsequent iterations (i.e. = 3
and hr=\.5  for the first and subsequent iterations, respectively). In this numerical example, 
the 4* iteration is performed using a smaller value o f hr (i.e. hr =1), compared to the hr
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value used in the 2"^ and 3^  ^ iterations. The effect o f hr on the predicted value of P using 
the 1®^- and 2"^ -order approximation can be seen in Figure 5.30. Note that the centres of 
the experimental designs in the 3^  ^ and 4* iterations have exactly the same coordinates. 
Hence, the only difference is the variable range covered in each iteration, which is 
controlled by the value of hr. The results in Figure 5.30 indicate that the prediction of P 
improved in the H^-order approx. with reduced value of hr. The difference between the 
values o f p, predicted using the H^-order approximation with hr ^  \ and the exact p, 
reduced from 3.37% to 1.49%. On the other hand, the 2"^ order approximation appears to 
be insensitive (at least in this example) to the value o f hr, since exactly the same value of p  
is predicted for both the 3^^^  and 4*^  iterations.
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 Actual function
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Figure 5.30. Convergence of reliability index, p, of order approximations after 4 iterations.
Note for the 1** iteration hr = 3, for 2"** and 3*^** iterations hr = 1.5 and for 4“* iteration hr = 1.
Table 5.7. Regression coefficients of 1 - and 2"**- order approximations in coded format
A A fii f in fin fill
T* iteration T*-order 4.807 2.582 -3 0 - -
2"^-order 4.055 Z 582 -3 0 0.752 0
2"^  iteration T*-order 0.185 &885 -1.5 0 -
2"^-order 0.053 &885 -1.5 0 0.132 0
S"' iteration T*-order 0.131 &880 -1.5 0 - -
2"d_order 0 &880 -1.5 0 0.131
4* iteration T*-order 0.057 &582 -1.0 0 - -
2"^-order 0 &582 -1.0 0 0.058 0
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Table 5.8. Summary of results after 4 iterations (using 2" -^order approximations).
Design point
^  y P Pf % error^ filpj
FORM solution (Equation 5.36) -1.68 2.898 335 0.0004046 0/0
F‘ iteration -1.663 2.855 3.304 0.000477 -1.37/17.89
S  2"‘* iteration -1.694 2.890 3.35 0.0004046 0/0
^  3"^  ^iteration -1.695 2.890 3.35 0.0004043 0/-0.074
4* iteration -1.687 2.895 3.35 0.0004044 0/-0.049
* l ( ^ F O R M ~ ^ M C s ) /  A c tu a l]* 1 0 0  ^nd [ ( / ? / FORM“ / y  actualVP / a c t u a l ] *  100
5.6.4 Further discussion on reliability analysis using adaptive-RSM
The results presented in this section indicate that the method is robust and allows the fast 
convergence o f reliability index, p. Although, it is not always the most economic method 
available, in terms to total number o f runs required for the convergence o f P, the method 
presents a number o f advantages over alternative RSM procedures. The benefit o f 
assessing the quality o f the initial approximation (1®^ iteration) is twofold. Firstly, as 
demonstrated by the numerical examples (Sections 5.6.1 to 5.6.3) an accurate initial 
approximation allows a better estimate of the design point and the corresponding reliability 
index, p. This in turn, in many cases (e.g. see numerical example 3) results in savings of 
computational cost due to the smaller number o f iterations required for p  to converge. 
Secondly, the initial approximation, which is usually obtained around the mean values o f 
the input variables, can be used to establish the residual structural performance o f a 
deteriorating structure in a deterministic manner. This could be considered as an equivalent 
to a conventional parametric study, such as those presented in Chapter 4. An additional 
advantage o f using RSM for the assessment o f deteriorating structures is the recognition o f 
interactions among the main variables, which were not previously known. In this way, a 
better picture can be gained for a particular problem.
In some cases, the computational cost o f the proposed method can be reduced, 
without losing the aforementioned advantages (e.g. accurate description of actual surface). 
In the next section, example #1 is reanalysed aiming to reduce the number of runs, using a 
few simple modifications in the iterative algorithm of Figure 5.7.
5.6.4.1 Reuse of ED points
In this section the reuse of ED points is examined, using the previously discussed 
numerical example 1 given by Equation 5.34. The 1®^ iteration is the same in both cases;
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the initial ED is set up around the mean values o f the random variables as shown in Figure 
5.31a. The results presented in Section 5.6.1 indicated that a 2"^-order approximation is 
required for the accurate description of the surface. The FORM design point, in the 1®^ 
iteration, is established using the 2"^-order approximation. Figure 5.31a shows that the 
design point is located within four of the ED points used in the 1®^ iteration. These four ED 
points consist o f the previous ED center, two axial points and 1 factorial point. To reduce 
the total number o f runs, these four points, which now make up a two-level factorial, are 
reused in the 2"^ iteration. In this case, however, to keep the ED symmetrical, the new ED 
center is not placed on the estimated design point o f the previous iteration. Instead, the ED 
center for the 2"^ iteration is positioned at the center of the four existing ED points, as 
shown in Figure 5.31b. The l®^-order model is fitted using the 2-level factorial and the 
quality o f the approximation is checked using the (independent) center point. Note that in 
the 2"^ iteration the variable space is reduced from /z/. = 3 to 1.5. In this case the accuracy 
of the approximation is improved. The l®^-order model is augmented to the 2"^-order model 
by adding the 2k  axial points. The 2"^-order model, which is found to describe the 
performance function with sufficient accuracy, is used to search for the design point, as 
shown in Figure 5.31c. In the following (3^ ^^ ) iteration is still possible to reuse some o f the 
ED points o f the previous iteration (Figure 5.31c). The process is repeated until 
convergence o f P is achieved.
Figure 5.32 shows that the evolution of design points (DPs) for all the iterations 
performed follows a similar trend to the evolution o f DPs in example #1 (Section 5.6.1). 
Figure 5.33 shows a comparison between the convergences of P  obtained -  after 4 
iterations -  in example 1 with that of the method which reuses ED points (see also Tables
5.4 and 5.9). The results indicate that P convergences at approximately the same rate in 
both approaches. In the case, however, where ED points are reused, the saving of 
computational cost is significant. More specifically, the original approach (example 1) and 
the approach with reuse o f ED points required 27 and 19 evaluations o f Equation 5.34, 
respectively, for p  to converge. It is important to note that the reuse of ED points may not 
always be feasible; the suitability of previous ED points is likely to depend on the location 
of the performance function (i.e. M(X/) = 0). If the performance function is outside the 
variable space covered by the ED, only a small number o f ED points can be reused. In 
general, it can be concluded that the application o f RSM techniques in the context of 
reliability analysis requires the critical judgement o f the analyst, to avoid introducing error 
in the description of the performance function.
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Figure 5.33. Convergence of reliability index, of order approximations after 4 iterations.
Note for the 1** iteration h. = 3, for 2"^  and 3*^** iterations h, = 1.5 and for 4*** iteration h. = 1.
Table 5.9. Summary of results after 4 iterations (using 2"‘*-order approximations).
Design point
^ y P % error* fi
FORM solution (Equation 5.34) -0.9199 2J^2 235 0.00
T* iteration -0.9623 1.914 2.143 -8.81
2"^  iteration -&899 2J38 232 -1.28
3"^  iteration -0.901 2.155 234 -0.43
4* iteration -0.869 2.181 235 0.00
* [(^ F O R M  -  A m C s ) /  A c t u a l ]  * 1 0 0
5.7 Concluding rem arks
In this chapter, a methodology for reliability analysis for problems with implicit 
performance functions is developed and validated. Initially, the commonly used reliability 
analysis methods, such as Monte Carlo simulation and FORM/SORM methods, are 
reviewed. These methods are eomputationally efficient when the performance function is 
available explieitly. The performanee funetion is only implicitly available when the 
performance is deseribed by numerical algorithms, such as NLFEA (see Chapter 3). The 
response surface method (RSM) is an attractive means of dealing with implieit
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performance functions. A comprehensive review of RSM is provided and the main aspeets 
involved in its application within the context o f reliability analysis are discussed.
An adaptive method for reliability analysis is developed, which utilizes NLFEA 
and RSM to approximate the performance functions in problems with implicit functions. 
An adaptive scheme is used for the selection o f response functions to approximate the 
actual (unknown) performance function. Initially, a L^-order approximation is obtained 
using a full or fractional factorial design. FORM is then used through an iterative 
proeedure to determine the reliability index, p. Depending on the quality o f the initial 
approximation, the L^-order model may be augmented to 2"^-order by adding axial points 
need for the estimation of the quadratic terms. The methodology was validated using three 
numerical examples from the literature, prior to its application for the reliability analysis of 
corroding RC beams in Chapter 6. The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
results o f this investigation:
• The results from the examples analysed indieate that the method is robust and 
allows the fast convergenee of P after only a small number o f iterations even in 
cases that the actual (unknown) surface is strongly non-linear.
• The results o f the numerical examples indicate that the method is relatively 
insensitive to the variable range determined using parameter hr. The selection o f the 
response function using an adaptive procedure allows dealing with potential 
instabilities due to inaccurate description of the actual, but unknown, performance 
function.
• The method emphasizes that a good initial approximation will result in a reduced 
number of iterations required for P to eonverge.
• The method has the advantage that it allows to study the effeet o f the different 
variables involved in the problem both deterministically and probabilistically. This 
could be of great interest in praetiee, sinee structural engineers ean obtain insights 
regarding the complex structural behaviour for a particular deteriorating structure in 
a “traditional” deterministie manner as well as establish the evolution o f its 
reliability. These aspects are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 were a series of 
corroding beams are analysed.
• Finally, in some cases it is possible to reduee the computational cost involved in 
adaptive RSM by reusing ED points from previous iterations (see Section 5.6.4.1).
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6
Reliability analysis of corroding RC beams using adaptive RSM
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the methodology for reliability analysis using adaptive-RSM presented in 
Chapter 5, is applied to corroding RC beams. Two groups of under-reinforced beams are 
examined; these are the 11-type and T-type beams used in Chapter 4. The load-capacity 
and ductility limit states are considered for these beams.
Initially, the same experimental design (ED), which covers a large portion the 
variable space, is used for the approximation of both limit states, in each beam group. The 
effect of the initial variable ranges -  which are larger than the ranges proposed in other 
studies, e.g. (Wong et al. 2005) -  is discussed. Once suitable approximations o f the limit 
state functions are available, FORM is used to search for the design point. The reliability 
index, P is obtained and iterations are performed until the convergence criterion is satisfied. 
The evolution of the relative importanee o f the random variables on the reliability o f the 
beams -  as corrosion progresses -  is examined using the FORM sensitivity factors, 
obtained from last (final) iteration.
6.2 Description of corroding RC beams
The 11-type and T-type beams (as presented in Chapter 4) are used in this Chapter. In both 
beam groups, corrosion is assumed to affect only their tension rebars (i.e. corrosion 
damage in other locations on the beams are ignored). Other rebar groups in these beams 
(e.g. shear links) are assumed to be unaffected by corrosion. Their main difference is the
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portion o f the tension rebars which is affected by corrosion. In 111 beams corrosion affects 
the entire rebar length, while in T-type beams corrosion is assumed only along a central 
portion of the tensile rebars. A detailed deseription o f these beams, including rebar 
configurations as well as geometrical and loading characteristics can be found in Section
4.2 in Chapter 4.
6.3 Selection of random variables
The selection o f random variables, to be considered in reliability analysis, should be done 
at early stages of the study. It is important to select those variables with the highest 
influence on the monitoring response, in relation to the limit state analysed. Among the 
available variable screening techniques, the most commonly used are the one-factor-at-the- 
time (OFAT) approach or the use of screening experiments (Anderson and Whitcomb 
2005). In the former approach, as its name implies, variable sensitivity is established by 
changing only one variable at a time, while keeping everything else constant. The main 
disadvantage of this approach is its inability to properly identify strong interactions among 
the main variables. Alternatively, variables can be selected through screening experiments, 
which are commonly using fractional factorial designs. When only the variables with the 
highest effect on the monitoring response need to be identified (i.e. ignoring their 
interactions), low resolution EDs can be used, which are very economical in terms o f total 
number o f runs (see Section 5.4.2.1). Finally, in many cases prior knowledge can be used 
in the proeess o f variable selection, which in turn reduces the computational cost o f the 
study (i.e. initial screening runs are not performed).
A special case is problems where more than one response quantity is monitored (i.e. 
multiple limit states need to be approximated). For example, in this study the load capacity 
and ductility limit states are examined. Thus, it is o f interest, when possible to use the same 
sets of runs (i.e. ED) for the data colleetion. In this case, all possible random variables 
should be included in the ED, even if  some o f them are related only to one o f the limit 
states. In this study, the initial approximation considers the main random variables 
associated with both the yield-load and duetility limit states. Once the approximation is 
obtained, the variables whieh do not influence the approximated limit state can be 
discounted from the subsequent iterations.
Based on the parametric studies presented in Chapter 4, the variables with the 
highest influence on the examined limit states are identified. In both beam groups analysed, 
five main random variables are considered in the analysis, including concrete compressive
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strength, fc, steel area, Ast, rebar yield strength, fy, ultimate rebar strain, and bond 
strength, Umax- Other geometrical and material properties could be treated as random in the 
analysis, such as thickness o f concrete cover, width o f beam, stirrup spaeing, etc. These 
variables are treated as deterministic since they are expected to have a relatively small 
influence on the response o f the corroded beams examined.
6.4 Material variability and corrosion damage models
The following subsections 6.4.1 to 6.4.4 discuss the rate o f corrosion and the assumed 
statistical properties of the random variables eonsidered in the analysis. Note that 
Equations 6.1 to 6.6 have been presented in previous ehapters (i.e. in Chapters 2 and 3) and 
they are repeated here for convenience.
6.4.1 Rate and intervals of corrosion
The average loss o f rebar radius, Pav{t), after t years of corrosion is given from:
= 0 . 0 1 1 Equat i on 6.1
where, icor is the current density (pA/cm^). Pav{t) values are converted to maximum pit 
depths using a pitting factor Rpu. Uniform distribution is used to model the Rpu, with limits 
4 and 8 (Gonzalez et al. 1995). Others, e.g. (Stewart 2009), used a Gumbel distribution to 
model Rpit.
6.4.2 Concrete properties
To consider the uncertainties of concrete properties, which are expressed through the 
concrete’s cylinder compressive strength, fc, a statistical distribution is assumed for the 
reliability analysis. Several proposals are available in literature regarding the statistical 
parameters of concrete strength, ineluding its coefficient of variation (CoV) and 
distribution type, e.g. (Mirza et al. 1979, CEE 1993, Micic et al. 1995, Val et al. 1997, 
Melchers 1999, Stewart and Suo 2009). In general, the proposed CoV values for 
compressive strength,^, which reflect the concrete quality, are within the range 0.10 to 
0.20 (i.e. 0.10, 0.15 and 0.2 indicates exeellent, average and poor quality concretes, 
respectively).
In this study, mean cylinder compressive strength fc  is taken as 37 MPa. All 
properties of concrete are calculated fiom MC90 (CEE 1993) and they are assumed to be
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fiilly correlated with fc. The uncertainty of concrete properties is modelled using a Log- 
Normal distribution (p = 37MPa, a  = 6MPa).
6.4.3 Steel rebars properties
The uncorroded tension rebars o f 11-type and T-type beams have mean yield strength of 
575MPa and 489 MPa, respectively (Rodriguez et al. 1997, Du et al. 2007a). Strain- 
hardening is considered in the analysis o f both beam types. Yield strength, and ultimate 
strain. Go, of the uncorroded tension rebars, are assumed to be normally distributed 
assuming CO Vs o f 3% and 9%, respectively (Kappos et al. 1999).
The mechanical properties of rebars deteriorate as corrosion progresses (Caims et 
al. 2005, Du et al. 2005a, b). Linear reductions o f yield strength and ultimate strain for 
increasing corrosion are considered using Equations 6.2 and 6.3 (Du et al. 2005a, b).
/ /  (0  = {l -  S i  [ ( 0 / 4 , . . .  ] 1 OOj Equation 6.2
« f  (0  = [l “  «>20.0, (0 ]  S  Equation 6.3
a o ,W = [ i- 4 ? W M » o » ,] io o Equation 6.4 
Equation 6.5
where, ayi = 0.005 (Du et al. 2005a), Asmom, fyo and Go are the area, yield strength and 
ultimate strain o f the uncorroded rebars, respectively, Apuit) is pit area (see Section 3.3.2.1), 
ay2  is modelled using a uniform distribution with limits 0.037 and 0.052 (Du et al. 2005b) 
and ro is the initial rebar radius. As previously discussed in Section 3.3.2.1, an important 
variable involved in the ealculation o f jj^ (0 , is the pitting factor Rpu. In this study the 
uncertainty associated with this variable is modelled using a Normal {p. = 6 ,a =  0.667) and 
a Uniform distribution (with limits 4 and 8) for 111 and T282 beams, respectively.
6.4.4 Residual bond properties
Low amounts o f corrosion cause an increase o f bond strength between the rebars and 
concrete (FIB 2000). Bond begins to deteriorate upon the formation o f visible cracking. In 
this study the residual bond strength of the corroded rebars is calculated using Equation 6.6 
(Maaddawy et al. 2005a).
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where, R\{f) is a corrosion factor (deterministic), c is the concrete cover thickness, db is the 
rebar diameter, yê is concrete compressive strength, Atr,fyt and Ss are the area, yield strength 
and spacing o f the stirrups, respectively. Equation 6.6 is combined with the local bond-slip 
law o f (Harajli et al. 2004), which is describe in Seetion 2.3.3.1.
6.5 Range of random variables in RSM
The range selection for the random variables is an important part o f RSM. As discussed in 
Chapter 5, the variable range can directly affect the accuracy o f the approximation as well 
as the rate of convergence of p. Selecting a relatively large area of the sampling space can 
result in the determination of the FORM design point with a small number o f iterations. On 
the other hand, a very large sampling space may compromise the accuraey of the 
approximation. This in turn may lead to convergence problems and overall instability of 
the iterative procedure (Guan and Melchers 2001). The method presented in Chapter 5 can 
deal with such situations, due to its adaptive algorithm for the seleetion of the initial 
approximation. The independent eenter run at the center o f the ED is used to check the 
accuracy of the fitted model. When the difference between the RSM and FE predictions in 
higher than 15%, the order model is augmented to 2"^ order. When the 2"** order 
approximation is not satisfactory, the variable ranges and ED center are reconsidered.
The variable ranges for 11-type and T-type beams are presented in Tables 6.1 and
6.2. These are selected using the mean, ^xi and standard deviations, Gxi o f each o f the 
random variables associated with corrosion (i.e. Ast.fy, Su and Wmax). The mean values of the 
variables for different corrosion intervals Qcor (%) can be easily computed using Equations
6.2 to 6.6. A Monte Carlo simulation is used to obtain the standard deviations o f these 
variables for different corrosion intervals (see subsection 6.5.1 and Tables 6.4 -  6.5). The 
results from the MCS are used for the determination of the initial variable ranges used in 
the initial experimental design (ED) of RSM. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarise the variable 
ranges used for the random variables -  considering up to roughly 18% and 20% corrosion 
loss -  for 111 and T282 beams, respectively. In this way, one initial approximation can be 
used to approximate the performance function over the entire range of corrosion damage 
examined. For example, the initial range of variable fy  is established in the following way. 
The high level (for the initial factorial experimental design) o f random variable fy  is
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obtained using the mean value o f the variable at Qcor = 0% plus Sctq; that is for beam \ 
(high) = 575 + 17.25*3 = 626.75MPa (Note that in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 the low and high 
values may have been rounded for convenience). Similarly, fy  (low) is obtained using 
533.58 -  18.19*3 = 479.01 MPa (rounded to 480MPa in Table 6.1). Finally, the center o f 
the ED is taken as the mean o f the low and high values of the random variables (see Table
6.1 for fy, [620 + 480J/2 = 550MPa), see also Section 5.5.3 in Chapter 5. The variable 
levels of Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are used for the (initial) iteration only. The effect o f the 
initial variable range, covered by the ED, on the accuracy o f the approximation o f the load- 
capacity and ductility limit states, is discussed in Sections 6.7.2 and 6.7.3. In the case that 
the initial approximation, obtained using a large variable range, proves inadequate, the ED 
center and variable ranges are redefined, see Figure 5.7 in Section 5.5. In subsequent 
iterations (following the E  ^ iteration) the aeeuracy o f the approximation around the 
location o f estimated design point is improved, by reducing the variable ranges.
In both beam groups examined, the number of random variables, A: is 5. 
Consequently, a 2 ^ '^  (resolution V )  fractional factorial design is used initially, consisting o f 
16 runs, for the E^-order approximation (including the cross-terms). Independent runs at 
the center of the EDs are used to assess the fitted models for curvature.
Table 6.1. Range of random variables used for the initial ED of beams 111.
Variable Variable level
Center Low High
Compressive strength f  (MPa) 37 19 55
Rebar yield strength fy  ^(MPa) 550 480 620
Rebar ultimate strain, e f 0.06027 0.00624 0.1143
Tension rebar area, AsP (mm )^ 143.5 111 176
Bond strength, iP,„ax (MPa) 8.5 5.262 11.735
Table 6.2. Range of random variables used for the initial ED of beams T282.
Variable Variable level
Center Low High
Compressive strength f  (MPa) 37 19 55
Rebar yield strength fy  ^(MPa) 465 404 531
Rebar ultimate strain, s f 0.0775 0.015 0.14
Tension rebar area, A f  (mm )^ 205 169 240
Bond strength, iP„ax (MPa) 5.35 1.5 9.2
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6.5.1 Estimation of moments variables using Monte Carlo simulation
The statistical parameters and distribution type, required for FORM analysis, o f the five 
basic random variables (Equations 6.2 to 6.6) are obtained using Crude Monte Carlo 
simulation. A simple crude Monte Carlo routine was developed in MATLAB for the 
estimation o f these parameters (MATLAB 2008). Table 6.3 summarizes the random 
variables used in the MC simulation for the estimation of the statistical parameters of 
random variables (for RSM) defined from Equations 6.2 to 6.6. In Table 6.3 for some 
variables two mean values are given; these are for the 111 and T282 beams, respectively. 
The code used in MATLAB ean be found in Appendix E.
Table 6.3. Statistical parameters for random variables used in Monte Carlo simulation.
Parameter Mean CoV Distribution Reference
Concrete strength, (MPa) 37 0.16 Log-normal Val and Chemin (2009)
Rebar yield strength fyo (MPa) 575,489 0.03 Normal Stewart and Suo (2009)
Concrete cover thickness (mm) 25,20 0.15 Normal -
Tension rebar diameter (mm) 10, 12 0.02 Normal Enright and Frangopol (1998)
Ultimate rebar strain go (non­
corroded)
0.09, 0.132 0.09 Normal Kappos et al. (1999)
Coefficient Oy2 (Eq. 6.3) 0.044
(0.037-0.052)
- Uniform -
Rpit - 111 beams 6 1.11 Normal -
Rpit - T282 beams 6
(limits 4 - 8 )
1.15 Uniform -
The MC analysis is performed for both 11-type and T-type beams using a sample size, N  = 
100000 and considering a corrosion range o f approximately Qcor = 0 -  18% and Qcor = 0 -  
20%, respectively. As previously discussed, in these beams only their tension rebars are 
affected by corrosion. As a result, the MC results presented in this seetion are related only 
to these rebar groups. Figure 6.1 shows an example o f the fitted distributions (using 
dfittool in MATLAB) on the Monte Carlo results, for varying amounts o f Qcor for yield 
strength, (Equation 6.2). Tables 6.4 and 6.5 summarise the estimated values o f mean fi 
and standard deviation o for all the variables for different corrosion intervals for beams 111 
and T282, respectively.
The results of Tables 6.4 and 6.5 are useful, not only when performing reliability 
analysis using FORM (where n  and g are required), but also for establishing the initial 
variable ranges in RSM, as discussed in the previous section (see §6.5).
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Figure 6.1. Example of estimating the statistical properties of a random variable fy for different 
intervals of corrosion loss Qc„r using Crude Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) and distribution fitting 
(111 beam): (a) probability density and (b) cumulative probability.
The results obtained using MCS indicate that the random variables considered in this study 
can be represented using a Normal distribution (e.g. for fy see Figure 6.1). As a result, 
random variables Asf^,fy^ and u^^ax are modelled using Normal distribution in both 111 and 
T282 groups of beams. Random variable, is modelled using a Normal and Log-normal 
distributions for beam groups 111 and T282, respectively.
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Table 6.4. Estimated moments of random variables for varying 42c. values (111 beams)
e«.r(%) 0 5 10 15 18
Variable f i a f i a f i G R G  f l G
/ .(M P a ) 37 6 37 6 37 6 37 6 37 6
^^(MPa)' 575 
Af(mnS) 157.1
17.25
6.28
571.75
(571.69)
149.2
17.19
(17.24)
6.12
562.39 17.07 
(562.02) (17.52) 
141.5 5.96
545.88 17.49 533.58 
(546.89) (19.24) (532.68)
133.34 5.78 128.71
18.19
(21.75)
5.68
0.09 0.0081 0.0698 0.0066 0.05 0.006 0.0293 0.0066 0.01734 0.0074
W max 9.53 0.735 8.77 0.661 7.954 0.579 7.094 0.496 6.603 0.447
 ^Values o ffy outside and inside brackets are 
respectively, in MCS.
obtained using Normal and uniform distributions for Rpu,
Table 6.5. Estimated moments of random variables for varying Qcor values (T282 beams)
Qcor (.Vo) 0 5 10 15 20
Variable f t a a R a f i G  f l G
V;(MPa) 37 6 37 6 37 6 37 6 37 6
/ / ( M P a ) 489 14.67 486.3 14.58 477.4 14.98 463.4 16.58 444.9 20.19
.l/(m m ^ ) 226.19 4.52 215.04 8.82 203.29 8.58 191.81 8.37 180.74 8.07
s / 0.132 0.0119 0.1031 0.0097 0.0729 0.0088 0.0435 0.0096 0.015 0.0116
^  max 9.19 0.521 8.06 0.599 7.63 0.559 7.23 0.522 6.85 0.486
6.6 Limit states
In this study, the evaluation of structural response is limited to yield-load capacity and 
ductility limit states in flexure. The yield-load is taken as the load at the start o f yielding in 
the tension rebars, while the ductility o f the beams is computed using the displacement 
ductility factor, fis, given from Equation 6.7.
Us = SJSy Equation 6.7
where. Su is the mid-span deflection corresponding to crushing o f the concrete in the 
compressive zone of the beam or the ultimate tensile strain o f the corroded tension rebars 
and Sy is the deflection o f the beam at tension rebar yielding.
6.7 Results and discussion
6.7.1 Approximated limit states
The C^-order and 2"^-order approximations o f the resistance components o f the load 
capacity and ductility limit states, are given from Equations 6.8 and 6.9, respectively.
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Equation 6.8
Equation 6.9
f  =  ^ o +  P \ f c  + P i f y  + P f u  + A4? +
+ P J c f y  + P l f c ^ u  + A/c4? +
A3^f^f+A4^fC+A5^fC
^ = A + P J c  + P l f y  + P f u  + A4? +
A i^L + P J c f y  + P l f c ^ u  + P i f A s t  +
PAc^max + P \JyA t + Pwfy^st + PxifyKax +
Pn^ u^ st + Pu^ u^ iax + PxS^Amax + Aô (4 +
P \ l [ f y )  +As(^f ) +A9(4?) +Ao(*^L) 
where, 7/ with i = 5  and z = fis, denoting the yield load-capacity and displacement ductility 
factor, respectively and y^ ’s are the regression coefficients obtained using the least square 
method. The load-capacity and ductility limit states of both beams analysed (11-type and 
T- type) are discussed separately in Sections 6.7.2 and 6.7.3, respectively.
Equation 6.8 is initially used to approximate both limit states (load capacity and 
ductility) using the same factorial ED (only for the A  iteration) and the variable ranges of
Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Since the number o f random variables in both beam groups is A: = 5, 2^ "^
fractional factorial designs (resolution V )  are employed for the fitting of Equation 6.8. The 
number of runs for the initial approximations o f the load capacity and ductility limit states 
-  using the fractional factorial design -  is 2 '^  ^ = 16 plus 1 center run (17 runs for each 
beam group). For example. Figure 6.2a shows the load-deflection curves o f the 17 FE runs 
of the 2^ "^  fractional factorial design (resolution V )  used for the initial D^-order 
approximation (Equation 6.8) of the response functions o f the limit states in T282 beams, 
see also Table 6.2.
r u n i
r u n 2
runs
r u n 4
r u n s
r u n 6
r u n ?
runs
r u n 9
r u n l O
r u n l l
r u n 1 2
r u n I S
r u n 1 4
r u n I S
r u n i e
r u n 1 7
=  30
R u n  1 7  ( C e n t e r )
Mid-span deflection (mm) Mid-span deflection (mm)
Figure 6.2. Load-deflection curves for the initial approximation (entire variable space) of the load 
and ductility limit states for beam T282: (a) factorial ED points and (b) axial ED points.
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Similarly to beams T282, 17 runs are initially performed for 111 beams using the variable 
levels o f Table 6.1. Response data (i.e. the yield load and the displacement ductility 
factors) is obtained from each o f these runs, for example see Appendix F l, for the 2 '^  ^
factorial ED o f 111 beams.
In the case that the L^-order approximation proves inadequate, the L^-order model 
is augmented through the addition of the pure quadratic terms (Equation 6.9). Axial points 
are added to the existing factorial ED using the variable levels o f Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for the 
fitting of Equation 6.9, (see Figures 5.6b and 6.2b). The yield load capacity limit state of 
both beam groups is examined in the following Section 6.7.2.
6.7.2 Yield-load capacity limit state
6.7.2.1 Initial approximation
Equation 6.8 is employed for the approximation of the yield-load capacity limit state o f 
111 and T282 beams using the variable ranges o f Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. The 
regression coefficients o f the initial approximation iteration) of the yield-load capacity 
surfaces -  for both beam groups -  are tabulated in Table 6.6 in coded format.
Table 6.6. Regression coefficients of l®‘-iteration of yield-load limit state in coded format (Eq. 6.8).
Beam fio Pi Pi A P4 Ps Pe A Ps P9 Pia Pn Pn Pn Pl4 Pis
111 32.05 0.575 3.9 0.05 6.85 -0.025 0.125 0.125 0 -0.025 0 0.85 -0.025 0 0.125 0.025
T282 42.485 0.933 5.223 -0.115 6.777 -0.012 0.5 -0.052 0.525 0.075 0.002 0.565 0.01 -0.083 0.393 0.015
Comparisons between the FE and the C^-order approximation (RSM) predictions can be 
seen in Figures 6.3a, 6.3b for beams 111 and T282, respectively. The results in Figure 6.3 
indicate that despite the large evaluation range considered for some o f the random 
variables -  much larger than the ranges suggested in previous studies, e.g. (Guan and 
Melchers 2001, Wong et al. 2005) -  the accuracy o f Equation 6.8 is satisfactory for the 
beam groups analysed. This is true not only for the factorial points used to fit the model, 
but also for the center and axial points of the ED (note that the center and axial ED points 
are independent runs). At these points the fitted model predicted nearly the same load with 
the FE model. Figure 6.4 shows a comparison, between the FE and 2"^-order RSM 
predictions for the 111 beam. As expected, the results indicate that the addition o f the 2"^- 
order terms to the approximation, did not improve the RSM predictions.
This implies that -  for both 111 and T282 beams -  the fitted model (Equation 6.8) 
is a stationary surface, since the regression coefficients (yff’s) do not change as corrosion
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progresses. This further implies that the relative importance of the variables on the yield- 
load capacity is constant (in a deterministic sense) for increasing corrosion damage. As it 
will be seen later in this section, in some cases, the relative importance of the random 
variables -  assessed using the FORM sensitivity factors -  may evolve as corrosion 
progresses.
I l l  type beams4 5  - -
_  4 0  - - -
3 5  - -
3 0  - -
o  F a c to r ia l  p o in t s  
X A x ia l p o in t s  
•  C e n t e r  p o in t
2 5  - -
20 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0 4 5 50
R S M  - L o a d  (kN )
55 -- T282 beams
_  50 -
m 40 - o  Factorial points 
X  Axial points 
•  C en te r point35 -
30 5035 40 45 6055
RSM - Load (kN)
Figure 6.3. Comparison of FE and RSM yield-load predictions using l*‘-order approximation 
(Equation 6.8) for: (a) 111 beams and (b) T282 beams. Note that the entire variable space is used.
4 5  -  -
4 0  -
1
1
LU
U_
3 0  - -
o  F a c to r ia l  p o in t s  
X  A xial p o in t s  
•  C e n t e r  p o in t2 5  - -
20
20 25 3 0 3 5 40 45 5 0
R S M  -  L o a d  (kN )
Figure 6.4. Comparison of FE and RSM yield-load predictions for 11-type beams using 2"**-order 
approximation (Equation 6.9). Note that the entire variable space is used.
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Further examination revealed that in both beam groups, the 1^^-order approximations are 
able to capture correctly -  from a physical point o f view -  the effect of the different 
variables considered in the analysis. Figures 6.5 and 6.6, which are plots of Equation 6.8 
for 111 and T282 beams, respectively, show the effect of the variables considered in the 
analysis on yield-load capacity of the beams.
As expected, the fitted model predicts that the factors with the highest influence on 
yield capacity of the beams are the yield strength fy  and steel area Ast o f the tension rebars. 
Figures 6.5c and 6.6c show that f  and u„jax have an insignificant effect on the yield load 
capacity of the beams. These observations agree well with previous studies, e.g. (Kappos et 
al. 1999, Kallias and Rafiq 2010). Finally, the fitted models correctly predicted that the 
yield-load capacity is insensitive to the value of ultimate tensile rebar strain, (e.g. see 
Figure 6.5d).
600
4 0 -
3 0 -
0.06
0.10
Figure 6.5. Effect of random variables on yield load capacity: (a) A  and A^ t with / .=  25MPa and u^ ax = 
8.5MPa, (b)/y and A^ t with/ .=  37MPa and u„ax = 8.5MPa, (c) u„ax and/ .  with Ast = 143.5mm^ and (d) fy 
and fc with A^ t = 143.5mm^ and u^ ax = 8.5MPa. In cases (a), (b) and (c) = 0.06027.
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iMPa
/„ I MPa)f. [MPa'pO
Figure 6.6. Effect of random variables on yield load capacity: (a) A  and with/ .=  25MPa, (b) f  and 
Ast with fc = 50MPa, (c) u^ ax and / .  with A t^= 205mm^ and (d) fy and f  with Agt = 205mm^ and = 
5.35MPa. In all cases £„ = 0.132.
The fitted E^-order response surfaces of both 111 and T282 beams are used for the 
reliability analysis of the yield-load capacity limit state using FORM and the statistical 
data o f Tables 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. Two deterministic loads are assumed for each 
beam group in FORM analysis, to examine the evolution of reliability for increasing 
corrosion loss. The initial design points are determined at the corrosion intervals of Tables
6.4 and 6.5. The assumed loads for 111 beams are 20kN, which is the experimental service 
load in (Rodriguez et al. 1997) and 24.34kN which corresponds to the serviceability limit 
deflection taken as L/500 (BSI 2004) o f the uncorroded 111 beam. In T282 beams, the 
assumed loads are 30 and 36kN, which correspond to 60% and 72% of the yield-load of 
the uncorroded beam, respectively. The FORM results indicated that (as expected), the 
design point values of variables u^ ax and £„ are both very close to their mean values. Hence 
the influence of these parameters is omitted from the subsequent iterations (i.e. Umax and Su 
are treated deterministically). As a result, the ED used in the subsequent iterations o f both
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beam groups, reduces to a 2  ^ full factorial design, with the 9 runs (i.e. 2  ^= 8 plus 1 center 
run). The reason for considering u^ ax and £„ in the initial load capacity approximation is 
that the same ED is used for the approximation of the ductility limit state, which in turn 
may be influenced by these variables (see Section 4.8 in Chapter 4).
6.7.2.2 Subsequent iterations
Figure 6.7 shows the first two iterations in the fy -  Ast variable space for the five corrosion 
intervals and loading cases examined. As corrosion progressed, the mean values of 
variables fy and Ast shifted towards the limit state function. A similar behaviour is observed 
for T282 beams. The FORM design points, for all beam groups examined are depicted in 
Figure 6.7. It can be seen, that the FORM design points estimated in the iteration for all 
corrosion intervals o f both beams, are located close to each other, e.g. see Figure 6.7a. As a 
result, the variable range used for the ED in the subsequent iterations -  for variables fy and 
Ast -  is selected to cover the estimated ED points, as shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7. EDs for the first two iterations of 111 and T282 beams in the fy -  Agt variable space and 
corresponding design points (DP) and mean values; (a) and (b) 111 beams, (c) and (d) T282 beams. In 
all cases f  = 37MPa.
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The variable space is reduced, to approximately ± l.Scr around the new ED center, for the 
subsequent iterations to improve the accuracy of the approximation. This resulted in 
notable savings of computational time since one approximation (and hence one ED) is 
sufficient for the convergence o f p  at all corrosion intervals analysed in every iteration.
Figure 6.7 indicates that some ED points of the iteration could be reused in the 
2"^ iteration, since some of the points of the 2”^  iteration are located close to ED points of 
the previous iteration (especially for the case depicted in Figure 6.7d). The iterative 
process continues until the convergence of p  (Equation 5.31 in Chapter 5).
Figures 6.8 to 6.11 show comparisons between the FE and RSM predictions in 
subsequent iterations for both beam groups and load cases examined. The results in these 
figures indicate that in all cases, the use of Equation 6.8 is sufficient for the accurate 
approximation o f the resistance component o f the limit state function.
I l l  beams2 3  - -
a  21 -
LU 1 9  - -
o  F a c t o r i a l  p o i n t s  
•  C e n t e r  p o i n t
1 7  - -
1 91 7 21 2 3 2 51 5
R S M  -  L o a d  ( k N )
Figure 6.8. Comparison of FE and RSM yield-load predictions in 2"'* iteration for 111 beams using 1 - 
order approximation (Equation 6.8) around design point of 0% corrosion and load = 20kN. Note that 
the entire variable space is used.
2 3  - - 111 beams
a  21 --
o  F a c t o r i a l  p o i n t s  
•  C e n t e r  p o i n t
1 7  -
1 91 7 21 2 3 2 51 5
R S M  -  L o a d  ( k N )
Figure 6.9. Comparison of FE and RSM yield-load predictions in 2"** iteration for 111 beams using 1**- 
order approximation (Equation 6.8) around design point of 18% corrosion and load = 20kN. Note that 
the entire variable space is used.
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The results in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 indicate that the location of the new ED center in the 
subsequent iterations do not affect the accuracy of the approximation, as soon as, the 
estimated DPs -  o f the previous iteration -  are covered by the variable range o f the ED in 
the current iteration.
I l l  beams23 --
± 21 -
LU 19
o  Factorial points 
•  Center point
17 --
1915 17 21 23 25
RSM - Load (kN)
Figure 6.10. Comparison of FE and RSM yield-load predictions in 3*^“ iteration for 111 beams using 1**- 
order approximation (Equation 6.8) and load = 20kN. Note that the entire variable space is used.
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Figure 6.11. Comparison of FE and RSM yield-load predictions in 2"** and 3*^** iterations for 111 beams 
using 1 -^order approximation (Equation 6.8) and load = 24.34RN. Note that the entire variable space is 
used.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the convergence of reliability index, for 111 beams with load 
= 20kN and 24.34kN, respectively, at different values o f inereasing corrosion damage, Qcor 
(%). In all eases P converged within three iterations. To examine the influence o f loss in 
rebar yield strength, fy, due to corrosion on the reliability estimates, the same analysis is 
repeated for beams 111 ignoring the reduction of yield strength due to increasing corrosion 
damage, i.Q.fy is treated as a random variable with yW = 575MPa and g = 17.25MPa for the 
different amounts o f Qcor, see Figures 6.14 and 6.15.
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Figure 6.12. Convergence of reliability index, yî, for varying amount of Qc„r (%) for 111 beams with 
assumed load = 20 kN.
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Figure 6.13. Convergence of reliability index, for varying amount of Qcor (%) for 111 beams with 
assumed load = 24.34 kN.
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Figure 6.14. Convergence of reliability index, y9, for varying amount of Qc„r (%) for 111 beams with fy 
unaffected by increasing corrosion damage.
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Figure 6.15. Convergence of reliability index, for varying amount of Qc„r (%) for 111 beams with fy 
unaffected by increasing corrosion damage.
6.7.2.3 Evolution of reliability index with time
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 shown the evolution of reliability index, with time -  assuming a 
constant corrosion current icor = 1 gA/cm^ -  for 111 beams with load =20kN and load = 
24.34kN, respectively. The results indicate that ignoring the loss o f yield strength (tension 
rebars) due to increasing corrosion damage causes an overestimation o f reliability. The 
overestimation of load-capacity reliability begins to become noticeable at Qcor > 10%, 
since the loss offy for values of Qcor < 10%, is relatively small (Table 6.4).
Time (years)
Load = 20kN
(3(t) - with loss of fy 
3(t) - without loss of fy 
3 = 5.2 (Brittle failure)
3 = 4.75 (Ductile failure)
6 8 10 12 
Corrosion loss, Qcor (%)
14 16 18
Figure 6.16. Evolution of reliability index, y9(t), for varying amount of Qa,r (%) and time assuming a 
constant corrosion current icor = IpA/cm^ (111 beams).
The results show that for the load = 20kN, the beam reliability remains above the 
acceptable reliability levels -  proposed in (O’Connor and Enevoldsen 2009) -  after 40 
years of active corrosion, during which period P{t) continuously decreased.
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Figure 6.17. Evolution of reliability index p  for varying amount of Qcor (%) and time assuming a 
constant corrosion current = lpA7cm^ (111 beams).
In contrast, the results obtained for the same group of beams using an approximately 20% 
higher load (i.e. 24.34kN) predicted that reliability index, is decreasing much faster 
than the case where load = 20kN. More specifically, in this case p{t) falls below the 
acceptable reliability levels for brittle failure = 5.2) and ductile failure without residual 
capacity {p = 4.75) after 22.3 years and 26.6 years, respectively. Similar results are 
obtained for the T282 beams, see Figures 6.18 and 6.19.
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20 30 40 50
Load = SOkN 1st iteration 
2nd iteration
*— 3rd iteration
 3 = 5.2 (Brittle failure)
3 = 4.75 (Ductile failure)
5 10
Corrosion loss, Qcor (%)
Figure 6.18. Evolution of reliability index, )?(t), for varying amount of Qcor (%) and time assuming a 
constant corrosion current icor = IpA/cm^ (T282 beams).
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Figure 6.19. Evolution of reliability index, for varying amount of Qc„r (%) and time assuming a 
constant corrosion current icor = IpA/cm^ (T282 beams).
6.7.2.4 Sensitivity factors
The evolution of the relative importance of the random variables (associated with the 
corresponding loss o f reliability) is examined using the sensitivity factors obtain from the 
FORM analysis. The sensitivity factors of the load capacity limit state o f 111 beams are 
shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21 for load cases with load = 20kN and load = 24.34kN, 
respectively. The results in these figures, clearly demonstrate that the uncertainty o f the 
random variables with the highest influence -  on the load-capacity reliability o f the beams 
-  are the residual steel area Ast and the yield strength fy o f the corroding tension rebars.
As expected, the influence of uncertainty in concrete strength,/,, bond strength, 
and ultimate rebar strain, is negligible -  for the corrosion range and scenario examined -  
compared to the influence of variables/  and Ast.
The predicted (insignificant) effect of bond deterioration on the yield-load capacity 
reliability estimates o f beams in flexure (see Figures 6.20 and 6.21) agree well also with 
previous reliability analysis studies, e.g. (Val et al. 1998). In their study, the complete loss 
of bond due to concrete delamination (caused by extensive general corrosion) was found to 
have a very small impact on the load-capacity reliability estimates.
These observations also agree well with previous deterministic parametric studies, 
where the effect o f / ,  and £„ on residual load capacity o f under-reinforced beams is 
negligible, e.g. (Rallias and Rafiq 2010, see also Chapter 4). It should be noted that in
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Figures 6.20 and 6.21 the sensitivity factors o f random variables u„ax and are those 
obtained in the C* iteration, since these variables are treated as deterministic in the 
subsequent iterations. Furthermore, the sensitivity factors indicate that the influence of 
variables / ,  and remains constant as corrosion progresses (Figs 6.20 and 6.21). In 
contrast, the relative influence of uncertainty o f /  and Ast evolves as corrosion progresses.
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Figure 6.20. Evolution of sensitivity factors of main random variables for load-capacity limit state 
assuming a constant corrosion current ic„r = lpA /cm \
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Figure 6.21. Evolution of sensitivity factors for main random variables for load capacity limit state 
assuming a constant corrosion current icor = IpA/cm^.
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As it can be seen in Figures 6.20 and 6.21, in both load cases considered, the relative 
importance of variable Ast begins to decrease (i.e. from -0.88 to -0.82 for load = 20kN and 
from -0.837 to -0.79 for load = 24.34kN) for values o f corrosion loss Qcor > 10%. At 
similar values of Qcor the relative importance o f/  begins to increase (i.e. from -0.48 to - 
0.55 for load = 20kN and from -0.55 to -  0.61 for load = 23.34kN).
These predictions can be explained by considering the noticeable reductions of /  
accompanied by increase o f CoV values for increasing values o f corrosion loss, Qcor. This 
conclusion is supported by the sensitivity factors (see for discontinuous lines in Figures 
6.20 and 6.21) obtained for the 111 beams, which assume that random variable /  is 
unaffected by the progress o f corrosion (i.e. in this case for/  the values jj. = 575MPa and a 
= 17.25MPa are used in each corrosion interval). In this case the relative importance of the 
random variables remains constant for the entire corrosion range examined. Furthermore, 
these results highlight the potential importance of pitting factor, Rpu, which is used to 
determine Apu{t) in Equation 6.2 (see also Equation 3.12) and thus fy^{t). In 111 beams, the 
uncertainty associated with Rpuis modelled using a Normal distribution {pi = 6, a = 0.667), 
while in T282 beams a uniform distribution is used with limits 4 and 8. The sensitivity 
factors obtained using T282 beams for the yield-load capacity limit state, follow similar 
trends to the results o f 111 beams. Their main difference is that the predicted shift in 
relative importance o f variables Ast and /  at Qcor > 10% is slightly stronger, than in the 
case o f the 111 beams. This behaviour is attributed to the use of uniform distribution in 
T282 beams (instead o f Normal distr.) for the modelling o f Rpu in Monte Carlo simulation 
(Section 6.5.1), which resulted in somewhat higher values of a for variable / ,  especially 
for corrosion intervals Qcor = 15 -  18% (e.g. see values in brackets for/  in Table 6.4).
6.7.3 Ductility limit state
6.7.3.1 Initial approximation (111 and T282 beams)
The coded coefficients o f the initial E^-order approximation (Equation 6.8) of the ductility 
limit state for 111 and T282 beams are tabulated in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7. Regression coefficients of l*‘-iteration of ductility limit state in coded format (Eq. 6.8). 
Beam/7o Pi Pz Ps P* Ps Pe Pi Pi P$ Pio Pn Pn Pn Pu Pis
111 2.488 0.541 -0.36 1.31 -0.549 0.27 -0.069 0.53 -0.179 0.232 -0.3 0.254-0.154 -0.547 0.283 -0.053
T282 3.487 0.706 -0.842 0.991 -0.643 -0.234 0.122 0.5620.196 0.139 -0.52 0.153-0.02 -0.409 -0.143 0.026
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A comparison of the FE and E^-order model predietions for 111 and T282 beams can be 
seen in Figures 6.22 and 6.23. In both cases, a near perfeet fit is observed for the 1^^-order 
model at the points o f the factorial ED. Large differences (> 15%), however, are observed 
in the predicted values (using the L^order approx.) at the eenter and axial ED points, 
indicating the presence o f curvature in the surfaee. The L^-order models -  in both beam 
groups -  are augmented by the addition of the 2"^-order terms (Equation 6.9). To fit the 2"^ 
order model, axial points are added to the existing ffaetional factorial design, construeting 
a FCC design (see Figure 5.6b in Chapter 5), since the use o f a standard CCD would 
require unrealistic experimental points (i.e. for 2 '^  ^ factorial points, oc = 2 in Figure 5.6a).
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Figure 6.22. Comparison of FE and RSM ductility factor predictions for 111 beams using 1 -^order 
approximation (Equation 6.8). Note that the entire variable space is used.
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Figure 6.23. Comparison of FE and RSM ductility factor predictions for T282 beams using l*‘-order 
approximation (Equation 6.8). Note that the entire variable space is used.
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Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show that the differenees between the FE and RSM predictions are 
reduced for 111 and T282 beams, respectively; however, both the and 2"  ^ order 
approximations are deemed inadequate, since differences of more than 25% are observed, 
in both cases. The 2"^-order approximations for both beam groups are rejected and the 
variable ranges and ED center are redefined.
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Figure 6.24. Comparison of FE and RSM ductility factor predictions for 111 beams using 2“‘*-order 
approximation (Equation 6.9). Note that the entire variable space is used.
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Figure 6.25. Comparison of FE and RSM ductility factor predictions for T282 beams using 2"‘‘-order 
approximation (Equation 6.9). Note that the entire variable space is used.
To improve the accuracy of the fitted models for 111 and T282 beams, their variable space 
is divided in smaller multiple regions, in Sections 6.7.4 and 6.7.5, respectively, see also
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Figure 5.7 in Chapter 5. Consequently, approximations are obtained for each of the 
corrosion intervals considered for each group o f beams.
6.7.4 111 beams
6.7.4.1 Corrosion intervals
The variable ranges used for the initial EDs (ductility limit state) o f the different corrosion 
intervals of 111 beams are summarised in Table 6.8. The variable ranges tabulated in Table
6.8 are determined using ± 3cr from the mean value of the variables. In all subsequent 
iterations the variable space is reduced to approximately ± 1.5(7 around the estimated 
design point to improve the accuracy o f the approximation.
Table 6.8. Variable levels for EDs of different corrosion intervals Qcor (111 beam).
Variable Qcor -  0 -  5% Qcor — 1 5 - 18%
Center Low High Center Low High
7c (MPa) 37 19 55 37 19 55
^(MPa) 575 523.25 626.75 540 487.53 592.47
0.09 0.0657 0.1143 0.02332 0.00352 0.04312
Ast (mm )^ 157.1 138.26 175.94 131 113.66 148.34
Umax (MPa) 9.53 7.325 11.789 6.849 5.3605 8.3365
Figure 6.26a shows comparisons between the FE and the initial C^-order model predictions 
for different corrosion intervals. The C^-order approximation (i.e. Equation 6.8) initially 
produces unsatisfactory approximation of the Qcor = 0 -  5% corrosion interval, as shown in 
Figure 6.26a. The C^-order approximation is augmented by the addition o f the quadratic 
terms using an FCC design and the variable ranges o f Table 6.8. The results in Figure 
6.26b show that the 2"^-order model provides a satisfactory approximation o f the resistance 
component o f the ductility limit state function. Figure 6.26c shows a comparison between 
the FE and E^-order predictions of the high corrosion interval Qcor = 15 -  18%. The results 
in this figure revealed that the accuracy o f the C^-order approximation is satisfactory for 
this corrosion interval. This is true, not only for the factorial points used to fit the model 
but also for the center point o f the ED, which is an independent run.
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Figure 6.26. Comparison of FE and RSM ductility factor predictions for 111 beams: (a) l*‘-order 
approx. for Qc„r = 0 -  5% (Equation 6.8) and (b) 2"‘‘-order approx. for Qc„r = 0 -  5% (Equation 6.9) 
and (c) l*‘-order approx. for Qcor = 1 5 -  18%.
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Figures 6.27a to 6.27h, which are plots o f the fitted models for the 0-5% and 15-18% 
corrosion intervals, show the effect o f the different random variables on displacement 
ductility factor 1x5 . At each corrosion interval the negative effect o f fy  and Ast on beam’s 
ductility is correctly captured by the fitted models, (see Figures 6.27c and d for Qcor ^  0 -  
5% and 15-18%, respectively). The results indicate that the variables with the highest 
influence on ^ 5  are the concrete compressive strength, f  and the ultimate rebar strain, 
The effect of variables f  and £„ on the evolution o f the ductility factor, for increasing 
corrosion damage can be seen in Figures 6.27a and b, for low and high values o f Qcor, 
respectively. As expected, for the cases of zero/low corrosion the influence o f ultimate 
steel strain in the tension rebars on displacement ductility factor, //j, is insignificant (i.e. 
concrete crushing occurs much earlier than rebar rupture), see Figure 6.27a. At the high 
corrosion interval, however, the influence o f £„ on fxs is reversed as shovm in Figure 6.27b. 
Also, Figures 6.27f and h show, that the influence o f on fXs is now significant. This 
highlights the dynamic nature o f the response surface, since the regression coefficients 
change as corrosion progresses (Figures 6.27a and b). The proposed method allows 
capturing potential interactions among the main random variables. For example, the model 
correctly captured the combined effect of £„and f  at Qcor ~  15-18%, see Figure 6.27b.
The results indicate that for the corrosion range considered (i.e. Qcor = 0-5% 
corrosion loss) the displacement ductility factor, fis, increases as corrosion progresses. As 
discussed previously in Section 4.8, this behaviour is due to the reductions of steel area 
and yield strength fy  in the corroded tension rebars. In this way the beams become more 
under-reinforced, causing a delay in the crushing o f the compressive concrete (Note that 
the beneficial effect o f stirrup confinement on concrete strength is not considered in this 
study).
This behaviour is in good agreement with the experimental data o f (Maadda^vy et al. 
2005b) and the numerical results presented in Section 4.8, where an increase o f ductility is 
initially observed in beams with low/moderate confinement (i.e. p5 increases for up to 
approx. Qcor = 12%). The results indicate that important variables -  affecting directly the 
residual ductility of the beams -  are the amount o f corrosion damage, Qcor, concrete 
strength, f  as well as coefficient ay2  and the initial value of ultimate strain sq in Equation
6.3. These variables influence the point at which premature rupture occurs prior to concrete 
crushing. Thus, fis in corroding beams reinforced with less ductile rebars (i.e. smaller 
values o f £0 in Equation 6.3), is likely to decrease earlier -  at lower levels o f corrosion 
damage -  compared to the beams considered in this study.
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Figure 6.27. Effect of random variables on of 111 beams: (a) £„ and / .  with fy=  575MPa, A^ t = 
157mm^ and = 9.53MPa (b) e„and/ ,  with fy = 540MPa, A^ t = 131 mm  ^ and u^ ax = 6.84MPa, (c) fy 
and Ast with f =  37MPa, = 0.09 and u^ ax = 9.53MPa, (d )^  and Ast with / .=  37MPa, = 0.02332 and 
Umax = 6.84MPa, (e)A and f  with = 0.09, Ast = 157mm^ and u„,ax = 9.53MPa, (f) su and fy with f  = 
37MPa, Ast = 131mm^ and u„,ax = 6.84MPa, (g) and f  with e„ -- 0.09, Ast = 157mm^ and fy = 
575MPa, (h) Umax and su with f  = 37MPa,y4y, = 131 mm  ^and fy = 540MPa.
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6.T.4.2 Subsequent iterations
A displacement ductility factor, = 2 (i.e. load effect), is assumed for the reliability 
analysis and the initial design points are established for each of the Qcor = 0, 5, 15 and 18% 
corrosion intervals. New design centres are seleeted close to the initial design points and 
iterations are performed until convergenee o f the reliability index, is aehieved 
(Equation 5.31). In all cases, P{t) converged within 3 iterations. Figures 6.28 and 6.29 
show eomparisons between the FE and E^-order approximations for the 2"^ and 3"^  
iterations of eorrosion intervals Qcor = 0-5% and 15-18%, respeetively. In all cases, the 
accuracy o f the E^-order approximations was found to be adequate.
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Figure 6.28. Comparison of FE and RSM ductility factor predictions for 111 beams at region of 
variable space corresponding to Qcor -  0-5%, using F -order approximations (Equation 6.8); (a) 2"** 
iteration and (b) iteration.
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Figure 6.29. Comparison of FE and RSM ductility factor predictions for 111 beams at region of 
variable space corresponding to Qc„r = 15-18%, using l*‘-order approximations (Equation 6.8): (a) 2"^  
iteration and (b) 3"^** iteration.
6.7.4.3 Evolution of reliability index with time
The convergence of the reliability indices for the ductility limit state is shown in Figure 
6.30. The evolution of reliability index with time can be seen in the same figure assuming a
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constant corrosion current, icor = lit A/cm . The results indicate that the reliability of the 
beam initially increases for low amounts o f corrosion. At higher amounts o f corrosion loss 
(i.e. Qcor = 15-18%) the reliability index, p { t\  o f the 111 beams decreases below the value 
o f P{t) corresponding to the uncorroded beam (see Figure 6.30). The predicted pattern in 
the evolution o f p{i) for increasing values o f Qcor is similar to the pattern obtained using 
deterministic analysis (i.e. initial increase of ductility). This behaviour can be explained by 
considering the evolution of the performance function for ductility, with increased Qcor, as 
shown in Figure 6.31. For small values o f Qcor, the performance function moves away from 
the mean values of the variables; at higher values o f Qcor, however, the performance 
function moved close to the mean values o f the variables as shown in Figure 6.31.
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Figure 6.30. Convergence of reliability index p  of ductility limit state for varying values of Qcor (%)•
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Figure 6.31. Evolution of ductility performance function for corrosion intervals Qcor= 0%, 5% and 
15% and corresponding design points (Final iteration).
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6.7.4,4 Sensitivity factors
Figure 6.32 shows the evolution of the FORM sensitivity factors of the random variables 
considered in the analysis. The results in this figure indicate that initially -  for low 
amounts of corrosion -  the concrete compressive strength, fc, is the variable with the 
highest influence on the reliability estimates. The sensitivity factors in Figure 6.32 show 
that for the cases o f no-corrosion/low-corrosion the influence o f the uncertainty in variable 
Su is almost negligible. The sensitivity factors predict that the uncertainty associated with 
variables fy and Ast have an adverse effect on reliability index, which is slightly increasing 
for low amounts o f corrosion damage. Their effect, however, is much smaller than the 
effect of the uncertainty associated with concrete compressive strength,^, on the reliability 
index. The beneficial effect o f reduced mean values of variables fy and Ast on ductility, 
however, is likely to counterbalance -  to some extent -  the increasing uncertainty 
associated with variable Eventually, a shift o f relative importance between f  and is 
observed (Figure 6.32) at higher amounts o f corrosion loss, Qcor = 15-18%. In this case, 
the uncertainty associated with variable g» has the highest influence on The results in 
Figure 6.32 indicate that at high amounts of corrosion loss, g„ has a dominant relative 
effect on reliability estimates o f ductility limit state.
The FORM sensitivity factors show that the uncertainty associated with bond 
strength, Umax, has a (relative) small influence on the reliability estimates (Figure 6.32).
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Figure 6.32. Evolution of sensitivity factors of main random variables (corrosion intervals) for ductility 
limit state (111 beam) assuming a constant corrosion current icor = IpA/cm^.
Finally, to demonstrate the effect of using an erroneous approximation for the description 
o f the performance function, the FORM sensitivity factors of the approximation -  obtained
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using the entire variable space -  are shown in Figure 6.33. As it can be clearly seen in this 
figure, the results indicate that the uncertainty associated with variable s^u has the highest 
relative (adverse) effect on the reliability index, Pit). These results are not acceptable -  
from a physical point o f view -  since the relative importance o f variable is expected to 
be small for low amounts of corrosion for beams with low confinement. On the other hand, 
this approximation (entire variables space), correctly predicted the shift on relative 
importance between variables s^u and fc. At high amounts o f corrosion loss iQcor = 15 -  
18%), the trends in relative importance o f the random variables were predicted by both 
approximations with reasonable accuracy (see Figures 6.32 and 6.33).
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Figure 6.33. Evolution of sensitivity factors of main random variables (entire variable space) for 
ductility limit state (111 beam) assuming a constant corrosion current ic„r = IpA/cm^.
6.7.5 T282 beams
6.7.5.1 Corrosion intervals
The corrosion intervals Qcor = 0, 5, 10 and 15% are examined for T282 beams. The results 
o f 111 beams in Figure 6.32 revealed that the influences o f uncertainty in bond strength 
u^max and residual steel area -  on the displacement ductility factor //j -  are relatively small. 
In beams T282, bond deterioration is assumed over a central portion of the beam’s tension 
rebars. It is expected that the effect of bond deterioration in these beams will be smaller 
than in beams 111. As a result, these variables are treated deterministically in the analysis 
o f T282 beams. Both Umax and Ast are set to the mean value of the corrosion interval 
analyzed.
The random variables included in the following analysis are fy  and Su. The 
variable ranges used for the initial EDs (ductility limit state) of the different corrosion
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intervals o f T282 beams are summarised in Table 6.9. Hence, the EDs used in the different 
corrosion intervals reduce to 2  ^ full factorial designs, with the 9 runs (i.e. 2  ^ = 8 plus 1 
center run).
Table 6.9. Variable levels for EDs of different corrosion intervals Q^ or (T282 beams).
Variable Qcor = 0 % Qcor = 5% & . r = 1 0 % Qcor = 15%
Center Low High Center Low High Center Low High Center Low High
fc (MPa) 37 19 55 37 19 55 37 19 55 37 19 55
0.132 &096 0.168 0.102 0.074 0.13 0.073 0.047 0.099 0.0435 0.015 0.072
^(MPa) 489 445 533 486.3 442.6 530 477.4 432.5 522.3 463.4 413.7 513.1
The variable ranges tabulated in Table 6.8 are determined using ± 3cr from the center o f the 
design. In all subsequent iterations the variable space is reduced to approximately ± l.Str 
around the estimated design point.
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Figure 6.34. Comparison of FE and RSM ductility factor predictions for T282 beams at regions of 
variable space corresponding to different values of Qcor’- (a) Qcor = 0%, (b) Qcor = 10% (c) Qcor = 15% 
(l*‘-order approx. -  Equation 6 .8 ) and (d) Qcor = 15% (2"‘'-order approx. -  Equation 6.9).
Figure 6.34 shows comparisons between the FE and the E^-order model predictions for 
different corrosion intervals (H^-iteration). The H‘-order approximation (i.e. Equation 6.8) 
produces satisfactory approximations for up to 10% corrosion loss (intervals 0%, 5% and
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10%), see Figures 6.34b and 6.34c. At Qcor -  15% loss, large differences are observed 
between the center and axial FE predictions and the predictions o f the H^-order 
approximation (Figure 6.34c). This behaviour is attributed to surface curvature caused by 
evolution in the behaviour o f the corroded beam at ultimate deflection, from concrete 
crushing towards the premature rupture of the corroded rebars (i.e. change in failure mode 
since, for some of the ED points, the variable level combinations resulted in tensile rebar 
rupture prior to concrete crushing, at deflection ôf). The H^-order model is augmented with 
the 2"^-order terms (Equation 6.9). The differences between the FE and 2"^-order 
predictions reduced to < 15% (Figure 6.34d). Similarly to 111 beams, the fitted models -  at 
each corrosion interval -  correctly captured the negative effect o f fy  on beam’s ductility, 
e.g. see Figures 6.35b and 6.35d.
The evolution of the ductility factor, for increasing corrosion damage can be seen in 
Figures 6.35a, c and f. As expected, for the cases of zero/low corrosion the influence of 
ultimate steel strain £„ in the tension rebars on displacement ductility factor jâs is 
insignificant (i.e. concrete crushing occurs prior to rebar rupture). As corrosion progresses, 
however, the increasing influence o f £„ on becomes evident; this indicates the dynamic 
nature of the response surface, since the regression coefficients change as corrosion 
progresses (see Figures 6.35a, c and f). The proposed method allows capturing potential 
interactions among the main random variables. For example, the model correctly captured 
the combined effect of and f  at the Qcor = 10% corrosion interval, see Figure 6.35c.
The results indicate that for the corrosion range considered (i.e. 0-15% corrosion 
loss) the displacement ductility factor increases as corrosion progresses. As discussed 
previously for 111 beams, this behaviour is due to the reductions o f steel area and yield 
strength in the corroded rebars, causing a delay in the crushing of the compressive concrete 
(Note that the beneficial effect of stirrup confinement on concrete strength is not 
considered in this study). This behaviour is in good agreement with the experimental data 
o f (Maaddawy et al. 2005b) and the numerical results presented in Section 4.8, where an 
increase of ductility is observed in beams with low/moderate confinement, for up to 20% 
corrosion loss; beyond this point, loss of ductility is observed due to premature rebar 
rupture (prior to concrete crushing). As a result, it can be concluded that both the amount 
o f corrosion damage and the initial value o f ultimate strain eq in Equation 6.3 are important 
factors, which influence the point at which premature rupture occurs prior to concrete 
crushing. Thus, jds in corroding beams reinforced with less ductile rebars, is likely to
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deteriorate earlier -  at lower levels of corrosion damage -  compared to the beams 
considered in this study.
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Figure 6.35. Effect of random variables on of T282 beam: (a) f„and/ .  with fy = 489MPa, (b )/, and/ .  
with £„ = 0.132 (c) and fc with fy= 477.4MPa, (d)/,and / .  with = 0.0729, (e) (P ‘-order model) / .  and 
£„ and (f) (2"‘*-order model)/ .  and e„. Note that in all cases u^ ax = 5.35MPa is used. For (a) and (b) A^ t = 
226.19mm\ for (c) and (d) v4y, =203.29mm^ and for (e) and (f) A  = 463.4MPa and Ast =191.81mm^
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6.7.S.2 Evolution of reliability index with time
A displacement duetility faetor, = 2, is assumed for the reliability analysis and the initial 
design points are established for eaeh eorrosion interval. New design centres are seleeted 
close to the estimated design points and iterations are performed until eonvergenee o f the 
reliability index, /?(r), is achieved (Equation 5.31).
The convergence o f the reliability indiees for the duetility limit state is shown in 
Figure 6.36. The evolution of reliability index with time (years) o f aetive eorrosion ean be 
seen in the same figure assuming a eonstant eorrosion eurrent, icor = 1 pA/em^.
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Figure 6.36. Convergence of reliability index/? of ductility limit state for varying amounts of Qcor (%)•
6.1.53 Sensitivity factors
The sensitivity faetors for the duetility limit state of T282 beam in Figure 6.37 follow 
similar trends to the sensitivity factors o f corrosion interval 0-5% of 111 beams. In this 
ease, however, no transition is observed in the relative importanee o f the random variables, 
whieh is also refleeted by the eontinually inereasing reliability index, as shown in 
Figure 6.36. This is also refieeted in Figure 6.38, where it ean be seen that as eorrosion loss, 
Qcor, inereases the performanee function for the duetility limit state of T282 beam 
eontinues to move away from the mean values of the variables (in contrary to beams 111, 
where increasing Qcor eaused a ehange to direetion of the performanee function, see Figure 
6.31). This behaviour eould be explained to some extent, by eonsidering the high value of
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ultimate rebar strain (i.e. sq = 0.132), while uneorroded, which implies that the duetility of 
the rebars in beam T282 deteriorated at a slower rate compared to 111 beam (sq = 0.09).
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Figure 6.37. Evolution of sensitivity factors of main random variables (corrosion intervals) for 
ductility limit state (T282 beam) assuming a constant corrosion current i^ or = IpA/cm^.
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Figure 6.38. Evolution of ductility performance function for corrosion intervals Qcor= 0%, 5% and 
15% and corresponding design points (Final iteration).
6.8 Concluding rem arks
In this chapter the methodology for reliability analysis developed in Chapter 5, is used for 
the reliability analysis of corroding under-reinforeed beams. Two different eorrosion
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damage scenarios are examined using experimentally tested beams from the literature. Five 
main random variables are considered in reliability analysis. The following conclusions 
can be drawn from the results o f this investigation:
• A suitable fit for the initial (l®*-order) approximation of the yield-load capacity limit
state was obtained despite the large variable range used.
• The initial variable range used, had a significant effect on the accuracy o f the fitted
model for the ductility limit state for both beam groups analysed. To improve the 
accuracy of the initial fitted model, multiple approximations were obtained 
considering smaller regions in the variable space.
• 1^^-order approximation o f the yield-load capacity limit state is shown to be a
stationary surface, since the regression coefficients are insensitive to the amount of 
corrosion.
• The reliability index for the ductility limit state increased for up to 15% corrosion
loss. This increase was found to be associated with the loss o f steel area and 
reduced yield strength in the corroding rebars.
• Using the adaptive method, a relatively small number o f iterations were sufficient to
obtain convergence o f the reliability indices o f both limit states considered.
• An increase o f the reliability index, p, for the ductility limit state was predicted for
both beam groups. At higher amounts o f corrosion, a decrease o f P is observed for 
111 beams. The initial increase of P was found to be associated with the loss of 
steel area and reduced yield strength in the corroding rebars.
• The sensitivity factors obtained for the load capacity limit state revealed that the
relative importance of the random variables remained constant as corrosion 
increased.
• The sensitivity factors, for the ductility limit state in 111 beams, revealed that the
random variables with the highest relative importance (among the variables 
examined) are the concrete strength and the residual ultimate rebar strain. A 
transition in relative importance between these two variables was predicted to occur 
as corrosion loss increased.
• The sensitivity factors revealed that -  for the corrosion scenarios examined -  bond
deterioration had a small relative effect on the reliability index for both the load 
capacity and ductility limit states.
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7
Conclusions and recommendations
7.1 Sum m ary and conclusions
The main objective o f this thesis has been to improve the understanding o f the impact of 
rebar corrosion on the residual performance o f under-reinforeed beams, through parametric 
and reliability analysis studies. The results presented in this thesis can also be useful for the 
interpretation of existing experimental data as well as in devising future experimental 
studies, by establishing a priori variable sensitivity (even though some are difficult to 
control in physical experimentation).
Several aspects related to performance evaluation of corroding under-reinforeed 
beams have been investigated in this study, including the corrosion mechanisms, types and 
effects in RC, review o f the available experimental data on residual beam performance, the 
available corrosion damage models (i.e. computation of residual properties o f corroding 
rebars, damaged concrete and their bond), the use of non-linear FE analysis as a structural 
assessment tool, the development and validation of a reliability analysis methodology 
using adaptive-response surface method (RSM) and its application for the reliability 
analysis o f corroding RC beams.
An extensive literature review has been presented in Chapter 2 regarding the 
different aspects involved in corrosion-induced deterioration of RC structures. Initially, the 
main mechanisms, types, effects and rate o f corrosion are reviewed. This lead to the 
development o f understanding for the influence o f corrosion effects on the residual 
geometrical, material and bond properties o f embedded rebars in concrete. The key studies
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from the literature on the residual performance o f corroding under-reinforced beams were 
critically reviewed, with emphasis given to the impact o f corrosion on the residual load- 
capacity at serviceability and ultimate conditions as well as the evolution of beam ductility 
(using the displacement ductility factor, n§). Finally, various unresolved issues associated 
with the assessment o f corroding under-reinforced beams were identified. The following 
conclusions can be drawn from this literature review.
• Corrosion o f steel in concrete adversely affects the mechanical properties o f the 
rebars, including loss o f capacity and ductility.
• Damaged concrete (due to corrosion) in compression exhibits a reduced
performance compared to undamaged concrete.
• Small amounts o f corrosion cause an increase o f bond strength between ribbed 
rebars and concrete. Upon the formation of concrete cracking, bond strength begins 
to deteriorate.
• Rebar corrosion affects the performance o f under-reinforced beams in several 
ways; it causes loss o f load capacity, causes changes in serviceability performance 
and potentially can alter the failure modes of the affected beams.
• Comparisons between test results from several studies on corroding under-
reinforced beams revealed that significant scatter of data exists. In many cases, the 
interpretation o f the existing results is not possible due to the large number o f 
potential sources o f variability. Furthermore, in some cases the beams are affected 
by more than one type of corrosion at different locations. In such cases, the 
quantification of the influence of the different corrosion types on observed response 
is highly complex.
• In some cases, experimental results from different studies appear to be in 
disagreement. These disagreements could be due to material variability, different 
experimental procedures adopted in each case or due to underlying mechanisms 
which are not well understood.
• The assessment o f corroding beams using simplified sectional analysis requires a
number of oversimplification assumptions, which in turn may lead to very 
conservative estimates of residual performance.
• Accurate performance assessment requires consideration o f the different types and
effects o f corrosion (e.g. loss of bond, impaired rebar ductility, etc), in the analysis.
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To this end non-linear FE analysis together with empirical models from the 
literature ean improve the performance estimates o f deteriorating beams.
• An accurate assessment o f structural response for deteriorating beams can be used 
to study the influence of different variables and promote the interpretation o f the 
existing data.
In Chapter 3 the framework of FE modelling applied to RC elements and structures is 
reviewed, with emphasis given to the use constitutive material models based on energy 
concepts, which reduce the mesh dependency of the results. Numerical models o f 
uncorroded/corroded beams were developed. Corrosion damage is considered in the 
analysis using empirical models from the literature, which capture the evolution o f material 
and bond properties. In this chapter, results are presented from a comprehensive sensitivity 
study, where the influence o f several input and modelling parameters are assessed.
The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the results presented in 
Chapter 3:
• The use of a rotating smeared crack model combined with the crack band model 
can reduce the sensitivity o f the results with respect to mesh discretization,
especially when the characteristic length is taken as = (DIANA default 
value), where A  is the area o f the concrete (mesh) element.
• The use o f a stress-strain curve with softening for concrete in compression reduces 
the sensitivity of the ductility predictions in relation to mesh size. Similar to 
smeared crack model used for concrete in tension, the use o f energy concepts for 
the compressive failure reduces the mesh sensitivity o f the FE models.
• The consistent prediction of beam ductility (using the displacement ductility factor, 
//(5) requires consideration of strain-hardening -  in the analysis -  for the description 
of the inelastic rebar behaviour.
• The results highlighted that selecting suitable boundary conditions is crucial in 
predicting a realistic beam response. The use of erroneous boundary constraints can 
have a significant effect on the predicted response.
• The proposed non-linear FE model correlates well with the available experimental 
data; hence is suitable for the performance estimation of deteriorating members 
considered in this study.
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Within Chapter 4, the 2D non-linear FE models were used to assess the residual structural 
performance o f a series o f under-reinforced beams damaged by varying degree of 
corrosion at different locations. Key parameters affecting the performance o f corroded 
members were identified and their influence on the behaviour o f under-reinforced beams 
was quantified.
Parameters examined using the numerical models, included, the influence of 
compressive strength of concrete, impaired bond performance (due to corrosion in the 
tension rebars), corrosion damage in the compressive regions of the beams and loss of 
rebar ductility. The follo^ving conclusions are drawn from the results presented in this 
chapter:
• Loss o f tensile steel area and concrete damage/section-loss due to corrosion in the 
compressive region o f the beam, are found to be the main causes for loss o f load 
capacity and bending stiffness.
• Concrete compressive strength appears to have (relatively) small influence on the 
predicted load-defiection response of uncorroded beams, or beams damaged by 
corrosion only in their tension region. By contrast, the load-defiection response o f 
beams damaged by corrosion in their compressive region is particularly sensitive to 
the compressive strength; this depends on the degree o f corrosion o f the rebars.
• The effect of bond deterioration between the tensile rebars and concrete was found 
to have a small effect on the residual load-capacity o f the beams examined. This 
indicates that bond damage may be omitted for ULS strength predictions of 
corroded beams, provided that the tension bars are well-anchored at their ends.
• The bond deterioration is responsible for changes in eraeking patterns and widths, 
i.e. increasing bond deterioration results in increasing crack spacing and widths. 
Consequently, modelling bond deterioration is highly significant for performance 
assessment at the serviceability limit state.
• Performance is sensitive to cover concrete damage in the compressive zone; 
ignoring this leads to over-estimation of structural performance at the both the 
servieeability and ultimate limit states. Excluding the effect o f the damaged cover 
from the analysis, a simplification necessary in sectional analysis, results in under­
estimation of the serviceability performance. In both cases, the magnitude o f the 
error depends on the degree o f corrosion damage in the compressive rebars and the 
concrete strength fc  o f the beams.
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• Bond deterioration was found to have an adverse effect on the residual ductility of 
corroding beams. This, however, is observed only when rebar fracture precedes 
concrete crushing at ultimate.
• The numerical models predicted an inerease o f beam’s ductility for increasing 
amounts of corrosion, up to approx. Qcor = 12-15% loss. This behaviour is 
explained by the beneficial effect of reducing tension steel area and yield strength 
on beam’s ductility.
• At higher amount of corrosion {Qcor > 12-15% loss), beam’s ductility started to 
deteriorate due to a transition in beam’s behaviour at ultimate limit state from 
concrete crushing towards premature rupture o f the corroded tension rebars. Once 
this transition has oceurred (from eoncrete crushing to rebar fracture), a rapid 
deterioration o f beam’s ductility was observed.
The reliability analysis framework and the commonly used reliability analysis methods are 
briefly reviewed in Chapter 5. The use o f response surface method (RSM), including 
commonly used experimental designs (ED), is discussed within the context o f reliability 
analysis. An adaptive methodology for reliability analysis for problems with implicit 
performance functions (i.e. NLFEA) is developed and validated. In this method, which 
utilises FORM analysis and RSM, an adaptive scheme is used for the selection o f response 
functions to approximate the actual (unknown) performance function. The methodology 
was validated using three numerical examples from the literature. The following 
conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in this chapter:
• The results from the examples analysed indicate that the method is robust and 
allows the fast convergence of reliability index, following a small number of 
iterations, even in cases that the actual (unknown) surface is strongly non-linear.
• The method emphasizes that a good initial approximation will result in a reduced 
number o f iterations required for p  to converge.
• The method has the advantage that it allows to study the effeet o f the different 
variables (and their interactions) involved in the problem both deterministically and 
probabilistically. This could be o f great interest in practice, since one can obtain 
insights regarding the complex structural behaviour for a deteriorating structure in a 
“traditional” deterministic manner (i.e. around the mean values o f the variables) as 
well as establish the evolution of its reliability.
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In Chapter 6, the previously developed adaptive reliability analysis methodology is applied 
for the analysis o f corroding under-reinforced beams in flexure. Two beam types are 
analysed considering the yield-load capacity and ductility limit states. The following 
conclusions can be made on the basis o f these results:
• A suitable fit for the initial (C^-order) approximation of the yield-load capacity 
limit state was obtained despite the large variable range used, concluding that the 
curvature o f the response surface is negligibly small.
• The C^-order approximation o f the yield-load capacity limit state is shown to be a 
stationary surface, since the regression coefficients are insensitive to the amount of 
corrosion. Hence, one response surface was sufficient for the modelling o f selected 
range o f corrosion intervals.
• The approximation o f ductility limit state is strongly influenced by the selection of 
range of variables due to significant curvature in the response surface. The 
accuracy of the fitted response surface can be improved by splitting the variable 
space into smaller ranges and evaluate the response surface for each corrosion 
interval.
• An initial increase o f the reliability index, y9, for the ductility limit state is predicted 
for both beam groups. However, at higher corrosion degrees (approx. 15%), the 
reliability index starts to decrease for 111 beams. The initial increase o f P  was 
found to be associated with the loss o f steel area and reduced yield strength in the 
corroding rebars, which counterbalanced the increase o f uncertainty associated with 
the residual ultimate rebar strain,
• The sensitivity factors obtained for the load capacity limit state revealed that the 
relative importance of the random variables remained constant as corrosion 
increased.
• The sensitivity factors, for the ductility limit state in 111 beams, revealed that the 
random variables with the highest relative importance (among the variables 
examined) are the concrete strength and the residual ultimate rebar strain. A 
transition in relative importance between these two variables was predicted for 
higher amounts o f corrosion loss, Qcor>
• The sensitivity factors revealed that -  for the corrosion scenarios examined -  bond 
deterioration had a small relative effect on the reliability index for both limit states 
examined.
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7.2 Limitations and recommendations for future work
During this study, a number o f aspects were identified as areas o f further research. Their 
exploration would improve the existing knowledge on the impact of corrosion on the 
residual performance o f deteriorating under-reinforced beams. Additionally, the existing 
performance prediction models at a material (e.g. impaired bond performance, loss of 
concrete strength, loss o f rebar ductility) and element level could be improved, allowing 
for less conservative -  more accurate -  assessments o f structural performance.
The key points for future research -  identified based on the results presented in this 
study -  are summarised as follows:
• In this study, bond deterioration is modelled using an empirical model for the 
calculation of residual bond strength combined with a local bond stress-slip 
relationship (see Section 3.3.2.2). As discussed in Chapter 2, the majority o f the 
existing studies on bond deterioration of corroding rebars, is related to the 
development o f empirical and analytical models for the prediction of residual bond 
strength. The available experimental results indicate that the bond stress-slip 
relationship is also affected by corrosion damage. In general, the influence of 
corrosion on the local bond stress -  slip relationship appears to be unexplored in 
literature. The limited available experimental results available in this issue (e.g. Lee 
et al. 2002) suggest that corrosion affects the shape of both the ascending and post­
peak parts of the bond stress-slip curve. This study, however, examined only the 
ascending part of the bond-slip curve using only one rebar size. The post-peak bond 
response, which appears to be controlled by the amount o f confinement provided, 
could be significant since it could differentiate between a brittle and a ductile bond 
failure mode. The results presented in Chapters 4 and 6 showed that bond 
deterioration may potentially affect both the serviceability (i.e. cracking patterns, 
deflections) and ultimate (i.e. ductility) performance o f corroding beams. 
Consequently, a more realistic bond stress-slip relationship could improve the 
predictions of residual beam performance. Hence, further research is required to 
develop bond stress-slip relationships for corroded rebars, considering the effect of 
different influencing parameters, for instance the amount o f active/passive 
confinement, specimen geometry, loading history and rate o f corrosion.
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• Results from a systematic parametric study of the potential effects o f corrosion 
affecting the compressive (top) rebars in beam were presented in Chapter 4. The 
results revealed that, in some cases, compressive rebar corrosion can have a 
significant effect on residual performance at the serviceability and ultimate limit 
states. Interesting results could emerge from well-designed experimental studies for 
the investigation o f the impact of compressive rebar corrosion on the residual 
performance o f beams, since other important mechanisms (e.g. rebar buckling due 
to concrete cover crushing) may be observed experimentally.
• The majority o f the available experimental studies agree that increasing corrosion 
causes a gradual loss o f rebar ductility (see Chapter 2). In this study, this corrosion 
effect is considered in the analysis using Equation 3.19, which assumes a linear 
reduction of ultimate rebar strain. An important variable in this equation is 
coefficient 0Cy2, which determines the rate o f reduction o f ultimate rebar strain 
for increasing amounts o f corrosion damage, Qcor- As discussed in Section 3.4.12, 
the derivation of this important variable in the study o f Du et al. (2005b), was based 
on a small number o f specimens (specimen T C I6 series) using a limited range of 
corrosion losses, Qcor, (up to approx. Qcor = 10%), as shown in Figure 3.47. A 
significant experimental scatter is observed in this figure. Furthermore, only one 
rebar size (db = 16mm) was used for the derivation o f 0Cy2, without considering the 
potential influence o f the experimental rate o f corrosion icor- Accordingly, it is 
suggested that further experiments could provide a more accurate value for 
coefficient 0Cy2. Towards this target, variables that could be included in future 
experiments for the determination of 0Cy2 are the rebar diameter and the corrosion 
rate (expressed as corrosion current, icor) together with a wider range o f corrosion 
losses, Qcor- Finally, it should be mentioned that the majority of studies are using 
specimens prepared in lab environment. An alternative could be the physical 
(destructive) testing o f specimens extracted fi*om decommissioned deteriorated 
structures (e.g. abandoned corroded bridges) would allow the validation and 
calibration of predictive models using field data.
• In this study, an idealised configuration is assumed for the geometrical description 
o f pitting corrosion (see Figure 3.16). Although this model is very useful for the 
assessment of corroding structures, in practice it is anticipated that actual pit
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geometrical configurations and their distribution are highly irregular. Hence, a 
more accurate characterization of pit geometry would allow the development of 
more accurate (or improve the existing) models. It would be interesting to 
investigate the effect o f several influencing parameters on the geometry and 
distribution o f growing pits, including the rate o f corrosion (i.e. icor), specimen type 
(i.e. bare vs. embedded rebars in concrete), rebar diameter, etc.
• The ductility of under-reinforced beams in flexure is controlled by concrete 
strength and the rebar properties (e.g. ultimate strain). As discussed in different part 
o f this study, both the strength and ductility of concrete in compression are 
enhanced when sufficient confinement is provided in the form o f closed stirrups. 
As a result, concrete crushing at ultimate, occurs at a higher deflection in confined 
beams, compared to unconfined beams. No experimental results appear to exist on 
the loss o f ductility due to confinement loss caused by stirrup corrosion at high- 
moment locations. Hence, it would be interesting to study experimentally, the 
ductile behaviour o f under-reinforced beams in flexure with corroding stirrups 
located at the high moment region o f the beam (e.g. mid-span o f beams).
• Mid-scale corroding beams were used in the parametric and reliability analysis 
case-studies presented in this thesis. This implies that the direct application o f these 
results to actual (large) corroding RC beams used in practice should be done with 
caution. Furthermore, in practice corrosion is usually associated with high spatial 
variability within the deteriorating element. To this end, future experimental, 
numerical and reliability analysis studies should focus in understanding the effects 
of corrosion on the performance of full scale deteriorating structures, including the 
potential influence of spatial variability.
The aforementioned areas of future research will also be very useful for reliability analysis 
o f corroding beams. The benefits o f improving the available experimental data regarding 
the different aspects of corrosion in RC are twofold; firstly sufficient data will allow 
developing realistic predictive mechanical models and secondly this will reduce the 
uncertainty associated with the selection of statistical properties (i.e. moments and 
distribution types) for the random variables in reliability analysis.
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Appendix A. Data extraction procedure from published figures
In this appendix, the adopted procedure for extracting the experimental data from 
published figures is described. As an example, the extraction process is demonstrated using 
the experimental data of (Figure 7 in the study of Lee et al. 2002), which is used in Section
3.4.1 of Chapter 3. Initially, the figure is scanned (or copied from a PDF file) to produce an 
image file (Figure A.I). The image file is then imported to the specialist software and each 
curve is digitised separately, as shown in Figure A.2. Finally, the extracted data is imported 
to spreadsheet software (such as Excel) where it can be further processed.
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Appendix B l. Experimental designs for l^V2"^-order polynomial fitting
Tables B .l to B.4 present examples o f (full) factorial experimental designs (ED), for the 
fitting of 1^^-order polynomials with up to 5 variables. These experimental designs allow 
the estimation o f all the interactions among the main variables. Table B.5 shows an 
example of a V2 fraction factorial design for A: = 5 variables. Tables B.6 and B.7 show the 
central composite and face center cube EDs for the fitting of 2"^-order polynomials. For 
more details see (Myers and Montgomery 1995).
Table B .l. 2^  full factorial design.
Run Variable levels in coded format
Variable Xi Variable Xi
1 - 1 - 1
2 + 1 - 1
3 - 1 + 1
4 + 1 + 1
Table B.2. 2^  full factorial design.
Run Variable levels in coded format
Variable Xi Variable X2 Variable A3
1 - 1 - 1 - 1
2 + 1 - 1 - 1
3 - 1 + 1 - 1
4 + 1 + 1 - 1
5 - 1 - 1 + 1
6 + 1 - 1 + 1
7 - 1 + 1 + 1
8 + 1 + 1 + 1
Table B.3. 2^* full factorial design.
Run Variable levels in coded format
2 G %4
1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
2 + 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
3 - 1 + 1 - 1 - 1
4 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1
5 - 1 - 1 + 1 - 1
6 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1
7 - 1 + 1 + 1 - 1
8 + 1 + 1 + 1 - 1
9 - 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
1 0 + 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
1 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1
1 2 + 1 + 1 - 1 + 1
13 - 1 - 1 + 1 + 1
14 + 1 - 1 + 1 + 1
15 - 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
16 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
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Table B.4. 2^  full factorial design.
Run Variable levels in coded format
^ 2 ^3 A4 ^5
1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
2 + 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
3 - 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
4 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
5 - 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 - 1
6 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 - 1
7 - 1 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1
8 + 1 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1
9 - 1 - 1 - 1 + 1 - 1
1 0 + 1 - 1 - 1 + 1 - 1
1 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1
1 2 + 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1
13 - 1 - 1 + 1 + 1 - 1
14 + 1 - 1 + 1 + 1 - 1
15 - 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 - 1
16 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 - 1
17 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
18 + 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
19 - 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
2 0 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
2 1 - 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1
2 2 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1
23 - 1 + 1 + 1 - 1 4-1
24 + 1 + 1 + 1 - 1 4-1
25 - 1 - 1 - 1 + 1 4-1
26 + 1 - 1 - 1 + 1 4-1
27 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 4-1
28 + 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 4-1
29 - 1 - 1 + 1 + 1 4-1
30 + 1 - 1 + 1 + 1 4-1
31 - 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 4-1
32 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 4-1
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Table B.5 presents an example o f 2 '^  ^ fractional factorial design which contains half 
number o f run compared to its corresponding full factorial design shown in Table B.4.
Table B.5. 2^^  fractional factorial design (resolution V).
Run Variable levels in coded format
A, At A 4 A5=±Ai AzA3A4
1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
2 + 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
3 - 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 - 1
4 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
5 - 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 - 1
6 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1
7 - 1 + 1 + 1 - 1 + 1
8 + 1 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1
9 - 1 - 1 - 1 + 1 - 1
1 0 + 1 - 1 - 1 + 1 + 1
1 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 + 1
1 2 + 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 - 1
13 - 1 - 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
14 + 1 - 1 + 1 + 1 - 1
15 - 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 - 1
16 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
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Tables B.6 and B.7 present examples o f experimental design matrices for the fitting o f 2"^- 
order polynomials. Table B.6 shows the central composite design (CCD), while Table B.7 
summarises the faced center cube (FCC) designs, for A: = 2 and A: = 3 variables.
Table B.6 . Central composite designs (CCD) for A: = 2 and 3.
k = l k = 3
Xi X2 2 G
- 1 - 1 - 1  - 1 - 1
+ 1 - 1 + 1  - 1 - 1
- 1 + 1 - 1  + 1 - 1
+ 1 + 1 + 1  + 1 - 1
a =  —V 2 0 - 1  - 1 + 1
a=  V 2 0 + 1  - 1 + 1
0 a=  — V 2 - 1  + 1 + 1
0 a=  V 2 + 1  + 1 + 1
0 0 tt — -1.682 0 0
cx — 1.682 0 0
0  a = -1.682 0
0  a = 1.682 0
0  0 a = -1.682
0  0 a=  1.682
0  0 0
Table B.7. Faced center cube designs (FCC) for = 2 and 3.
k = 2 k = 3
Xi % 2 %3
- 1 - 1 - 1  - 1 - 1
+ 1 - 1 + 1  - 1 - 1
- 1 + 1 - 1  + 1 - 1
+ 1 + 1 + 1  + 1 - 1
a = - 1 0 - 1  - 1 + 1
a = 1 0 + 1  - 1 + 1
0 a = -l - 1  + 1 + 1
0 a = I + 1  + 1 + 1
0 0 a = -l 0 0
a =  1 0 0
0  a = - 1 0
0  a = 1 0
0  0 a = - 1
0  0 a=  1
0  0 0
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Appendix B2. Fractional factorial designs for A: = 5 ,6  and 7
Table B.8 presents examples of design generators o f fractional factorial designs for k = 5 ,6  
and 7 variables. The resolution o f each fractional ED is also presented. A suitable 
fractional ED is selected based on the number o f variables k  and the minimum accepted 
resolution, for more details see Section 4.4 in (Myers and Montgomery 1995).
Table B.8 . Examples of I*'"* fractional factorial designs for A: = 5, 6  and 7.
Number of variables k Fraction Number of runs Design generators
5 2 ^ 16 E = ± ABCD
t n 8 D = ±  AB 
E = ±AC
6 g 6 - lV^I
I^V
32
16
F=±ABCDE  
E = ±ABC  
F = ± BCD
1 ^ 6 - 3 8 D = ± AB
E = ±AC  
F = ±BC
7 2 ?-i'^ VII
7 —2
I^V
64
32
G = ±ABCDEF 
F = ± ABCD 
G = ± ABDE
r y l —3
^ i v
16 E = ± A B C
F = ± B C D  
G = ±ACD
r y l - A
^///
8 D = ±AB
E = ± ABC 
F = ±BC  
G = ± ABC
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Appendix C. Distributions used in this study
A brief description o f the different distributions used in this study is presented in this 
appendix.
C .l Norm al distribution
The normal distribution is a continuous distribution defined using the first two moments 
(i.e. p and a) and it is symmetric about its mean value as shown in Figure C .l a.
•u
p-3a |j-2a p-a p p+a p+2a p+3a
3 0.5
Figure C .l. Normal distribution: (a) pdf and (b) cdf
The normal probability density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf) 
are described firom Equations C .l and C.2, respectively.
/ ( ^ ) = exp
2 I (7
exp
1
2 I o- j  _
dx
-0 0  <%<oo Equation C. 1
Equation C.2
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C.2 Lognormal distribution
The lognormal distribution is commonly used to model non-negative random variables 
with skewed shape. The skewness can be negative or positive. The lognormal pdf and cdf 
shown in Figure C.2a and C.2b are described from Equations C.3 and C.4, respectively.
F(x) 1
X  0.5 c  0.7
0.4
.22 0.4
0.2
0.1
10
X
Figure C.2. Lognormal distribution: (a) pdf and (b) cdf
/ W = •expÇx-JlTÜ y
1 (  Inx-y^^
Equation C.3
Equation C.4
The first two moments o f a lognormally distributed random variable X  are given from 
Equations C.5 and C.6.
/ /  = exp
(T = / i^ e x p { C " ) -
Equation C.5 
Equation C.6
C.3 Uniform distribution
The continuous uniform distribution is characterised by equal likelihood for all interval o f 
same length (i.e. constant probability). Parameters a and b define the lower and upper 
limits o f the distribution as shown in Figure C.3 a.
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■R
Si
X
Figure C.3. Uniform distribution: (a) pdf and (b) cdf
The probability density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf) o f the 
uniform distribution are described from Equations C.7 and C.8, respectively.
/w= 1b - a a < x < b Equation C.7
Equation C.8
The first two moments of a uniformly distributed random variable Xi are given from 
Equations C.9 and C.IO.
M =
CT =
a  +  b
2
b - a
^^Ï2
Equation C.9
Equation C.IO
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Appendix D. Results from examples 1, 2 and 3 of Chapter 5
Numerical example 1 in Section 5.6.1 (Chapter 5)
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Numerical example 2 in Section 5.6.2 (Chapter 5)
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Numerical example 3 in Section 5.6.3 (Chapter 5)
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Appendix E. MatLab input file for MCS (Chapter 6)
Monte Carlo simulation using MATLAB 2008R for the estimation of first two
D _ D  j  . i )
max'moments of random variables AsP,fy^, sj^ and u
clc;
clear all;
% Corrosion current density (pA/cm^) 
i = 1;
% Initial rebar diameter (mm), yield strength (MPa), ultimate strain and 
coefficient ayl
D = 1 2 ;  
fy = 48 9; 
eu = 0.132;
al = 0.005;
% Loop for 41 years corresponding to approx. Qcor = 18% corrosion loss
for t=l:l:41; 
n = 110000;
% Area of 1 uncorroded rebar, D = rebar diameter, Dsig = standard 
deviation of rebar diameter obtained using CoV = 2%
Dsig = 0.02*0;
DO(:,t) = normrnd(D, Dsig, n, 1);
Astnom(:,t) = ((pi*(DO(:,t ) .*D0(:,t ))/4));
% Uniform corrosion loss after t year 
Pav(:,t) = 0.0116*t*i;
% remaining area 1 bar
Astres(:,t) = ((pi*(DO(:,t )-2*Pav(:,t )).*(DO(:,t )-2*Pav(:,t)))/4);
% Percentage (%) corrosion loss
Qcor(:,t) = ((Astnom(:,t)-Astres(:,t))./Astnom(:,t ))*100;
% Remaining area of 2 bars
AstD(:,t) = 2*Astres(:,t ); %%%
% Variability of yield strength (uncorroded rebars)
Fsig = 0.03*fy;
fyO(:,t) = normrnd(fy, Fsig, n, 1);
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Rpit(:,t) = noritirnd ( 6, 0 . 666, n, 1 ) ;
Pmax(:,t) = Pav(:,t )*Rpit(:,t );
b(:,t) = 2*Pmax {;, t) . * ( (1-{ (Pmax ( :, t) ./DO ( :, t) ) . ^ 2^) ) . .  5) ; 
thl(:,t) = 2*asin(b(:,t ) -/DO ( :,t )); 
th2(:,t) = 2*asin(b(:,t ) ./(2*Pmax(:,t )));
Al(:,t) = 0.5*( (thl(:,t) .*(D0(:,t)/2) .*(D0(:,t)/2))) - 
0.5*((b(:,t)).*(D0(:,t)/2)) + 0.5*((b(:,t )).*(Pmax(:,t).^2)./DO(:,t));
A2(:,t) = 0.5*th2(:,t ) .*Pmax(:,t ).*Pmax(:,t) - 
0.5*b(:,t ).*Pmax(:,t ).*Pmax(:,t )./DO(:,t);
% Area of pit after t years of corrosion 
A p i t (:,t ) = A 1 (:,t ) + A 2 (:,t );
% Residual yield strength after t years of corrosion
fyD(:,t) = (1 - al*(Apit(:,t ) ./Astnom(:,t))*100).*fyO(:,t); %%%
% Variability of ultimate strain (uncorroded rebar) 
esig = 0.09*eu;
euO(:,t) = normrnd(eu,esig,n,1);
% Residual ultimate strain after t years of corrosion 
a2(:,t) = unifrnd(0.037,0.052,n,1);
euD(:,t) = (1 - a 2 (:,t ).*Qcor(:,t )) .*euO ( :,t); %%%
AAl = 1.104;
AA2 = -0.024;
Rb(:,t) = AAl + AA2*Qcor(;,t);
% Variability of concrete cover (tension side) 
c(:,t) = normrnd(20,3,n,1);
% Variability of concrete strength (lognormal distribution)
fcmean = 45; 
fcvariance = 36;
fcm = log((fcmean^2)/sqrt(fcvariance+fcmean^2)); 
fcsig = sqrt (log (fcvariance/(fcmean'^2)+1) ) ; 
fc(:,t) = lognrnd(fcm, fcsig, n, 1);
% Area of confining steel stirrups and stirrup spacing
Alink = 2B.27; 
fylink = 626; 
s s = 170;
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% Contribution of stirrup confinement on bond strength 
link(:,t) = ((0.191*Alink*fylink)./(ss*DO(:,t )));
% Residual bond strength after t years of corrosion
umD(:,t) = Rb(:,t) .* (0.55 + 0.24*(c(:,t ) ./DO(:,t))) .*(fc(:,t) .^0.5) 
+ link(:,t); %%%
end
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Appendix FI. Tabulated results for 11-type beams (Chapter 6)
F l . l .  Yield-load capacity limit state (111 beam)
iteration (both assumed loads 20kN and 24.34kN)
Table F l.l .  Variable levels for the 1®‘ iteration of the yield load-capacity and ductility limit states.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( -  ) H igh( + )
yc(MPa) 37 19 55
^ ( M P a ) 550 480 620
A f  (mm^) 143.5 111 176
8.5 5262 11.735
0.06027 0.00624 0,1143
Table F1.2. 2^  ^fractional experimental design (ED) of 1®‘ iteration of the load capacity limit state.
Variables
y; jC" Load(kbORun
1 — — — — 4- 21.8
2 + — — — — 22.6
3 — -1- — — — 27.8
4 + -1- — — 4- 2&8
5 — — — — 33.6
6 -f- — — 4- 34.6
7 — 4- 4- — 4- 42.8
8 -f- 4- 4- — — 44.6
9 — — — 4- — 21.6
10 + — — 4- 4- 22.6
11 — 4- — 4- 4- 27.8
12 + 4- — 4- — 2&6
13 — — 4- 4- 4- 33.8
14 4- — 4- 4- — 34.6
15 — 4" 4- 4- — 42.6
16 -1- 4- 4- 4- 4- 44.6
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 32.4
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the
main variables.
Table F1.3. Coded regression coefficients of 1®‘ iteration of the load capacity limit state (Eq. 6 .8 ).
Po Px Pi Pi P a Ps Pe Pi Pz p9 Pxo Pxx Pxi Pn PxA Pis
32.05 0.575 3.9 0.05 6.85 -0.025 0.125 -0.025 0.125 0 0 0.85 -0.025 0 0.125 0.025
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2"^ iteration (assumed load = 20kN)
Table F1.4. Variable levels for the I"** iteration of the load capacity limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( -  ) H igh( + )
/c(M Pa) 37 28 46
j^"(hÆPa) 488JW 462.4 514.2
A f  (mm^) 98.3 88.9 107.7
Note that the influence of variables and was found to be small and hence they are discounted from
remaining iterations.
Table FI.5. 2^  full factorial ED of 2"** iteration of the load capacity limit state.
Variables
^  /T < Load (kN)
1 — 17.18
2 + — 17.48
3 + — 18.92
4 +  + — 19.26
5 + 20.6
6 +  — + 21
7 + + 23
8 + + + 23
9 (center) 0 0 0 2 0 2
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the
main variables.
Table F1.6. Coded regression coefficients of 2"^  iteration of the load capacity limit state (Eq. 6.8).
Po Px Pi Pi Pa Ps Ps Pi Pz P9 Pxo Pxx Pxi Pxi PxA Pxs
20.071 0.13 0.99 - 1.845 - -0.045 - -0.03 - - 0 . 1 1  -
3^^ iteration (assumed load = 20kN)
Table F1.7. Variable levels for the 3*^** iteration of the load capacity limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
/c(M Pa) 37 28 46
fy  (MPa) 485.8 459.9 511.6
Af, (mm4 98.7 89.3 108.1
Note that the influence of variables and was found to be small and hence they are discounted from 
remaining iterations.
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Table F1.8. 2^ full factorial ED of 2"“ iteration of load capacity limit state.
Run
Variables
/ c / ; 4 ° Load (kN)
1 — — — 17.1
2 4- — — 17.4
3 — 4- — 18.92
4 4- 4- — 19.32
5 — — 20.4
6 4- — 4- 20.8
7 — 4- 4- 23
8 4- 4- 4- 23/2
9 (center) 0 0 0 20.2
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F1.9. Coded regression coefficients o f  2"^ iteration of the load capacity limit state (Eq. 6.8).
Po Px Pi Pi Pa Ps Pe Pi Pz P9 Pxo Pxx Pxi Pxi PxA Pxs
20.038 0.162 1.092 - 1.832 - -0.013 -0.012 0.157 - -
2"^ iteration (assumed load = 24.34kN)
Table Fl.lO. Variable levels for the 2"^  iteration of the load capacity limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
^ (M P a) 37 28 46
fy  (MPa) 507 481.1 532.9
A °  ( W ) 115 105.6 124.4
Note that the influence of variables and was found to be small and hence they are discounted from
remaining iterations.
Table F l .l  1.2-* full factorial ED of 2 iteration of load capacity limit state.
Variables
Run /c / ; A? Load (kN)
1 — — — 2L2
2 4- — — 21.2
3 — 4 - — 2 3 4
4 — 23.6
5 — — 4- 24.6
6 4- — 4- 24.8
7 — 4 - 4- 27
8 4- 4 - 4- 27.4
9 (center) 0 0 0 24.2
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the
main variables.
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Table FI.12. Coded regression coefficients of 2"** iteration of the yield-load limit state (Eq. 6.8).
Pe Pi Pi Pi Pa Ps Pe Pi Pz p9 PlO Pn P\i Pn P\A Pis
24.156 0.1 1.2 - 1.8 - 0.05 0.05 - - 0.05
3^^ iteration (assumed load = 24.34kN)
Table FI.13. Variable levels for the 3'^ '* iteration of the yield load-capacity limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh (4 - )
yc(MPa) 37 28 46
(MPa) 520 494.1 545.9
(mm") 110 100.6 119.4
Note that the influence of variables and was found to be small and hence they are discounted from
remaining iterations.
Table F1.14.2  ^full factorial ED of 2"'^  iteration of load capacity limit state.
Variables
Run /c / / Load (kN)
1 —  — — 20 .8
2 + — — 21
3 + — 22 .8
4 -f + — 23
5 —  — 4- 24.2
6 4- — -f 24.6
7 — 4* 4- 26.6
8 -f 4- 4- 27
9 (center) 0 0 0 2 3 ^
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the 
main variables.
Table FI.15. Coded regression coefficients of 2"'* iteration of the yield-load limit state (Eq. 6.8).
Po Pi P i Pi Pa A  6^ P i Pz P9 Pio P n  P \i P n  PiA Pis
23.733 0.15 1.1 1.85 - 0 - 0.05 - 0.1 -
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F1.2. Ductility limit state (111 beam)
iteration (assumed displacement ductility factor p ô ^  2 )
Initially the variable range o f Table F.1.1 was used to obtain an approximation o f the 
ductility limit state. As discussed within Chapter 6, the approximation o f the ductility limit 
state using the variable ranges o f Table F.1.1 was found inadequate due to the large 
evaluation range.
Table FI.16. 2^^  fractional experimental design (ED) of iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variables__________________________________________ Displacement
Run f  u^  ductility factor, //j
J c  J  y  max u
1 — — — — + 3.96
2 + — — — — 1.33
3 — + — — — 1.09
4 + + — — + 4.48
5 — — + — — 1.22
6 + — + — 4- 3.18
7 — + -t- ■ — 4- 1.36
8 + + -f- — — 1.12
9 — — — 4- — 1.20
10 -f- — — 4- + 8.12
11 — + — + + 3.02
12 + + — 4- — 1.10
13 — — 4- + 2.57
14 + — + — 1.20
15 — + -h + — 1.16
16 + + 4- + 4- 3.70
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 4.27
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F1.17. Coded regression coefficients of iteration of the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
Po_______P\ Pi Pi Pa Ps p6 Pi Pz Po P\o Pu Pn Pu Pi4 Pis
2.488 0.541 -0.36 1.31 -0.549 0.27 -0.069 0.53 -0.179 0.232 -0.3 0.254 -0.154 -0.547 0.283 -0.053
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Table FI.18. Axial runs of iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variables Displacement
Run /c fy 4 ? ductility factor, [is
1 — 0 0 0 0 Z36
2 + 0 0 0 0 6.22
3 0 ■— 0 0 0 5.07
4 0 -f- 0 0 0 4.05
5 0 0 — 0 0 5.47
6 0 0 - b 0 0 3.48
7 0 0 0 — 0 4.71
8 0 0 0 + 0 3.88
9 0 0 0 0 — 1.14
10 0 0 0 0 + 4.27
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the
main variables.
Table F1.19. Coded regression coefficients of 1** iteration of the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.9).
A A A A A A A A A A Ao Ai P n  P n  Pi4  As
4.433 0.695 -0.376 1.338 -0.598 0.195 -0.069 0.53 -0.179 0.232 -0.3 0.254 -0.154 -0.547 0.283 -0.053
P\6 Pm P n P\9 Ao
-0.164 0.106 -1.748 0.021 -0.157
To improve the aceuraey of the approximation for the ductility limit state, several 
approximations are obtained for different intervals o f the variable space. The corrosion 
intervals examined are established according to the following corrosion amounts: Qcor = 
0%, 5%, 15% and 18%.
0%  — 5% :
iteration
Table F1.20. Variable levels for the iteration of the yield load capacity and ductility limit states.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( -  ) H igh( + )
./c(MPa) 37 19 55
;r^ (M P a) 575 523.3 626.8
4 ^  (mm^) 157.1 138.3 175.9
C ( M P a ) <L53 7.33 11.79
0.09 0.0657 0.1143
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Table F1.21. 2^  ^fractional experimental design (ED) of 1*^  iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variables
Run
/c fy
Displacement 
ductility factor, jus
1 — — — — -b 2.75
2 + — — — — 7.77
3 — + — — — 2.16
4 + + — — -b 4.72
5 — — -b — — 2.44
6 -f- — -b — + 5.06
7 — + + — -b 1.33
8 -b -b -b — — 4.26
9 — — — -b — 2.80
10 + — — + + 6.31
11 — -b — -b -b 2.04
12 + -b — -b — 4.11
13 — — -b + -b 2.27
14 + — -b -b — 5.30
15 — -b -b -b — 1.36
16 + -b -b -b -b 3.61
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 2.98
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the
main variables.
Table F1.22. Coded regression coefficients of iteration of the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A P\ A  A A A A  A  A A Ao Ai Pn Pn Pi4 As
3.60 1.498 -0.694 -0.132 -0.439 -0.165» -0.273 -0.085 -0.146 -0.141 0.109 0.13 1 0 -0.003 0.214 0.1
Addition o f axial (star) points to fit 2"^-order model for the ductility limit state.
Table F1.23. 2^  ^fractional experimental design (ED) of 1*‘ iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variables
Run /c f y 4 ? Displacementductility factor, lus
1 — 0 0 0 0 2.75
2 -b 0 0 0 0 7.77
3 0 — 0 0 0 2.16
4 0 + 0 0 0 4.72
5 0 0 — 0 0 2.44
6 0 0 -b 0 0 5.06
7 0 0 0 — 0 1.33
8 0 0 0 + 0 4.26
9 0 0 0 0 — :L80
10 0 0 0 0 -b 6.31
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the 
main variables.
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Table F1.24. Coded regression coefficients of 1*‘ iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.9).
A P\ A A A A A A A A Ao Ai Pu Pn Pi4 As
3.153 1.483 -0.673 -0.118 -0.447 -0.185 -0.273 -0.085 -0.146 -0.141 0.109 0.131 0 -0.003 0.214 0.1
Ae A? As Pl9 Ao
-0.072 -0.101 -0.193 0.396 0.462
2"  ^iteration
Table F1.25. Variable levels for the 2"‘‘ iteration of the ductility limit state {Qcor =  0-5%).
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
./c(MPa) 26 20 32
(MPa) 595 569.5 620.5
A °  (mm^) 157 147 167
C ( M P a ) 9.3 8.19 10.4
0.079 0.0658 0.0922
Table F1.26.2^  ^fractional ED of 2"**iteration for ductility limit state {Qcor = 0-5%).
Variables
Run /c fy" A S s S Displacementductility factor, fis
1 — — — — + 2.40
2 + -- — — — 3.41
3 — + — — — 2.14
4 + + — — -b 2.81
5 — -- -b — — 2.25
6 + — -b — -b 3.11
7 — + -b — + 1.75
8 + + -b — — 2.47
9 — — — -b — 2.21
10 + — — + -b :L88
11 — + — -b -b 1.98
12 + 4- — + — 2.65
13 — — -b -b -b 1.80
14 -t- — -b + — 3.04
15 — -b -b -b — 1.42
16 + -b + -b -b 2.48
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 9
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the
main variables.
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Table F1.27. Coded regression coefficients of 2"** iter, for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8), gcor=0-5%.
Po Pi Pi Ps A  A  A A  A  A  Ao Pn Pn Pn Pu Pn
2.421 0.43 -0.212 -0.024 -0.135 -0.118 -0.041 -0.013 0.052 0.024 0.066 -0.049 0.038 0.018 0.002 0.013
iteration
Table F1.28. Variable levels for the 3""^  iteration of the ductility limit state (Qcor = 0-5%).
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
./c(MPa) 26 20 32
yjf" (MPa) 598 572.5 623.5
AS (mm4 160 150 170
C ( M P a ) 9.3 8.19 10.4
0.08 0.0668 0.0932
Table F1.29. 2^  ^fractional ED of 3*^** iteration for ductility limit state (Qcor = 0-5%). 
Variables
Run f c f " A S Displacement ductility factor, fis
1 — — — — 4- 2 J 7
2 + — — — — 3.38
3 — + - — — 2.11
4 + 4- — — 4- 2.77
5 — — 4- — — 2.18
6 + — 4- — 4- 3.17
7 — 4- 4- — 4- 1.60
8 + 4- 4- — — 2.40
9 — — — -b — 2.19
10 + — — 4- 4- 2.92
11 — 4- — -b -b 1.96
12 4- 4- — 4- — 2.76
13 — — -b 4- 4- 1.75
14 4- — 4- 4- — 3.06
15 — 4- 4- 4- — 1.42
16 -b 4- 4- 4- 4- 2 J 8
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 2.43
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the 
main variables.
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Table F1.30. Coded regression coefficients of 3'** iter, for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8), Qcor =0-5%.
A P\ A A A A A A A A Ao Ai A 2 As A4 As
2.402 0.454 ■0.227 -0.036 -0.156 -0.097 -0.051 -0.009 0.054 0.021 0.039 -0.069 0.051 0.017 -0.017 0.004
Qcor = 15% -1 8 % :
iteration
Table F1.31. Variable levels for the 1®* iteration of the ductility limit states.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
ycCMPa) 37 19 55
/jf'C M P a) 540 487.5 59Z5
AS (m iti4 131 113.7 148.3
« 1  (MPa) 6.85 5 J 6 8.34
eS 0.02332 0.00352 0.04312
Table F1.32.2 fractional ED of iteration for the ductility limit state.
Variables
Run /c / ;  4 “ Displacement 
ductility factor, jjls
1 — —  — — -b 3.65
2 -b —  — —  — 1.06
3 — + —  — 1.03
4 -b + -  + 3.80
5 — -b —  — 1 .11
6 + — “b + 3.68
7 — + + — + :L35
8 + -b -b —  — 1.03
9 — — — -b 1.09
10 + -- -- +  + 4.98
11 — -b - -b -b 2.64
12 + "b — “b — 1 .0 2
13 — — "b “b -b Z89
14 -b -b -b — 1.07
15 — -b + "b — 1 .0 2
16 -b + + -b -b 3 J 5
17 (center) 0 0  0 0  0 23 6
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
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Table F1.33. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the load capacity limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A  P\ A A A A A A A  A  i^ 10 Pn Pn Pn P\4 P\5
2.243 0.263 -0.206 1.182 -0.173 0.022 0.007 0.272 -0.043 0.084 ■-0.177 0.081 -0.044 -0.177 0.026 -0.002
Addition of axial (star) points to fit 2"^-order model for the ductility limit state.
2 ^  iteration
Table F1.34. Variable levels for the 2"'* iteration of the ductility limit state (Qcor -  15-18%).
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
/c ( M P a ) 37 28 46
^ ( M P a ) 541 514 568
Af, (mm4 131 122 140
» l ( M P a ) 6.85 6.11 7.59
0.02 0.0089 0.0311
Table F1.35.2 ^ '  fraetional ED of 2"'* iteration for ductility limit state (Qc„r = 15-18%).
Variables
Run fc fy AS sS Displacementductility factor, fis
1 — — — — 4- 3 3 3
2 + — — — — 1.34
3 — + — — — 1.42
4 + + — — 4- 2.19
5 — — 4- — — 1.42
6 + — 4- — 4- 3.04
7 — + 4- — 4- :L63
8 + 4- — — 1.36
9 — — — -b — 1.43
10 + — — 4- 4- :L93
11 — + — 4- 4- 2.84
12 + 4- — 4- — 1.26
13 — — 4- 4- 4- 3.01
14 + — -b 4- — 1.50
15 — 4- 4- -b — 1.38
16 -f- 4- 4- 4- 4- 2.63
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 2.15
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the
main variables.
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Table F1.36. Coded regression coefficients of 2"** iter., ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8), Qcor =15-18%.
Pi Pi Pi Ps Pe Pi A  Ao Pn Pii As Pi4 Pis
2.104 -0.069 -0.137 0.712 0.021 0.022 -0.034 -0.046 0.081 0.027 -0.103 0.016 0.042 -0.006 0.018 -0.013
3^^ iteration
Table F1.37. Variable levels for the 3"^ iteration of the ductility limit state (Qcor = 15-18%).
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( -  ) High ( + )
)c(M Pa) 37 28 46
.^ (M P a ) 541 514 568
(mm") 131 122 140
C ( M P a ) 6.85 6.11 7.59
0.0185 0.0074 0.0296
Table F1.38. 2f-' fractional ED of3^ iteration for ductility limit state (Qcor = 15-18%).
Variables
Run /c f y AS. Displacement ductility factor, fis
1 — — — — + 3.12
2 -b — — — — 1.26
3 — -b — — — 1.35
4 -b -b — — + 2.13
5 — — + — — 1.30
6 -b — -b — -b 2.91
7 — + + — -b 2 3 5
8 + -b -b — — 1.26
9 — — — -b — 1.35
10 + — — + + 2 3 4
11 — -b — -b -b 2.75
12 + -b — -b — 1.19
13 — — + -b -b 2 3 6
14 -b — + -b — 1.39
15 — -b + -b — 1.26
16 + -b + -b + 2 3 3
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 2.04
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the 
main variables.
Table F1.39. Coded regression coefficients of3^ iter., ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8), Qcor = 15-18%.
A Pi Pi A A A A A A A Ao Pn Pn As Pu Pis
2.005 -0.064 -0.126 0.708 0.004 0.018 -0.036 -0.044 0.079 0.031 -0.096 0.018 0.037 -0.003 0.016 -0.016
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Appendix F2. Tabulated results for T-type beams (Chapter 6)
F2.1. Yield-load capacity limit state (T282 beam)
iteration: assumed load = 30kN
Table F2.1. Variable levels for the 1®‘ iteration of the yield load-capacity and ductility limit states.
Variable____________ Center ( 0 )  Low ( -  )_________ High ( + )
)c(M Pa) 37 19 55
y;f'(M Pa) 465 404 531
205 169 240
C ( M P a ) 535 1.5 9 2
0.0775 0.015 0.14
Table F2.2. 2^^  fractional experimental design (ED) of 1*‘ iteration of the load capacity limit state.
Variables
Run fc / ; AS “1 : Load (kN)
1 — — — — 4- 3032
2 + — — — — 31.40
3 — 4- — — — 393%
4 4- 4- — — 4- 41.02
5 — — 4- — — 30.88
6 -b — 4- — 4- 31.30
7 — 4- 4- — 4- 39.78
8 4- + 4- — — 40.74
9 — — — 4- — 43.14
10 4- — — 4- 4- 44.36
11 — 4* — 4- + 52.78
12 4- 4* — 4- — 57.56
13 — — 4- 4- 4- 42.68
14 4- — 4- 4- — 43.72
15 — 4- 4- 4- — 5 2 3 2
16 4- 4- 4- 4- -b 57.24
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 42.94
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the
main variables.
Table F2.3. Coded regression coefficients of 1** iteration of the load capacity limit state (Eq. 6.8).
Po Pi Pi Pi Pa Ps Pe Pi A  A  Ao Pii Pn Pn Pu Pis
42.485 0.933 5.223 -0.115 6.777 -0.0120.5-0.052 0.525 0.075 0.002 0.565 0.01 -0.083 0.393 0.015
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Table F2.4. Variable levels for the 2”^  iteration of the load capacity limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh (4 - )
/c  (MPa) 29 38 47
/ ;  (MPa) 422 392 451
4 ?  (mm^) 155.2 143 167
Note that the influence of variables and was found to be small and hence they are discounted from
remaining iterations.
Table F2.5.2^ full factorial ED of 2”‘*iteration of the load-capacity limit state.
Variables
Run fc / ; AS Load (kN)
1 — — — 25JW
2 + — — 25.86
3 — 4- — 2932
4 + 4- — 2938
5 — — 4- 29.42
6 4- — 4- 29.90
7 — 4- 4- 33.90
8 4- 4- 4- 34.18
9 (center) 0 0 0 29.80
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.6. Coded regression coefficients of 2"^  iteration of the load capacity limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A A A A A A A A A A Ao Ai Az As A# Pn
29.68 0.2 2.015 - 2.17 - -0.015 - -0.01 0.175 - - - -
3''^ iteration
Table F2.7. Variable levels for the 3*^** iteration of the load capacity limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) High ( 4 - )
yô(MPa) 33.7 24.7 42.7
f S  (MPa) 426.7 3962 456.7
AS (mm4 155.6 143.6 167.6
Note that the influence of variables and was found to be small and hence they are discounted from 
remaining iterations.
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Table F2.8. H’ full factorial ED of 2"‘* iteration for yield-load capacity. 
Variables
Run /c / ; AS Load (kN)
1 — — — 2 5 3 2
2 + — — 26.20
3 — + — 29.64
4 + + — 30.02
5 — — + 2 9 3 0
6 + — + 30.20
7 — + + 34.22
8 + + + 34.60
9 (center) 0 0 0 30.04
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.9. Coded regression coefficients of 2"^  iteration for the yield-load limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A A  A A A A  A  A  Ao AI Az As A 4 A;
30.05 0.15 2 2.2 0 0.15
F2.2. Ductility limit state (T282 beam)
iteration (assumed displacement ductility factor ps = 2)
Initially the variable range of Table F2.1 was used to obtain an approximation of the 
ductility limit state. As discussed within Chapter 6, the approximation of the ductility limit 
state using the variable ranges of Table F2.1 was found inadequate due to the large 
evaluation range.
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Table F2.10. 2^ '^  fractional experimental design (ED) of iteration for ductility limit state.
Run
Variables Displacement
fc fy 4 ? ductility factor, ps
1 — — — — -b 3.14
2 + — — — — 2.99
3 — + — — — 2.46
4 + -b — — -b 2.33
5 — — -b — — 6.62
6 + — -b — -b 7.75
7 — -b -b — + 2.26
8 - t - -b + — — 5.49
9 — — — -b — 2.40
10 -b — — -b - b 2.74
11 — + — -b -b 1.41
12 + + — -b — 2.50
13 — — -b -b -b 2.82
14 -b — -b -b — 6.17
15 — + -b -b — 1.14
16 -b + -b -b -b 3.57
17 (center) 0 0 0 0 0 4.44
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the
main variables.
Table F2.11. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A P \  A  A A  A A A A  A Ao A i  i^ 12 As A 4 As
3.487 0.706 -0.842 0.991 -0.643 - 0.234 0.122 0.562 0.196 0.139 -0.52 0.153 ■-0.02 -0.409 -0.143 0.026
Table F2.12. Axial runs of 1'‘ iteration for ductility limit state.
Variables Displacement
Run fc fy 4 ? ductility factor, ps
1 — 0 0 0 0 2.58
2 + 0 0 0 0 5.58
3 0 — 0 0 0 5.15
4 0 -b 0 0 0 3.25
5 0 0 — 0 0 3.04
6 0 0 -b 0 0 4.33
7 0 0 0 — 0 6.39
8 0 0 0 -b 0 3.09
9 0 0 0 0 — 4.16
10 0 0 0 0 -b 5.42
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the 
main variables.
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Table F2.13. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.9).
A P\ A  A A  A A  A  A  A Ao Ai P\2 Pn Pu As
4.493 0.794 -0.854 0.952 -0.755 -0.138 0.122 0.562 0.196 0.139 -0.521 0.153 -0.018 -0.409 -0.14 0.026
A6
-0.42
A? As P\9 Ao 
-0.3 -0.815 0.24 0.29
To improve the accuracy o f the approximation for the ductility limit state, several 
approximations are obtained for different intervals o f the variable space. The corrosion 
intervals examined are established according to the following corrosion amounts: Qcor = 
0%, 5%, 10% and 15%.
Qcor =  0% 
iteration
Table F2.14. Variable levels for the iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
yô(MPa) 37 19 55
489 445 533
0.132 0.09636 0.1676
Table F2.15. 2^ full factorial ED of iteration for ductility limit state.
Variables
Run / c fy sS Displacementductility factor, p§
1 — — — 2.08
2 + — — 5.50
3 — + — 1.49
4 - f -b — 4.11
5 — — + 2.14
6 -b — -b 5.38
7 — + -b 1.59
8 -b -b -b 4.16
9 (center) 0 0 0 3.29
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the 
main variables.
Table F2.16. Coded regression coefficients of 1®‘ iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A A A  A A A A  A  A A Ao Pn Pn Pn Pu As
3.306 1.481 -0.471 0.011 - -0.183 -0.028 - - 0.026 - - - - -
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Table F2.17. Variable levels for the 2"** iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
fc (MPa) 32.14 23.14 41.14
f S  (MPa) 556.1 534.1 578.1
eS 0.1301 0.1123 0.1479
Table F2.18. 2^ full factorial ED of 2"'^  iteration for ductility capacity.
Variables
Run fc fy" Displacement 
ductility factor, ps
1 — — — 1.79
2 -t- — — 2.52
3 — + — 1.52
4 + “b — 2.31
5 — — -b 1.79
6 + — + 2.52
7 — -b -b 1.50
8 + + -b 2.28
9 (center) 0 0 0 2.26
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.19. Coded regression coefficients of 1*‘ iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A P\ A A A  A A  A A  A  Ao Ai Az As Pu As
2.029 0.379 -0.124 -0.005 - - 0.016 -0.002 - - -0.005 - - - - -
3^ ^^  iteration
Table F2.20. Variable levels for the 3*^  ^iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
./c(M P a) 23.32 14.32 32.32
4 f" (M P a ) 500.1 478.1 522.1
0.1307 0.11288 0.14852
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Table F2.21. 2^  full factorial ED of iteration for ductility capacity. 
Variables
Run fc / ; Displacement ductility factor, p s
1 — — — 1.21
2 + — — 3.20
3 — -b — 1.15
4 -b -b — 2.48
5 — — -b 1.21
6 -b — -b 3.20
7 — + -b 1.15
8 -b -b -b 2.48
9 (center) 0 0 0 2.40
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the sighs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.22. Coded regression coefficients of 1*‘ iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A P\ A A A A A A A A Ao A1 Az As A4 As
2.01 0.83 -0.196 7.5E-7- -0.186 0 - - 0 - - - - -
Qcor = 5%
iteration
Table F2.23. Variable levels for the 1®*iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
Vc(MPa) 37 19 55
(MPa) 486.3 442.6 530
0.1031 0.07399 0.1322
Table F2.24.2^ full factorial ED of 1®‘ iteration for ductility limit state.
Variables
Run /c / ; Displacement ductility factor, p s
1 — — — 2.27
2 + — — 5.71
3 — + — 1.72
4 + -b — 4.36
5 — — -b 2.40
6 -b — + 5.68
7 — -b + 1.78
8 -b -b + 4.34
9 (center) 0 0 0 3.96
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the 
main variables.
Table F2.25. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A A A A A A A A A A Ao Ai Az As A4 As
3.533 1.491 -0.482 0.02 - -0.189 -0.029 - - -0.01 - - - - -
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2"^ iteration
Table F2.26. Variable levels for the 2"** iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low  ( - ) High ( +  )
fo  (MPa) 19.3 10.3 28.3
f S  (MPa) 525 503.1 546.9
0.09765 0.0831 0.1122
Table F2.27. 2^ full factorial ED of 2"^  iteration for ductility capacity.
Variables
Run fc / ; Displacement 
ductility factor, p s
1 — — — 1.06
2 + — — 2.57
3 — -b — 1.03
4 + -b — 2.35
5 — — -b 1.06
6 + — + 2.59
7 — -b -b 1.03
8 -t- -b -b 2.34
9 (center) 0 0 0 1.90
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.28. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
Po Pi Pi Pi Pa Ps Pe Pi Ps A  Pio Pll P n  P n  PiA Pis
1.751 0.71 -0.066 0 -0.052 0 -0.004 - - - - -
iteration
Table F2.29. Variable levels for the 2"'* iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
/c(M Pa) 21.12 12.12 30.12
fy  (MPa) 494.8 472.9 516.7
0.1023 0.08775 0.11685
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Table F2.30. t full factorial ED of 2"** iteration for ductility capacity.
Variables
Run f  / ; Displacement 
ductility factor, ps
1 —  — — 1.35
2 +  — — 2.95
3 —  + — 1.21
4 +  + — 2.57
5 —  — + 1.37
6 +  — + 2.95
7 — + + 1.22
8 +  + + 2.57
9 (center) 0 0 0 2.48
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the 
main variables.
Table F2.31. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A  P\ A  A A  A A  A A A  Ao Ai Az As Pï4 As
2.023 0.736 -0.131 0.004 - - -0.059 -0.004 - - -0.001 - - - - -
gcor= 10%
iteration
Table F2.32. Variable levels for the iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) High (4-)
yc(M P a) 37 19 55
yjf'CM Pa) 477.4 432.4 522.3
eS 0.0729 0.0465 0.0993
Table F2.33. 2^ full factorial ED of iteration for ductility limit state.
Variables
Run / ; Displacement 
ductility factor, ps
1 —  — — 2.80
2 +  — — 4.83
3 —  + — 2.35
4 -f- + — 4.65
5 —  — 4- 3.01
6 -t- 4- 6.61
7 -  4- + 1.99
8 4- 4- 4- 4.65
9 (center) 0 0 0 3.90
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
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Table F2.34. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A P\ A  A A A A A A A Ao Ai Az As P\A As
3.86 1.325 -0.451 0.203 - - -0.084 0.24 - - -0.293 - -  -  - -
2"^ iteration
Table F2.35. Variable levels for the 2"'‘ iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) L o w ( - ) H igh( +  )
./^(M Pa)
(M Pa)
eS
23 .22  14.22  
525.4 502.9
0.07154 0.05834
32 .22
547.9
0.08474
Table F2.36. t full factorial ED of 2"** iteration for ductility capacity.
Variables
Run f  / ; Displaeement 
ductility factor, pg
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 (eenter)
+  -  -  
+  -  
+  +  — 
-  +  
+  -  +  
-  +  +  
+  +  +  
0 0 0
1.53
3.22  
1.24 
2.83  
1.51 
3.17
1.22 
2 .78  
2.44
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.37. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A P\ A A A A A A A A Ao Ai Az As P\A As
2.187 0.812 -0.169 -0.017 - - -0.024 -0.007 - - 0.001 - - - - -
3"^  ^iteration
Table F2.38. Variable levels for the 2"^  iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
yê(M P a)
4 f" (M P a )
19.15 10.15 
499.4 476.9
0.07361 0.06041
28.15
521.9
0.08681
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Table F2.39. 2^  full factorial ED of 2"" iteration for ductility capacity.
Run
Variables
fo f S Displacement 
ductility factor, ps
1 — — — 1.41
2 + — — 3.24
3 — + — 1.02
4 + + — 2.57
5 — — + 1.43
6 + — + 3.21
7 — + + 1.03
8 + + + 2.57
9 (center) 0 0 0 2.52
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.40. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A P\ A A A A A A A A Ao Ai Az As A4 As
2.059 0.838 -0.263 0 - - -0.064 -0.008 - - 0.003 - - - - -
Qcor= 15%
1®^ iteration
Table F2.41. Variable levels for the iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H ig h  ( 4 - )
./c(M Pa) 37 19 55
y;;'(M P a ) 463.4 413.7 513.1
eS 0.0435 0.0147 0.0723
Table F2.42. 2^ full factorial ED of iteration for ductility limit state.
Variables
Run f  / ; sS Displaeement
ductility factor, ps
1 —  — — 3 .20
2 + — — 2.01
3 + — 2 .09
4 + + — 1.85
5 —  — 4- 3.12
6 4“ — 4- 7.49
7 —  4- 4- 2.17
8 4" 4- 4- 5.06
9 (center) 0 0 0 4.65
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs o f the
main variables.
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Table F2.43. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A P\ A A A A A A A A Ao Ai Az As A4 As
3.516 0.729 -0.584 1.086 - -0.067 1.085 -0.265 - - - - -
Table F2.44. Axial runs of 1** iteration for ductility limit state.
Variables
Run fo f y Displacement ductility factor, p§
1 — 0 0 2.63
2 + 0 0 4.43
3 0 — 0 ■ 5.26
4 0 -b 0 4.01
5 0 0 — 2.97
6 0 0 -b 5.72
Note that the signs o f the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.45. Coded regression coefficients of iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.9).
A P\ A A A A A A A A Ao A I Az As A4 As
4.59 0.763 -0.593 1.143 - -0.067 1.085 -0.265 - - - - -
A 6 A? As Ae Ao
-1.046 0.06 -0.232 -
2"^ iteration
Table F2.46. Variable levels for the 2"''' iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) H igh( + )
./c(M P a) 20 11 29
/jf'C M Pa) 490.9 466 515.8
0.066 0.0516 0.0804
Table F2.47.2^  full factorial ED of 2"** iteration for ductility capacity.
Variables
Run fo / ; Displacement ductility factor, pg
1 — — — 1.76
2 -b — — 3.65
3 — + — 1.12
4 -b + — 3.11
5 — — -b 2.16
6 + — + 3.67
7 — -b -b 1.77
8 + + -b 3.08
9 (center) 0 0 0 2.14
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the
main variables.
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Table F2.48. Coded regression coefficients of 2"'* iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8)
P\ A A A A A Ao Ai Az As PiA As
2.539 0.836 -0269 0.13 -0.013 -0.133 - 0.025 -
iteration
Table F2.49. Variable levels for the 3'^  ^ iteration of the ductility limit state.
Variable Center ( 0 ) Low ( - ) High( + )
,/c (MPa) 20 11 29
/ °  (MPa) 501.2 476.3 526.1
sS  0.03S08 0.02068 0.04948
Table F2.50.2^  full factorial ED of 3'" iteration for ductility capacity.
Variables
Run fc / ; Displacement ductility factor, ps
1 — — 1.12
2 + — — 3.65
3 -b — 1.01
4 + + — 3.10
5 — + 1.16
6 + — + 3.48
7 + + 1.01
8 + + + 3.02
9 (center) 0 0 0 2.11
Note that the signs of the two-factor interactions are obtained by multiplication between the signs of the 
main variables.
Table F2.51. Coded regression coefficients of 3"^^iteration for the ductility limit state (Eq. 6.8).
A  Pi  A  A A  A A A A  A  Ao Pi]1 Az As PlA As
2.184 1.119 -0.157 -0.026 - -0.093 -0.037 - - 0.007 - -  -  -  -
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